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The roots of contemporary American education are imbedded in the historical development of the United States.
From the 18th century onward into modern times, political
statesmen have recognized the relat1onsh1p of an intelligent
citizenry to an effective form of democratic government.
The philosophic thrust for education has been enmeshed in
our political structure but it has been the educational
statesmen who have had to translate into actuality the
houes and ideals of the American public school system.
Henry Clinton Morrison (1871-1945) was one of these
men.

The pattern of his educational career fitted him to

play the role of an educational statesman.

As a high

school principal (1895-1899), city superintendent of schools

(1899-1904), state superintendent of public 1nstruot1on
(1904-1917), director of the laboratory schools of the
University of Chicago (1919-1928), professor of education

(1928-193?), lecturer, author, and emeritus professor
(1937-1945), he had the opportunity to view the panorama
of the educational enterprise over a period of time and
from a variety of significant perspectives.
The half-century during which Morrison was active
in the field of education (l.895-1945) was one of tremendous
social and educational ferment and change.

The ranid

social changes were reflected in the educational structure.

111

In the midst of the educational and social change Henry

his era, witnessed the tremendous changes taking place in

the social and political life of America and argued that
only a "valid theory of education based on sc1ent1f1c
principles" could bring some order and rationality to bear
on these problems and serve as a guide for future aotion.
A

Henry

basic assumption Of this dissertation is that

c.

Morrison had a conception of society and of the

education that prepared one to function 1n that society.
This study will attempt to identify and to analyze his
conception of society and to relate his idea of education

to preparation for life in the social order.
Ea.eh era or history faces problems that are peculiar

to that era in some respects and yet have aspects that are
several problem areas which posed questions of

timeless.

concern to Morrison throughout h1s educational career were
as follows:
l. What is education?

2. What is the nature of the learning process?

3. What oontr1but1on can learning theory,
administrative organization and structure,
curriculum theory, and methods make 1n providing
equal educational oppertunity for all children?

4. Are all children educable to the same degree?

S.

Is there a difference between education and
sohool1ng?

iv

6. Are there distinctions between primary, secondary,

7. How can the educational system be organized and
articulated as a oont1nuous one from nursery
school through the university?

8. What is the role Of state supported education in
a democratic society?

9. How does one reconcile state respons1b111ty for
education with local control?

The problems raised by Morrison's questions still challenge
us today.

Tn1s dissertation will seek to identify and

interpret Morrison's response to the questions.
The aim

or

this study 1s to identify, discuss, and

appraise the educational and social theories of Henry c.
Morrison in light of his educational publications and ac-

t1v1t1es.

The evolution of these ideas

~111

be traced.

Special attention will be focused on the socio-economic

forces which prompted his continuous search for an educational theory of adjustment and adaptation, a basic essentialist
curriculum, and an orderly, sc1ent1fic method of instruction
leading to mastery.
This study will attempt to assess the contributions
which Henry c. Morrison• s ideas have mad.e to education in
general, tracing the changes which he effected in the areas
of educational theory, curriculum, and method during his
lifetime.

Ind1cat1ons will be made of contributions which

could conceivably be effective at present if attention were
redirected to his concepts and line of reasoning.

v

An analysis of the educational ideas of Henry

c.

lv1orrlson requlres a basic understanding of the terminology

employed to e:xnress those ideas.

Bent on develoning a

theory of education based on sc1ent1f1c pr1nc1nles, Morrison
WEts

consistent in defining a.nd redefining his terms in

each of his publications to avoid confUsion or m1s1nterpretat1on and to provide continuity in his developing theories.

In one of his early works, Morrison stated:
It is impossible to think accurately and coherently,
unless we have the appropriate language forms, or some
other concrete symbols such as those which mathematics
employs 1n which to do our thinking.
Scientific or systematic thinking further requires
i;.rords which are always used 1n exactly the same mean1n3. 1

Every science rests heavily on its terminology, or on the
system it employs for the sake of achieving not only unmistakable meaning but also convenience in discourse itself.

The whole field which is commonly called education
is singularly uncertain 1n the words which are used.

words

of critical imp0rtance are not only used with no exact
meaning, but their meaning varies in accordance with the

philosophy, education, and experience of the user.

And so

at the outset it 1s necessary to state the working terminology and to define the fundamental meanings as expressed
by Morrison throughout his professional presentations in the

1 Henry c. Morrison, Basic Principles 1n Education
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1934), p. 26.
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-course of his educational career.

sistency in educational terminology was mad.e by Morrison
in his final major work:

If those who govern our Public Instruction, those who
administer 1t, and those who operate 1t in the schoolroom are to be governed by reason and not by fads or
fancies of the day, they must be familiar with a terminology 1n which the substance of valid thought can
be framed for intercourse among themselves.2
According to Morrison, the principal marks of a good
terminology are:
1. That the terms must be definitive and not merely

descriptive.
2. That each term must have exact denotation and
not merely vague connotation.

J. That the terms must define strttctures, functions,
processes and objectives which have real existence
and are not merely notions.

4. That words used as terms shall be employed in
their correct mean1ng.3
Therefore, a review of the significant terms used by Morrison
1n h1s discourse is presented and developed 1n a logical order.
Throughout his professional research, experimentation,
and writing, Morrison sought to answer the question, nwhat
is F.d.ucation?"

2Henry c. Morrison, American Schools: A Qrit1cal Study
Our Sohool Slste~ (Chicago: The University of Chicago
ess, 19~jJ, p. 11 •

%

)Ibid., p. 116.
v11

The conclusion Of his studies was 1n substance that
sciences and moral attitudes wh1ch make up the fabric of
civ111zat1on.

Education is not erud1t1on, or information,

or enlightenment, or mental training, or development of
1nd1v1dual personalities, or a process of generating a new
and better c1v1lizat1on.
· Education is an organic natural process which ls
common 1n the broadest sense to much of the whole animal
kingdom.

It is a matter of an individual lea.ming how to

get on in the world.

It takes place 1n all creature• which

exist in a changeable environment.
In his attempt to formulate a defensible theory of
education, Morrison turned to the th•Ol"'J of evolution, in
general, and to the doctrine of emergent evolution in part1cular.

.

He aaw evolution aa a process ot producing

organisms which are capable or adjusting to a continuously
broader and more complex environment.

In the quantitative

process or producing more organisms, two basic qualitative
changes occurred.

The first was life itself, during which

the process caused variations in the spec1••• biological
transmission of th1s variation, and survival.
qualitative change was the appearance

or

The second

peraonalit7 where

the process or evolution shifted to learning and the
transmission of learning through cultural accumulat1on. 4

4Morr1son, :Bf!s1c Pr1nc1ple1, pp. )64-66.

v111

-With the appearance of persona.11ty, human society
coul.a aeve.1.op.

·J.ne :funC'ta.on or eciucat1on was 'to enable

the 1nd1v1dual to adjust to that society by adaptation,

that is to say by inner personal changes in the direction
of adjustment to society.
Learning how to get on in the world is adjustment.

And so Morrison speaks of the adjustment theory of education
as contrasted with the erud1t1onal theory or with theories

wh1ch hold that education 1s a matter of organic development and training of the faculties.

It ought to be borne

1n mind that the adjustment theory does not mean that the
individual has to learn every adjustment he has to make.
According to Morrison:
Both 1n the race and 1n the 1nd1v1dual the prize 1s
that 1s, - the
capacity to meet a very wide range Of adjustments as
the need arises. Hence, it has been said. • • "we do
not learn what to do, but rather become the kind of
people who will know what to do .5

not adjustment but "adaptab111ty
11

0

,

•

Man alone 1s capable of reacting upon and modifying

his environment.

Adaptability implies a minimum of native

adjustments and a maximum of dependence on 1nd1v1dual
learnings.
It follows that as the individual learns from the

exper1enoes of his life he is always becoming something,
1n some way different from what he was before learning
took place.

School

The result 1s what Morrison calls peraoital.ity,

c. Morrison, The ~rr1culum of the Common
(Chicago: The Un1vers!)'01' Chicago Press, 1940),

5Henry

p.2.

ix

and every genuine learning product 1s an accretion to
ruJ."svo.~ll.

c:.y is c;ne sum

total

Ot'

what an

individual has come to be by learning the cultural products
of social evolution".6

According to Morrison, an individual

can be defined at any period of his life as what he has
come to be, first by the process

or

physical growth, and

second by the process of learning.7
&lucation, then, is the development of the 1nd1v1dual
by the process of learning as d1at1ngu.1shed from physical
growth.

Learning 1s becoming and the product is a new

birth 1n the individual, a changed Point
taste or set

or

or

view, a new

values, a new inward ability.

Thus every

step in the development process for which Morrison uses
the term education is a piece of learning, or a learning
product.

Th• process ot education itself ls in tact what
parents and school people are most concerned about. Accord•
ing to Morrison; "It 1s the means whereby c1vtlizat1on is
transmitted from one generation to another 8
11

•

Morrison distinguishes between learnings which are
essential to all men and women, and those further learnings

6

Morrison, Eesic .fr1pc12les, p.

7!lW!,.
8~., p. 28.
x

~8.

through which 1nd1v1duals grow in the oapaoity of rendering

.
.

Gene:ral Education, Liberal Education, Professional Education,
and Training.
The term general education is used by Morrison to
signify that growth, the need of which is common to all
mankind; that education that is non-professional and nonspec1al1zed.

Bf liberal education he referred to the course

of 1nstruct1on which free men might follow and which was
related to the liberal arts.

In another sense, Morrison

stated that all true education is liberal, 1n that 1t leads
to the kind or personality which knows what to do instead
of having to be told what to do.

Professional education has distinguishing marks that
set it apart.

The distinguishing marks are first, in the

principle that the practitioner has come into independent
command of the underlying arts and sciences

or

the profession;

and second, that he has become th• kind of person who can
apply them with honor and intelligence.

The high status

accorded a profession may be gleaned from Morrison's
definition.

A profession, a learned protess1on, is a calling whose
aot1v1t1ea constitute a series ot problems to be solved.
It 1s, of necessity, based on a body' ot principles
clearly understood and susceptible ot being used in the
solving or problems as thty arise. It constantly relies
on the sclent1t1c method.~

9Henry

c. Morrison, irchool and Coppnonwealth
The university of Chicago
ess, 1937), p. 216.

xi

(Chicago:

In generel, training takes place when humans e.re told

wnat

~o

do and when they and lower animals are habituated

through practice in certain desirable acts or even attitudes.
1l1us, according to Morrison, most preparation for carrying
on industrial processes are of necessity training and not

Training makes no direct contribution to edu-

education.

cational growth.lo
Within his analysis Of the process Of educating,
Morrison defines several terms which will be repeated
throughout this study.
follows.

A brief review of these terms

.

Instruction 1s the process by which education is
brought under positive and systematic control and guidance.
It is, in principle, a deliberate process which belongs to
the school a.nd is intended to see that education 1s adequate,
normal and right.

Upbringing is distinguished from instruction in that
it belongs to the family, which also purports to guide and

direct the normal and right education of the child.

Up-

bringing 1s the guidance and instruction, less systematic
than 1n the schools, that goes on in the home under the
guidance and control of parents.

'

Teaching 1a that 1nt1m.ate contact between a more
mature personality and a less mature one which is designed
to foster the education or the less mature with a sense Of
responsibility for progress in learning.

10Morrison, American Schools, p. 34.
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The school is an 1nst1tut1on, a community of pupils
_.,_4 _"

prise.

The school becomes marked off from the family at

the point at which instruction begins, and instruction has
for its content the universal institutions.
makes the schools soc1a1. 11

That 1s what

The child within the educational setting of the school

can be distinguished at three separate stages of his educational development: pupil, student, educationally mature
person.

These stages are correlated with Morrison's

organizational structure of the school system.
Pupillage is a recognized status both 1n law and
social structure.
'~in

The youth of society are said to be,

sta tu pupillari" , when they are w1 thin and under the

direction of the school.

The pupil is a member of a school,

who in the nature of the situation must be ltunder tutors or
governors .12

The pupil becomes a student when he has

or

his pupillage and 1s qualified to pursue

0

passed out

his studies, independently of tutors, or in our use of

terms, teachers.
The pupils' educational status does not change until

he is truly in possession of the capacity to read the
printed word, to express in writing ideas wh1ch he knows
are his own ideas, and is in control of the number system
which is utilized in the culture in which he lives.
armed with these primary- cultural tools, the pupil's

11 Ibid., p. 125.
12 Morr1son, Basic Principles, P. 48.
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Thus

educational status has in fact changed.

When the pupil is

certainly 1n a new period and if the first is primary, then
the next 1s the secondary period.

The next distinct difference 1s seen when in the
process of intellectual maturation, the pupil has reached

the point at which he can and does identify his own problems,
find his own material, and control his own time; when he
has

learned to utilize his teacher as he does the library,

the laboratory or the consultant; when he has discovered
the purposes ot further enlightenment.
For him the period of general education is at an end
and the period of true specialized or scholarly or
professional study has begun. He 1s out of the secondary period and in the university. 1 J
It is as8Ullled by Morrison at this point that the

pupil has moved forward and reached the stage of educational maturity.

Educational maturity signifies that the in-

dividual has reached a £tage at which he is capable

or

directing widely his own further learning.
Educational status then is a matter of nodal points
in personal development and not of age or physiological development.14
Primary status is not at an end until the 1nd1v1dual
1s secure 1n all four essential unit learnings; reading
and handwriting, number concepts, principles of morals, and
volitional learnings.
lJHenry c. Morrison, "The Secondary Period and the
University,*' SchOS?). Review, JOOCVII (January, 1929), p.22.

14.Morrison, American Schools, p. 177.
xiv
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Morrison:

Time is not of the essence. Learning acquired is the
substance of the school. The time required is merely
a circumstance. Maturity is of the 1ssenee. The age
of emergence is not of the essence. 1 '
Following upon the definitions of the stages of
intellectual maturing which the child passes through as
he participates in the schooling provided him in the 1n-

st1 tutional setting, it is important to relate these stages

of growth to the spec1t1c institutions designated to encourage growth and development from one stage to another.
According to Morrison the child's general education
began the day he was born and would end the day he died.

It was a oont1nu1ng and continuous process.

His schooling,

on the other hand, might last for a limited period of time
depending on an individual's ability, achievement and aspirations.

A person moved from educational immaturity to

educational :maturity.

He passed from the status ot a pupil,

to that of a student, to that of an educationally mature
person.
The mature young person has become the kind of person
who will know what to do, or will tygw how to find out
and who can be trusted to do right.
The

progress was one beginning with a state of dependence

lS~.,

p.

187.

16 Ib1d.' p. 12.
xv

on others moving to a state of independence, 1nd1v1dual
available to h1m.

Thus Morrison recognized only two "schools'[,

the common School and the University, which would provide

for the educational maturation of the young.
Morrison's conception Of the Common School will be
treated in some detail in a later chapter.

The following

statement will provide an introduction to his analysis of
the Common School:
The school as a universal institution is the common
School. It exlsts not primarily for the behalf ot
individuals but for the transmission of civilization
and, in that sense, for the benefit of the collDlUl1ity. 17
One of the primary attributes of the Common School
is that it implies the instruction of the whole r1s1ng
generation up to educational maturity.

The characteristics

of the old common School as listed by Morrison were
1. It was meant to be used by everybody.
2. Th• subject matter suited to Pt.lblic Instruction
could be provided all th• way up to the educational
maturity of the pupil.
3.. It was a continuous school.
4 It was terminal and not preparatory.18

The concept of the continuous school, its demise and resurgence,
ca.used serious concern to Morrison as an educator and an
adm.1n1strator.

The pressures or society's new demands for

education in the late 19th and early 20th centuries resulted

17~••

p.a.

18~••

p. 48.

xvi

in the development of separate educational institutions;

and Junior Colleges.

These separate entities emerged to

meet the increasing numbers of pupils enrolled in schools
and newly identified needs.

The end product was d1scon-

tinu1 ty in the eduoa.t1o.nal system.

Morrison spoke out

forcefully against this distortion or the system and of
the meaning of education itself:
D1scont1nu1ty 1s a state of affairs 1n the structure
of a school system in which there has come to exist
several schools 1n a hierarchy of progress, each of
these schools being more or less like a thing in itself rather than a functional part of a system.
Our whole d1soont1nuous school system, and the
graded school notions which 1t has generated, has
produced a picture of what would be good organization
for industrial production - but scarcely an organization
capable of transmitting c1v111zat1on and generating
education.19
Since he 1dentit1•d two separate stages of educational
development in the child, pupil to student, Morrison also
provided for two school periods to parallel thls growth,
primary school and secondary school.

However, he env1s1oned

them as two steps along the educational oont1nuum leading
to educational maturity and independent learning, the
province of the scholars 1n the un1vers1t1es. not as
separate and unrelated entitles.

He said:

The Primary School ls properly the name for an eduoational
status, as well as the .name for an integral division or
the CoJDJIOn school. It is not a part of the elementary
school. It 1s not a certain number of grades. It is
not passing so ·m.a.ny years.20

l9!!?!s!.., p. 100.
20

Ib1d., p. 178.
xv11

--For Morrison, the critical difference between Primary
School and Seconda.rv School was in nrina1 nle thAt th A nn-r-.

didactics of the former yielded to the sem1-1ndependence
involved in learning to study, and in learning by study that
characterized the latter.

Systematic teaching came to in-

clude the supervision of study and perhaps even more, the
organization Of the material for study.

Morrison recognized

the University as the second educational institution.

He

defined it by listing 1ts attributes.

A University 1a:
.a company of scholars, some of them professors,
some or them students devoted to the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake and to the pursuit of
the learned prof ess1ons
.a company of educationally mature persons
.confined to the pursuit of scholarly and scientific subject matter
.a company of students who are self-dependent 1n
their academic pursuits, under the guidance and
cooperation Of men who profess advanced knowledge
or the subjects pursued
.conceived in the spirit of independent search
for knowledge and reinterpretation of knowledge
.consisting of several faculties comp0sed of
learned men who are capable of guiding advanced
study, of interpreting its results, and of competently lecturing on subject matter not yet available
in published form.2 1
The pupil, after completing the process of intellectual
and educational maturing. was ready to move into this
phase of his indenendent study and continued growth.
To summarize Morrison's position on this matter or
continuous schools the following comment is appropriate.
"The common School and the University are the backbone of

any natural system Of education, 1122
21 Ib1d
p. 21.
22 Ib1d
p. Jl.

-··
_.,
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--In contrast, the criticism he hurls at the discontinuous

The disastrous final result has been the universal
establishment of an inverted ideology in which the
securing of credits, graduation from school, and the
attainment of a degree are put in the place of education, until only a pitifully small proportion of the
graduates of schools and colleges is composed of even
partially educated people.2J
·
The quality of education, Morrison felt, depended

on the content of education and the manner in which 1t was
presented.

Thus he defined curriculum:

curriculum is 1n its nature constant and universal.
It 1s ln substance an outline of the fabric of
c1v111zation, as the latter subsists in its universal
and major inst1tut1ons.24

He moves to the next unit within the curriculum to the
program of studies which 1s referred to as a list of
courses properly organized in learning units intended to
be pursued b7 pupils and presumed to be the best method
of attaining the objeot1ves established b7 the ourr1culum.

And a course was defined as a limited functional element
in the program of studies.

Morrison devoted an entire

book to the presentation and explanation

or

his concept

of the curriculum.25

The teaching procedure recommended. by Morrison was
the direct method of teaching which resulted in mastery.
2 3Ib1d., p. 112.

~••

24

p. 187.

25Morr1son, CS,rr1oulwn.
x1x
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he has mastered it. Masteri means completeness. Whenever the adaptation in the individual which corresnonds
to a given product 1n learning has taken place, the
individual has arr1vgd at the mastery level for that
particular product.2

On this topic Morrison wrote his first and most popular
major book 1n 1926, The Practice of Teachieg 1n the secondary
School. This work w111 serve as a source of specific insight
in the analysis of Morrison's theory Of method to be discussed
in depth later.
· Having oomp1led a list of basic terms which will be
encountered and further developed throughout this study 9
we now turn to the method to be employed 1n the analysis
of the educational ideas and theories developed by Morrison
during his professional life and activities.
The research used in this dissertation will follow
the historical method.

That 1s, relevant primary and

secondary sources will be identified, examined, and evidence
from them will be used to develop the dissertation.

The

method w111 be primarily documentary and will be nonempir1cal.

While the study will rely primarily on Henry

c. Morrison's published works - books, reports and articles unpublished manuscript sources will be used to amplify
these printed materials when they are available.

The purposes of this study will be pursued through
26 Henry c. Morrison, The Practice of Teacp1ng in the
secondary Johoo); (Chicago: The university Of Chicago Press,

1926),

p.

5.
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analysis of the following major sources.
American Biography, Who's Who in Education, newspapers, and periodicals will be perused.
2. For the general background and substance of Henry
Morrison's educational ideas, his books, articles,
essays, and addresses will

be

studied and analyzed.

). For the germination of his educational thinking
in the early years of his educational career, his
ijeports as superintendent of public instruction
in the state

or

New Hampshire from 1904-1916 will

be utilized.
4. Por his activity at the University of C>iicago from

1919-1945, a variety of sources will be studied •

.

a. The printed reports of Morrison as contained
1n the President's R•,E9rts to tb• Un1vers!ti.
b. Articles in the Universitl Record.
c. Reports on fll• in the Laboratory School
Records Office.
d. Unpublished doctoral dissertations relating
to the history, organization and experimentation in the Laboratory Schools at the
University or Chicago during Morrison's era.

s.

A review ot the history of education references
w111 be made to provide the background information
regarding the m111eu in which Morrison f'Unot1oned
during his educational career (1895-1945) and by
which he was affected in the evolution or his
educational ideas.
xxi

Th1s study will be documentary, utilizing the his. •. ·"' - -""•J..o
. ""'4••""""".- ~.. .i.ro.....J...r
}-'*J..
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as the sources of evidence for Morrison's educational ideas
and their application to school and society.

The materials

to be utilized in this research will consist of primary and

secondary sources.

Belevant primary sources will

fied and analyzed.

These materials will include books.

be

identi-

reports. journal articles, and unpublished manuscripts and
letters, where available.
A critical analysis of the primary sources will be

made to extract the basic tenets or Morrison's educational
and

social theories, and the implications in their applica-

tion to the concept and fUnct1on or education, to curriculum
development, and to educational methodology:
secondary sources will be reviewed and synthesized
to provide historical and social background information,
cultural perspective, and the total frame
within which Morrison worked.

or

reference

Additional analysis will be

pursued to assess the response ot the public in general,
and Of those in the field of education 1n particular, to
the views, cr1t1oiam.s, recommendations, proposals, theories
and plans

or Henry c. Morrison.

A review of the literature regarding Henry

c.

Morrison

revealed a wealth of material, both primary and secondary
source :material, pertaining to his educational contributions.
From 1924 through 194J, Professor Morrison published eight
books and one collection of addresses and essays which
ranged from teaching technique, school finance, the evolving
xxi1

common school, baste pr1nc1nles in education, the curricu-

in these major works grew out of the professional exneriences
in which Morrison

WAS

involved at the time of their writing.

An analysis of Morrison's maJor works requires a review in logical order rather than chronological order.
Morrison so states in the Introduction to his final work.

For about twenty years past, I have been attempting
to bring some sort of intellectual order into our activities in Public Instruction, utilizing as well as
I could the methods which are common to all the sciences
and esµeeially to the social sciences. In so do1ng I
have sought to cover the disciplines which seem to be
fundamental to our whole valid conception of the American
public school system and its operations.
Three volumes have preceded the present publication.
The four are, in logical order although not in order of
appearance,
s1o P.rinc1 les in Education, The curriculum
or the Co on Schoo ,
e Pract ce of Te chin !n the
§econ rYcJchoo , and f ina y Amer oan §c oo
r tical
Studz or
r Am•rican §ohool system..27
This study then will deal with the logical development
of Morrison's concept of education and society, his

con~

caution of the .American educational system, of the curriculum,
and of educational methodology as they became crystallized
during his educational career over half a century encompassing
many and varied activities.

Other major primary source

material which will provide further insight and amnl1fication
of Morrison's educational conceptions include his Reµorts
while he was superintendent of Public Instruction in New
Hamnshire, surveys which he conducted of the

st. I.ouis Public

Schools in 191?, and his articles in the Thirteenth Yearbook
of the National society for the study of Education in 1914
27

Morrison, .American Schools, p. vi.
xxii1

and the Th1rtieth Yearbook of the National society for the
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The professional journals contain many articles written
by

Morrison regularly from 1908 through 19)7 and a few appear

in 1943 and 1944.

The topics oresented cover the range of

his varied educational interests and activities and reaffirm
the Principles enunciated in his major publications; the
interrelationship between education and society, the necessity for a continuous school system, the importance of a
basic curriculum, and the significance of a teaching method
which leads to mastery.
Secondary source materials were found in numerous
periodical and journal articles in the literature of professional education.

These pr1nted materials contain com-

mentaries on Morrison's major educational publications which
propose his basic theory of education, curriculum, school
organization, finance, method, and un1t plan.

several

experimental studies were discovered which were designed
to test the effectiveness of specific aspects of Morrison's

.

unit method and method of direct teaching for mastery.

The

available materials will provide a source of reference
regarding the reaction of the education public to Morrison
during his educational career and will provide a sound basis
for arriving at some conclusions regarding the impact of
Morrison during and after his lifetime.
The intent of the proposed study will focus primarily
on the educational and social ideas of Henry Clinton Morrison
which evolved throughout his educational career, including
his theory and purpose of education, his concept of a relevant
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curriculum, &nd his
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of sn educstional method

st~tement
~
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b~sed

..

gate Morr1 son's conce;•ts of eoc1ety

anr1 erluc~1.tion ~,.nd

th(:

inter-relat1onshi 1Js between the two in tl'.e r1repars.tion of

youth to participate 1n the social order.
As to tho importance of this study, one can only view
this within one's own frame of reference, shared by many as

even a cursory review of "reform" literature reveals.

This ,.

writer views American education and society 1n a state of
flux, in great need of redefinition, reorganization, and
redirection.
In every age of history, thoughtful men have viewed
the problems facing education at that tirae as crucial.

Today,

as always, we need the insights and reflections of intelligent men to assist in attempts at solutions to the basic
problems facing education and society.
come from the thoughtful contemplation
men from nast eras.

These insights can

or

these problems by

It is hoped that this study of the

educational ideas of Henry

c.

Morrison will make a sma.11

contribution to our understanding

or

some of the problems

facing education today.
Perhaps the most d1ff1cult phase of the study w1ll be
in interpreting the implications of Morrison's educational
and social ideas and practices in light of current problems
confronting American education in its present soc1o-econom1c
context.

D>cumentation of Henry

c. Morrison's relevs.nce as

an educational counter-critic 1n the 1970's will prove to
be a task.

It is not,

ho,~ever,

ranted task.
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CHAPTER I
HENRY CLINTON MORRISON: A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
A man's act1v1t1es in his life are the result of the
kind of man he has become, the social setting in which he
has lived, and the task in life which he has set out to do.
These three components, the man, the setting, and the job
form the fabric and basic pattern of man's professional
life, especially a man such as Henry Clinton Morrison.
On the occasion of Morrison's death in Chicago on
March 19, 1945, many educators acknowledged that ''one of the
last of a generation of sturdy and colorful leaders in public
education had died. ,,1 , and that "America had lost one of 1 ts
great educators." 2 Henry Clinton Morrison, the man, was
thought of as a sturdy person, as sturdy as the rocks of his
native state of Maine.

He lived and worked according to his

principles and was seldom swayed by nassions or emotions.
Morrison, according to several fellow educators, believed 1n principles and ideas and could always be counted
on to stand up strongly for what he believed.

He never

cared for personal popularity nor was he a follower of the
crowd.

According to Harry A. Brown, Morrison was:

1 Arthur B. Moehlman, "Henry Clinton Morrison: Master
Teacher,'' The Nstion's Schools, ~ (June, 1945), 19.
2

Harry A. Brown, ''Henry c. Morrison and H1s contributions to American Education,,, School and society, LXI
(June, 1945), 380.
1

2
~ert·ec'tly certain of h1s country• s mission and of
his own place 1n the general plan, he stood firmly
against all diverting pressures or persons. His
influence on public education was deep and will be
felt for many.years to come.J

The long and productive life of Henry Clinton Morrison
began on October 7, 1871 in Oldtown, Maine, a rugged fishing
and lumber town.

Here Morrison spent his early childhood up

to the time he entered Iartmouth College in 1891.

As a

youth he worked in the lumber camps and shared in the rough
and tumble interaction of the men.

Oldtown was a rough and

rowdy settlement, and 1t was here that Morrison first saw
the lawlessness and lack of virtue characteristic of a town
with poor educational facilities, a sight which he was to
observe on numerous occasions during his professional career;
one which concerned him deeply.

.

Morrison's parents, John and Mary Louise (Ham) Morrison,
ran a general merchandise store in the town with but meager
success.

They raised Henry in a home permeated by the "so-

called" traditional values such as honesty is its own reward,
hard work breeds successt virtuous and frugal living is its
own reward, and responsibility to law and order is our own
lot.

Gradually, Henry Morrison became convinced that the

greatest threat to his way of living was an unintelligent
and lawless citizenry.

Since organized religion could not

3
or would not attack the problem, the schools, Morrison
believed, oould and should. 4 Very early 1n his life
Morrison had identified the goal of his life; the use of
public education to develop an intelligent citizenry that
could triumph in the struggle for existence and the surv1 val of society.
Morrison's family was not financially successful
enough to send him to college.

However, he had done so

well 1n his preparatory work for college that the local
banker and the selectmen of the town raised a purse
$1,000 to send him to school.

or

Du.ring the summer before

college, he often °held" school to supplement the family
income, but the thousand dollars was sufficient to cover
his expenses in college.
When he entered Dartmouth College 1n 1891, there

were three possible courses of study which he could follow: a classical course, a Lat1n-Sc1ent1t1c course, or a
Scientific eourse.5

Of

the three, Morrison followed the

Classical course wh1ch concentrated on Greek, Latin, Mathematics, English and foreign language.
concentration in philosophy.

He took a heavy

The only course he had

resembling one in pedagogy was during his senior year when
Philosophy I dealt with elementary psychology.

He was an

4Henry c. Morrison, What I Have Been Driving At,"
Zeta New§ of Phi Delta Kappa, X:XII (April, 1937), ).
11

4

excellent student, receiving special honors in Germ.an,
nh11osonhy, and astronomy, and receiving cash urizes for
:English comPos1t1on and German.

At D:lrtmouth, Morrison was influenced by James Fairbanks Colby, Professor of Law and Political Science and
Instructor in History.

In ded1cat1ng a book to him in 1937,

Morrison aakno-t1ledged that 1t was in his olassroom many
yea.rs ago that he came to see that "a good American is not
a nroduct of racial inheritance but a moral and intellectual
aeh1evement."6

The Bachelor

or

Arts Degree was conferred

on Henry Clinton Morrison on June 26, 189;.

He was one of

two students to be graduated m.agna eu.m laude.7
Dartmouth marked the end of Morrison's formal education
although he later reee1ved an honorary

M.s.

degree in 1906,

and an L.H.D. degree in 1931 from the University of New
.
Hamnshire. On June 10, 1914, the University Of Maine awarded

him a spee1al diploma, an appropriate hood, and the LL.D.
degree.a
After graduation from Dartmouth College in 1895,
Morrison began a teaching and ad.m1n1atrat1ve career 1n the
public schools of New Hampshire and connect1cut.

Here he

served successively as teacher, high school principal,
school superintendent and_, for fourteen years, as state
6Hen17

c.

Morrison, School and eommonwealth (Chicago:
1937), p.v.

The University of Chica.go Press,

7Hugo E. Beck, "The contributions of Henry Clinton
Morrison: An Educa.tio?U:ll Administrator at Work" (unpublished
Pfl.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1962), p. i;.

5

the conneoticut Board of Education.
In 1902, Morrison was marr1ed to Marion Locke.

the years to eome, three boys,

Robe~t,

In

Hugh and John were

born to round out the Morrison fam1ly.9
It was during his service in New &lgland that Henry
Clinton Morrison developed his simple and homely philosophy
of American public education as something that grows vitally

from the soil and that needs to be kept clear
influences.

He

or

non-democratic

often decried the aecepta.noe of the

elementary school during the

18~0's

Germ.an

as well as the general

influence of German seholarshin on American advanced educat1on.10
The reputation

or

Morrison was so outstanding in 1919

that, at the age of forty-eight, he was called to serve as
professor of education and director of the laboratory schools
at the University of Chicago.

According to Brown:

Hen.rr Clinton Morrison rose to prominence and gained

national recognition through h1s services to education
1n New Hampshire. Dr. Judd had been greatly impressed
with Dr. Morrison's leadership in New Hampshire fYd had
sought to interest him 1n a university position.
At the

Un1ve~s1ty

of Chicago, Dr. Morrison taught,

wrote, and leotured extensively for eighteen years until 1n
9Leaders in !§duoa.t1on (New York: science Press, 1948),

p.

730.

lOHenry c. Morrison, The Evolving ~on School
(Gambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Un1ve:t'Si:y Press, 1933),
p.9.
11 Brotm, "Morrison's Contributions to Education",
pp. 380-81.

6

1937, he reached the age of retirement and became orofessor
emeritus.

Retirement from active teaching 1n 1937 made little

difference in his life or routine.

He merely continued the

development of an idea that had been in his mind for many
years, an exposition of what he called the American common
school.

Two important books were uublished during his re-

tirement and at the time of his death he was working on
another volume, oYI University Foundat1on. 12
For relaxation during his later years of retirement,
Morrison began to take uµ gardening.

He never had been a

man who enjoyed hobbles or knew how to relax.

It was d1ff 1-

cult to begin at that age but he did develop a love for
gardening and spent hours puttering with his flowers.

On

March 19, 1945, Morrison was in his garden on Blackstone
Avenue.

There he suffered a heart attack and by nightfa.11

he had died.

The obituary for Morrison which appeared in

§chool and society contained these brief words.
Henry Clinton Morrison, Professor Emeritus of Education,
University of Chicago. succumbed to heart attack while
working in his garden, March 19, 1945 at the age of
seventy-three.13
Throughout his life, Morrison was imbued with the
deep sense of c1v1c and moral responsibility to society that

an educated man had to exhibit if our society was to perpetuate itself.
12

Morrison tried to exemplify in his own

Ibid., p. 381.

l)nobituary*', school and society, LXI (March 31, 194.5),
202.

?

to be.

"An educated man was one who took on the arts and

sciences and moral attitudes which make up the fabric of
civ111zation." 14
An educated man displayed what the
French express so well • • • sa.vo1r fa1re." 1 .5
11

Henry Clinton Morrison, the man, appeared to be a
difficult person for his colleagues to know and understand.
He evoked intense and often contradictory feelings from

those who worked with him.

To some he was a charismatic

figure, the kindest man they had ever met, the greatest
teacher they had ever had.

To others, he was a martinet,

a task-master, an idealistic reformer who thought it was

his task in life to upset an otherwise smoothly functioning
organization.
Morrison was an imPos1ng looking man whose walk and
carriage gave him the appearance of being an Old Testament

prophet and of being m.uch'taller than he actually was.

He

was tall, at least six feet tall, and his bushy hair, his
gray mustache, his deep set eyes, his stern expression, his

brusque manner, his habit of looking over you not at you, his
impatience with small talk, his lack of urba.n1ty, and his
awkward gait all combined to make him more feared than loved,
more respected than admired.

But the gruff exterior concealed

a shz, kind, sensitive persona.litz w1th1n.16

14ilenry c. Morrison, :ie Curriculum of the Co~n
School (Chicago: The Un1veri!tty of Chfcago Pi'iss, 1
), p.2.

lSHenry c. Morrison, Bas1c (!1nc1ples 1n Education
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 193 ), p. )8.
16Beck, "Morrison: An Administrator at Work,

11

p. 36.

....
8

Henry Clinton Morrison was strict, firms demanding,
uncompromising, 1deal1st1c, and authoritarian.

These were

characteristics born out of intense visionary dedication
to teaching, to education, and to moral and citizenship

training.

He was committed to a cause, and like many other

idealistic reformers, he let nothing, rank, status, job or
personal1t1es, stand 1n his way.

"I have been a product of

my

times, ·• 1 7 Henry Morrison

said and his times encompassed a number of s1gn1f1cant
struggles within the field of education.

The American high

school had barely attained legal status and was in the process of developing into an integral pa.rt of the American
uubl1c school system..

The whole concept of professional

supervision of schools was 1n its infancy and the role of
superintendent was not clearly defined in American society.

Given time, bOth of these institutions could have develoned
in a much more regular progression but at the turn of the
century there was no time for relaxed development into
matur1ty.
From 1900 on, the enrollment of the high school increased
tremendously year by year.

ment doubled..

For several decades, the enroll-

For the first time 1n our history, the labor

of children was not essential tor economic growth.
children went to school.

so

the

The growing numbers of pupils

called for an increa,ed number of teachers and both required
schools in which to be housed.

Qualified teachers could not

l?Henry c. Morrison, American Schools: A Critical
§tud1 of Our School ~stem (Ciilcago: The University of

Chlcago

Press, 194;J, p.l.

9

boards, which had d1fficulty supervising elementary schools,
now ran into unexpected problems in trying to operate the
new high schools.

Too many students, not enough teachers,

incompetent supervision, w1111ng but unqualified board members were but a few of the educational problems to be solved.
Henry Clinton Morrison, who had experienced these cond1 t1ons at first hand, was disturbed by them and he set about
to solve them with all the vigor he could muster.

The con-

ditions of the times of his educational career demanded
reform and Morrison spent his professional life in responding
to these demands.

Th• setting in which a person grows and

matures affects him and directs him personally and professionally.
'Ille academic career of Morrison ranged from activities
as teacher, principal, city superintendent, state superintendent, director of the laboratory schools to un1vers1ty
professor.

As he moved from one level of profess1onal per-

formance to another, he was always a teacher.
First of all, Morrison was committed to teachers and
teaching.

He considered himself a teacher and a school-

master, not an educator, not a professor, not a scientist,
not an administrator, but a teacher.
I em sure that at bottom I am tempermentally a teacher
and a schoolmaster. Anyhow, I began teaching when I
was seventeen years old and have never done anything
else, not even in the twenty years when I was city and
state superintendent. At least other duties have been
incidental to teaching. I have never really desired
to do anything else.io
18Morr1son, "What I Have Been Driving At, u p.:3.

10

Morrison himself narrates his activities after graduation from ])artmouth.

11

I began after college days as a

high school teacher holding classes in Latin, mathematics,
history, physics, and chemistry, and managing what now would
be called a consolidated school."19

The school which he

ms.naged at Milford, New Hampshire had fall en on bad days.
Its student body was dominated by several oversized bullies
whose curricular activities consisted or terrorizing timid
school teachers.

Morrison's early life and experiences

in the lumber ca.mos at Oldtown had prepared him to meet
his first ''educational challenge.

11

It was not long before

Henry Morrison had literally whipped the school into shape.
As a result of the reputation which he earned for
conducting a well disciplined school at Milford, Morrison

was appointed city superintendent of schools in Portsmouth,
New

Hampshire in 1899.

At this time only thirty-one per-

cent of all school districts in New Hampshire boasted of
"professional supervision°. 20

The Portsmouth apPOintment

was quite a promotion for a young man of twenty-eight.
During Morrison's tenure in Portsmouth, three significant events occurred which were to shape his future
activities.

In October, 1901, when Morrison was Vice-

19 Ib1d

-·

20 aenry c. Morrison, Repgrt of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction being the Fiftt-sixth Re~rt upon the
Public Schools of New Hampshlreconcord,ew Hamnshire:

l9l0),

P.

269.

11

.President of the New Hampshire State Teachers• Association,
he shared the same speaking olatform with Colonel Francis
Parker.

Parker sPoke on nEducation into Citizenship" and
"Artist or Artisan, Which?". 21 Only several months prior
to this, Colonel Parker's Elementary School of the Chicago

Institute had become affiliated with the University of
Chicago to form the School of Education.22

Little did

Morrison realize at that time that eighteen years later
he would be in charge of the school that Colonel Parker

had brought to the University of Chicago.
The second event occurred in 1902 when Morrison was
elected .President of the New Hampshire State Teachers•
Association.

It was this organization which was la.ter to

bring Morrison in close contact with Charles Hubbard Judd.
Judd's observations of Morrison's ability led him to offer
Morrison a position at the University of Chicago seventeen
years later.
In 1904, the third signif 1eant event occurred when
Morrison was appointed commissioner of Public Instruction
for the State of New Hampshire.
I

was commissioned by Governor Bachelder October 25,

1904, and at once assumed those duties of the office

which none but the superintendent can perform.23

211saac Walker, The New Hampshire State Teachers'
Association - A Historz (BUtterf1eld, N.H.: Neal Printing
co., 1913), pp. 63-64.
22 Nell1e L. Griffiths, "A History of the Organization
of the Laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago"
(unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Chicago, 1927),
p. 108.
23Henry c. Morrison, Renort of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction being the Pifty-fourth Renort upon €6e
Public Schools of New Hampshire (Concord, New Hampshire:

1906), p.5.

12

During his tenure as state Suner1ntendent (1904-1917),
1
'

the duties of the office which none but the superintendent

can perform" increased 1n number and complexity and 1n the
fulfillment of these duties Morrison remained essentially a
teacher, a teacher of all concerned with education.
At the beginning in New Hampshire, Morrison saw universal and better supervision as the key to the highest
success of the educational program.

He, therefore, prooosed

legislation to form unions of rural towns and to place professional sunerintendents in charge of all sohools.

He

initiated a vigorous program of in-service training of superintendents which was one of the most successful enterprises
of its kind ever undertaken in this country at that time.
supervision of schools rose to a high level of effectiveness
1n New Hampshire during his administration.24
As State School superintendent, Dr. Morrison taught
the people of his state by informing them of educational
problems.

He taught his superintendents to act as educa-

tional statesmen and as school reformers.

In meetings and

conferences, he met the people fact to face.

In language

they could understand, he explained the meaning of schools
and the value of education to children.

He always emphasized

good o1t1zensh1p as the ultimate aim of schools.

No group

was too small and no section of the state too far away
when a call came to talk to the neople.

He was in constant

demand in th1garea of activity.
24
p. :380.

Brown, "Morrison's Contributions to Education,"

13

in that he spent nearly all his time out in the field, where
he encouraged his superintendents to strive for better teaching in the classrooms.

During the years of his tenure,

notable advancements were made in teaching practices.
Innovations such as a functional approach to the teaching
of Latin, and an intrinsic anproaoh to beginning reading

represented progressive developments 1n education that in
those years were far in advance of their time. 2 5
Shortly after he became state superintendent. Morrison
developed a system

or

institutes.

Harry A. Brown, deputy

state commissioner in New H.ampsh1re under Morrison, described
these institutes:
These were not 1nsnirat1onal in a maudlin sense;
they were educational conf erenoes devoted to the serious
discussion of better teach1.ng praetices, better supervision, and better school organization. Throughout the
school year Dr. Morrison lectured twice at some institute
for teachers every Friday and took with him several other
instructors. .The whole purnose was inserv1ce teachereducation. He held a two-week institute for superintendents 1n the summ.er at which strong unit-courses 1n
educational psychology, teaching, supervision, and administration were given. Another one-week institute for superintendents was held in the winter vacation, devoted to the
advanced professional study of school problems. These
institutes were intensive 1n character and held morning,
and afternoon and also evening sessions. The evening
meetings often continued far into the night in the form
of small-group d1souss1ona. outside educators of national
standing were brought 1n for short courses, and superintendents who had done outstanding things in their
schools also acted as instructors. In the last few years
Of h1s term of service, members of the augmented staff
of the state education department served as lnstructors. 26

25

Ib1d., p. )81.

26 Ib1d., P. 382.

14
In addition to the act1v1t1es noted, Morrison conducted
teachers' examinations, approved all schools within the state,
served on the State Medical Board_, and super11sed attendance

and child labor laws.

He also wrote book-sized educational

reports to the Governor each year which furnish exoellent and
comnrehensive source materials for the status of education
in the 1900's.
lll.ring the summer of 1905 Morrison taught college
classes for the first t1me by
at !Brtmouth.

lectur1n~

on administration

Two years later, 190?, he published his first

article in a major journal, the Jou?:!M'l of Education. 21

The

foll0t#ing year he was eleoted President of the American
Institute of Instruction,
formed in Boston in

an

organization that had. been

18~0.

The ties which Morrison had established with the
University of Chicago began to develop during this period.
In 1911, Charles Judd, who was then Director of the School

of Education at the University of Chicago, spoke at the
fifty-eighth

meet1n~

of the New Hampshire State Teachers

Association, on the topics, ''The Scientific Study of Education" 9
and nPre.ctieal and Theoretical Eduea.tion." 28 These talks had
an effect on Morrison and when the opnortun1ty was to nresent
itself, Morrison knew exactly where he wanted to continue
27Henry c. Morrison, "The Expert Rural superintendent,,,
Journal of Education, LXV (January, 1907), µp. 115-16.
28

Walker, New Hamoshire Teacher's Association, P. 74.
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theory of educa t1on based on

scientific principles.

The following summer, .Tudd 1nv1 ted Morrison to be a
guest

1nstru~tor

for the summer session at the University

Four years later, 1916, when Judd was appointed

of Chicago.

d1reotor of a survey to evaluate the schools of

st. Louis,

Missouri, he 9ngaged Morrison as a specialist to 1nvest1gate the attendance department and the general organization
of the syatem. 29 By 1919, when the oos1t1on of director
of the LA.boratory Schools of the University of Chicago became
vacant, Judd
ments and

1ires

well acquainted with Morr1son's aooompl1sh-

adm1n1str~t1ve

skills.

Prior to 1?;oing to the Un1 versi ty of Chicago, Morrison
m~de

a

s1~1f1cant

change which broadened his educational

exper1enees still further.

He resigned his pos1t1on in New

Hampshire 1n November, 191?, and moved to the

ne1~hbor1ng

state of Connecticut to beoome the assistant secretary of
the State Bos.rd of Education.

for only two years.

He remained 1n Conneet1out

In 1919, he wa,s offered a position at

the University of Chicago by Charles R. Judd, then Dean

or

the School Of Ed.ucat1on and head Of the Department Of Educe tion. 30

On

July 1, 1919, Henry Clinton Morrison became

Professor Of School Adm1n1strat1on and SUperintendent Of the
29Henry ~. Morrison, Administration and Organization,
surve1 Of the st. Louis Pu.bllc Schools, Volume I, Piirt II
(st. Louis, Missouri: st. Louis Board or Education, 191?),p.2.

JOHarry F. Schl1eht1ng, ''The Nature and Extent of the
Educational Research in the laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago, 1903-1928'1 (unnubl1shed Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Chicago, 1952), PP. Jl-38.
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which he held until the end of the school term 1n 1928.
The year 1919 marked the end of a definite era in the
educational life and career of Henry Morrison.

Up to that

time, he had been grappling with the significant educational
~roblems

of his day.

Travelling throughout New Hampshire,

he saw at first hand the negative effects of incompetent
teaching; the dire consequences of ignorant decisions by
illiterate board members; the dull1ng drabness of rote
learn1ng, lesson learning, ground-to-be-covered, t1me-tobe-spent methods of teaching; the tremendous inequality of
educational op"90rtun1ty open to children.

He witnessed the

confusion created by discontinuous systems of schools; he
saw district after district facing financial ruin; he saw
the results of incompetent supervision by administrators;
he saw districts without any supervision at a11.31

He was

faced with these problems and was groping for tentative
solutions to them.
Morrison was deeply conscious of the problems facing
education and he knew that they had to be solved.

And so

he began taking steps to exoeriment with solutions to these
problems.

By the time he arrived in Chicago, he had tenta-

tive ideas about how subjects should be structured and taught,
and

how districts should be organized, governed, and financed.

All the time he had been in New Hampshire and Connecticut,
JlHenry c. Morrison, Report of the superintendent Of
Public Instruction bei~thei?t{-nlnth ReRor£aiJion the
Piibltc Schools of New
nshire
COncora, ew
pshire:
1916), Pn. 116-25.
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aware

vnat some or

n1 s con'Cemporarles

cherished the same views and concerns and were building un
university laboratories and deoartments of education"'.3 2 to
attack these problems.

He wanted to be a part of that move-

ment.
Harry A. Brown's comment on Morrison's reaction to the
"OOsition offered him at the University of Chicago reveals
Morrison's dedication to his task as an educator and a teacher
and Brown's respect for the man and the educator.
Morrison saw the opportunity that awaited him in the
possibility of combining university teaching with the
development of an elementary and a secondary school
where he could exemplify his ideas under laboratory
conditions. His New Hampshire experience was excellent
preparation for the new venture, for he had already
made extensive use of an entire state as a laboratory
for experimental development of progressive practices
in education based upon sound scientific principles,
as far as they were known at that time.
He did not, however, stop at what had been proved;
he did not attempt to prove what ought to be by measuring what is; he formulated basic principles and with
creative 1ntu1t1on he developed new methods and tested
their results with such instruments as were then ava11able.3J
The period up to 1919 was the period in which Morrison
saw the problems of education at first hand and began to
search for tentative solutions.

Prom 1919 to 1928 he form-

ulated the theoretical background for approaching these
problems, tested out tentative solutions under laboratory
school conditions, and carried on a vast amount of experimentation.
'.3 2Morr1son, "What I Have Been Driving At,", p.4.
p.

'.3'.3Brown, "Morrison• s Contributions to Education,"
381.
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him recognition and created the onnortun1ty for him to devote
the best Period of his life to the research and teaching of
educational theory and to experimentation in his ls.bora.tory
schools.34

The publication of the results of his constant

search for a better way to teach and organize had to wait
until Morrison could be relieved of his many administrative
du.ties and could concentrate fully on his teaching, research,
and writing.

This occurred in 1928 when he resigned as di-

rector of the laboratory schools.
Despite the burden of his administrative duties as
director of the laboratory schools, Morrison found time to
write and publish two major works during this period.

In

1921, the American council on Education established an
Educational Finance Inquiry Commission to conduct a "series
of intensive studies of the costs e.nd revenues of public
school systems in as many of the states as time and funds
would permit. 35
11

Morrison served on the National eo:mmission,

and together with Nelson B. Henry, Floyd

w.

Reeves, and

:",eorge W. Willett, formed the staff for an 1ntens1ve study
of Illinois.

Their report, written primarily by Morrison,

was entitled, 'll:!e Financing of Public Schools in the State
of Ill1no11.36
j

Morrison's work on this study developed

Ibid.

35Henry c. Morrison, The financing of Public Schools in

the state of Illinois, Report Reviewed and Presented by the
Educational Finance Commission under the auspices or the
American council on Education, Washington, o.c. (Nern York:
The ~..acM1llan co., 1924), p. vii.

36 Ib1d.
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J.nance which resul tea 1n the

r)ubl1ca.tion in 1930 of School Revenue, )7 and the Management

Q[ School Monez3 8 in 1932.
Morrison's me.jor work of this era of his early writing
was The Practice of
11shed 1n 1926.39

Teach1~

in the secondarz School, nub-

Th1s book created an immediate sensation

in educational circles 1n this country and abroad and marked

the arrival of Morrison as an educational figure to be

considered in the days to come.

He was invited to speak

all over the country to explain his "s;ystemi..
crowded into h1s courses at the university.

Students
George Willett

has described the effect of these courses:

Principals and superintendents urged teachers to
take courses with Professor Morrison. The results were
startling. Those who had taught for ;years and years
revolutionized their procedures. :Daily reo1tat1ons
either disappeared or occurred occasionally as functional
narts of procedures looking to general understanding of
large units of work. .Pupils made the classroom a laboratory where work was actually done; teachers eliminated
much of their drudgery 1n the correction of short papers
at home; red 1nk ceased to flow uselessly over reams
upon reams or student papers; new courses of study developed. Teachers who had never aspired to authorship
essayed to publish text-books usable 1n accord with this
new interpretation of secondary education. Induction
into the technique or research became the lot of all
youngsters. Mary Jones was stimulated to do her best
irrespective of Jane Smith•s ab111ty or exertion. Individual 1n1tiat1ve was fostered among youth in that
each could choose for himself the supplementary projects
into which he would venture. The mere "parrot work'~ of
J7Henr;y c. Morrison, School Revenue (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1930).

38 Henry c. Morrison, The ~ement of School Money
(Chicago: The Un1vers1ty of 5i1cago·Press, 1932).

39Henry c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching in the
Secondarx School (Chicago: The Un1vers1ty of Chicago Press,
i92'b'}.
-

The PJ:.€tct1ce of Teaching in the

Second~rY

School was

the result of a. long period of thinking anrl planning that
stretched back into the New England days.

When Morrison

arrived at the University he had mimeographed some of the
material which was contained in the book.

In fact, portions

of the book had been nublished in mimeographed form by the
Ed.wards Press of Ann Arbor, Michigan 1n 1924.41
In the laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago

he tested many of the ideas contained in the mimeographed
material, expanded on them, revised the material, and published it in book form.

Morrison describes the develonmental

phases of th1s work in its preface.
The volume is the product of a study of teaching as 1t
is found in schools and 1n undergraduate colleges, and
of the literature bearing upon the subject, extending
over a period of about twenty-five years. The study
has been largely experimental: first, 1n the schools
of a New England city; then at different points under
d1:f'ter1ng conditions, and in va.rying fragmentary forms
in a state system of public schools; and finally, much
more systematically, for six years 1n the Laboratory
Schools of the University of Chica.go. 4 2
According to Harry Brown, "D.r. Morrison's most popular
book has been his f.Iact1ce of Teach1pg.H In it he saw two
major units in the educational system and he recognized
them as social institutions.

They were School and University.

li-0 George w. Willett, "A Great Teacher,

11

Zeta News of

fll1 Delta Ka:pua, XXII (April, 19J?), PP. 22-2).

41 Henry c. Morrison, The Teach1E£l Techniques of the
Secondat,I School (Ann Arbor, Miehlgan: Edwards Brothers,

1924}.

.

42

Morrison, Practice Of ·reaching, pp. v-vi.

p

L\rOi'm

stated that "'rh1s 1s

great conception;

a

and. it

may

i:>Jall be the basis for the complete rebuilding of education

in America and the world 1n the postwar period. 04 3

Brown's

prediction was Morrison's dream, a dream which was never
realized.
Ihring the time Morrison was busy ad.m1n1ster1ng the
I.aboratory Schools and writing, he was not immune from the
occupa.t1onal demands of the professional life • • • interminable
meetings, innumerable lectures, and detailed reports.

He

served on numerous Un1vers1ty of Chicago committees exnlor1ng
such areas as "Economy of T1me 1n Ed.uoat1ontl, Reorganization
of the College Program, and "The Role and Development of the
Junior College 0

•

H1s lectures took him all across the country.

In School and Commonwealth, he published some of his speeches
and

the contents give evidence of h1s peripatetic wanderings.

A radio speech in Chicago; an address at the University of

Pennsylvania; a lecture to the Science and Mathematics
Association 1n St. Louis; a talk to the Progressive Education
Association 1n san Diego; an address to the Baltimore county
Teachers; a speech at COlumbia, south carol1na; a convoca.t1on
address at the University of Pennsylvania and another at the
University of the State of New York; a lecture to the American
council of Education 1n Washington,

n.c.;

more sneeches at

the Un1vers1 ty of Toledo • • • all proving the point he wa.s
W!1,nt to make when he said,

11

•

•

•

a teacher is bound always to

be lecturing h1s friends, and I plead guilty to that as one
of my numerous faults. 44

•_
43Brown, "Morrison's Contributions to Education," p.)82.
1

\

44>1orr1son, "What I Have Been Driving At,i1, p.J.
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At the end of the school term in 1928, Morrison was
relieved of his administrative duties as director of the
Laboratory Schools at his request.
the Department of Education.

He was transferred to

Thus relieved of the admini-

strative duties and assigned to a reasonable teaching load,
Morrison could devote more time to writing and book after
book began to annear.
During the years after 1928 Morrison Produced and had
published the following books:

School Revenue in 1930;

The Management of School Money in 1932; The Evolving Common
School in 1933; Be.sic Princinles in Education in 1934; and
School and Commonwealth 1n 1937. All of these were written
while he was still serving full time as a University professor.
Upon his retirement from the University in 1937,
Morrison received the gift of "free time".

This he used to

pursue his writing and to continue the development of an idea
that had been in his mind for many years, an exposition of
what he called the American Common School.

The first of

this series, The Evolving Common School, had apoeared in

1933 and was followed by Basic Pr1nc1oles 1n Education in
1934, The curriculum of the common School in 1940 and his
final work American Schools: A Critical Analysis of Our
School System, which was published in 1943.

At the time of

his death in 194.S, he was working on Our University Foundation. 4 5
45 Brown, ''Morrison• s Contributions to Education,

ii

n. 381.
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a numoer

01

eciucationl.sts conslaerect

his last work, American Schools: A Critical Study of OUr
School System to be his most important contr1but1on.46

Since

it is the practice of the teaching profession, particularly
in administration, to center its praise on the activist
rather than on the retired specialist, Morrison's recent
works, in terms of circulation, did not receive the same
attention as did his earlier books.47
In addition to his major books, Morrison made a number

of surveys of school finance and participated in several
surveys of school systems.

His six biennial reports in New

Hampshire while he was state superintendent were "book-size
educational documents of rare penetration and educational
vision. 48
11

Their uniqueness lay in the fact that they were

honest appraisals of education in the state.

"They pointed

out faults and unsolved problems as well as excellencles. 49
11

Following the apnearance of his first article in the
Journal of Education 1n 1907, Morrison became a regular
contributor to the major educational journals, submitting
articles on topics which ranged from "Vocational Training
and Industrial Education" 1n 1908, "The School and Defense
"The Readjustment of Our Fundamental Schools",

in the Present Situation" to

11

0

Thumbs Ibwn on Federal F.qua.11-

47

Brown, "Morrison's contributions to Education,

49 Ib1d

-·

,

Sincerity

46Moehlman, "Morrison: Master Teacher,"
Ibid
-·
48

0

11

•
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za.t1on'· 1n 1944.

His articles could be found in such journals

as Educational Review, The School Review, Educational Adm1n1strnt1on and SUnervision, Journal of Education, Educational

Record, and The Nation's Schools to mention but a few which
indicate the level of his journalistic publ1cat1ons • .50
Over the years Henry Clinton Morrison gradually became
a man ltri th a PUrpo se , a man with a mis s1 on to perform,

impassioned 1d.eal1st.
me.n.

He had

Etn

He became a committed man, a dedica.ted

a task to perform and a commitment that furnished

the impetus for him to keep going.

First, Morrison was committed to teachers and to tea.ch1ng
as evidenced by his entire life's work and by many statements
made throughout his career.
It was in his preface to The Practice of Teachi~ in the
secondary S£.h2ol that he acknowledged the-Iinpor~nce of
teaching most succinctly when he sa.1d,
(the message]
1n th1s book 1s addressed • • • especially to the execut1ve
and staff officers of schools who realize that teaching is
by far the ~ost 1mportant aot1v1ty which they have to administer. "51
11

•••

second, Morrison was committed to an idea: "That [idea]
was and alwa.ys has been the notion that character and
intelligence broadly diffused an"~ngst the nopulat1on
is the only possible basis for the welfare of people
1n society and that the only instrument useful for that
end is universal education of the rising generation. I
have preached [this] to hundreds of audiences for perhaps
thirty-five years and I suppose I ha.ve Qever conducted
a course without it or written a book. .52
11

50Educat1on Index
51Morr1son, Practice of Teaching, n.v.

52Morr1son, "What I Have Been Driving At."
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11h1rd, he was committed to a Process, a plan, a method
of apnroach.
In the past we have confused ''what education ought to be" with what it 1s, he said.
we find running through the years a long succession
of enterprises based upon what founders would have. I
suppose that Benjamin Franklin in his academy at Philadelphia was 1n a t•ray the great precursor ot tha.t whole
way of looking at the problem • • • • we find it in the
absurdities of numerous scattered colleges founded and
administered by men who were convinced that they--and
they alone had--it must have been by rtyelation--the
recipe for what education ought to bet'J
To gather the material for the formulation of a theory of
education which would deal w1 th the ''1s'1 in contrast to the
uoughtn grew to be the lifelong task Of Henry Morrison.

As Morrison surveyed the educational enternr1se in
its entirety and pondered over the role of the school in

society, he gradually developed a set of nrinciples which
were basic to his system of thinking.
basic pr1ne1ples

were as

Fundamentally, these

follows:

l. Institutions of society have a logical role to nlay
1n the
and the institutions cannot
very
widely from that role if they are to accomplish the
purpose for which they were intended.

universe

depart

2. There are basic principles which can be arrived at
scientifically which account for the presence and uurposes or 1nst1tut1ons.

J. These principles must be understood 1f we are to
control the direction ot these institutions.
4. Schools are such an 1nst1tut1on.

Thus, there are

~~~~ ~~!~~~1~:rw~~~ho~:!.~:ea~~v~~r~~s::1:~t!~~:~i!:s 4
If one ls to arrive at the basie Principles underlying
schools as one 1nst1tut1on in society by scientific principle,
53Morr1son, ~er1can SchoolJl,

54Morr1son, Bas1c Pr1nc1nles.

p.v.
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if one is to escane the dangers involved 1n the '1 ought''

auuroach, then one must

formul~te

a theory of education

which will explain the nature of the educational experience
and its nurpose, Morrison suggested.

Once such a theory of

education has been formulated, there is a basis for the
~rejection

of other theories such as the following:

1. A theory ot the curriculum.
of education?

Hha.t 1s the valid content

2. A theory ot instruction which is composed of a theory
of teaching and a theory of d1sc1pl1ne. How are the content and the experiences of the child so arranged that
the desirable learnings w1ll most certainly and economically
arise?

3. A theory or organization. What is the way in which
an individual school or a system or schools is organized
so as to make Possible the atte.1nment of the uuruoses of
educat1on?.55
Morrison wrote four basic books during h1s urofess1onal
career to develop his theories.

These boo1rs 1n logical order

rather than in the order of their aopearance were:

§Ystem

The questions to which Morrison sought answers were:
i,rtiat

1s education?

tJhat is the content

is this content organized end taught?

ot education?

How

How 1s this whole

nroeess organized?
Two years before h1s death in 1945, Morrison su.'11lmarized
the efforts of his life, as a man, as a teacher, as an educator

55 Ib1d., p. 4.5.
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1n the

of his final work.

~Yreface

For about twenty years past, I have been attemnting
to bring some sort of intellectual order into our
activities 1n Public Instruction, utilizing as well
as I could the methods which are common to all the
sciences and esneo1Ally to the social sciences. In
so doing, I have thought to cover the disciplines
which seem to be fundamental to our whole valid conoention of the American public school and its operation. 56
Henry Clinton Morrison lived a long and tull life,
edu<~at1onal

18'71-1945.

His

career spanned half a century,

1895-1945.

His career included pos1t1ons at all levels of

educ.at1onal activity a.nd involvement.

His wr1t1ngs ranged

across the entire spectrum of the educational field posing
answers to the why, how, what, when, and where questions
plagu1ng educators during the d1ff1cult developmental period
of American

~ubl1c

education.

A review of the life, the academic career, and the

writings of this man would prompt one to repeat the words
of Arthur Moehlman.
Henry Clinton Morr18on re~reeented one of the last of
a generation of sturdy and colorful leaders 111 public
education. His influence on Public education we.s deep
and will be telt for many years to come.57
Henry

c.

Morrison had a conception of society and of

the education that prepared one to function in that society.
Morrison's conceptions of society and education, and the
inter-relationships of these concepts will be reviewed as
his social and educational theories are discussed in the

next chapter.

56 Morr1son, &n..,er1can Schools, p. vi.
57Moehlman, "Morrison: Master Teacher".

CHAPTER II
MORRISON'S GENERAL SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL THEORY
Henry

c.

Morrison had a definite conception of society

and of the education which prepared an individual to function

in that society.

This chapter presents a review and analysis

of Morrison's conception of society and education, and of the

interrelationships which existed between the two in the Preparation of youth to function effectively in the social order.
For Henry

c.

Morrison, education was the transmission of the

arts, sciences and moral values which constituted the fabric
of civilization.

Through the educational processes, the

immature individual learned to adjust to the conditions and
requirements of the society in which he lived.

Morrison

stated:
Education is a process Of adjustment by adaptation that 1s to say, adjustment by inner personal changes,
each of them in the direction ef adjustment; that
right education is a process of becoming civilized;
that civilization or the art of 11v1ng together in
the presence of natural law is inherent in the 1nst1 tut1onal products of evolution; that right personal
adaptations must be the elements of civ1lizat1on.l
Education, according to Morrison had an inner logic
all its own and this inner logic was based on the doctrine
of evolution, which he considered to be "the most important

generalization of modern times, nrobably the most revealing
of all times. 2 For Morrison, evolution explained the nature
!Henry c. Morrison, Basic Pr1nc1Hles in Education
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Comoany, 193 J, P. 366.
2Ib1d., p. 60.
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or organic lire, ·e;:ne nai:;ure ot tine numan oeing, ana. tne

nature of the society in which that human being lived.
Evolution was the law of nature.
be

~hat

''Whatever is has come to

it is because it had to, circumstances being what

they were and what they nerha.ns still are."3

Things are

as they are by nature and it was Morrison's task to discover the laws governing nature and follow them, to find
out "why what works does work and why what does not work
does

not." 4
A brief sketch of the process of evolution will be

of value as it relates to Morrison's social and educational
theories.

In the evolutionary process, three principles

are basic: variations in animal life of the same organic
forms, inheritance and survival of adaptations or variations,
and adjustment to the environment for survival.5

Variations

somehow occur in a species causing that form of animal life
to become better fitted to survive in a changing environment.
Favorable variations accumulate, unfavorable ones disappear,
and the favorable adaptations are passed on to succeeding
generations.

Organisms that survive 1n the long run are

those best fit to survive.

Favorable variations enable

organisms to make "adjustment to the environment in the
broadest sense on peril of extinction or at least misery
to self and others,·· 6
3Ib1d., p. 62.
4 Ibid., P. 8.

5Ibid.,
6

p.

63.

Ibid., P. 66.
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The process by which a variation occurred and was
transmitted by heredity to enable the organism to better
survive

~·res

called by Morrison .. adaptat1on

was ' adjustment. ,,7
1

adanta.tion..

11

;

the result

Man, as an animal had undergone physical

uThe sum total of

our adantat;ions [was] what

'lre a.re, physically speaking. 118

ly adjusted to the environment.

His body had become physicalTo this oo1nt, man was no

different from any other zoological creature.
fundamental break occurred 1n the evolu·tionary

But a

ryrocess.

Man as an anlmal developed into "homo sap1ens

11

by

virtue of four distinctive characteristics which differentiated h1m from other creatures.

According to Morrison:

homo sapiens" standing erect,
possessed of a peculiar fore paw, capable of articulate
utterance, and endowed with a brain end sense organs
altogether in a class by themselves.9
Finally Lthere] appeared

11

The vocal organs rendered man capable of speech and "upon
this supreme adaptation rests the possibility of language,

of thought, of culture, of civilization.

More than that, it

closes one chapter 1n evolution and ouens another, for it
makes possible the beginning of social evolution and personality. "lo

The course of evolution had taken a new direction

and a significant dimension had been added.
This new direction and dimension enabled educe.tion
to develop.

Man could communicate.

He could pass on his

---'------------------~--------------~--------------------------~7Ib1 d., P. 67.

a!Q!.g_.
9Ib1d., pp. 75-76.

lo~.,

p.

76.
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lat1ng and learning that culture.

Man could develop as a

He could now be defined. in a sense other ths.n

person.

physical.

Just as the sum total of our adaptation was what

we are, physically speaking, so the sum total of

011r

learnings,

or personal adaptations, defined us personally.

Man could

develop a personality through communication with others.
Man could learn.
With these four character1st1cs man's adaptive range
was infinitely expSJ.,ded.

Man alone 1n the whole realm of

animal aot1v1ty had the adaptive capacity to adjust to any
environment which he had thus far encountered.

"Quantitative

developments [had] led to conditions under which a qualitative
change became posslble. 1111
modify his environment.

Moreover, man could react upon and

He could develop a culture.

now a social being and society could evolve.
a eiv111zat1on.

Re was

He could develop

Morrison summarizes this chRnge as follows:

Now what organic evolution 1s to the race, o1v111zat1on is to society and educat1on--that is, development
through learn1ng--1s to the individual. Fund.Amentally,
the process is the same; the evolution of personality
on the one hand and that of civ111zat1on on the other
are, taken together, a oont1nuat1on of organic evolution. They are evolution in a new nhase. The process
may be different, for whereas organic evolution is
limited to variation, inheritance, and survival, the
evolution of personality and indirectly that of civilization can be brougnt under control and the process
greatly exped1ted.r~
Man now became more or less capable of controlling his
own destiny but progress in that regard was slow and painful
11

12

Ib1d.' p. 92.

Ib1d •• P. 82.
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untll man developed effective means of accumulating wise

behavior patterns and learned to transmit these oatterns
by ways other thru1 "the hazardous and wasteful method of

tradition. '11 3

Morrison stated:

'rhe raoe has been here a. long time; and 1 t has been
obliged to learn a great deal, practically all of it
in the direction of co-operation in getting along
together and in utilizing the forces and resources
of nature. Thus has o1vi:41zation 1 or the art of living
together, been built up.
Morrison'~

ment of his
::>~d

concept of society was basic to the develop-

educat1~n.rtl

theory.

Both theories of society

educat!.on were essentially based on the doctrine of

evolution as Morrison envisi"ned. it.

Morrison• s discussion

of the development of the concept of society began with a
definition of society that was developed by the sociologist
Al bi on Small :

society is that phase of the cond1t1ons of human life
consists of inevitable action and reaction between many 1nd1v1duals. It is also 11v1ng together
in mutual relationships. 1 .5

whi~h

so, Morrison elaborated, society 1st first of all,
the iw.me for a form of existenoa.
by

lm•~s

Just as man is conditioned

of gravity, electricity and chemistry, ar.id by the

structure and physiology of his own body, 1n the same
sense is he conditioned by the inescapable

3Ibid.,

c1rc.umstanc~e

or

p. 8).

14Eenry c. f'i:orr1son, School and Commonwealth (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, l9~7J, pp. 6-7.
15Alb1on '"· Smell, Genere,l soc1oloror. ( Ch1!'.'ago ~
The University or Chicago Press, 1905}' p; 405.
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living together in mutual relationships means that social
relationships are established. Morrison believed that the
words 'society" and "social,, were frequently misused.

He

defined society concisely and comnrehens1vely:
1'Ihen individuals live 1n communication with one another,
whether it be in the same community or in different
communities or in no community at all, under common
estimates of the world of common experience and under
common expectations of what each will do und_er certain
sets of circumstances, then there is a social order, a
society, and the society acts as a going concern, much 16
as a business enterprise is said to be a going concern.

common estimates and common exoectations, Morrison
asserted, constitute organized society.

The society is an

organism, not a physical organism but a social organism.
such a society or social order is in the order of nature.
Finally, Morrison notes, tha.t society is not self-oonsc1ous
or a self-conscious being.

Society requires nothing, decrees

nothing, decides nothing, invents nothing.

Individui:i.ls

invent~

governments decree, courts decide, circumstances as well as
~owerful

men or the law sometimes require, but not society or

societies.

At its base, society rests on the individuals

that comprise it.
Ha.ving defined society, Morrison moved to study its
structure.

He asked,

Can we then find characteristic sets

of common estimates and common expectations, or rather relationships in lfh1clJ the la.,tter 1nhere?''l7

The answer was,

l6Henry c. Morrison, The curriculum of the Common
(Chicago: The University of Ch cago r
, .
9-lo.
{j~J\5 ioi..v~:--

School
DP.
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Ibid. ' p. 10.
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'Yes, in the broadest sense four of them: folkways, mores,
customs,

and

"A

institutions. il8

folio.ray is a form of common expectation. ,.19

are thousands of folkways.

There

The origin of the great folk-

ways is obsoure and lost in antiquity.

People did things

1n a certain way that met their needs, and the folkway thus

established was transmitted by tradition.

Each folkway is

the product of ''the action and reaction between many indi-

viduals. "20

Whatever modifies folkways modifies society,

for better or for worse.
A mores is the attitude characteristic of a given

oonulat1on.

It may be said, for example, that good taste

and approved behavior are based in the local mores of this
community or in its civic decency.
are mainly in the mores." 21

So, "common estimates

The estimates may be grossly

wrong in fact, but they are estimates just the same; they
are a part of the structure of that society.
While some sociological writers have stated that mores
tend to govern, Morrison did not wholly agree with that
nosition.

He stated that the statement was partially correct

since common expectations
to some degree.

and

20

Small,

do

determine conduct

But mores determine conduct in the social-

ly minded, the ethical alone.

Ibid.
l9Ibid.,

estimates

'P.

There is nothing positive

11.

Ge~eral

sociology, P. 405.

21 Morr1son, Curriculum, P. 11.

3.5
auout 10.i.kways ana mores oy wnicn "Gne communi"&y can govern

1 ts 1rresuonsible members.

Morrison then traced the log1ca,l

development of customs and law:

so. instead of the mores acting as a compelling code
of conduct, the juristic and political approaches
tell us that positive control 1~ in the customs out
of which civil law has evolved. 2
customs referred to the way 1n which things were done,
human interactions were handled, and the social order and
discourse were maintained.
comes from custom.

A large part of positive control

Although Morrison referred to custom as

"primitive law", when custom merged into law, he did not
intend to limit custom to proto-law alone.

For examnle,

when a person asks about making a social visit, he is not
concerned about a statute or a moral obligation.
he raises an ethical question.

Rather,

Custom tends to dictate the

answer.
The Institution is the fourth member of the elementary
structure of ordered relationships between individuals as
discussed by Morrison.

When a particular element in the

folkways or the mores, or a particular custom, becomes so
important 1n experience that other elements in folkways and
mores or a whole group of customs cluster around it and become integrated, then an Institution 1s born and civilization
is launched.

There are many such 1nst1tut1ons; universal,

national, and local, major and constituent, temporary and
established.
22 Ibid., P. 12.
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''·'ni::n an i.nseiJ. -c;ui:;ion

sucn

as

l.engue_ge or Number

anpears everywhere or nearly everywhere 1n advancing
societies and when it is seen ra.tionally that it is in
nrinciple a nart of the method by which neople live to-

gether 1n harmony and cooperation, then it can be concluded that it is a universal institution.

Those

individuals who POssess a universal institution are
better off than those who lack it.

Morrison arrived at

what he called a serviceable definition of a universal
1nst1tut1on:
A universal institution 1s a system of po~ular usages
or beliefs which originating in human nature, in the
common sense and experience of mankind, has survived
as a useful form or harmony and cooperation, has become organized, extended, and refined in the course
of social evolution, and 1s, finally, capable of being
rationally comprehended as a necessa12~element in the
structure of all advancing societies. J
Institutions then, continued Morrison, "are the great
culture carriers, the denositories of social heritage, the
media of its operation and perpetuation. 24
11

Without them,

there would be no enduring products of the intercourse and
1nterst1mulat1on of individuals and groups.

All institutions

in their nature are social, not physical or biological.

In his concluding remarks regarding society, Morrison
commented on leadership, which ''in dynamic social existence
is as important as structure."25

He stated that societies

or social orders do not become effective spontaneously.

Like

other organisms, they depend uvon '"head'' dominance which is
2j Ibid., p. 14.

24J.o. Hertzler, Social Institutions
McGraw-Hill Book Co. ,1929

25 Ibid

-·
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that nrocess of leadersh1n and coordination by an 1nd1v1dua.l
i>rh1ch

is required for the effective functioning of a com-

munity, an enterprise, or an organism. According to Morrison,
·whatever the organ1ze,t1on, 1 t will not function w1 thout head

dominance Of some kind.

Leadershin is determined by mores.

He is the leader whom the common neople will follow.

Leaders

a.re not appointed or elected, they arise.
The principle of leadership is 1mnortant in Morrison's

theory of the school.

For centuries men have seen that the

quality of leadershiD in the community depends upon the rate
and extent to which civilization is bred into the mores.
Modern despots recognize the leadership pr1no1nle when they

use their school systems for propaganda purooses.

Morrison

develops the leadership principle further:

Nor 1s political leadership the only form. The community
gets the kind of literature and music and painting which
the content of the mores justifies. We get the kind of
Government, especially 1n democracies, which the standard
of conscience and political intelligence in the mores
requires.26
'•1h11e it is in no sense the function of the schools to educate
for leadership, it is their business to educate the kind of
followers who will follow the best leadership in the field.
The common schools were not intended to train individuals for
leadership positions or to produce en El.ristocracy of intel-

lectually elite.
WE\S

The primary purpose of the Common School

to tra.1n the whole rising generation up to the point of

educational maturity.

26 _ . , p.
Ib1d
15 •

At this point leaders would emerge,

38
and the educated man, the wise, virtuous, law-ab1ding

citizen would be canable Of making an intelligent choice
to follow that leadership wh1ch would be 1n the best interest
of society and the common good.

social organization cannot be readily understood
except as a nart or culture.

1

'Culture·', according to

Morrison, 'rcomprises 1nher1ted artifacts, goods, technical
nrocesses, ideas, habits, and values ... 27

Often, the comm.on

meaning of culture carries the notion of -pursuit of higher

arts and sciences, the tastes and graces of a highly civilized life.

These renresent cultural acquisitions at a high

level of civilization.

In that sense, they are parts of the

body of the "Higher CUlture.i.

The eharacter1st1c which distinguishes man from the
subhuman species is that he 1s organically capable of enshr1n1ng culture 1n the cultural products which he leaves
behind him.

When men shaped stones roughly to serve as

pounding instruments, they began to create a new env1ronment

which was different from the natural environment.
a~serts

Morrison

that "the law of adjustment is inexorable •.,

People did not emerge into a highly 1nst1tut1ona11zed
society, and come 1n contact with the cultural environment which thnt kind of society makes 1nev1table, without finding that the new environment requires adjustment
to itself on pain of $Qme kind of ext1nct1on, just as did
the old environm.ents.25

Writers often mistake culture for c1v111zat1on and the
reverse. Morrison restates the def1n1t1on of c1v111zat1on
27Ib1d

-·

28T·i.-~
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Civilization has been antly called the art of living
together. In light of all we know regarding the genesis
of society and the history of social evolution, and
having due regard to the etymology of terms, I do not
believe there 1s any better definition stated in simple
form.29
Civilization has been evolving since an early period
in prehistory.

Morrison states that there can only be one

civilization on this olanet, since human nature is the same
everywhere, and in the great cosmic laws the environment is
the same.

A civilized 1nd1vidual is much the same person

the world over regardless of time and place, race or nationality; but the number of such individuals in a given population
may vary.

It should be recognized that Morrison emphasized

the role of universal, cosmic laws in shaping human society
and institutions.

His view is in sharp contrast to the

cultural relativism that influenced many of the educatione,l
theorists who were inclined to Pragmatism.
Civilization has been d.efined as an art, and an art
implies a technique and a structure.

According to Morrison,

the structure of civilization is the universal institutions
which have to be the final element in social structure.

It

would follow then that a civilized individual at any stage
of the world's development is the person who uossesses the
universal institutions available in his time.
Proceeding a step further, Morrison asserts tha.t
civilization has content and effect as well as structure.

-
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communities, ancient and modern, of the extent to which
civ111zat1on 1s present in their social structures.

The terms of the measure, 1n Morrison's words, would
be as follows:

1. Justice is most evenly, promptly, and effectively
administered.
2. The national defense against the external enemy
and the internal criminal is most adequately nrovided for.

J.

The perils of the geographical and biological environments are most effectively warded off.

4. Mental and bodily health in the pooulation is at
the maximum.

5.

The natural resources are most effectively conserved.

6. The distribution of wealth is at the maximum consistent with the maximum total production.30

such a test, according to Morrison, would be good,
for it would presume that much of the whole institutional
fabric of civilization was so extensively bred in the mores
as to be dominant 1n individual and group culture.

Throughout his work Morrison raised questions that
guided his study and research.

At this PC>int in his review

of society, its origins, develooment, structure, content,

and effect, Morrison posed another leading question.

11

What

assurance have we that the world as we know it, and especially the social world, is anything else than a meaningless
flux of changing circumstances and ever changing adjustment?a3l
30Ib1d., n. 18.
J1Ib1d.

history, nh1losouhy, la·w, the nhysical and biological
sciences and ultimately, the social sciences.

For Morrison,

the sociologist has to choose between believing that there
1a no such thing as a logic 1n normal ways of living together
or believing that a discoverable logic exists.

In his read-

ing of sociologists, jurists, economists, and political

thinkers, Morrison
relationships.

fou.~d

a search for normality in human

These writings revealed the belief that the

reality of normality rests on the

sa.~e

terms on which the

biologist rests his assumptions, namely, the assertion that
normal social oond1t1ons are defined by what they have come
to be.

At

this point Morrison stated, ''Hence we turn to

Evolution as the method by which normality 1s sought and 1n
common use ''normality" 1s about equivalent to ''rightness.' 32
The notion that there has been evolution. in the scheme
of things, unfolding from one state into another state, is
at least as old as the Greeks.

But it remained for the

biologists and the soe1olog1sts in the nineteenth century
to unravel the method and processes of evolution.

Morrison

relied on Herbert Soencer's summary of evolution as a method
of social thinking to guide his own thinking.

As Spencer

stated:
h1hatever is common to men's minds 1n all stages must
be deeper down in thought than whatever is peculiar
to men's minds 1n higher stages; and 1f the later
product admits of being reached by mod1f1oat1on and

42

expansion of the earlier product, the 1mnl1cation is
that it has been so rea.chea.33
And again:
It has come to be a maxim of science that in the causes
still at work, are to be identified the causes which,
similarly at work during past~41mes, have produced the
state of things now existing.J
Morrison felt that man would be intellectually helnless 1n a world of living things if he could not rest securely upon the faith that life is the same wherever it 1s
found, the.t 1 t 1s at bottom no different in the lower forms
than 1t is among humans, however it ma.;r differ from soecies
to s'!)ec1es 1n its manifestations.
justifies our faith.

11

He stated that "Biology

15

Morrison also felt man would be similarly helpless 1n
his attempts to understand society, if he had not faith that

human nature, in its common sense reactions, its passions,
and 1n 1ts bodily controls, has always been what it now is,
desn1te the infinite variety of its manifestations among
1nd1v1duals.

Morrison states,

justifies our fa1th."'.3 6

11

The anthropological record

Herein are the causes still at work

in the presence of the same physical and biological forces.
we do not react to all experiences in the same way in which
the savage reacts, but the difference is mainly, if not
entirely, due to what we have learned with our human nature
(New

33Herbert Spencer, The Princi~les of soc1ologx, 3 vols.
York: Apnleton and Company, 19~7), 1, p. 305.

34Ib1d.,

P.

327.

J5Morr1son, CUrr1culum 1
J6Ib1d.

P.

20.
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tnal; ne naa. not learned.

i:L1he

differences are cultural in

their nature and not organic.

Mentality does not evolve,

o:r. s.t best evolves after the slow methods of organic evolution; ideas do evolve, and they evolve rat)idly because
the method is learning.
The

nrocess of social evolution r"1'h1ch bega.n

i:\Ti

th mAn' s

ability to speak, to communicate his thoughts, and to learn
~rov1ded

the impetus for the evolution of society, universal

institutions, culture and c1v111zat1on.

Ma.n's natural desire

to transmit these social learnings to the next generation
added to the continuous advance in the levels of c1vil1zat1on

through the urooess of education.

Through the process of

social evolution man, throughout the ages common in his
h~s1c

human nature e.nd affected by the same cosmic forces,

evolved universal 1nst1tutions which aided him in his adaptation, adjustment and ultimate control
forces to his own advantage.

or

the environmental

In so doing, he was able to

rise e.bove the level of the se.vages, who also coped with

their environment ut111z1ng the pr1m1t1ve 1nst1tut1ons available to them at that time.

Thus the universal institutions

r.:rhich evolved served as culture carriers, the depositories

or

social heritage, and the media of soc1et7's operation and

Derpetuation.

These universal institutions, which were the

products of social evolution, carried :forward
the

Intelligence~

ce.Dac1ty to see the world understandingly and to react to

it !'9-t1onall;y; Conscience, the sense of obligation without

regard to the subject
the i:u.mronriate.

or

obligation; and Taste, the sense of

...
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Norri son

moved.

t rom the

content of social evolution.
the

~ursu1t

process 01

evO.Lu. vJ.vn -c.v

0ue

'Perhaos ·, he postulates,

of hapniness would be considered by most

rieople to be the anpropriate driving force 1n the evolution
of civilization.'

37 Morrison, however, discards that nos-

sibil1ty because he said he had never seen a definition of
h.9nniness which was dynamic enough in connotation to be a
driving force 1n anything but the endless pursuit of nleasure.
In the whole story of social evolution, Morrison sees
man's efforts to escape from the difficult and undesirable
es the exnlanation for most of the institutional develo;Jment.
Morrison said:
Escane from the pangs of hunger, from the attacks of
ravenous beasts, from the raids of only less ravenous
men, from disease, from the fear of the unknown, from
the dread of destruction wrought by the elements, from
the arbitrary power of capricious men and women, and
not least, from the domination by the specialist all these seem to me typical of what has chiefly forced
mankind to learn all it could, all the way from the
best way to kill a bear to the be~g way to avoid being
devourer'! by destructive taxat1on.J
The Princinles of evolution thus give us the only
sc1ent1f 1c annroach to the tests of va,lid1 ty and normality.
Since the beginning of history, adjustment to current circumstances has been the test of survival, in a larger sense
adjustment to current circumstance evolving into creatures
and cultures capable of effecting adjustment to any circum-

37

Ibid., n. 22.

JS Ibid

-·
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linger on in the human organism and in the social structure
as ·well, particularly in its civil and political dimensions.

Generally, organic evolution is protected from retrogression or lingering maladaptations because the method
of transmission is biological heredity and regressive progeny tend to be eliminated.

In social evolution, however,

the method of transmission is by

u~bringing

and instruction,

and a great deal of regression can take plaoe in a single
generation and will take place if the home and the school
fail.

In the continuation of his analysis Of society,
and civilization Morrison poses another question:

civilization ceased evolving? '.39
11

culture~

"Has

His response is that

civilization changes but slowly and then for the most part
in the development of the universal institutions; but, he
states, the institutions themselves are in constant evolution.

That process itself creates no problems, but the

rapid consequent expansion of the cultural environment does
make social problems.

According to Morrison, it would be

difficult to find an absolutely new major institution which
has emerged out of nothing since recorded history began, but
that gives us no assurance that the art of living together,
civilization, will not in due season give us something new
and more effective.

)9 Ibid., p. 2.
4

Morrison elaborates on this possibility:

46
nu1; wr1a1;~ver 1..ne 1uture llll.J..leniums may hOld 1n store,
we may be well assured of this, that the civilization
of the future will evolve out of experienc.e found in
the c1v111zat1on of the present and that there can be
no Progress at all, but rather regression, except 1n
so far as civilization as we know it 1s more and more
bred into the mores through effect1~ instruction of
all the children or all the people.

If civilization is the art of community existence and
of conquest of the environment, and 1f the universal in-

stitutions are the fabric of the art, then it follows that
the content of the instruction leading to the general education of the nonsneo1al1zed person must be constituted
of the universal institutions which are good in all advancing

societies.
In the course of the evolutionary develoDment of man,
when the hwnan organism was capable of developing a person-

al1 ty, learning became inevitable.

The next step was the

transmission of this learning from generation to generation.
This could be done informally within the family and was
referred to as "upbringing".
formally by schools.

It could also be done more

If done by the schools, the trans-

mission of learning was called 'instruction".

Thus, the

school, as a formal agency of instruction, was an integral
r)art of the evolutionary Process and was rooted in the nature

of humanity itself.

Morrison commented on this point of

c1v1lizat1on and education as the Process of transmission:

40
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,he·t;i1er we like i"\; or not., it ls -.;he onlv

civilization there is.

fhe difficulty is

th~t

children

:io not inherit it in th€: germ olasm; they have to learn

it.. • • • '.Jhat they (};he children] "idl l become will de 1ffttd
very 11uch on tho families and public schools of today.l.l
1

for Horrison, there were sev-eral Hays by whicri the
learnings of one generation had been handed do't\111 and added

to by succeeding generations.
T,~h1oh

One was the family school

was the most si{sn1ficant, universal, and effective

school.

The fAmily school existed in the informal exper-

iences and relationshios between the narents and children
in the home and in the milieu in which they functioned.
'lhis tyne of school oreoeded the availab111 ty of the formal
school.

The control and guidance of the children in the

development of right attitudes, appreciations, and moral

values was the responsibility of the parent.

This was the

urocess of upbringing which continued. until formal schooling became available and provided an extension of the learnings acquired in the family setting, the family school.

The

foundations of personality were of necessity laid in the nrimary affective relations within the home and in the '1m1t9.tive
resnonses of young children to narental conduct and emotional

oatterns.· 42

In fact, this type of schooling was so im-

nortant that

in the face of an effective family life, the

Jubl1c primary school is at best a noor and halting agency. 43
41Morr1son, School and Commonwealth, P. ?.
42 Henry c. Morrison, School Revenue (Chicago: The
University of Chicego Presa, 1930), n.9.
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Another school was the Dr1 vate school

~,rh1ch

ex1 sted

!:",rou) inceres-c and asDirativns of the families from whieh
' 1 Lren.
l
L;,J.j,
l "'u a drai ts cai

ly O'tlmed and

O~)erated

enterprises. funded ·uy <;hureh grou;'s

or subsidized by ohilanthroPic organizations or men.
schools develor.;ed, because no others were

ava.1l~ble.

1.'hese
to meet

tne interests and needs of soec1f1c grou1)s; religious, econornic o.nd social groups.

The organization and objectives of

the orivate schools were directly related to the su-n:!orting
i"'~rouo

which financed. the educational enterprise.

Parents

desired their children to become a.cce1)tRble members of their

social grouu and if possible to 'rise into higher and higher
lJ,5
levels of social Drestige. ·
The distinguishing feeture of
a ')ri vate school ·was that 1 t

(U-vidual benef'i t 1"ather than for

ose. 46

· nrime_rily for in-

ex1 sted
13

social a.no public nur-

As long as the family school, with or wi.thout its

extension in nrivate schools, was able to fulfill its function,
'"00:-:;le were unlikely to resnond to the CAll for nublic scrools

of any descriution.

'£he third tyne of school was the public school which
crises in the evolutionary nrocess

whenever a nublic uurnose

in the schooling of the younger generation becomes active

·within an organized groun or in the government of the Sta.te
or the Church, 47 Thus 1p. 1.ts n.qture :=in.dJn 1 ts nurnoses ~4Rob~rt E. Potter, The Stream of American Educ9tion
(Mew York~ Vcm Nostren0 RernhOI"Cf Co.,~

45Morr1son, School Revenue, n.9.
46_Ib1d., n. 12.
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nrincinle of transmission of culture which underlies all
societal evolution and it likewise reuresents the polar
onc1os1 te of laissez-faire in the conduct of human affairs •. 48

In the United States, by lA.w, all state schools were
nublic schools, but not all Public schools were state schools.
The confusion arose because many of our nublic schools had

)erverted their original intent and had develoned into schools
with a. nri vate function.

They existed nrimarily to develo:J

the individual notent1al of each individual child no matter
where this might lead.

Originally, however, schools existed

in the ·interest of the defense of the commonwealths from
the menace of an ignorant citizenry. ,49

They were not

nrivate enternrises maintained by individuals or communities
but were integral na.rts of the ·'machinery of Government under
')ODular sovereignty.· 50

They ha.d existed for the neroetu-

Rtion and nrotect1on of the commonwealth.

If there were

franchised voters, these voters had to have the means of
acquiring knowledge regarding uublic a.ffAirs.

An

educated

electorate is a safe electorate, safe to themselves and
48

lli..Q.. , n. 12.

49Henry c. Morrison, American Schools:

A Critical
'3tudy of Our School S;xRtem (Chica.go: The Uni vers1 ty of
Chicago Press, 1943), n. 256.
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so had run the argument all the way back to the
oolitical nhilosonhy on which Massachusetts Bay was founded,
Morrison a.sserted.

·rhe basic laws upon which our system of

state schools was founded and which declared the essential
nurnose of the State school were the
1642 and 1647.

Mass~=.1,chusetts

Acts of

'l'he Princi nles on which these acts rested

"rere three-fold:
1. The universal education of youth is essential to
the well being of the state.

2. The obl1~ation to furnish this education rests
nrimarily unon the narent.

3. The state has

a right to enforce this obligation.5 2

And so, the state program of studies in 1642 first

1')roclaimed that there was 'no safety in letting children
grow uo ignorant.' 53

Morrison snent considerable effort

in documenting this basic thesis from early legislative
acts, nronouncements of national leaders, state constitutions, and judicial decisions.

Winthron, Endicott, Penn,

vashington, John Adams, Jefferson, Madison • • • all concluded that the 'major puroose of a nubl1c school system Lwas]
the

defense of society against the menace of

self-will.· 54

ignor~mce

and

Article III of the Northwest Ordinance con-

51Morrison, School Revenue,

r.,.

15.

52 George H. Martin, The Evolution of the Massachusetts
School system: A Historical Sketch (New York: Aonleton and
Comuany, 1894), n.B.
53 Ib1d., P. 72.
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.J:ne state constl.. tu'tions rolloweel the

All recognized the civic nurnose of oublic

For Morrison, the boldest and most exact procla-

of the essential ci vie uurnose of the schi::>ol

Mas

-::ont:::.ined in the nreamble to the Illinois Aet of 1825 which
re~ds

as follows:

To enjoy our rights and l1bert1es we must understand
them; their security and Protection ought to be the first
ob,1ect of a free neople; a.nd it is a well-established
fact tha.t no nation has ever continued long in the
enjoyment of civil and uolit1cal freedom which was not
both virtuous and enlightened: and believing that the
advancement of literature always has been and ever will
be the means of developing more fully the rights of mAn,
that the mind of every citizen in a reryublic is the common nroperty of society, and constitutes the basis of its
strength and hapDiness; it 1s therefore considered the
neouli~r duty of a free government, like ours, to encourage and extend the improvement ~nd cult1vo.t.1on of
the intellectual energies of the whole.
But, said Morrison, from the 1820's on through the
~1vil

~ar

and un to the uresent time, the schools began to

develop a.long lines that perverted the original intent of
developing an intelligent citizenry.
'rhe change in the origim:d puruose began to take form

in the Jacksonian era.
n~id

During this time, more attention was

to what individuals desired than to the civic purpose

of the schools, and many of our public schools expanded
into Private schools where the

desires of the inniv1dual

tend to obscure the necess1t1es of the State as an organized
self-governing soc.iety. 55

The rights of indi v1duals were

stressed; responsib111t1es as citizens were glossed over.

55Morrison, Americon Schools~ n. 78 ..

52
'~:radually,

many schools developed 1nto voca t1onal-preoarat1on

institutions, into nrenaratory institutions for college, and
into 1nst1tut1ons devoted to the development of the potential
of each individual.

Only legislative enactment and judicial decisions
forced the 'issue 'back to tha fundamental Puritan conception'56

Rnd this was not wholly successful.

Compulsory attendance

laws and the unique character of tax-supported schools

''noint unmistakably to the principle that in the collective
nolit1cal thought of our neople oublic schools are a part
of the defenses of the commonwealth. ,,57

First, all children

had to be in school, and second., all neople had to pay for
these schools.

Morrison presented his case thus:

It is repugnant to the whole sp1r1t of our 1nst1tut1ons to do for the citizen what he ought to do for
himself, even though his individual benefit is also
the benefit of society. Thus, the public health is
safeguarded and health officers are paid, but the State
does not pay the individual's medical bills. Water
sunoly is essential to the well-being of the community,
but the city charges water rates. Postal fac111t1es
are required, but we nay postage. Even the highway
system, long a communistic enterprise, is returning to
the equivalent of the original turnpike system through
gasoline taxes and automobile license fees. In even
so fundamental a matter as just1ee, courts are -o:rov1ded,
but litigants are expected to pay their own lawyers.
In fact the State school 1a the one instance in which
the nol1ce power is exerted and the bill is paid for
all out of the nublic nurse. The reason 1s to be
found in the principle that beyond the oublic health,
or the nhys1cal requirements of community life, or the
need of communication, none of the American states dare
trust the cr1t1cal nature of the enlightenment of future
citizens to the chance of individual support. The
several states tolerate other public schools, nr1vate
schools, or even in some instances the family school

56 Ib1d.,
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are rendering the essential service which the state
requ1re.5t5
Thus, Morrison was content to tolerate other public
s~hools,

private schools, and even f:amily schools through-

out childhood but 1t was to the State Common School that
1,1e

looked as the only possible guarantee that effective

citizenship would develop and that learning would not be
"buried 1n the grave of our fathers. ,.59

And he made it

very clear that the State Common Schools existed;
• • • for the purpose of training pup1ls into good and
efficient citizenship and for nothing else. The
advantage of the pupils is not even incidental; it
is inherent. To become a good citizen is to beoome
educated; to become educated, 1n any true sense, is
to be a good citizen- -not only morally sound but
intellectually sound. 60

It was true that Morrison looked upon the family as
an integral partner 1n the education of the child, but the
stakes were too high to perm1 t the family to ha.ve absolute
control.

The very existence of organized society demanded

that the State gu.13ra.ntee the purposes and support the schools

for citizens.

Morrison sums uo h1s inquiry on the social

evolution of man, society, culture and o1v111zation:
Truth to tell, every child born into the world begins
about where his most remote ancestors began. He inherits not a fragment of either civilization or culture,

5S.!!2!,g_., PP. 79-80.
59aenry c. Morrison, ''Taxation, Teachers' Salaries
and Cost of Education, " The Elementary School JournE=ll,
XX (September, 1919). 47.

60 Morrison, School and Commonwealth, P. 2.
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civilized, he does so by learning what the older generation teaches him. In his maturity he may add something to c1v1lizat1on which he can teach his children
in turn. Thus civilization is reproduced, or goes
backward, or collapses, in proportion to the effectiveness of the family and the schoo1.6l
The basic dilemma which confronted Morrison when he
relied on the notion of natural evolutionary development of
social institutions can be noted.

If Morrison argues, the

natural evolutionary process is not interfered with, institutions will normally and naturally adapt to changing conditions and changing environment and be constantly in a
state of perfect adjustment.
in the process of adaptation.
to society as it is.

But there 1s another strand

An educated man will adjust

Yet, the purpose of his adjustment

is to enable man to control and. affect the environment;
1n other words, an educated man will have to interfere with
the normal, natural, evolutionary process.
is a man who knows what to do.

An educated man

If man does nothing, he

merely accepts an environment and, hence, is controlled by
that environment and he is not educated.

If he acts, he

is interfering with the environment and a maladaptation
is bound to occur.
the individual.

Thus, Morrison leaves little choice to

If he acts, he interferes and causes mal-

adaptation; 1f he does not act, he is not fulfilling the
basic purpose or education: to know what to do and thus
control and affect the environment.
Morrison weaves his way out of this dilemma by
61~., p. 116.
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environment but only in the right manner, for the right
purposes, and with the right organization.

The right pur-

pose he derived from the record of social evolution.

In

this instance, the right purpose for schools 1s the civic
puroose: to develop effective, moral, virtuous, and lawab1d1ng citizens.
The social evolution and eiv111zat1onal movement
which Henry
gress.

c.

Morrison recognizes has shown definite pro-

In personality development, man has expanded tre-

mendously, essentially because of the broadening scope of
c1v111zed social institutions and technological advances.
Morrison would deny that in the course of the last hundred
years any changes have occurred in science which markedly
alter the direction of man's thinking.

There has been a

gradual extension along all lines of thought, but the
fundamentals have always and will always remain the same.
At present, generalized lay thinking lags behind the scientific, political, and economic advances which followed in
the lrake of the Industrial Revolution.

This but denotes

the problem for contemporary educational statesmansh1u.
The long ages of man's ol1mb to c1v111zat1on have

witnessed many types of social experimentation of which
the best in institutions and in moral standards and ideals
have come down to us.

The truly civilized and cultured

person, nurtured on these inheritances, 1s, in essence,
the same everywhere and at all times.
The aim of the school is the 1n1t1at1ng of individual

56
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the rlcnneas

spiritual inheritance.

o:r

our physl.cal, social, a.nd

The Production of a citizenry so

initiated would guarantee intelligent choice of leaders
and thoughtful followership by the public.

It is the task

of a science of education.

The art of civilized living is found in the universal
institutions that man has created in the process of controlling his environment.

The general aspects or essentials of

education should then deal with those institutions that have
advanced civilized life in all human societies.
~ursued

Morrison

a theory of education based on scientific principles

suppo1•ted by the theory of evolution and the essential nature
of universal institutions.

As we move from Morrison's theory of society into his
theory of education, several asnects of the evolutionary
process must be reconsidered and applied to the nature Of
man, the nature of society, and the process of educating
man to live effectively as a contributing member of the
society.
Man he.d two aspects: the physical aspect, which was

common to all 11v1ng things and which was limited to variation, inheritance, and survival, Morrison called the
quantitative difference; the psychical aspect, dealing
with the evolution of personality and indirectly, the
evolution of civilization, he called the qua11tat1ve difference.

These differences were

significant~

drew the 1mpl1cat1ons of these differences:

Morrison

57
1. Whereas man shares with an1mals adaptive organs
that enable him both to adjust to the environment
and to learn by experience, man differs from animals in that h1e experience may be vicarious and
not direct. His language enables man to generate,
transmit, and perpetuate comolex ideas.
2. Whereas an animal's adaptive capacity is determined
by and 11m1ted by the excellence Of the adaptive
mechanism itself, man's adaptive capacity depends
far more on personal1 ty, the ;;roduct of lea.rn1ng,
than on either mlnd or brain.o2

3. Whereas man shares with animals the fact that be-

havior can be interpreted '.>n physical grounds, ms,n
differs from animals in that man's total behavior
must be interpgrted on physical grounds plus personal grounds. J

4. Whereas human and animal behavior may be explained

on the basis of tropism, chain-reflex associat1on1sm,
conditioned response, and trial and error, man differs
from animals 1n that he alone has conscious control
over these processes and can direct them~ In so
d.oing, man undergoes an adaptive eha.nge.o4

5. Man alone can reflect; man alone can have constructive
imagination. Man alone, on the basis of what he has
learned, can think his way through complicated situations. 65

Thus, man cannot be reduced to physical terms and
physical processes alone.

There is an appropriate psychical

aspect to the adaptive organism also.

From the best evidence

available from the psychologists, and physiologists, Morrison
summarized his findings:
The organism is a unity which presents two aspects;
• • • two sets of phenomena appear one Of which we call
nhysieal, and the other psychical; • • • • the connection
62Morrison, Basic Principles, p. 91.
63Ibid., pp. 116-120.
64Ibid., p. 102.
65Ibid., p. 103.
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ud l;ween. the t;wo is st.ill an enigma; and 1·1nally. • •
we do not know that there is any intellectual necessity
for finding a dynamic connection between the two. • • •
Behavior may be recognizably ohysical in or1g1n and
yet exh1b1t psychical nhenomena; or 1t may be nsychical
in origin and reveal physical reactions.60

Morrison first turned his attention to the nhysical
Phenomena or what he called the physiological aspect of the
ada.otive organism Of man.

He carefully differentiates be-

tween the adaptive organism itself, the adant1ve process,

and the adaptive product or the result of the process.

Man's

sense organs, brain, and the nervous system make up the
adaptive organism, he maintained.
are the

pro~esses

The adaptive processes

of stimulation, integration, motor re-

sponse, and chemical reinforcement.6?

St1mulat1on refers

to the response of the organism to influences coming both
from the external world and from within the organism.

response 1s locomotion or the ability to move about.

Motor
The

complex nervous system aided by glandular secretions, integrates the organism and enables it to act as a unit.
From the whole body of evidence which he studied,
Morrison drew up a set of 1nf erences which he believed
followed logically from the data. 68
1. The function of the brain and the nervous system as
a whole is to relate the organism to the external
world and. to coordinate bodily activities.
2. The nervous system and the body as a whole constitute
an organism through which experience occurs.

66 Ib1d., n. 115.
68

_.,
Ibid

pp. 123-129.
pp. lJl-153.
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the adaptive urocess. Learning products are not
neural patterns or bonds except 1n those cases
where behavior 1s expressed in sensory-motor
products.
4. Learning products inhere in the self and constitute
modification and extension or self. Personality
has developed.

5. self cannot be understood as 1nher1ng in the organ-

ism in either its physical or psychical aspect, nor
can personal learnings or personality. These are
realities, in fact they constitute fundamental reality of existence.

6. self, personal learnings, personality or mind are

not material objects having shape and substance;
yet they are real. One sees their manifestations
in the behavior of human beings.

7. Education which appears as a process of nersona.1
development in the individual does not inhere in
the brain even though the brain makes this development possible. The brain does not become educated. 69
Turning his attention to the psyoholog1cal aspect of
man's nature, Morrison relied heavily on the concepts in
the behavioral sciences that had developed by this time,

1934.

He became thoroughl7 acquainted with the work of

such ps7oholog1sts as G. Stanley Hall and William H. Kilnatrick who were dealing with learning theory.

With them,

he repudiated the old notion of faculty psychology, which
educated the mind, the brain, the emotions, and the temperment.

With them he discarded the notion of neural bonds

and neural pathways, and st1mulus-respcnse assoc1ation1sm.
He became familiar with the work of
tr1l21J,~1gna to 1na1ghtt;u,1 learning.?O

w.

Kohler and his oonHe was acquainted

69 .!J2!!1., pp. 153-156.

7°w. Kohler, The Mentality of Apes
Harcourt, Brace Co., 192;).

(New York:
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developed the concept of "mind

1

and , self" in the 1nct1vidual.

Morrison wrote frequently about the concept of homeostasis,
how the individual operates in a state of equilibrium and
once that equilibrium is disturbed• seeks to regain 1t.
From a wide variety of evidential

m~terial,

Morrison

attempted to validate his ooneeution of the role that education
had to play in the evolutionary process.

Man was human because

of his peculiar adaptive capacity which made possible human
behavior and enabled him to behave 1n a variety of ways.

Man

could make a variety of adaptive responses to basic needs or
appetites, and it was the function ot education to train him
to make the right adaptive resp0nses.

The correct adaptive

responses enabled e1vil1zation to be continued from generation
to generation and these correct responses could result in
adaptive changes which not only enabled the individual to
adjust to society but which could be learned and thus transmitted to another generation.
The personal or psychical aspect of man's adaptive
organism greatly increased the scope of man's learning.
On the one hand, he could act on the basis Of trop1st1c,

instinctive, or impulsive behavior.

On the other hand, he

could act on the basis of reflection, intelligence, and
understanding.

In the tormer case, the behavior was un-

learned; in the latter oase, the behavior was learned.
In the area or learned behavior, the schools had a
significant respons1b111ty.

It was their task to ''provide

nup11s with experience out of which learning can be built

61
l_?nd upon wh1caj rational behavior [Could] be founded and
fUrther provide them with 1) the systems of reasoning which
organized so1enee exp0unds and 2) the critique of valid
reasoning which 1s contained in grammar and logic. ,,7l
Learned behavior involved the use of intelligent and rational
behavior to be able to generalize, to see the relationship
between cause and effect, and then to transmit these generalizations and insights.

This was the prime function of teach-

ing 1n the schools; to transmit these basic generalizations.
Morrison then dealt with the nature of man's adaptive
organism.

He felt that man's adaptive organism was oropelled

into action by organic drives which he referred to as appetites.
Morrison explained the role ot appetite 1n the evolutionary
scheme:
The ground plan of evolution can be said to be the
perpetuation or the soecies. Two factors are involved,
preservation of the individual until he or she can
take part in procreation and thereafter nurture the
young, and a guaranty that the 1nd1v1duala of the two
sexes will thus take part. Here 1s perhaps the fundamental condition of Nature takes no chances. Out g~
this condition arise certain organic drives • • • • 7
The basic appetites which Morrison isolated were:
1. Hunger and thirst
2. Sex

J. Physical growth

4. Avoidance of pain

5. curiosity or the drive to find out about the
unaccustomed, the novel

71!215!.,
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Here again Morrison was concerned with the role that
education must play 1n the curbing of these appetites.

All

of men's appetites, without education, "tend to run wild •• • •
Hunger ls cheeked by satiety, sex by organic periodicity
and

the necessity of agreement between two individuals,

bodily exercise by exhaustion; but there is no natural

restraint on egoism. 74
11

Morrison reiterated his concern:
self-appetite is by tar the most influential factor
in the process of eduoat1on. It is not too much to
say that it 1s the chief factor with which the
schoolmaster has to reckon in formulating and laying
out the course Of instruction and the statesman in
formulat1ng end adm1n1ster1ng programs of social
betterment. 7'
The function or education, then, was to blunt the

appetite, or alter 1ts direction.

Education provided the

anpet1te with nersona.lly and socially constructive objects
or aet1v1t1es of satisfaction.

calling th1s process of

adjustment sublimation, Morrison asserted:

I take it that the heart of education is learning how
the world 1s put together and being willing to be
governed accordingly. The philosophers tell us that
the biggest thing in the good life 1• sloughing off
egoism by sublimating it into 1tlf-constraint, and
self-denial, and selt-respect.76

73Ib1d.,

pp.

174-181.

7 4 Ib1d., p. 180.

75Ibid., p. 181.

?6Morr1son, School and Commonwealth,

P.
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The egoism of the child became the altruism of maturity.
In fact, sublimation was one of the criteria for a mature

civilized person.

The appetites had been sublimated to

hitsher levels of action.

Morrison said, "Hunger has been

refined; sex appeal appears as a romantic regard and feeling
of sanctity; self appears as ambition, widespread interest,
patriotism, and self-respect •.,77
Other facets of man's adant1ve organism were in the
realm of temperment and affect or feelings.

Feelings or

affect arose from the desires of appetite, especially those
clustering about self.

They formed the basis for personality

growth since personality was, 1n fact, a matter of affective
adjustment.78

It was in this area that Morrison leaned

heavily on the concept of homeostasis or equil1br1um.79

At

any given time. the organism was in a relative state of
equilibrium.

When an appet1tat1ve urge appeared, there

was a feeling of discomfort which upaet the equilibrium.
If unhappy feelings resulted from this basic drive, the

organism resorted to sublimation of the basic drive to
re-establish equ1libr1um.

SUbl1mat1on, for Morrison, would

be an appropriate adaptive response to this urge.

nart of the function

or

It was

education to teach pun1ls correct

adaptive responses to these basic urges and thus reduce

77 Morr1son, Basic Principles, p. 18).
78
!Q!.d., p. 190.
79Ib1d., pp. 191-197.
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emotional stress.

Unless the individual were able to sub-

11mate the appetitive urge, conflict would develoo.

Con-

tinued conflict would cause the "personality to become so
unbalanced" that the individual would be 1n a state of
"more or less chronic disequilibrium

11

and might become

'"merely a morbid patient in a sanitarium. ,,BO
Another facet in the nsychological functioning of the
adaptive organism was 1n the area of mental urocesses like
attention, perception, memory, recall, imagination, judgement,
and reasoning.

These were all part of the essential adaptive

orocesses which the peculiar nature of man's original adaptive
organism made possible.

All of these processes were in the

realm of the consciousness of man and enabled man to adjust
better to the external environment and thus be able to control
the environment.
All of these adantive processes could not be trained
or educated.

Morrison pointed out the relationship of edu-

cation to this whole process:
Attention is not educated, but developing personality
makes attention nossible in situations in which it
otherwise would not occur. Perception is not educated,
but accumulating exoerience determines the character
of percepts. Memory and recall are not educated, but,
as personality develops, the memory system expands in
content and becomes organized so that efficient recall
becomes more and more possible. Imagination is not
educated, but imagination, like the other mental
processes, not only makes education possible, but as
personality develops the scope of imagination is
broadened. The conceptual process in its several phases
is not educated, but more and more concepts accrue, and
80
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the kind of person who knows what to do. Organic
thinking canac1ty is never educated, but the individual can learn to think logically. Sneeeh and symbolic
capacity in general are not educated, but language,
graphic representation, mathematics, are learned, And
being learned they marvelously extend the application
of symbolic canacity.~l
Thus far, Morrison has asserted that man, because he
was both a physiological and a Psychological organism,
could exhibit behavior on an intelligent and rational basis
and could curb and sublimate his appetites.

This was all

learned behavior and as a person learned he developed a
personality.

At a.ny stage in an ind1 v1dual • s develot>ment,

then, his nersonality was the ''resultant of the sum learning
to date." 82
Each time an individual mastered a learning it became
an accretion to personality.

Ea.ch aooret1on which led to

adjustment in society broadened the personality until the
time the individual became the kind of person who knew what
to do and what was good for him 1f he wanted to become
adjusted to the laws of Nature governing social conduct.
In educational terms, he then became mature and could order
his own learn1ng. 8 3
Personality, for Morrison, did not mean charm,
temperment, 1nd1v1dual1ty, or character.
behavior.
81

It meant oersonal

Reflex, trooism, impulse, conditioned resnonse

-··
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dent uoon what has been learned, on 1ntel11gence or reason,
or ideals or vol1t1ons.

Personal behavior, on the other

hand, [was] determined by what the 1nd.1vidual has learned
and has become as a person." 84 Personality was denendent
unon the accumulated social learnings of the race and upon
the degree to which the school and other agencies were
effective in transmitting these learnings to the person.
The function of the home and the school was to see that
the right structural elements of personality took form and
that during infancy and early childhood there was a minimum
chance for maladaptations and perverse learnings to become
structural.

A normal child born into society will have experience,
Morrison said.

Education of some sort is bound to occur

because the child 1s an organism capable of learning.
does learn.

He

some of these learnings are personal adaptations;

they enable him to survive 1n the world.

some learnings

are maladaptations; they lead to elimination of the
individual.

Some are perverse; they lead to the impair-

ment of c1v111zed order in society.

Morrison asked, "What

guaranty do we have that the education will produce right
adaptat1on?" 85 For Morrison, the answer to that would
denend upon the family, the school, the state, and all
institutions of social control.
84 Ibid., p. 238.

B5Ibid., P. 241.
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ques~ions

were raised oy Morrison on this suo-

What constituted right personality?

~¥hat

structural elements of this right nersonality? 118 6

were the
To

answer these questions Morrison developed a diagrammatic
scheme to illustrate the basic structural elements that

comprised the right personality.

From the birth line of

the child to the end of infancy, the child was enga.ged in
a series of structural adantations, which, 1f mastered,

would provide the child with an "adequate basis for the
development of an integrated civilized persona11ty.u87
Among these were the establishment

or

obedience, the estab-

lishment of family affection, walking, talking, avoidance
of danger, thrift (more in the sense of budgeting of time
than of money), and care for one•s own bodily needs.
It is interesting to note that 1t was at this stage
in h1s theory that Morrison introduced the notion of
different tynes of learning which were to play a crucial
part in his practice of teaching.

He also introduced the

concent of arts, tastes, and volitions which were to become part of the curriculum of the common school.

Obedience,

for example, was a learning of the appreciation type and
walking was a tyne of neuro-muscular learning; talking, a
type of language learning; self-denendence, a type of
volitional learning.

86

Ibid.
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tat1ons, or learning products, were the artsw tastes, and
volitions.

Taste and volition were based on

which had 1ts genesis in obedience.

pre~erence

All the arts, tastes,

and volitions, as well as all the basic adaptations had to
be taught.

They had evolved because man lived in society

with h1s fellow man; they were not innate, and once acquired,
they formed a basis for the right personality wh1ch would
enable a person to adjust 1n society.

Their early acquisition

was crucial for the school s1nce "neglect of infantile
learnings will in most instances inevitably incline the
scales in the direction of ultimate educational failure,
beyond the capacity of most schools, as schools now are,
88
or foster homes, to repair."
Upon these basic adaptations, right personality or
personal behavior was grounded.

The period of upbringing

in the family was joined by the period of formal instruction
1n the school 1n developing right personalit7.

The civilized

nersonal1ty, according to Morrison, was composed of three
basic components; the volitional and symbolic learnings,
as language, graphic representation, and mathematics;
moral values, wh1ch are cultivated tastes and ideals; and
intelligence, which arises out of 1ne1ghts and which are
largely the products of learning in the field of the sciences.

88
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feeling of "I can,"

11

it is worthwhile to do what I can,

and uI prefer to do so despite the effort involved."

11

The

thought structure was composed of reading and written d.iscourse, which could produce spurious learnings or valid
learnings.

Learning was spurious if it degenerated into
word-calling without meaning. 89 Taken together, the
volitional and thought structure were the

11

central axis of

personality, the core of internal adjustment and the center
of integration, the heart of the civilized self."90
Value attitudes or appreciations formed the second
thread of personality.

Significant in this area were such

learnings as concern for the well being of others, sense
of fair play or elementary justice, property right, decent
concern for the opoosite sex, and fidelity to Promises.
These according to Morrison, were all products of social
evolution and were

0

or universal validity because they

furnish the only Possible measure of social intercourse. ,,9l
In the same category were appreciations which Morrison
referred to as

cultlvated tastes or appreciations in the
nresenee of the beautiful, the good, and the true. 92
0

11

These cultivated tastes were "indefeasible uarts of the
S9Morrison, Sch201 Revenue,

90

P.

22.

Morrison, Basic fr1nc1ples, pp. 271-2?2.

91~., p. 2?4.
92 Ib1d., p. 2?7.
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The parts were indefeasible in the sense that they could
not be nullified or voided.

In large part, they defined

personality.
The third basic element in right personality was the
Intelligence structure.

If we are to adjust to an orderly

universe and thus be able to control it, Morrison argued,

we have to learn the laws of Nature governing that universe
and obey them.
gether.

we

have to learn how the world is put to-

We have to understand the meaning of cause and

effect.9 4
All three elements of right personality bore an
important relation to eduoation: they constituted the content of the curriculum of general education which was the
responsibility of the school.

Morrison summarized as follows:

In so far as upbringing and instruction succeed
in producing an 1ndiv1dual who meets the test of all
the evolutionary processes which defines what any
form of life must be, they do so only by bu1ld1ng a
personality whose structure is the essential institutions which have evolved during the long process
of social experimentation. The individual becomes
educated by becoming civilized, and he becomes
c1v111zed by learning to obey r1ghtfU1 authority,
by learning to regard the rights and needs of others,
by learning to read, write, and cipher, by learning
the elements of the arts and sciences, the moral,
and volitional re11giouf attitudes which make up the
fabric of civilization.95
Morrison did not conceive of these basic elements
in personality as be1ng discrete items.

He suggested that

to produce a well rounded personal! ty required. an integration

_.,
-··
-··

93Ib1d

p. 2?9.

94 Ibid

pp. 281-286.

95 Ibid

pp. 289-290.
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them.

This integration process was inevitable if the

organism was to survive.

Some sort of personality was

bound to appear as long as the individual lived in society.
But the right personality developed only 1f a balance was
reached or there was equ111br1um. between the volitional
structure and the rational structure.

Unless there was a

balance, the personality never developed into maturity.
The

adaptive responses never quite resulted in adaptive

changes.

A spurious personality developed.

Since all the aspects of personality structure were
learned, an individual reached maturity when he could be
trusted to guide his own fUrther development.

He now

Placed the tlright valuation on his relation to his self
to other selves ... 96
appetites.

He

He had learned to sublimate his basic

had become adjusted to the external world.

For Morrison, the impelling drive toward this integration
or personality was inherent in man's nature.

Man was an

integral pa.rt of society itself and he was what he had
come to be through the process of variation, heredity, and
survival.

If he d.1d not adjust to society, he d1s1ntegrated

1n personality and he broke down a bit of civilization
when he failed.
The

theory of evolution as Morrison internreted. it

set the fUndamental problem for the school and for education.

Morrison summarized the matter in a series of

96~.,

p.

305.
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steps:
It seems to follow that education itself is a process Of adjustment by adaptat1on--that is to say, adjustment by inner personal changes each of them 1n the direction
of adjustment; that right education is a process of becoming civilized; that c1v111zat1on or the art of living
together 1n the presence of natural law 1s inherent in the
1nstitut1ona.1 products of social evolution: that right
nersonal adaptations must be the elements
c1vilizat1on.97

of

such was education defined in terms of adjustment for
Morrison.

'l'he adjustment theory was the only defensible

theory of education.
adjustment.

According to Morrison, eduoa.tion was

Education was not synonomous with erudition, or

information or knowledge.

Knowledge was only one of the

sources of education, not education itself.

Morrison's

theory changed the statement, "Education is not preparation
for life, but life itself. 11

His would read, ••Ed.ucation is

the preparation, at least 1n childhood and youth, for right
11v1ng 1n adult l1fe ... 98 In fact, Morrison claimed that

any theories which began with "education for" this, that
or the other, so pooular in teachers' convention addresses,
are usually illustrations of 1D1st1e1sm and not valid theories.
Nor was education, for Morrison, the unfoldment of
individual p0tent1al1ty.99

Breeding was the only method of

developing better adaptive capao1ty.

But the psychological

aspect of personality had to be learned by all children.

_.,
_.,

97Ib1d
98 Ib1d
99 Io1d
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ordered universe governed by natural law.

Children may

vary in adaptive capacity and strength of their basic
appetites but each individual had to have common learning
to get on in the world.
Morrison similarly rejected the notion that education
was a matter of habit formation, or of forming associationa.l

bonds, or

or

the establishment Of neural pathways, or of

the bu.1ld1ng up of conditioned responses. 100

Likewise he

rejected the notion or mental discipline and faculty
psychology which was prevalent in his day. 101
For Morrison, the theory of evolution was the most
11

revealing

1
'

and insightful generalization that had ever been

developed in the history of man•s intellectual and rational
progress.

For him it explained the nature of all organic

life, the nature of the human individual, and the nature
of the society in which that human individual lived.

The

laws governing the evolutionary process were relatively few
in number.

Variations occurred in living creatures.

some

variations developed which enabled living creatures to
continue to exist; other variations developed which caused
living creatures to perish.

Creatures who survived were

adapted to the environment; those that perished were mal100

Ibid., p. ).54.

lOlibid., p. 356.
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ment.
The next step for Morrison was to d1st1ngu1sh man
(homo sapiens) from other living organisms.
·orocess now became more refined.

The evolutionary

somehow, in the long

evolutionary process a fu.ndamental break occurred and man
became a more refined organism capable of speech and endowed
with a brain and sense organisms altogether in a class by
themselves.

Man had both a physiological nature which he

shared with animals and also a psychological nature which
differentiated him from other animals.

He could communicate

ways of behavior and thinking that he had developed.

He

could transmit these ways of behaving and thinking from
generation to generation.

He could develop a personality.

cultural products could accrue and be transmitted to others.
Heredity alone was not sufficient for man.

A means had to

be developed to hand down ways of behaving and thinking which
were not transmitted through the biological stream.
The final step for Morrison was to make the analogy
that the evolutionary- process which had produced animals
and which had produced man as a human being capable of
developing personality also governed and determined the
growth and direction of society and social institution.
For Morrison, the same laws governing the development of
man governed the manner 1n which men lived together 1n
groups in society.

Thus society had to adapt to the laws

of nature also or face extinction.

Man had to ferret out
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of behaving to these laws in a harmonious relation.

For man

and the institutions of society wh1oh developed, the same
inexorable law of "adjust or perish'' prevailed.
Into this general pattern, Morrison had to fit the
school pupil and he had to find a rationale tor the control
of both pupil and school by the society.

For the pupil, the

point was reached when vocal organs evolved to the point
where man could communicate the ways of behaving and thinking that he had developed.

Man evolved

a personality.

He

now could communicate with others more effectively and transmit
this knowledge from generation to generation.

The formal

school came into being when society had evolved to the point
where 11fe had become so complex and differentiated that
the parent could no longer effectively transmit the values,
ideas, ideals, volitions, and tastes that had developed in
the society.

The formal school was to assume major respon-

sibility for the transmission of these vital 1ngred1ents
of civilization.
Morrison had no doubt that the pupil was capable of
learning anything that the formal school could teach.
what was the formal school to teach?

But

One had to analyze

the mores, folkways, customs, and institutions which society
developed to perpetuate itself.

An understanding of these

institutions was mandatory for man to adjust to life in that
society and survive 1n the struggle for existence.

A study

of the basic institutions, thus, formed the subject-matter
of the school.
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could isolate the structure of each subject.
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By analyzing

the way the pupil learned, one could determine the best
oethod for enabling the pupil to learn.

By putting structure

of subject-matter and nature of the learning process together,
one developed theory of teaching.

~/

studying the societies

in which formal instruction had not occurred and seeing htJir.r
they had disintegrated or did not survive, one could see the
necessity of right education for the
society.

per~etuation

of the

Hence followed the need of society itself to op-

erate and finance these schools.

Finally, some learnings such as reading, handwriting,
mathematical computation, and socialization were basic to
living in society and were more significant than other learn-

ings.

These learnings were necessary as basic tools so that

the individual could acquire further learnings.

organizational basis for the primary school.

Here was the

The further

refinement of these basic learnings--Morrison refers to these
as adaptat1ons--1n addition to learning about the 1nst1tut1ons

that make up the fabric of society were delegated to the
secondary school.

Together, the primary school and the

secondary school formed the Common School which was the
school that Morrison believed the civil state should operate, control, and finance 1f it wanted to provide for the
self-perpetuation and survival of society.
Thus, an unri.erstandinP; of Morrison's basic theory of

p
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education 1s imnortant 1f we are to understand and appreciate the other facets of the educational process with
which we will be dealing.

In the succeeding chapter we

will explore his conception of American education and the
American educational system.

CHAPTER III
MORRISON'S CONCEPTION OF AMERICAN EDUCATION
Henry

c.

Morrison had a definite conception of society

and of the education which prepared an individual to function
in that society.

It was on the basis of these conceptions

that Morrison develooed his ulan of school orga,n1zat1on, internal and external organization.

This chanter presents

Morrison's analysis of the historical origins and development of the American nubl1c school system, the emergence of
discontinuities within the educational system, and his plan
for a State supported and controlled Common School system
designed to educate all the members of the rising generation
up to the point of educational maturity.

In the various

branches of engineering, in medicine, in law, and in the
crafts, man generally recognizes that nrinciples exist which
must be followed in order to arrive at useful and intelligible results.

Schools are often taken for granted since

most individuals have attended school somewhere and at sometime.

And yet it is likely that very few peoule realize

that schools have a logical Place in the universe and that
they cannot depart very widely from their role if they are
to accomplish anything in particular.

In order to attain

the objectives for which schools were established, Morrison
affirmed the need for basic scientific principles upon
which the process of education must be based.
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•'.school" as the name for a universal institution, part of
the order of wholesome life in any possible society.

The

concept of the school as an agency to urovide for the transmission Of the cultural heritage to the next generation has
a logical place in the social nature of man and society.
The school as a universal 1nstitut1on is as sign1f1cant to
the neroetuation of society as are the organic growth and
B.djustment of man, and the cultural oroducts he produces
significant to his phys1ca.l adjustment to the environment
and hia improved control over environmental forces.

Mechan-

ism and health have reason behind them, and so has the school.
Unless these Primary forms of existence are used correctly,
deleterious consequences will follow.

The establishment and

conduct of schools, if not guided by sound principles, is a
meaningless undertaking, scarcely more than the establishment of a traditional nursery on a large scale.
In endeavoring to get at and understand the scientific
principle underlying education, the principle of adjustment,
one has to study five fundamental intellectual disciplines:
1) the Theory of Society, 2) the Theory of Education, :3) the
School structure and School System, 4) the curriculum, or
the valid content of Education, and 5) the Principles of
Pedagogy, or the nature of the learning products and the
valid methods of attaining them.

That is the scope of this

study as it relates to Morrison's theories and interpretation.
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A review of the theories of soc1etv and edueation

AR

interpreted 1n the Previous chapter will provide an orientation to the study of the school structure and school sys-

tem as it evolved 1n the United States and was recorded,
interpreted, and evaluated by Morrison.
The human infant 1s oeculiar among animAls 1n thAt
he has to lea.rn all thl'=lt he will ever be or be able to do,
Morrison stated.

Moreover, beyond any other creature, the

human adult under civilization 1s dependent on his k1nd,
so that he can in no sense achieve his destiny outside of
society.

Since the child 1e devoid of instincts and has

to learn, infancy is the no1nt at which society anpears
in the universe, and becomes a comnrehensive logic parallel
with Nature.

Living under social conditions means that

ways of living together begin to evolve, and in general,
these ways are called folkways, mores, customs, and inst1 tut1ons. l

Nobody ever invented society anymore than

anybody invented Nature.

Both of them had to be.

They

arose out of the necessities of living together, and they
are still social necess1t1es in civilized existence.

All

this signifies upbringing of children 1n the family and,
beyond that, instruction 1n the school.

But there 1s no

upbringing and no instruction excent as ways of 11v1ng

1

Henry c. Morrison, The Curriculum of the Common
School (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1940),
PP.

S-Jj.
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toga,ner are

transmit~ed.

From the

earlies~

times tne

school as an institution has existed because boys and girls
had to be provided with something that would guide their
minds when they had passed beyond parental and scholastic
tutelage and guide their acts when they were beyond the
reach of the law.

That something must be what is right

in itself rather than what is decreed by authority or
inculcated by

pro~aganda.

In short, what is transmitted

must be the elements of civilization in the arts and
sciences and moral attitudes which constitute civilized
existence.
For Morrison, the school of necessity anplied to all
individuals, not only 1n the United States but in all nations.

Otherwise there would be no adjustment of folkways,

mores, and customs to the primary universal condition of
happy living which is civilized society as a going concern.
Morrison stated:
Ignorance and primitivism are more fundamental menaces
to humanity than disease. The mores, which in the end
govern everything, even in absolutisms, arise out of
the persons ot all - 1n slave times even out of the
persons of slaves - and there is always and everywhere
a tendency for the 1mms.ture generation to regress to
the lowest cultural level to be found 1n the surrounding papula.t1on, unless the youth a.re ureventea rrom so
doing by competent upbringing and instruction. 2
According to Morrison, 1t followed that the school as
a universal institution was the Common School.

2

It existed

Henry c. Morrison, American Schools: A Critical
Study of Our School §ystem (Chicago: The Unfversity of
Chicago Press, 1943), p.?.
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transmission of civilization, and in that sense, for the
benefit of the community.
The individual benefits in Pronortion as he himself
becomes o1v111zed and in proportion as the community
in which he lives becomes more civilized and more
capable of defending him in his rights, of saving him
from the attacks of criminals, and of protecting him
from the consequences of economic collapse. A community becomes more civilized in proportion as 1t
contains more civilized nersons.3
The school, asserted Morrison, had as its subject the
common man - not common man in the demagogic sense but all
of us 1n our nonspec1al1zed, personal character, the citizen
as d1st1ngu1shed from the professional man, the craftsman,
the businessman, the learned man.

The common man remained

the subject of the school until he reached educational
maturity.

As the individual developed personally by learning

things which were essential to his adjustment in the world,
he sooner or later tended to reach the age at which he was
comoetent to direct h1s further learning.

Adantab1lity had

become established in him as a social being.
to be trusted as a safe c1t1zen.
was complete.

He was fit

His com."mon school education

The major elements of persona,l matur1 ty were

present in this man; social or ethical maturity, volitional
maturity, and intellectual maturity.

"But," stated Morrison,

'intellectual maturity ls something rarely achieved by age
twenty-one or any other age.

The schools are not adequate

to the purpose in either curriculum, structure, system or
)

lb1d., p.9.
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Morrison's views of the American school system a.nd
its educational product were developed early in his life.
These views evolved throughout his educational career and
were crystallized in American Schools: A

Critic~!

Studx. c;>.!.

Our School Syste~, hie final work nublished in 1943.5

In

the Introduction to this book, Morrison's words convey his

dissatisfaction with the schools, the school system and the
mode of its development:
Very well, why not proceed at once to the subject?
'rha.t is the way most things have been done in our
country 1n the "do it now" sn1rit. It is especially
the way, 1·s we shall abundantly see, in which our
whole ex1st1ng system of schools has been developing
ever since the time of Horace Mann. It all hRs to be
done over again in much the same guesswork fashion,
perhaps after years of futility.)6
He goes further in h1s criticism.

It is simple enough to uroceed at once with our great
subject and nerhans arrive at satisfying conclusions,
in a similar unbalanced and ignorant manner, unless
~re first of all come to see that nobody can possibly
understand the school structure and school system excent he see both 1n their inevitable and normal logical
relationship to the whole effort of nublic enlightenment and, indeed, to the whole process of the canservation and transmission of civilization itself.I
Thus Morrison launched his critical study
American school system.

or

the

Basic to the study of the system

1s his understanding of the common School which he defines
by listing its two main attributes:
Ibid., p. 11.

5Ib1d.
6

Ibid., p.).

7Ib1d.
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that it 1mnlies the instruction of the whole generation
rising up to educational maturity, as the latter 1s in
terms of the cultural organization Of society at any
particular period in the world's history and in any
particular national community. The other principal
attribute of the common School is that it is meant to
furnish instruction in the fundamentals of c1v11izat1on,
that which concerns the common man as distinguished
from the npecialist, Up to the point Of educational
maturity.

Morrison states that this was what the school system,
unorganized though it was, attempted to do in the colonial
and early national periods of American history.

His study

of the American school system returns to its origins and
traces from them the course of its development.

Morrison

states that this approach is useful in three ways:
First, to understand the existing situation in
which we now find ourselves.
second, to estimate how far the existing system
may be comnosed of elements which are adaptations to
conditions which have long ceased to exist.
Third, to judge what phases of development were
miscon~eptions, in other words, where develooment went
wrong.
It is well to recall that American school reformers
have seldom been distinguished for their critical capacity.
They have been orone to adopt "plans".

The consequence is

that our school system has with difficulty developed into
an institution; most of the development for a century past
has been through invention, often very shallow invention,

or some kind of incautious borrowing.

"Prudent retreat is

often they way to ultimate victory; salutary reaction the way
8

Ibid., DP. 44-45.

9Ib1d., P. 47.
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to rea.i.istic Progress.··-'-", asserted Morrison.

In tracing the origins and development of the common
school and the school system which evolved, Morrison began
with the old American common school as it could often be
found 1n the villages and countryside of a century and a
half ago and later.

At that time well over ninety nercent

of the population dwelt in rural communities.

Morrison's

review began with New England and chiefly Massachusetts,
where he believed the structure of contemoorary American
schools had originated.

It was there that the most fateful

digression from the normal line of develoument occurrea.11
:Dlring the early COlonial and National periods,
Morrison felt that it would have been difficult to state
or to prove that any universal kind of school had existed
at that time.

compulsory schooling laws were unheard of.

superintendents Of Public Instruction and State Boards Of
Education did not exist.

There was no teacher-training

and instruction was by tradition rather than by course of
study.

However, Morrison was certain of one thing:

All the way westward from the New England states,
through upper New York, and into the new settlements
in Ohio, there was what many of these people and their
forebears had been feeling for a century and a half,
namely, a love of and resneot for lee.ming and a missionary zeal for the establishment of schools.12
In addition, there was the forthright reassertion of the
civil purpose and necessity of public instruction in the

ol2!S.
11 Ib1d., p. 48.
12 Ibid

-·
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1ilor"Gnwes"t 0rdJ..r.i.a.noe and .Later in tt1e uncompromising aec-

laration of the preamble to the first school legislation
in Illinois.

Many Americans of the early nineteenth cen-

tury were imbued with the value of education, but they had
to combat an oonos1t1on which doubted the use Of education
and public enlightenment and denied that the body politic
needed schools.

They had to get their own and other peonle's

children taught the "common English branches. they were
what all must learn in the existing society and culture.n 1 :3
This they did, but it must have been done in an exceedingly
casual way at times, and e.t other times such schools as
were kent UP must have been hard to distinguish from
ecclesiastical proselytism.

Still, asserted Morrison, it

was not difficult to distinguish a conventional set-up
which was on the whole more common than any other kind.
"It was the school which tended to be found wherever
Calvinistic and Lutheran principles in Church and Commonwealth existed. 14
11

The structure of the old common school, in Morrison's
mind, was so simple and obvious that comm.on sense should
have been likely to lead men 1n that direction 1n the fUrther development of schools and a school system.

13
14

Ibid., P. 46.
Ibid., p. 49.

"It had
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elaborates on these characteristics:
In the first place it was common school throughout
1n the sense that it was meant to be used by everybody .l 6
1~e

discontinuous elementary-high school pattern that

gradually replaced the old sohool was never meant to be
used by e·verybody throughout and was not common school in
that sense until well after 1900.

Morrison continued:

In the second place. 1t was common sohool in thqt
subject matter suited to nublic instruction (that
is subject ma.tter that met the comm.on need) could
be provided all the way un to pupil matur1tI. In
the third place, 1t was continuous school.17

Pupils did not transfer into another school every year or
half-year or two years.

The old common school had little

resemblance to the elementary school of today.

In principle,

pupils of all ages were gathered 1n a single room.

They

were advanced in accordance w1th the attainment of proficiency in subject matter and with personal growth, in
general.

They were advanced 1n terms of learning acquired

and not 1n terms or satisfactory performance on tasks

SUPl'.>Osed to leed to learning.

Morrison concluded with the

final oharacter1st1o:
In the fourth place, the old common school was terminal
and not preparatory, that 1s to say there was no presumption that a pupil who had finished would be going
on into another school where his standing ~~ld depend
upon what he had done in the common school.

15Ib\<l., p. 52.

16 Ib1d.
17~.

18 Ib1d., p.

53.
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enter an academy, but his admission would depend upon the
estimate of his qualifications made by the academy authorities and not upon what he had already done in the common
school.

There were no public high schools until 1821, and

not a great many for fifty years afterward.

There was no

such relationship between common school and high school as
now exists between the elementary school and the high school.
Morrison concludes,

0

In the best illustrations, the old

common school was assumed to be parallel to high school,
and not infrequently that was the case."19

Thus was the

olo comm.on school in structure and purpose explained by
Morrison.

It was a normal resnonse to the schooling of

citizens in countries possessed of institutions.

"It was

the mother lode to which our school as an institution oan
be traced back. 020

Morrison concluded that the eontemperary American
school system bore little resemblance to the old common
school.
The laak of similarity exists because:

1. of the 1noorporat1on or an °elementary
school•· so-called derived from sources which
were entirely foreign to our national institutions.
2. of the survival of a misunderstood English
school in our traditional high schools and colleges.

-·

l9Ib1d

20 _
. , p. 54 •
Ib1d
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3. of the evolution out of an original and justifiable school organization of a purely mechanical
formalism ba.sed chiefly upon the ideology and sometimes phraseology of industrial enterprises.
4. and finally, of the universal confusion between
School and University, and ~etween common school and
various technical schools. 2
In spite of the positive aspects and advantages of

the old common school, Morrison did not recommend that they
could or should be copied today.

To do so would be to copy

an adaptation to a bygone set Of social conditions.

What

Morrison does say is:
That in its essential structure it [the common schooll
was the type of what all schools must be if they are
intended to accomplish the essential purpose of the
School as an institution and not some other purpose. 22
Here, according to Morrison was a normal institutional
beginning, originating in common sense, experience, and
felt need Of mankind, and inherently capable of comprehension and rational development.

A prediction was made

by Morrison:

If our structure rihe oommon school system] had been
allowed to develop in its own genius under 1ntell1gent
guidance, in the end it might well have become the
model primary-secondary set up for the democracies
doing for them 1n both commons and leadership the
democratic equivalent of !bat the double German
system did for autocracy. J
The secondary phase Of the common school evolved as
the result or social conditions and social changes.

High

schools in the United States date from the foundation of
the Boston English High School in 1821.
2
Ibid.
22
Ibid
p. 55.
23 Ibid.., p. 56.
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Prior to 1821,
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nrivate schools called "'academies'' developed in the middle

of the eighteenth century.

These two, the academy and the

high school taken together make a very signif 1cant chapter
in the evolution of the American school structure.

Morrison

traces their origins and developments as they relate to the
American school system.
All the way back to the middle of the eighteenth
century there were private schools called ''academies" scattered over the country, until by 1850 one could be found in
every group of two or three townships all over the Northern
states as far west as the country had become settled, and
southward through the middle Atlantic states, and into the
south at least as far as Charleston, where one of the most
famous academies was located.

The old academy appeared be-

cause something or the sort was what people who had cultural
aspirations for their children believed would be a good way
to attain the latter.

It was not college preparatory, be-

cause 1n the minds of its constituents it was a substitute
for college as colleges were then.

The academy was terminal;

when the student had finished, his general education was
supposedly complete.
The academies, according to Morrison's 1nterpretat1on,
were true 1nst1tut1onal developments and not mere scholastic
devices.

They were the natural way to get something done

which was desired and which was beyond what were esteemed
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J.ney were not borrowea reacty

made

and.

then subject matter crammed into them. 112 4

The

was essentially a feature of a populous and pros-

sce.demy

perous countryside, and when that came to an end, the academies went too.

Morrison stated that the acad.emy wa.s much

like the common sehool 1n 1ts structural conception.
dealt in substance rather than 1n form.

It

Morrison detailed

the similarities:
It [};he academy] seldom had any formal requirements
for admission beyond good character, the three a•s
and little more. Adm1ss1on was rather on scrutiny
of each 1ndiv1dual case. The curriculum followed
that of the eommi~ school branches above primary
and went beyond. .5

The pioneer of the Public High School movement is
generally identified as the Boston English High School,
which began class work 1n 1821.

Morrison detailed the

reasons for the establishment of that high school.
The academies were 1n full swing, going to college
was not to become folkway tor nearly another century,
and the Iat1n School was believed to belong to a by
gone day. But the academies were residential a.s well
as local, and they charged fees for tuition. People
1n Boston felt that there should be some school 1n
their own town which would meet the needs of the
"mercantile and mechanical classes".26
In the beginning the Boston school did not bear the

designation

11

h1gh school"; 1t was called. English Classical.

Morrison observed the differences between the academy and
the English Classical School.
lliS,. t Pa !)8.
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25Ib1d
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P. 60.

Ib1d., p. 62.
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2. received pupils from different sorts of communities

3. placed emphasis on the pupils themselves regardless
of their scholastic origins

4. were well equipped with better teachers

5. carried pupils farther than most common schools
could

6. kept them on to a later age27
There was no reason to think

or

the academy as •1 h1gh";

it was merely another version of the old common school.
The Boston English Classical, and those patterned after
it Morrison continued:
1. were parts of local systems 1n which there were
lower classified schools through which 1t was
assumed that pun1ls would pass before going on
to upper school.
2. In the largest cities there would not be more than
one or two of these term~!r'l members [upper school~
in the classified chain.
Thus it became a folkway to refer to these upper schools
as "high schools".
Two

streams of development can be noted 1n the lineage

of the h1gh schools wh1ch beoame common after the Civil war
and gave r1se to the unwieldy and chaotic o1ty high schools
of the present day.

As Morrison traced this development,

he asserted. that this was one of the points at which the
evolution of our school structure went wrong.

One of the

27Theodore Sizer, The Age of the Academies (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, COlumbfa University,
1964).

28 Morr1son, American Schools, p.

6J.
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i1nes of aevelopment which is mos'C orten noted was tha't in

which a high school was established by formal vote of a
school district and placed under a separate h1gh school
bOard.

Most often that was the only thing which could be

done 5 for no one sub-township district was large enough
either to bear the eost or to furnish a sufficiency

or

nun11s; a union district or a high school district had to
be

established.

sometimes, special high school districts

were established by special acts of legislatures without
reference to existing town and district boundaries.

In

all such cases the nubl1e would consider the high schools
set uµ in this way as things in themselves, discontinuous
with the lower schools apart from them.
The seoond line of development of the high school

was much different than the first.

These high schools were

set up as the fourth 1n a system of class1f1eat1on 1n which
the others were primary, 1ntermed1ate, and grammar.

SOme-

t1mes a different chain of school titles came to be the
same thing in the end.

These schools were established by

school boards with or without the express sanction of the
d1str1ot; they had the same governing boards as the rest
of the school system.

They were not things in themselves

in any other sense than were primary, intermediate, and
erammar schools.

The whole system that resulted from this

mode of development was 1n reality the old village common
school conveniently olass1f1ed. so as to take care of a

,
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About the turn Of the nineteenth century, circumstances came to suggest that there must be some working
definition of High School, and the definitions were worked
out by peoDle who had scant understanding of what a
definition is or what it implies.
definition at the time was

The only recognized

the school which comes next

after an elementary school of eight grades"; and that was
no definition at all.

Morrison recounts his own difficulties

while superintendent Of Public Instruction in trying to
arrive at a definition of the High School:
The reason why I could not myself formulate a definition
as the statute directed - and apparently the authors
of the current definition were in the same case - lay
in the fact that there was nothing to define; in logical
principle, there was then and is now no such thing as
high school other than by d.escri pti ve circumstance.
There is a building set apart, teachers who draw pay
as high school teachers, pupils who are described as
belonging to high school, and so on; but there is nothing
in either social or educational function which in its
nature marks off what we call high school from any other
school - it 1s part of a school system and nothing more.30
Morrison recounts further h1s own professional exper1ence:
All the other State superintendents had to act much as
I had acted 1n New Hampshire. we thereby helped forward
the process of setting up arbitrary definitions - which
we were compelled by the several statutes to do - and
thereby furthered the process of derat1ona11zing the
school system, which taken up and pushed further by
others, has led to a condition in which 1deat1onal
chaos 1n school structyre is the background and guaranty
of educational ohaos,J
29Edward A. Krug, The Shaping of the American High
School (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1964).
30Morr1son, American Schools, pp. 67-68.
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By the year 1900 the American common school had

disappeared in most if not all of the larger places through
the spread of the Volkschule elementary.

It still remained

in the class1f1ed local school system Of the smaller towns.
soon after 1900 arbitrary definition of the High School as
a thing in itself completed the process of destruction.
There then followed the un1versal1z1ng of the graded
elementary school, even 1n one room country schools.
With all its faults and handicaps, the structure,
as described by Morrison, was the normal institutional
structure of the school.

It disappeared because the

society which made it easily possible d_isappeared, and,
instead of developing it to meet social changes, the
Germanoph1les and to some extent the Anglophiles substituted something which bore no normal relation to anything in any existing society.

Morrison felt that the High

School might have been the means of rauidly adanting our

own American sohool to the neoess1t1ea of an industrial
society but he stated:
First, the old New England part1cular1st obsessions
insisted on setting up High School as a thing-in-itself, with strong leanings toward the English Public
School; and second, a group of reformers who had
been to Eurone, but who knew little of the genius
of the American system, extolled the merits of the
Prussian Volksehule and led to the adoption of that
pattern as our nondescript elementary schoo1.32

)2

Ibid., p. 62.
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Within a few years following the disappearance of
the common school, three movements became established, all
of which, if properly understood and guided, were leading

the structure of our schools back toward the structure of
the native common school.

The three movements were the

Rural Consolidated School, the Junior High School, and the
Junior College.

Morrison stated that none of the three had

been fully understood by those most influential 1n their
development.

The result was that 1n the Rural Consolidated

School the graded ideology of the Volksohule elementary
gained full control.

Both of the others developed into

schools in themselves.

Morrison decries the consequences

saying, ''The gross result has come to be a wholly d1scont1nuous school system."33
Morrison traced the emergence

or

the Junior High

School and the Junior College as they develoned, both
structural adaptations forced by the circumstances of
social change.

In the deoad,e 1890-1900, there began an

unward expansion of school enrollment which was destined
to dominate the pal1c1es of the entire educational s1stem
for the next generation.

Pupils began to flow into the

four year high school in great numbers, and they came more
from the less cultivated homes.
were apparent.

Two 1mmed1ate effects

First, the high schools nassed into a state

of chronic crowding, requiring new bu1ld.1ngs every few

33 lb1d., p. 71.
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3ears.

~econu,

pup1l mortality 1n the first years of

high school became excessive.

In public high schools

sensitive to popular desires the adjustment tended to take
the form of lowering standards.
A structural readjustment was recommended and this
took the name of

junior High School," although there was

nothing Junior about 1t.

The move was originally a Purely

practical device to meet a current situation.

Morrison

recounts h1s own nrofessional knowledge and experience 1n
the development ot the Junior High School.
Now I point out that the junior high school ws.s at
best makeshift 1n the days when m.y generation of
young schoolmasters were setting 1t up. The Report
of the Committee of Ten had foreshadowed something
of the sort 1n 1893. Sometimes it was an interval
of two years, sometimes three, sometime1 or only one,
between two different kinds ot schools.J 4

Morrison felt that the Junior H1gh School was well
ealcula.ted to serve a useful end until such time as the
whole system could be reorganized to meet the needs of the
common man 1n an economic structure of society which was
ma.king that pcss1ble, for perhaps the first time in human
history.

This movement appeared to be a good instance of

the way in which society becomes readjusted when people
do the next thing.

"It was more or less a blundering way

back to the normal American school structure through the
classified. school ... 15

34ll2!.S!.. ' p. 97.

35 Ibid., p. 98.
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Unfortunately, according to Morrison's view, the
Junior High School emerged at a time when "mysticism in
educational theory was beginning to become fashionable and
when a. jargon had already been evolvea. 36
01

The

sneculative

theorists more or less captured the movement and created
a th11'lg which was veritably a catch-all of the extant fads.
In the course of their operations, they succeeded in di-

verting the movement from its norm.al end and made it the
most consistently thing-1n-i tself in the entire d1soont11'l-

uous system.

Moreover, the graded school system of ideas

had become so firmly rooted, that the question was not:
·How can this new move make the needed adjustments most
economically and effect! vely'?"

It was rather: 'How many

years shall be devoted to this junior high school?"37

And

so, Morr1son concludes, "another element had been added to
the sadly discontinuous system and another station had been
inserted in the production line •. )8

Here was another place

where the developing school structure went wrong.
Like the Junior High School, the Junior college was
a structural adaptation forced by sooial circumstances in
the direction of the American common school.

In a similar

fashion the natural development of the Junior College was
aborted by misguided educators a.nd the prevailing theme of

37Krug, ShaE1ng

or

American High School.

38 Morr1son, .American Schools, p. 98.
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educational separatism.

The origin of the Junior college

movement was an adjustment by means of which certain college
work of secondary character was placed where it belonged
namely, in the secondary schoo1.39
President Harper at the University

or

Chicago entered

into an understanding with the authorities of Joliet High
School 1n Illinois.

The

terms ot the agreement were 1n

substance that the High School should extend its course to
include the misplaced two years 1n college

and

that the

University should admit graduates, otherwise qualified, to
its junior year.

According to Morrison, the only reason

for the Chicago - Joliet agreement was in the principle
that the first two years of the existing Science-Arts
college, elsewhere as well as at Chicago, were and are
secondary, common school, in content, in method,
meaning.

and

1n

Harper's arrangement with the Joliet Township

High School was no new thing, except nerhaps for the fact

that a university took the initiative.

Pres1dent Harper

was seeking for reasonable alternatives to set 1n motion

forces which would keep school children where they belonged,
1n the common school until educational maturity, and reserve
the University for mature men and women.40
When the practice or adding to the work of the high
school courses which had become misplaced in college, and

39 w.c. Eells, The Junior ,College
M1ftl1n co., 19)1).
40

(Boston: Houghton-

Morrison, American Schools, p. 25.
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of extend1ng the age of graduation two years 1n the nope
of gaining maturity became comm.on, very few were satisfied
to merely extend the high school.

Instead, the junior

college had to be a th1ng-in-1tself, a separate organization
under a dean.

The work was no different in fUndamental

educational conception from the rest of the high school work,
but Morrison stated:

It seemed preposterous to make the boys and girls what
they were, in fact. namely immature pupils not yet in
possession Of General Education: they must be 0 college
students," and to many of them that meant license to
defy the ftatutea and shatter the whole code of good
manners. 4
Here, then, was a further step in discontinuity, an
expensive annex to a local high school, or else a separate
facility, instead of a series of courses assimilated to the
existing high school work.

Whereas the rational intention

behind the whole movement was merely to exclude from the
University something that was no part of any College in the
University but was decidedly part of the common school.

The result was another addition to the discontinuous school
system.
Morrison reaft1rms his position that the School is

complete 1n itself.

On every count, legal and educational,

he considers the School to be complete in itself.
not a oollect1on of schools in a series.

It is

It does not lead

to the University. nor to anything else save the attainment

41

Ibid., p. 99.
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of General F.ducat1on at educational maturity.

He states,

"the moment a university sets un entra.nee requirements in
subject matter, at that moment it becomes a school and ceases
to be a University.

It can retain University status only

resolutely refUs1ng to accept the immature as matricul~nts. " 42

by

Although the University does not fall within the scope
of the comm.on school 1n Morrison's interpretation, it seems

advisable at this point that the University, its definition,
role, fUnct1on and development be reviewed.

Morrison affirms

this position:

There is no possibility of arriving at a oomprehenaive
understanding of the school without also understanding
the University in its essential social runet1on and
in the organization which makes the accomolishment of
that function possible.
Moreover, in our own country, schools and universities are so tangled un 1n their adm.1n1stration that
the un1vers1t1es are in the main schools, and schools
are largely dependent in thf!1r administration on the
policy of the univers1t1es.43

In distinguishing the School from the University
Morrison stated:
The school uses culture for the purpose of generating
Intelligence, conscience, and Taste, under discipline.
The University engages in the pursuit of culture for
1ts own sake 1n a~est of Philosophy, either general
or profess1onal.44
'l'he function of the University 1 s the interpretation of

Nature, the accumulation of wisdom, the conservation and
anpl1cat1on of the customs, the cure of disease through

_.,

42 Ibid

P. 16.

43Ib1d

p.
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research, and more of the like.

The form

~hanges

from

~ge

to age, e.nd the content expa.nd s beyond all knowledge, but
the substance remains the same.

Without that function

being well and truly performed, C1v111zat1on soon withers
Rnd

then disapnears out of the mores and society as a going

concern d1s1ntegrates.

According to Morrison this is some-

thing very different from the School and more fundamental
in social meaning.45
Morrison then traced the origins of the

University~

t,Jhile it is true that no universities existed 1n the ancient

world which were s1m1lar in form to those foundations with
which we are fam111ar, 1t remains nonetheless true that
the University function was carried on 1n Babylon and ancient
China, in Greece and in other centers 1n the Hellenic and
Roman worlds.

It appeared as studies in rhetoric, mathe-

matics, ethics, metaphysics, and logic.

Grown men from

all over the Mediterranean Basin resorted to Athens and
Alexandria because they were interested and desired to spend
time in study.

What they studied was called Philosophy

and out of that pursuit has descended our College of Arts
and Sciences.

But it was left to the early Middle Ages for the
emergence

or

the incorp0rated institution.

It was

s1tas" the name :for a corporation in the Roman law.
the twelfth century the organized uni vers1 ty
was launched.

45Ib1d.,

e.s

0

univerIn

we know 1t

All our universities are truly the heirs and
p. 18.
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essential structure of the true University held good, with

a few adaptive var1at1ons, down to the collapse of universities in the twentieth century under the impact

or

world

'!'ride materialism and hedonism and of totalitarian abaolut-

.
46
isms.

The tems 1n the original structure are still valid

gnd are significant to the discussion of the American
Un1vers1 ties.

The central term "un1lrers1ty" came to be

defined as an 1noorporated company of masters and sturtents. ;, 4 7 It had nothing to do w1 th universe or universal.
11

It 1ms not a school or body of pupils under discipline.

The parallel term ttcollege•' meant then, as it still
fundamentally means today a body of men set apart to perform
some special function in Church or State.

The academic

meaning of College was that of a particular company of
me.sters a.nd students working in some particular field, in
most instances what we should call a profession.• 48 The

ecad.em1c

mea.n1n~

or

"faculty" 1s not teaching staff, but

rather a body of masters or professors devoted to some
Dart1cular pursuit.

The old faculties included Philosophy,

law, Theology, and Med1e1ne.
Morrison arrived at a descriptive definition of the

true University
46

by

listing 1ts attributes:

Ibid., p. 19.

47Charles H. Haskins, 1'he Rise of the Universities
(New York: Henry Holt and. Company, 1923), p. 2I9.
48
Ib1d
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l. A university 1s a company of scholars • • • devoted
to the pursuit of knowledge for 1ts own sake.
2. It is a comnany or educationally mature persons.

J. It 1s confined to the pursuit Of scholarly and
sc1ent1f1e subject matter.

4. Students are self-dependent 1n their academic
nursuits. • • •
·

5. The University is conceived 1n the spirit of

independent search for knowledge and reinterpretation of knowledge.

6. The several faculties of the University are
composed of learned men • • • • 49
This descriptive listing or attributes, Morrison stated,
d1sting;u1shed the true University from the School and also
the true University from that which is called University
in America.

According to Morrison:

There are no American Universities. ~~at goes under
the name with us, or else under the name of college,
is, in varying nroport1on of ingredients, a combination
of graded school, trade school, daily Journal of professorial opinion about life, amusement club for adolescents, propagandist forum, public entertainment
park, employment agency, matrimonial agency, and
University proper.50
This stringent indictment, Morrison felt, could be justified
by in.formation in the daily ne-rHspaper, in the common know-

ledge of all who directly or indirectly have to deal with
the 1nst1tut1ons and by many noted nubl1cat1ons on the
subject.
Proceeding with his negative assessment of the

50 IQll., p. 22.

jiP
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American University, Morrison recognizes that 1n the aggregate a great deal of Un1vers1ty work was taking place in
the higher cultural foundations of the United States, but
nowhere 1n companies of scholars organized for this purpose.
He stated that there were indubitable masters in many fields
on faculties, and many of the matriculates are truly students,
bUt there is nowhere an incorporated body of such and nothing
else.

Morrison again makes an ominous prediction:

so long as this condition prevails in our national
economy, there can be no common school, and any wisdom
which creeps into the conduct
our national affairs
will arrive there by accident.'

or

A

specific descriptive listing of the deficiencies

of the American Universities was presented by Morrison
which paralleled his desor1pt1ve listing of the attributes
of the true University.

Morrison stated:

1. The student body la nowhere a company of education-

ally mature men, or men and women, and is nowhere in
fact professed to be.

2. Our higher institutions, even the best and most
distinguished. of them, are by no means confined
to the "PUrsu1t of scholarly subject matter.

). study 1s not
operation.

self-de~endent

under guidance and co-

4. Nor 1s the American University conceived in the
spirit of research.

s.

some of the faculties are composed of learned men,
and there are learned men on most faculties. It
is a pity they have to be wasted on children. 52

51

Ibid.

S2 Ibid.,

pp. 23-24.
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vchulc:1.ra, men o:t aI:t'airs,

and university executives

seventy years ago recognized the defects in our higher
1nst1tut1ona of learning, although the defects of those
days were nothing like those which have since appeared.
some of the executives were men of great capacity, discernment, and aggressive activity.
days were Charles

w.

Notable in the early

Eliot and Daniel

c.

Gilman, but they

had many contemporaries who were only a little less vigorous.

SOmewhat later appeared others among whom William

R. Harper at Chicago and Woodrow Wilson at Princeton were
eonsp1cuous.
Eliot at Harvard devoted himself to the building
of competent professional colleges and to opening up the
Science-Arts college to true University work.
Gilman had the opportunity of launching a new university, and the result was Johns Hopkins in 1ts best
uer1od.

Later on, Wilson attempted to turn the Science-

Arts college at Princeton into an enterprise possessed of
University aspirations on the principles, largely of Oxford, as Oxford was then.53
Morrison felt that neither Eliot, Gilman, nor Wilson
seemed to have been aware or the cr11x of the whole matter,
namely that the so-called "undergraduates

0

were still school

children and that they could not be lifted out of that status
by mere presidential decree Promulgated at an early meeting
of the Freshman class. Harper at Chicago did see the crux.
53Fredr1ok Rudolph, The American college and University
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962).
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He turned -chis way and that 1n efforts to set in mot1on
forces which would keep school children where they belong
and reserve the University for mature men and women.

Morrison concluded. that there is a def1n1 te need. for
fewer and better colleges and universities, and many more
e.nd better technological schools.

He

asserted:

Indeed, 1f an adequate common school system were
erected, and the amusement-resort eoncention Of
universities were abolished, few would desire to go
beyond the Common School, unless it be into the kind
of training offered 1n good technological 1nst1tutes.54
Truly 1n Morrison's view, "the Comm.on School and the University were the backbone of any natural system of edueation."55
However the American public school system evolved into a discontinuous series of schools which existed as things in themselves.
Morrison's use Of the term "'d1scont1nu1ty" referred
to a state of affairs 1n the structure of a school system
in which there have come to exist several schools 1n an
hierarchy of progress, each of the schools being a 'tthingin-1 tself" rather than a functional part of a system.

He

was specific 1n developing the full meaning of this concept.
The difference between primary school and. secondary
is functional because it is a difference in the nature of
things.

In the primary school, pupils cannot learn by

studying books, because they do not have the nrimary tools

.5 4 Ib1d.,

P. 30 •

.5.5Ibld., p. 31.
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or

study.

'l'hey

cannot read or

wr1 te

or work

They can learn, but not by studying.

w1 th

numbers.

In the secondary

school, they can use the tools acquired in the primary for
study purposes.

There is a fUnct1onal difference between

nr1ma.ry and secondary school wh1eh was ordained by nature

and logic and not

by

the school board.

such discontinuity

as there 1s, is normal and harmless.56

However, 1n the long period stretching from the end
of the primary to the attainment of educational maturity,
there is no functional difference 1n instruction which is
throughout the same in concept.

It is all a matter of using

cultural material for disciplinary nurposes w1th pupils who
are not yet mature.

Any breaking up of that period into

separate sohools introduces discontinuity, but it does not
necessarily break with the common School Principle

or

sub-

ject matter learn1ng.57
A resume of the h1stor1oal development of the American
school system reveals that the old common school was not
discontinuous for the reason that it recognized no formal
division points within itself, and for the further reason
that 1t implied. neither an earlier nor a later school.
Likewise, the old academy was not discontinuous, because
1t did not admit its pupils on the completion of an earlier
school but rather took them on evid.ence of learning acquired,
·whatever its pouroe, and because 1t did not imoly a later
56Ib1d., p. 86.
57Ib1d.
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school.

When the academies became college ureparatory,

they became discontinuous, and the College ceased to be a
part of the University and became nart of a school system.
When the Boston English High was established, it
became part of a discontinuous system because it nresumed
an earlier school, nost-primary as oreparatory.

The high

schools which were established as was the Boston English
High were, like it, discontinuous from the beginning, since
their very incention made them schools 1n themselves.

The

high schools which followed the other line of descent as
parts of a classified system were in a system which was in
form discontinuous, but, so long as punils were advanced in
terms of learning acquired, the system was not in substance
discontinuous.

Morrison said,

11

Let any kind of form be set

un and adhered to and the form will always tend to be separated in men's minds from the substance.

Hence, unless the

form is in itself valid and right, substance will always
tend to be lost.,,, 58
The ol1max of the discontinuity, nr1or to 1900, came

1n the E1ght-grade Elementary, the Americanized Volkschule.
Here then were eight distinct schools, and the nup1ls moved
into an upper grade when they had maintained satisfactory
Performance on assigned tasks in the next lower grade.

In

time, promotion by half years came in, and then there were
sixteen distinct schools below high school.

''In truth, the

eight grade school never worked well save by default of

58 Ibid., n. 87.
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By

the time when the recent critical period came

in, about 1890, many weaknesses were noted, all of them
inherent in the structure and its consequences.

Perhaos

the first 1n order was the dissatisfaction in the nroduct
of the eight grades which led to nine grades and sometimes

ten grades.

Then came a long series of troubles and their

amendments which can be grouped together under the name
Hlaggards in our schools."

In general, human nature is so

constituted that it perversely declines to slide through
a machine as inorganic material can be made to do.

Con-

sequently, failure to make the grade occurred and nupils
were not promoted.

Many devices were invented to solve

the problem, but like the old ninth and tenth grade solution,
none of them got at the heart of the matter.

Among the

devices, Morrison lists the fast and slow sections, the
so-called

11

double track,*' and semi-annual promotions.

Finally the I.Q. came in and sorted out human nature into
sections of pupils who were born oanable of promotion,
others who were partially capable, and still others who
were not capable at all.

In Morrison's words, "The eight

grade school was assumed to be eternal verity and human
beings to be relative to that perverted institution. 60
11

so

by the year 1900, or soon after, the American

school system had become an involved discontinuity between
the Elementary and High, and within the eight grade system
59Ibid.
60ib1d., P. 88.
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tne b.;lementary.

.Morrison stated:

The 1mmed1ate consequences may be generalized as
being a Drogressive substitution of getting through
school for the acquisition of learning in schoo1.6l
The nurpose of our educational system in the beginning

was Education

or

the masses.

That was long ago transformed

into mass production in Education, oarallel to industrial
mass production.

Morrison said:

Our whole discontinuous school system, and the graoed
school notions which it has generated, has produced a
picture Of what would be, I suppose, good organization
for industrial Production - but scarcely an organization
capable or transm1tt1ng Civilization and generating
Education. 6 2
Morrison goes on to criticize the product of the
educational system.

The efficient industrial organization

is based on the fact that it deals with material things
which change little if at all while they are in the process
of manufacture.

Ult1matel7, a fabricated nroduct emerges

which must make good for the purpose it was designed to
serve.

The same thing can be done 1n the schools and

school system, provided the formal machinery works well,
but there will not be an educational result.

This can be

gotten by with partl7 because "getting by" has been the
chief product of the system and partly because the public
seldom questions effectively that which it has no reason
to understand.

The school product is seldom submitted to

any pragmatic test in such form that the public knows it

61 Ib1d.,

62

p.

89.

Ibid., p. 100.
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1s being submitted; the 1ndustr1al nroduct is always being
submitted to the most exacting Of pragmatic tests: if the
bridge w111 not stand

~P

or the machine will not run, some-

thing is definitely ·wrong somewhere. 6 3
A look at the social, economic, and political status
of the Amer1oan nublic 1n the 1940's oaused Morrison great
concern.

He felt that the absence of a well educated e1tizen-

ry was detrimental to the effective funet1on1ng of a democratic society.
his concerns.

Morrison o1ted several

exam~les

indicating

The oommero1al and industrial system breaks

down from the sheer lack of a nopular understanding of its
ouerations.

Political corrunt1on continues on a bankrupting

scale on the excuse that 1t 1s not good politics to save
money.

Citizens fight for democracy and yet there is little

understanding of the concent of
'r)!'Qcedures.

democr~cy

or of democratic

Advertisers and other promoters deal with a

nopulation which they claim 1s about twelve years of age in
its collective cultural capacity.

That is a. serious indict-

ment of the products of our educational system.
At this time 1n the 1940's with sixty to seventy percent of the children of appropriate ages in high school and
with attendance at college becoming the usual rather than
the uncommon thing, one would think that the nrocess of
selection would have singled out the obviously unfit and have
left among the students in our oolleges and universities at
le8st the approx1ma.tely educated.

Morrison presents his

observations of the graduate students with whom he has
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dealt over a per1od of eighteen years.
As a class, they have no conception that this 1s an
orderly universe 1n which effect follows cause, consequent follows antecedent. They have little conception of logical coherence as opp0sed to sentimentality,
prejudice, and expediency. They can be convinced of
''truth" or what they suppose to be truth, through what
they call !!eloquent appeal .. but never through demonstration. Opinion with them is founded on uredilection
• • • They cannot learn from following an argument • • • •
Thev seldom read anything beyond the current newspapers
and magazines and popular books. They never read fundamental material 1n any field, not even their O'W?l
field • • • • It 1s inconceivable to most of them that
anybody can know anything for which he has not taken a
course and received credit. That seems to me the cu1
minatlng tragedy of the whole graded school ideology. 64
Morrison asserts that these people about whom he sneaks are
not mentally inferior; they have brains enough.

They are

often unusually bright, but they do not know much and are
in no shape to learn more.

''They are the logical product

of the system through which they have passed.

They have

never in their lives encountered such a thing as intellectual
d1sc1pl1ne." 65
In spite of the s1gn1f1oant def1o1enci•s 1n the

educational products of the school system, Morrison does
attribute several positive accomplishments to the functioning

or

the public school system in the United states.

very fact that there hes been for three hundred years a
common school system in America has undoubtedly brought
about an aoeompl1shment of significant value.
lists these positive results:

64 Ib1d., pn. 104-106.
65I2!S,., P. 106.
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oi:nere has been erected. some measure of a common
culture, in institutions, 1n languRge, and in
traditions.

2. A great population has learned in the schools to
read in a common vernacular.

J. There has been inculcated a w1desnread Primarv
intelligence about matters of health.

4.

.,

A large part of our remarkable national talent in
things mechanical is probably the fruit of the
teaching of the physi~$1 sciences in the high schools
over two generations.ob

Morrison goes on to say that this literacy ana trained
intelligence which resulted is only primary in character.
It is reading that follows current events that has a direct

appeal to the passions but not reading which 1nterorets and
explains.

"It is in the main an intelligence which sees

"What" and " How" but stops very soon after crossing the
1

boundaries of

11

Why"."67

According to Morrison, "It would be hard to find
instances which better exemplify the truth of the saying
that Man proposes and God disposes than in the development
Of our present uchooD system."68

In nutting the matter in

other than religious terms, Morrison holds that when human
beings begin to plan in social matters and to make adjust-

ments which are believed to meet empirical needs, they very
rarely are competent in planning for future development.
Ordinarily progress has always been a matter of muddling
66Ib1d., pu. 108-109.
67.!J2!S..., p. 109.

68 Ib1d., n. 111.
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through, that 1s, unguided social evolution.

The process

works slowly toward the universally valid and right, but
it does so at the cost of infinite waste and sometimes
suffering.

"The evolutionary o:r1ncinle ls another matter,

for it yields to us about all the nositive intelligence we
ca.n find anywhere in the amelioration Of society and indeed
personal1 ty. ,, 69 Thus Morrison reaffirms his basio belief
in the doctrine of evolution.
In order to illuminate the present condition in the
American public school system, it is necessary to return
to the origins of the tendencies which have produced the
present conditions.

In Morrison's view, things went wrong

at the following points:

1. Maybe with the establishment Of the classified system, although that was mild compared with other
forms of mischief.

2. The introduction of the independent high school
j. The adoption and final establishment of the structural

form of the Volkschule 1n our Elementary School, so
called.

4.

The inauguration and develonment of the elective

S.

The perversion of the Junior High School.

system.

6. The misconception and perversion of the Junior
College.

7. The elaboration of a, system of cred1 ts for time

spent in successful performance to take the olace
of evidence of accruing educational values.70

69Ib1d.
70 !.l2.!s!•• p. 112.
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'!'he disastrous final result has been the universal estab11shment of an inverted ideology 1n wh1ch the securing of
credits. the graduation from schools, and the attainment
of degrees are put 1n the pla.ee of Ed.ueat1on, until only

a p1t1fUlly small proportion of the graduates of schools
and colleges 1 s compased of even partially educa.ted neonle.

As early as 1933 Morrison decried this loss of the true
meaning of Education, saying:
D1soont1nuity and stereotyning began to come in, on
the one hand, when the schools [the a.cadem1eSJ ha.d
stuck an elementary school in underneath, and on the
other hand, when they themselves had become preparatory.
The process was no doubt hastened and furthered by the
a.ss1m1lat1on of the American common school to the structural
pattern or the Prussian Volkschule. Be that as 1t may, by
the turn of the new century the process had become complete
and you could write the table of educational denominate
numbers: eight years make one elementary education; fifteen Carnegie units make one secondary education; one
hundred twenty semester hours or th1rty-s1x majors make
one college education - only you are not educated until
they give you a degree.71
The phenomena before us can be explained as the consequence a of unh.eeded changes in American society which have
taken place during a generation nast, and. of structural
maladantations in the school system which did not become
apparent until an increasing load and an 1ncrea.s1ng dis-

content brought them to light.

In discussing the deficiencies

1n the administrative structure of the school system, Morrison
commented:
A tradition which commits the government of our national
enterprise 1n nubl1c instruction to 150,000 different
school boards could hardly do otherwise than hamner

71Henry c. Morrison, The Evolvinf Common School
(Cambridge: Harvard University Pfess,9JJ), PP. 9-IO.
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sound progress in adantation to social requirements
in general, and especially to economic cond1t1ons.72
And thus Morrison arrives at

fi

survey a.nd analysis

of the school system, or the organization, support and
control of schools under which it is l):resumed t;hat they
will be able to achieve the institutional purpose of the

School in .:Joc1ety.

His study is not concerned with the

educational system as a whole including universities and
technological institutes.

It is primarily concerned wi·t;h

Public Instruction within the Common Schools.
If the School were not 1nst1 tutional but ra t~her on
the .-malogy of a farm or business enterpr.ise or the private
uract1ce of a nrofess1on, there would need be no organized
system or systems of schools at Rll.

E'.ach school

l'1'0Uld

be an enterp-r1se 1n 1 tself, of interest anrl concern only
to the oarent who might furnish the children.

Schools

might be regulated in the stf.ltutes, as the trades a.nd

nrofess1ons a.nd commerce are regulated, but nothing further.

This notion 1s quite 1nconsiRtent with the institu-

tion of free schools which exist 1n State school syRtems
in eaeh of the states.

The schools have ooerated for over

three hundred years on the Principle, namely, that the
school is institutional 1n its nature,

th~t

sehools are

maintained not primarily 1n the interest of the parents
and their children but rather in. the interest of the
defense of the commonwealths from the menace of an ignorant

72

!£!!!.., n. 2.
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citizenry.

Instead of being private enterprises either

severally or communally maintained, they are nart of the
machinery of government under nopular sovereignty.

So our

courts have reasoned whenever the legal and constitutional
bases of public tax supnorted schools have been the 1ssue.73

Nevertheless, Morrison states, *'through negligence and ignorance of public affairs, most of the State systems we ha.ve
belong to a state of society which came to an end in the
Eastern states well over a century ago and everywhere on
the disappearance of frontier conditions sixty years ago

or more."7 4
The cell of the political, instructional, and fiscal
organism which is the American type of state school system
1s called the "School District", larger or smaller.

''No-

body can understand the school system or comprehend its
obsolete character without some clear notions of this peculiar legal and political 1nst1tut1on.
The

11

,

Morrison sa1d.75

school district system means that the great f'u.nct1on

of Public Instruction is conducted and 1n the main supPorted
by more than a hundred and fifty thousand indenendent political

units scattered through the nation, each of them conducted
by a. school board of one sort or another.

By them teachers

and school officers are employed, curr1culums sanctioned or
nresoribed, money raised, supplies and equipment nurchased,
73Henry c. Morrison~ School Revenue (Chica.go: The
University of Chicago Press, 1936)1 Chapter IV.
74Morrison, American Schools, p. 256.

-·

75Ib1d
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and nupils governed and graded.
established for varied. purooses.

These districts are
The fundamental unit,

however, is one established to sunnort and. administer a
local school system.

There are also other kinds of school

districts, all of them independent and each of them with a
governing board of its own; high school districts, supervisory districts, districts for vocational schooling, for
the employment of school nurses, and many others.
As is his usual procedure, Morrison again traces
origins to determine orogress, problems a.nd areas of concern
which were overlooked in the process of evolution and
develonment.

Morrison pointed out that our school system

is in most resnects an evolution out of New England and
chiefly Massachusetts origins.

There, he feels, is undoubt-

edly where the school district idea came from, not only the
general concept itself, but the added variation in the subtownship district.

The history of the school district sys-

tem of support and government illustrates what often hapnens
1n social evolution.

According to Morrison:

A form corresponding to valid and useful substance
appears 1n the customs because the substance responds
to the requirements of social circumstance in a given
age. This form persists and becomes institutionalized,
in this case by taking on nolitical and legal concepts.
In the course of years the substantial meaning disappears in a new set of circumstances, but the form
remains, and it 1s in the form that we do our thinking.
Thought inevitably goes wrong when it rests on no valid
substance • • • • Indeed, we might say that 1~e style of
our system is "late New England Colonial."
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A recollection of the development of the schools 1n
the Northeastern states in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries leaves no doubt as to the urinclnles upon which
action was taken.

Schools were social in their meaning and

were presumed to be at the heart of the free commonwealths
which were growing up.

The Colonial legislatures required

that schools be maintained, and Massachusetts sanctioned
the use of general taxation for the support of what the
colonial government required.

But there was no sign that

the Colonial government would itself assume the burden and
responsib111ty.

Maintenance of schools was a burden laid

upon the towns; that was the kind of government that was
developing.

It fitted the circumstances of the times.

There was good geographical reason for the policy
of local control and supuort throughout the Colonial and
well over into the National period, while the State sanctified the form in the building up of a sort of school jurisnrudence covering the legal nature of the school district,
pupillary status, teachers' contracts, and civil rights
and obligations with respect to schools and attendance.
A form of system was set uu which was well suited to the
circumstances; and today most of the essentials of that
system are still in existence.

"SO the form persists,

long years after the circumstances which produced it disappeared.", said Morrison.17
What has generally proved to be the most serious

r
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obstacle to nrogress in Public Instruction is the subtownshiu district, which owed its origins to social conditions which did not apDear until the last quarter of
the eighteenth century.

These social conditions exhibited

the patternless character of our national and local com-

mun1ties.

Farmers moved out and settled on cleared land,

remote from the old village community.

If they were to

have schooling at all, a school h8d to be established within
walking distance for the children, and the formal nolit1cal
pattern already established meant that the school must be
supported and controlled by this group of fanners.

Thus

there came to be constituted organized school districts
about each of the schoolhouses.

The latter would be one

room buildings, housing in concention what was a continuous
school.

These new units of organization were called

0

sub-

township') districts because there were typically many of
them in each township.

They constituted what was known

as the "district system·i. par excellence, but they were no

more truly that than were systems founded on the township,
city, or county.
"Perhans, ' conjectured Morrison, "There was no other
1

device which could have carried the elements of C1v111zation,
as C1vil1zat1on 1n the country then was, into the backwoods
and beyond frontiers, not only in New England but westward,

so long as the task of conquering a continent for c1v111zat1on rep1ned."7 8

78 Ibid., n. 259.
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however, that task was completed by the end of the
nineteenth century, but the subtownship district and the
special districts for high schools and the like still remain in many of the States, including the largest.
more, substance had

d1sap~eared

Once

and form hRd remained.

It was not until the end of the nineteenth century that

the subtownshiP district began to be abolished in the states
which hAd it, in favor of the town system and later, the
county system; that is to say that the townshins or in some
cases the counties were made single districts.

Morrison

concluded, ''That eliminated the most troublesome symptom of
the disease but did not oure the disease itself, which 1s
1n the school district concent. 79
11

Morrison has suggested that the nol1t1cal concept
behind local school control is nerhaps more 1muortant than
the visible school district itself.

Since it 1s nart of the

American system of local government, Morrison states the

concent needs to be clarified since 1t is common to confuse
local government with the conceuts of mun1c1nal self-government and state sovereignty which hRve little to do with 1t.

Morrison deals first with State sovereignty, then municipal
self government, and finally with local government.

State sovereignty, a fundamental fa,ct and P!'inc1 ple
of the American Federal Renubl1c, means that certain sovereign

79

-·
Ibid

,
l2j

001•rers are specifically com.mi tted to the Pedera.l Government and others reserved to the several stAt.o,s.

we thus

have a Federal Government and \,iOvernment in the separate

states in a dual sovereignty, as some of our lives and
activities are regulated by one of the sovereigns and the

rest by the other.

That 1s all the Government we have.

Town, city, and county governments are creatures of the
State Government is not a form of local government, it is commonwealth Government. 80
St9.tes.

Local self-government, on the other hand, refers
to the pr1nc1nle that matters which concern a given local
community, and in their nature

do

not concern any other

community, are left to the incorporated mun1c1pal1ty to
provide for and administer.

'!'hat is Mun1c1pal Government

proper, and 1t is the same thing when it is carried out
by a township, an incorporated village, or a county, as

1t 1s when it is operated. by a chartered c1ty.

Illustra-

tions of Mun1c1pal Government are found 1n the maintenance
of fire departments, streets and sewers, public parks,

and enactments of ord.1nancea to govern existence within
the municipality as sueh. 81

Local Government means the commitment of affairs
which are admittedly Civil in their nAture and not Mun1c1nal, that is to say, which are of the state and. affect

everybody in the state and often 1n other states as well,
BOibid., p. 260.
81
lll!!., p. 261.
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11v i:ine several count.ies anu/or

municipalities.

·.('hese

are State affairs locally administered by locally chosen
officers.

Exa.mnles 1n most States are the prevention anrl

punishment of crime as distinguished from misdemeanors,
the care of the nublic health, the maintenance of courts
for the trial of both civil and criminal cases, the registering of deeds, the probating of wills, and especiAlly
the maintenance of Public Instruotion. 82
Morrison relates the significance of the foregoing
concepts to the evolution and continuation of the local
school district and the concept of local control of education.

All the foregoing Local Government, not local

self-government but Government locally conducted has been
nart of our theory of Government, itself.

It is tradition

handed down from other days, other conditions, and another
kind of society.

some of it comes down to us from Medieval

England and indeed from Anglo-Saxon England.

In our

country, the tradition goes back to frontier days, isolated
communities, noor transportation, and limited communication,
and then there was reason for it.

However, it is more

likely, Morrison asserts, that other grounds were the main
motive, or at least would have been motive if there ha.d
been no good geogranhica.l reasons. 8 3
Here again, Morrison states, His particularism in
all nublic affairs as well as in those of the schools,
82

Ib1d
-·
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and out of part1cular1st interests a.nd attitudes came intense suso1cion of any kind of central Government." 84
Keening Government "in the hands of the people" meant not
Commonwealth democracy but rather keeping it 1n their own
hands and those of their neighbors.

There may be something

admirable about that, for it at least meant a willingness
to assume the responsibilities of Government.

However

Morrison also took a less nosit1ve view when he said:
More cynically, one may suspect that it Lthe desire
to keen Government in the hands of the peonltil arose
out of an overweening love of having one's fingers in
every nie.
so long as conditions persisted in which tradition
originated, and so long as the poPUlation was mainly
British in origin, it worked fairly well, or at least
not ill, and more than one chanter might be written
showing how it dgd contribute to the secure foundations
of the Republic. .5
But once more, content changed and substance was lost.
The form has lasted over to a day in which it is easier to
get to the State Caoital than it used to be to get to the
county seat, and in which, so far from desiring to have a
finger in every n1e, most Americans are unwilling to have
a finger in any n1e other than their own business.

one desires honest and comnetent

c~vernment

Every-

but cannot

devote a large part of their lives to doing the governing
themselves.

Moreover, the poPUlation has ceased to be

mainly English with racial talent for self-government, and

84 Ib1d., n. 262.

85 Ib1d.
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the

body

politic has come to be made un in large part of

neonles who in their former homelands hardly conceived of
such a thing as their own participation in Government.
Morrison states, "The obsolete form becomes a gift of
grace to the machine politician, because it provides him
with an abundance of Offices with which to gratify his
henchmen. 1186

Morrison concludes:

The school district is simply an extreme and special

ease of Local Governm.ent, ,nd the subtownship district
is an ultra-extreme case. 8

Any good text on School Law deals with the subject
of the school district as a quas1-cornoration.
An incorporated o1ty or town sometimes embraces by
legislative nrovision two distinct corporations, as,
for example, the municipal and the school corporation
existing within the same territory. It is in such
cases a distinct corporation for school purposes. • • •
More generally, however, school districts are organized under the general law of the State, and fall
w1th1n the class of oo~orat1ons known as quas1cornorat1ons • • • • It Lthe school d1str1ct] is but an
instrumentality of the State, and the State incorporates 1t that it may t~~ more effectively discharge
its appointed duties.

This corporate character has important consequences in the

whole papular conception of the School and in the manner
1n which schools are carried on.

Morrison lists three

major consequences:
86

Ibid
-·
B7Ib1d
-·
88

teRoy J. Peterson, Richard A. Rossmiller, and Marlin
M. Volz, The Law and Public School Operation (New York:
Harper and Row PUblishers, i96SJ, p. 22:3.
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1. In the first place, let the legal theory be what
it may, the corporate character of the school district
makes the school as an enterprise conform to the
ideology of a communally sunDorted unrlertaking maintained for the benefit of citizens who have children
of oupillary age, and the School as an instrumentality of the Commonwealth falls into the background
and 1s forgotten.
2. Second, while the indubitable civil function of the

schools is analogous to those of the courts, the
civil service, the Army and Navy, that is to say
the function of an instrument of democratic Government, the corporate character nuts teachers and
school officers in the status of labor under contract.
1·le do not contract with the servants of the State and
Federal Governments; we elect them or anpoint them
or enlist them. A formidable body of law has grown
un around the contractual relat1ons of teachers.

3. Third, one of the most unfortunate consequences 1s

the universal tendency of the best teachers to drift
into the wealthier districts and into those in which
the teaching is the easiest. The effect 1s that the
districts which have but slender fiscal resources,
and those in which teaching is most difficult - and
which by consequence need good teaching the most have to out up with relatively inferior and. frequently
incompetent teaching.89

While few ueoole in the cities or larger towns have
any notion that they are citizens of school districts,
supnosing that the term is reserved to the rural sections,
nevertheless the school district ideology appears as truly
in the large cities as in the rural areas.

The oossible

exception is in those chartered cities in which by the terms
of the charter the school system is part of the city government.
Cook

But Chicago, for instance, 1s a school district in
county~

having its own bud.get and is separate from the

Fire, Police, Streets, and other mun1ci pe.l enterprises.
8

9Morr1son, American Schools. P. 263.
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Although the schools are an instrumentality of the
state, the State Government has little or no control over
the actual efficiency in Public Instruction.

State control

1s almost entirely in the domain of legislation governing
the civil rights and obligations of citizens in respect to
taxation and the schooling of their children; governing the
institution of school districts and the conduct of their
affairs; and to some extent Prescribing what shall and shall
not be taught.

From that oo1nt on, State regulation apuears

chiefly in court decisions which arise out of litigation
initiated by citizens who conceive themselves to be wronged
by some action arising out of the conduct of schools.

Thus

there is abundant legislative and judicial regulation, but
the all important executive and adm1n1atrat1ve control appears
almost entirely 1n the local school boards.
Either the office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction or that of the State BOl'lrd of Education is now
to be found in every state, but its duties are limited to
the following:
1. Executive control of State enterprises like teeohers•
colleges.
2. Ministerial functions, such as computing the apportion-

ment of State school money.

J.

Semi-judicial functions, such as hearing complaints
concerning the conduct of local schools and issuing
approval to schools, usually high schools.

4. Hoi:-tatory missions over the state, in which 1t is
hoped to arouse the people to better efforts and
more intelligence through sheer eloquence.90
90ibid., PP. 264-265.
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impact on the quality of the schools or school system of
the State.
Perhaps the greatest absurdity of the school district
and the concept of local control emerges in the fiscal
inequality which exists from school district to school
district throughout the state.

The gross inequalities in

the ability of the local school districts to finance their
schools has been the subject of research among educators for
many years.

several studies have been made and. books written

on the Problems of school finance during the early years of
the twentieth century.

It 1s perhaps the most critical

problem of all, or at least the most immediate.

Morrison

himself decried this fiscal inequality while he was suoerintendent of Public Instruction in New Hampshire in the
early years of the twentieth century.

He served on a survey

team which studied the financial conditions of the schools
1n the State of Illinois in 1924.91

His concern was so

great that he wrote a significant book on the subject entitled
School Revenue in 19)0. 92

In 1931 he served as Editor for

Part I of the Thirtieth Yearbook of the National

Socie~y

for

!he study of Education which analyzed the topic "Financing

91

Henry c. Morrison, The Financing of Public Schools
in the State Of Illinois (New York: The MacM111an company,

1924).

9 2Morr1son, School Revenue.
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the Rural School. ·i'-Jj

His 1deas on the subject

or

school

finance are quite definite and clearly stated 1n the major
works mentioned as well as in several articles which aopeared
1n the educational journals.
Most of the states, according to Morrison, have attempted
to correct fiscal inequality among school districts by apportioning State school aid according to a mathematical formula.

Mor-

rison said, "I have shown that any such Policy involves a mathe-

.

matical absurdity."

94

Whenever the State apuort1ons money to

the local school districts on the basis of aid it evades its
constitutional mandate to provide Public Instruction.

No matter

what formula is used to attemnt to equalize fiscal inequalities,
it is contrary to the fulfillment of the State's resnons1b1lity
to the education of its citizens.

He argues that the only way

in which inequalities in supnort, and other inequalities as
well, can be eliminated is through consolidation of management
and support in the State Government itself, even as the cities
have similarly abolished their own internal inequalities.95
Morrison further asserts that even with an equitable
financial structure designed to provide for education within
the state, equality of educational opPOrtunity would not be
the necessary result.

F.quali ty of ed"uoat1onal opportun1 ty

depends on the quality of the supervisory and teaching personnel
9)Henry c. Morrison, 11 Financing the Rural School,"
The Thirtieth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of :Education, Pt. I (Bloomington, Illinois: PUbi1c
School Pu'611sh1ng co., 1931).
9 4Morrison, School Revenue, Chapter VIII.
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that can be secured, and the latter in turn upon the quality
of the school board members who are available in the several

districts.

Moreover, mere equalization of educational oppor-

tunity gets us nowhere.

The education may be meager, misdi-

rected, quite without validity.

Morrison asserts forcefully:

What is imperative in the modern world, in the interests
of both justice to the 1nd1v1dual and of sound society
and good Government, is General Education for all future
citizens, not "an education" tb~t 1s as good here as it
is there and adequate nowhere.9
In conclusion Morrison states that the sum of the whole
matter seems plainly to be that the school district system
is so obsolete, so far removed from the society in which 1t
was

once valid, that it has become a.n incurable malady in

our commonwealths.97
And

yet the malady has been recognized and steps taken

to cope with the matter.

For more than half a century past

many of the States have been taking stens designed to correct
the situation.

A review of these steps 1s worthwhile in

observing the directions in which they have all been moving.
1. The absurdity of the d1v1s1on of cities into fiscally
and politically independent school districts long ago
became manifest and that practice has long been forgotten. The city school district is made coterminous
with the municipality.
2. The subtownship districts have long ago been abolished
1n several of the States which formerly had them, and
the township district substituted for the State as a
whole.

3. The county unit, or rather county district, for the

county in such cases is the same kind of corporation

96Morrison, American Schools, p. 265.
97Ib1d., p. 267.
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as the subtownshiP or town d1str1et, but it appears
in incomplete form.
4. Finally, all distinctions 1n nolitical and fiscal
local units are abolished, excent perhans for a
single overpowering c1ty, and there is the state
unit, with a State Boa.rd of F.ducat1on, and a
Commissioner as its executive officer, in direct
control of all schools, and teachers, and school
officers a state body Of Drofessional neonle. Only
three states - .Delaware, Maryland and New Hampshire have in substance reached this final stage of efficient
and effe~tive state School administration and supervis1on. 9e
·
In this process of evolution inequality has been m1t1gated
in the only way in which that evil can be mitigated and
finally abolished.
In all this transition from very small units into
larger and larger units, much the same opnosition has been
found everywhere and always.

The school district as a

nol1t1cal and legal conception has been defended largely
on the following grounds, whether the issue be passing
from the subtownship district to the town district or from
that to the county unit.

Morrison lists the six ma.in reasons

given for the continuation of local control and counters
the reasoning of each"
1. It keeps the schools close to the people and 1s
thus a corner-stone of democracy.
- The local control of schools was not set up on
any kind of Political theory but because that
was the only way in which it seemed feasible to
get any schools at all.
2. It performs the cardinal runetion of throwing the
responsibility on the people in their local assemblies.
- If good schools redounded to the exclusive benefit
of the local communities which support them, and
the local community alone suffered from the eon-
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sequences of poor schools; and further if there
were no such things as Federal and State elective
off ieers - then the contention might be sound.
But that 1s not the case. Local responsibility
for good schools is too remote to be felt.

3. It g1vee local people an education in the conduct
of schools through service on school boards.

- Morrison resnond.ed to this with a Question. "Do
the schools exist for the education Of school
boards or for that of children?"

4. we must avoid centralization, and a multitude of
school districts 1s the best way to do 1t.

- consolidation 1s not centralization. When all
the schools of a city are brought together in a
single organization, there is no centralization
about it.

5. A multitude of school districts gives room for
experiment.

- Experimenting 1s a highly technical process, and
so far as schools are concerned, it belongs 1n
the Psycholog1eal laboratory and other laboratories
in the search for light on educational and pedagogical processes.

6. Too many eggs in one basket.
- This 1s an objection to giving up local control
rather than a defense of the district system.
Granted that the objection is sincere and has
merit, it has that quality only a.s the principle
is defensible that schools exist nrimarily for
the good of the community that support~ them.
And that principle is not defens1ble.9~
Learning from experience, the American peoole have
been adjusting their school system from the beginning,
hastening the process somewhat since the beginning of the
twentieth century; but the nrocess has been purely empirical
and pragmatic, without widely recognized principles upon
99Ib1d., pp. 268-269.

1)4
wnich ueliberate act;ion could be founded.

The effect has

been that adjustment has been altogether too slow to keep
oace with advancing material culture and the rapid social
changes which are the consequence.

Morrison assesses the

current situation:
some states are still in the main on a basis which
suited frontier days, even the Colonial frontier.
Three perhaps have completed or nearly completed, at
least for the time being, the adjustment which reasoning based on facts suggests as the complete adjustment.
Other states are at various stages in between. All of
them in varying degrees are still under the curse of
ignorant and corrupt politics. We ought to realize
by now that mudd.ling through in any kind of public
matters is no longer safe.100
In assessing the American educational system Morrison

showed or at least suggested the following serious discontinuities in the system: (1) the obsolescence of state systems of Public Instruction; (2) the maladaption of the system
to the requirements of society and to an order of living
which 1s always changing and expanding in its societal relationships.

To place our state systems on the best and

surest foundations is to discover the rationale of an adaptable system good 1n any society and capable of prompt adjustment without sacrifice of principle.

That is an ambitious task.

Morrison propased to pursue the task as stated but his
approach would be similar to the method used in his study of
the school structure.

Morrison discussed his approach:

we shall adhere to the belief that wisdom was not born
with any or the generations now living and that our
predecessors for the most part acted according to
reasonable judgements in their time.
100

Ibid., p. 271.
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we shall remind ourselves of the experience Of our
people 1n seeking to make over their systems, and we
shall seek to substitute for their empirics some principles which will be useful 1n guiding us to a more
deliberate and rational course of aotion.101

Thus Morrison began his effort to develop the framework for
a modern school system which was designed to attain the

originally stated purposes of Education in a well articulated
structure with the greatest efficiency

and

effectiveness

which could be established in a state system of education.

Henry Morrison recognized only two types of law, two
types of sovereignties: federal and state.

If a service to

be rendered by the government for its citizens was national
in scope, that service was to be performed by the national
government and the obligation to pay for this service rested
upcn taxables wherever they were located.

These services

were enumerated in the Federal constitution.

If the

character of the service was to be statewide, that service
was to be performed by the state and obligations to pay
for thia service rested on taxables wherever they were
located within the state.

Education was such a fUnction

to be performed by the State.
For Morrison, the State was an important unit of
local government.
of

"SO Prominent is Washington in the focus

attention,,. he said ••. • • that we forget how much of our

lives for better or worse passed under the aegis of state
sovereignty.

Thus, 1s property held, devised, and inherited;

lOlib1d., p. 272.
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security of life and 11mb guaranteed; family relationships
establ1shed and confirmed; the nubl1c health nrotected;
education provided for; the larger part of justice adm1n1stered; convenient 1ntercommun1cat1on on the highways
urov1ded for; the care of the poor and defective classes
looked after ... 102

Early 1n our historical past, when

communication and transportation were difficult and tedious,
the state deemed it convenient to create counties, town-

shins, and school districts to carry out these functions
locally.

The tunct1ons these "creatures of the state'

nerformed were urundamental concerns of the local community
which happened to be related to the civil d1v1s1on 1n
question. 103
0

Unlike the states and the federal union,

'·counties and townships could be abolished, if it were
deemed expedient, without in any way altering our form of
governm.ent ... 104 As has been shown, these administrative
units, including the school districts, had unfortunately
been surrounded by an aura of local self-government.

This

was unfortunate because "1t tends powerfully to create
the notion that law and order and other intimate concerns
of society are matters of local option.
option, then individual ehoice." 10 5
102

And if local

Morr1son, School Revenue, PP. 223-224.

lOJib1d., P. 225.

l0 4Ibid.
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As Morrison surveyed the historical development of
this concept of local self-government, he discerned trends

which indicated that this concept was in the process of
gradual d1s1ntegrat1on.

First, he saw the apnarent lack Of

interest of the local citizenry 1n local affairs as evidenced
by a comnar1son of the vote cast at ordinary local elections
with that east at state and national elections. 106
second, Morrison saw the ease with which other State
functions had evolved from control of many small governing
units to suppart and control by the State 1tselr.

One

instance was the development of roads, streets, and highways.107

Originally, roads and bridges were

local concern and under local planning.

or

nurely

Turnpikes were

chartered if necessary and gradually the roads were under
county control.

As late as 1919, roads were 1n miserable

condition under local control.

With the advent of the auto-

mobile, however, the State gradually assumed maintenance of
roads until 194) in most states non-Political State Highway
Commissions plan, construct, supoort, and maintain all the
major highways 1n the state na1d out of gasoline taxes earmarked for that nurnose.
Third, Morrison thought he saw a comnarable trend 1n
the enlargement of school districts.

He states:

106ill,9..

107Morr1son, American Schools, np. 2??-280.
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The story is much the same with schools, highways, and
constabulary. From the neighborhood road district to
the Highway Commission: from the village constable to
the New York, Pennsylvania, or Texas state Constabulary,
or the Royal Mounted in canada--the development follows
much the same lines as might be followed in our school
systems--from the subtowneh1p district to the [Marylanc[)
State Boa.rd of Education.108
Morrison also thought he saw a basic pr1nc1ule involved as follows:
When a given function is in its nature mun1cinal, as
are fire protection, traffic control, city parks, streets
and services, and a host of others, it tends to get well
done locally. When the function is civil rather than
municipal, as in the case with schools, highways, and
constabulary, 1t tends to be poorly done locally.109
Morrison's view of state school organization and control
ant1o1pated the actual occurrence of oonsol1dat1on of the
schools, which took place 1n the 19SO's.
In 1942, Morrison saw a few states trying out the
notion of the county aa the fiscal and administrative unit;
he also o1ted the examples of the three states of Maryland,
Delaware, and New Hampshire as having reached the final
evolutionary development in that the state itself was the
"basic unit, comprehensive of all schools 1n respect to
both control and financial support ... 110

Morrison described

the final evolutionary process:
At that point the local "instrumentalities Of the
State," disappear, and the Government ot the State or
commonwealth assumes the burden or maintaining and
governing and administering its school system, 1n an

ioall21!1.,

p.

281.

109~.

llOib1d., p. 276.
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executive as well as in a leg1slat1ve and judicial

sense. The school district of Colon1Rl and frontier
times, having long since served its purpose, lapses,
and with it g~i! corporate as well as local no11t1cal
implications.
Morrison tried to anticipate several arguments which
many would use against having the state as the basic unit.
The sanctity of local control argument has already been
discussed.

Another argument which he antic1uated was the

fear Of centralization.
Many persons associate centralization with despotism,
bureaucracy, and the destruction of civil liberties, he sa1d.
Centralization may develop into these undemocratic tendencies
but not necessarily so.

centralization is a Policy or theory

of administration and not a governmental or a fiscal term,112
and it is no better or worse than the people in whose hands
the authority rests.

There 1s no reason why a State school

system cannot be decentralized, providing there 1s a means
devised to hold the lower echelon personnel resoons1ble for
results.

Our present system of many boards is ineffective

because there has been developed no systematic way to hold
local boards responsible for results.

D1sm1ss1ng a whole

board at one time is impractical and time-consuming.

If,

however, state boards were constituted in such a manner
that they handled the administrative and executive functions,
111

112

-Ib1d.
Morrison, School Revenue, pu. 232-233.
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they could decentralize administrative functions because
they would have power to remove local boards immediately

for malfeasance 1n off ice.
The third argument Morrison foresaw was the charge
that under a system with the State as a unit, the schools

would be embroiled in State politics. 1 13

Schools have

always been in nol1t1cs and this may be good or bad depending

upon the nublic conception of nolitics.

t<Pol1tics, •t

as a word, is a cognate of 'policy, .. 114 and 1n the American
1

democratic form of government, politics is expressed in the
popular participation in the determination of "PUbl1c policy.
Thus, politics is closely tied in with the voting and elective
processes.

Voters do not elect federal judges, or members of

state tax commissions or highway commissions, since these
offices

do

not establish policy.

They carry out public

policy which is determined in some instances in the States

by the State legislature.
lators and aopoint judges.

Thus, voters elect state legisFor Morrison, there was no good

reason why this same procedure would not be followed for
the State school system.

If citizens desire to keep the

schools out of politics, therefore, "the starting uoint at
least is to keep all who have to do with schools as far
away from election as possible."115

ll)Morrison, American Schools,
114

Ibid., P. 287.

115

Ibid., P. 289.

PP.

286-289.
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The orga.n1zat1nn of the "modern school system· as
1

Morrison envisioned 1t included several aspects.

Among

these the most s1gn1f1cant were the Administrative District,
the State Boa.rd of Education and its Functions, the
Instrumentalities of the State System, and the Financing
of a State District.

Morrison nroceeded to develop his

design which would result in the control and organization
of the school in the hands of State government where it was

originally centered by constitutional mandate.
Under Morrison's "modern system," the entire state
would be the oo11tioal and fiscal unit but not necessarily
the administrative unit.

To assist in administration, the

state Board could set up regional boards over cities and
larger areas.

This would "avoid the vice of administrative

centralization, minimize the growth of bureaucracy, and
make it possible to vest school nroperty in a legal and
orderly manner. 0116 These regional boards then would be
an integral part of the State system; and they would be in
the same relationship to the State Board as a city principal
is to the superintendent.

To maintain the separation of

p0wers in our governmental system, the State Board would be
appointed by the Governor and would have executive and administrative p0wers only.

116

Ibid., p. 286.
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·J.'he legislature would enact laws governing the c1v11
rights and obligations of citizens, parents, and pupils as
schooling is affected.

This would include such matters as

school attendance, limits of nunit1ve discipline, and similar

issues.

The courts would still interpret these enactments

by decisions.

The legislatures would be concerned with

politics," 1.e., the establishment

or

broad general policy

w1th1n which the State Board would administer this policy
in "well-thought-out e'!tt or principles which can be used
for guidance rather the.n for express d1reet1on. all 7
T~hen

Morrison looked at the existing relations in 194'.3

between the State Boards of Education and the Legislatures,
1n most states, he found the Legislature meddling in the
executive and administrative f1eld..
~111 th

They have interfered

the •' curr1 cul um, w1 th the grading of schools, w1 th

examinations, with school building design, with school
government, '!d th school budgets. ,,llB
~dm1n1strat1ve

tasks.

These tasks were all

When the Legislature froze these

tasks into law, it resulted in a cumbersome inflexibility
since it is difficult to chR.nge laws frequently.
Once the State Board was

ap~ointed

by the Governor,

they, 1n turn, would appoint the State Commissioner.

During

the 18JO's and 1840's the office of State Superintendent of

-·

ll? Ibid

llSlb1d., p. 284.
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PUblic Instruction emerged as a permanent office with the
duties of Hgeneral supervision and control of the school
system of the State."ll9

But at the same time the legis-

lature established this Office, it reduced the exercise of
these powers and made the sun.er1ntenrtent en e:x-off1c1o
functionary, a m1n1ster1a.l, and quasi-judicial officer.1 20
Morrison recommended a return to the SUnerintendent•s
original powers and duties.

The original powers and duties

Of the state superintendent Of Public Instruction included

those pertaining to the organization and executive management of Public Instruction such as the administration and
direction of instruction, responsibility for economic and
financial control, the nomination of teachers, principals
and State school officers, recommendations pertaining to
disciplinary matters among school personnel, and full responsibility as the educational advisor to the State Board
of Education.

These originally envisioned powers and duties

were eroded because the public mind had been assimilating

the ideology of district control of schools for two hundred
years and was not ready to shift the locus of authority and
control.
Morrison did not precisely differentiate between the
functions of the Commissioner and the Board but he established rough gu1del1nes. 12 1 In the administration of
119

Ibid., p. JOO.

120 Ib1d., p. 301.
121 Ib1d., PP. J02-J04.
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instruction, the Commissioner "ought to be supreme and the
law ought not to tolerate interference of the BoArd--save
when there is appeal from the acts of the Commissioner and
his subord1nates--and appeal ought to be allowed only when
there is something vital involved. 11122 All personnel such
as teachers, principals, custodians, and finance officers
in the state System, for examole, would be nominated by the
commissioner and confirmed by the state Board.

In matters of administrative law, however, the State
Board would have the last word but this would only be after
consultation and guidance from the Commissioner.

An example

of this area would be the determination of curriculum eontent.123

In the main, the Board would be responsible for

securing needed public understanding

and

support.

In matters

political and in dealing with the legislature, the State
Board, through its Chairman, should be the responsible head
and not expect the instructional head to perform these duties.124

In general, Morrison saw s1m1lar1t1es 1n the relat1onsh1 n between the Board and its superintendent or Commissioner
wh1eh ought to exist between the City Boe.rd and its SUPer1ntendent.

In the relationship between the State Commissioner

and the regional superintendent, the same nr1ne1ples would
apply which exist between superintendents today and. principals
within a district.
122Ib1d., p. 302.
12 3Ibid.
124Ib1d., p. 304.
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Morrison then considered the special instrumental1 t1es required within the State for instruction.

These

included the high schools, special sohoola, schools
existing under extenuating c1rcumstanoes, the large city
district, and technical schools.

A brief review of his

views on each special school follows.
Hig};t sohool1.--Under a State system, high schools
would be located

11

where they would best subserve the inter-

ests Of the schooling of fUture citizens, without reference

to local fiscal ability to maintain such schools or to local
address 1n establishing and m.a.nag1ng them. nl2.5

It was con-

ceivable that there would be few children in the United
States who would then not have access to fUll General Education even within their own township.

Children in impover-

ished areas or in remote geographical locations would have
the same educational op"POrtunity

e.s

children 1n the wealthier

districts.
speo1al scbools.--Ha.nd1capped oh1ldren--blind, deaf,
and dumb, cr1ppled--all were the responsibility of the State.
The content or their education was the CU.rrieulum of the
Common School except

in those particulars 1n which sensory
and motor defects block the learning process ... 126 The
0

instruction would not put a burden on any one district but
would be organized under the regular state-wide pattern.
Besides, since the State would control the teachers' colleges,
125

126

Ib1d., P. 291.
Ib1d., P. 126.
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they could more adequately and systematically Provide for
the train.ing of teachers for snecial schools.

Schools existing under extenuating circumstances.-Often local districts with limited resources found it difficult, if not impossible to establish common Schools capable
of providing General Education in such sections as (1) sparsely
settled territory; (2) remote mountainous areas; (J) small
islands off the seacoast or in the Great Lakes; (4) slum
sections in cities; and (5) temporary communities founded
chiefly on the develonment of forest and mineral wealth. 127
Under a State operated system. these peculiar sections would
present no great problem since the State could finance a
common school program from State revenue and. operate it
within these "uneconomical" areas.
The large c1 ty district. --Morr1sor1 would have liked to
have put the large city districts 1n a special class because
they had special problems but he could not in Pr1nc1nle.
The principle was that education was the constitutional responsibility of the State.

He realized that as a population

grew larger, the cost of go..1ernment increased, not in arithmetical, but in some geometrical ratio.

The chief reason

centered around the increasing complexity in city life.

He

saw that the bulk of city revenue came from the taxation of
real estate and that the tax base begins to be destroyed at
a low tax rate.

127.!.l21.9..,

He recognized the flight of both people and
p.

292.

p
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industry to the less-heavily taxed areas.

Morr1son felt

that removal of the cost of education from the city level
to the State level would equitably distribute the cost of
schooling the State's future citizens and. of enforcing the
State's laws over suburbs, residential and lightly taxed
communities, and over "tax colonies" which had grown up in
order to escape heavy taxation.

This would raise somewhat

the critical point above which the city became self-destructive.

He saw the o1ty as a "sort of cancerous growth on the body
politic, 11128 heading for eventual self-destruot1on due to
increased size, comnlexity, and the limited opportunity for
self-government.

Yet, none of these special problems was

sufficient reason not to include the city in the state system.
He would. perm.1 t the city to be a regional admini strati ve
district with city boards apnointed by the governor with powers to make regulations •not ret>ugnant to the law or to the
1

superior regulations of the State Board

0
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but the schools

within the city would be 1n fact State schools supported
by State taxes.
Technical schools.--It has already been stated that
Morrison's view was that technical schools were outside the
responsibility of the Common State of citizenship school.
However, they may be supoorted by private, state, Federal,
municipal or business agencies.
128

129

Ibid., p. 296.
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8.

tunct1on Of the state System Of fuOll.c Instruction wl..t.h

the exoeotion of the Teachers' College.
Morrison was deeply concerned with the low nrofessional status accorded teachers in many communities.

This

was to be expected under conditions where 1t was possible
for "some domineering individual in the local community or
some group of chronic malcontentsul30 to force the firing
of competent professional teachers.

The custom of annual

contracts, or annual appointments, was conducive to whole
school community engaging in °expressing opinions about the
teachers• methods and personal character." 131 Under such
conditions, no self-resneet1ng teachers would remain in
teaching.
The State Unit would correct such conditions since
there would be a State Teaching Force. 1 32 Under Morrison's
system, the anno1ntment, training, pay, and dismissal of
teachers would follow procedures s1m1lar to those which
the Federal Government uses for career officers 1n the
Army

and Navy.

The training and recruitment or the state

Teaching Force would follow these patterns:
1.
Promising teacher material would tentatively be
selected in the Junior College, as schools now are, and
encouraged to look forward to a school career. The
possible candidates tfOUld thus be put through a preliminary selective process. Then would follow examinations
or some other method of surveying the relative qualifications. The successful would be admitted to a teachers•
college for study e.nd training.
l30lb1d., n. 306.
l3llb1d., p. 305.
13 2 Ibid., pp. )04-309.
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2.
When once admitted to training, it would be assumed
that students are already cadets of the teaching force
of the State, and they might well be oa1d 2 FUbsistence
salary as such.

3.
They would then be submitt!!d to e full course of
training intended:
a. To complete their full General Education. If a
full Common School establishment were 1n existence,
gradu&.1.tion therefrom would carry the -aresumpt1on that
General Education was already complete.
b. To give them full academic qualifications in the
fields 1n which they ~ropose to teach, but qualification 1n the catholic or comurehensive sense and not
1n that of the specialist.
·
c. To give them a sound basis in educatioMl and
instructional principles.

4.
Along with the foregoing, they would be out through
adequate observation and practice as practice teachers.

5.

Like all other suitable forms

or

post-school training,

·the whole course would be selective, indeed severely selective,
and by no means all would su?"V1ve to graduation.

6.
Finally, unon graduation each of them would be given
an appointment under pay to the regular teaching force of
the State and would be subject to assignment to the Position
in which h1s or her services might be needed.133
Under such a system, all institutions of higher learning
not under the direct control of the State Board of Education
would be prohibited from training teachers for the State
citizenship schooi.134

This does not mean that nrivate

teacher training institutions or University Departments of
Education would be abolished.

There would still be a need

for teachers of family schools 9 Private schools, parochial
schools and universities.

Departments of Education would

lJ)Ibid., PU. J0?•)08.

lJ 4Ibid., P. JO?.
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still be encouraged to be resoons1ble for the · spec1al
1

tra1n1ng of school officers in the line and staff "135
such as personnel, supervisory, and financial officers,
but first these specialists must have been graduates of
the State Teachers' College.
As discussed previously, there would be no question
of the State aiding financially the local district.

The

state itself would be the fiscal unit and by using such
taxes as state income taxes and corporation taxes, there
would be adequate funds to finance the State system providing its function was limited to the -purpose authorized
1n the State constitutions to provide General Education so
that future citizens may intelligently vote and choose
leaders who will govern wisely so that the State may be
perpetuated.

The perpetuation of the State will ensure the

citizenry the continuing opportunity to lead to a just and
moral life and pass on the heritage, culture, a.nd civilization to the succeeding generations.
And so Henry Morrison came to the end of his plan.
This plan led to the gradual demise of the local system Of
school organization and control and made the State the
administrative and the fiscal unit in the system of public
instruction.

The local control of schoolst he argued, was

an archaic remnant of a past condition in society that no
longer existed.
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In the days when transportation and com-

Ibid., p. 309.
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mun1cat1on were difficult and almost 1mposs1ble, the local
control of schools was the only possible way to extend the
benefits of education to isolated commun1t1es.

But to re-

tain this method of control 1n the modern era when transportation and communication were thought of in terms of
minutes and hours and not in days and weeks was utter folly.
Morrison's Plan ant1c1nated the movement toward the consolidation of schools that occurred in the 1950's.
Morrison based his argument on the differentiation
between government locally administered and local selfgovernment.

Constitutionally, there are only two forms of

sovereignty: state and national.

It ls possible to administer

state and federal functions locally as post offices and
health clinics are.

But this does not imply that the local

citizenry has either the right or the responsibility to
establish basic nolioy 1n these areas.

Local self-govern-

ment arises only in those areas in which the action of the
local citizenry nroved beneficial or harmful to themselves
alone.

If a local un1t does not want street lights or a

nubl1c Park, 1t ls only that local unit which is effected.
Education, however, is not in that category for two reasons:
(1) it is so crucial to the perpetuation of society that
society dare not permit it to be controlled by local whims
and opinions; (2) the rapid mobility of citizens within
and among the states magnifies the harmful effects of inequality in educational opportunity existing within the
state.
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And so, Morrison would have each one of the states
control, direct, a.."1.d finance the nubl1c educational system.
Instead of having numerous basic educa.t1ona,l administrative
units, he would have wanted only fifty.

The state would

determine the curriculum, build the school buildings, subsidize the education of teachers, and then assign these
teachers to any area in the state where they were most needed.
The State would exercise monopoly over the training of all
primary and secondary school teachers.
How far this State monopoly would extend over the
pupils Morrison does not make clear.

Although not stating

he would have parochial or private schools abolished, he

fails to provide for the existence of these schools in his
organizational pattern.

consequently, one would imagine

that he would prefer that they not exist.
There can be little doubt that such a centralized
system as Morrison discussed could be a highly efficient
operation.

But that such a system would be feasible in the

United States or even desirable 1s another matter.

Any

tight centralized system runs the risk of being used for
nurposes inimical to individual freedom.

As long as the

state leaders are just, honorable men dedicated to extending the rights and privileges of the individual c1t1zen, a
centralized system may work well.

But it also can be easily

uerverted into a system whereby the rights and freedoms of
citizens may be abridged.

This can best be illustrated by

looking at the schools in Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and
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communist Russia where the schools have been an arm of the
centralized governmental policy and the rights of narents
have been minimized.
Again and again, our courts have called attention to
the basic principles that the child is not a mere creature
of the State; that government exists for the welfare of
c1t1zens and not that the citizens ex1st for the government.
One gets the unmistakable impression, however, that Morrison
thought more of the welfare of society than the welfare of
the 1nd1v1dual.

The individual must adapt to society; society

cannot adapt to the individual.

The individual must adapt to

the school; the school cannot adapt to the 1ndiv1dual.
Henry

c.

Morrison r.>resented a strong indictment against

the whole system of Public Instruction and of the University
establishment as well.
reconstruction, one
society.

Bu.t, he also Presented a pla.n for

~rh1ch

would meet the needs of our current

Re based his discussion e.nd design on certain

Princ1nles which he believed to be established pr1nc1ples.
According to Morrison these princ1nles are:
1. First, the school 1n its 1nst1tutional function 1s
of necessity comm.on school and not 1n any sense
class school, either in constituency or purpose.
2. second. whatever may have been at different times
the views of schoolmasters, other school authorities,
and the public at large, social evolution, 1n a
country having our economic foundations and our
national institutions, was bound to continue to a
p01nt at which the entire rising generation would
be 1n school somewhere and stay there until schools
1n their nature have nothing more to offer - as was
the case ~1th our original common school and academy.
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). Third, in a country with national institutions like
ours, and the 1mnl1ed obligations toward the education
of citizens, the valid presumption must be that schools
exist to put the rising generation in oossession of
the elements of civilization rather than to prepare
individuals for something else. See that the former
is done, and the latter will take care of itself.

4. Fourth, rights and obligations in each of the two

institutions, Family and School, must be recognized;
and neither of the two may trespass on the rights
or aseume the obligations Of the other.

The thesis which Morrison developed as he viewed the
American educational system, historically, educationally,
and administratively was that the evolution of school structure,
during nearly a century past and where not 1nterferred with,
had been in the d1reot1on of bringing the whole structure
into conformity with what the old common school potentially
was in the beginning of our national existence, "abort the
process as schoolmasters, school boards, Professors and the
general public might ... lJ6
Morrison's hopes for the future of education were
stated in an article written in 1929.
In the end there will be a school organization which
will carry nearly all young people to the end of the
period of general education. If they continue beyond
the secondary school, it will not be for the 'PUrPose
of completing their education but rather for the purpose of special training and the pursuit or mature
intellectual interests. It is a wonderful prospect,
but I believe that confidence in the outcome is
abundantly justified by the whole body of facts which
are before us.137
1)6

!l?!!!•t P. 111.

l37 Henry c. Morrison, "The Secondary Period and the
University," The School Review, xxxv11 (January, 1929), 28.
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Having discussed the social and educational theories
of Henry

c.

Morrison, and these theories as they applied

to his conception of the American educational system, it is
time to move on to a study of the curriculum as he interpreted
it.

Morrison's main Pllrpose was to ascertain not what the

curriculum ought to be, but rather what the curriculum 1s.
"What is the valid content of education?" was the guiding
question which led Morrison to 'PUrsue his study and the
development of a general conception of the curriculum and a
design for the curriculum of the common school.

CHAPTER IV
MORRISON'S CONCEPTION OF THE CURRICULUM
Henry

c.

Morrison spent h1s professional life in

seeking to answer several s1gn1f1cant questions which, for
him, affected education and society; past, present and
future.

The basic questions which prompted his research

and writing were:
1. What is education?
2. What is the nature of the learning process?

J. How is this whole learning process organized?

4. What is the content of education?

5. How is this content organized and taught?
Morrison sought to develop four theories based on scientific
Principles which would provide the answers to his questions;
a theory of education, a theory of organization, a theory of
the curriculum, and a theory of instruction. 1 This he did.
Morrison wrote four basic books during his professional
career which present the development of these theories.
These works in order of their appearance were:
The Practice or Teaching in the seconda.g School, 1926;
.Basic Principles 1n Education, 19)4;
The curriculum of the common School, 1940;
American Schools: A Critical Studz of Our School System, 194).
lHenry c. Morrison, Basic Pr1nc1ples 1n Education
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin co., 1934), p. 45.
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Thus far in this d1sserta.t1on, Morrison's theory of education and its relat1onsh1n to society, h1s concentions of
the American educational system, its strengths and weakness,
and a plan for the future have been discussed.

Attention

-rdll now be directed to Morrison• s fourth question, "What
is the content of education?"

Morrison examined the content of education 1n his
book The curriculum of the Common School,

~hich

was his

third work 1n chronological order of nublication, but second in logical order in the development of his theories.
In the Preface of this book Morrison discusses the develonmental aspects of his works.
This volume [The curriculum of the Common School] is
a development of the argument in instruction and ed.
ucation which first apneared some fifteen years ago
in my The Practice of Teach1~ 1n the secondary School.
It is 1n method a sequel tosic Principles in Education.
In the latter work, the evolutionary principle is the
foundation, and it is carried out in the light of fundamental disclosures touoh1ng Man as a part of the
order of Nature which have emerged out of the 1nvest1gat1ons made 1n sundry scientific fields • • • • That
work [Basic frincinles] adheres to the doctrine that the
scientific approach to all educational and 1nstruot1onal
problems 1s to be found 1n a factually defensible theory
of what education is. • • •
Following a similar method in the present work
lThe CUrr1c lum of the common ohool , and. passing on
from he chau ers ea ng w h Personality in Basic
Pr1n,5!iples, it is here sought to find a defensible
answer to the question, "What then must the content
of General Education be?", or, in other words, "What
must be the valid curriculum of the Common School? 11 2

From
co ege
p. vii.

the Common School:
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Morrison proceeds to reaffirm h1s basic belief in the
doctrine of evolution:
To that end we recognize at once that the 1nd1v1dual
human is inesca})ably socia.l in hi:! educational status
at any period of his development, aa contrasted with
his equally asoc1Etl n1'lture et birth. The problem then
becomes at the outset one of finding a workable definition of society and its elementary etruoture • • • • From
that point, following the evolutionary argument and
especially the doctrine of Emergent Evolution • • • we
arrive at positive conclusions as to what the cultural
content of General Education must be and, by consequence
the elements of the Curriculum of the common School, un
to the P01nt of educational ma.tur1ty.3
·
As has been stated, by education, Morrison meant the
"taking on Of the arts and sciences and moral attitudes
which make up the fabric of c1v111zation."4

An accentance

of this def1n1t1on gives rise to two questions.
ings are involved in this process?

What learn-

How can these learnings

be organized and how can they be taught so that learning
can most effectively and most certainly take place?

It was

1n exnlorat1on of these queat1ons that Morrison wrote 1h!,
Practice of

Teac~1!'!8

1n the secondary School and a companion

volume, The curriculum of the Common School. Both of these
books are, in turn, based on Ba.sic Pr1nc1ple1 in Education
even though The Practice of Teaching preceded Basic Principles
by eight years 1n publication.
To understand the nature of the curriculum and the
principles involved in teaching the curriculum, it is necessary
)

Ibig., p. v111.

4Ibid., p. 1.
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to understand Morrison's concepts of the structure, content,
and measure of c1v111zat1on.

A brief review of these ideas

which were developed 1n Chanter II follows.

Civilization,

for him, was the ·•art of 11 v1ng together 1n communities in

harmony, and in cooperation 1n the presence of the natural
and cultural environments."5

The measure or test of a c1vi-

lizat1on was to he found 1n the following
1.

J'ust1~e 1s most evenly,
Administered.

~)romptly,

')r1nc1ples~

and effectively

2. The national defense against the external enemy
e,nd the internal criminal is most adequately prov1<ted for.

J.

The perils of the geographical and biological

environments

~re

most effectively warded off.

4. Mental and bodily health of the population 1s at

a maximum..

5. The national resouTces are most effectively conserved.

6. The distribution of wealth 1s at the

maxi~um

consistent with maximum total production. 0

These are the criteria for civ11izat1on but c1v111zat1on
also has structure and content.

An understa.nc11ng of the

structure of c1v1liration can be gained by a re-examination

of Morrison's analysis of the social foundations of all
human living.

Morrison accepted Albion Small's def1n1t1on

of society as being ''that phase of the conditions of human
life which consists of inevitable action Bnd reaction between
5

~.,

P.

l?.

6Ib1d., P. 18.,
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many 1ndiv1d.uals," and a a11v1ng together in mutual relationships. ,,7

These mutual rele.t1onsh1ps were based on.

"common estimates of the world of common exoerienee and under
common expectations of what each will do under certain sets
of e1rcumstances." 8 Society was organized and controlled
on the basis of these common estimates and co:m.mon expectations.
These estimates a.nd expectations were
1n~

ex~ressed

1n an ascend-

order of 1mnortance 1n four ways:
1. By folkways.
2. By mores, which e.re attitudes eharacter1st1o of a

given pcpulat1on.

which 1s a "compelling code of con.duct. • •
out of which civil law has evolved. 9

). By custom,

11

4.

By 1nst1tutions, which arise when a "particular
element 1n the folkways or mores, or a particular
custom, becomes so important in experience that
other elements 1n folkways or mores or a whole
group of customs cluster around it and become
1ntegrated."l0

Gradually, advanced societies evolved 1nst1tut1ons
wh1ch were universal.

Morrison defined a universal 1nst1-

tution:

A universal institution 1s a system of ponular usages
or beliefs which or1g1nat1ng 1n hums.n nature, in the
common sense and experience of ma.nk1nc, has survived
as a usefUl form of harmony and cooperation, has become
?Albion w. Small, General Sociolof5 (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, l905), p.
5.
8

Morr1son, cu.rr1aulwn, P.9.

9rb111., u. 12.
10Ib1d., p. 13.
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organized, extended, and refined, in the course of
social evolution, and is, finally, capa.ble of being
rationally comprehended as a necessary element in the
structure of all advancing societies.11
This, then, was the structure of civilization.

Folkways,

mores, customs, and institutions were the social relationshins that had been built up in society which enable civilization to develop.
Furthermore, man was a being capable of learning and
transmitting this knowledge.

Hence, he developed artifacts,

goods, technical processes, ideas, habits, and values.
could and did develop a culture.

He

The function of universal

institutions was to serve as carriers of culture.

Since

this culture could be transmitted to succeeding generations,
man could gradually perfect the art of living together in
harmony and in cooperation.

Hence, civilization developed

on higher and higher levels.

The structure of civilization
then depended unon the existence of universal institutions. 12
But civ111zat1on, and the universal institutions
comprising it also had oontent.

If education was tttaking

on·• the arts, sciences, and moral attitudes which make up
the fabric of civilization and 1f civilization, in turn,
was dependent upon the existence of universal institutions,
the problem Of "the CUrrieulum Of the Common School [wasj
reduced then to enumerating the universal institutions ••. 13
11
Ibid., P. 14.
1 2 Ib1d., DP. 15-17.

l)Ibid.,

'P.

25.
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Or stated differently, the curriculum must be geared to
developing civilized persons, and "a civilized individual
at any stage of the world's development is the person who
is in possession of the universal institutions available
in his time. 014
A "universal 1nstitut1on was too broad a concept to
11

be adequately developed within the curriculum.

The content

of the institution had to be broken down into manageable
and significant parts within the grasp of the individual

so Morrison developed and utilized the term "unit.,

student.

to signify this manageable portion.

A unit, then, would be

a acomprehens1ve and significant asnect of the environment
[cultural or natura(), of an organized science, of an art,
or of conduct, which being learned results in an adaptation
in personality ... 15
An

adaptation in personality may be expressed in

several ways.

It may be a change in the attitude of an

individual toward understanding where reflection and
rationalization were involved, or it could b• a change in
the attitude of appreciation where acceptance of values
had taken place.

It may take the form Of the acqu1sit1on

of a special ability, as a reading adaptation, or it may
be 1n the attainment of some form of skill or facility in
manipulating instrumentalities or materials, as in

s~eaking

14Ibid., pp. 17-18.
1 5aenry c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching 1n the
secondary School (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,

1926),

pp.

24-23.
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a foreign language.

·rhe objectives of teaching were al-

ways directed toward a change in attitudes or acquisition
of special abilities or skills.

Because these three ob-

jectives, the develonment of attitudes of understanding
or appreciation, the aoqu1s1t1on of special abilities,
the attainment of skills, were different, Morrison had

to develop a theory of teaching which would encomnass all
three objectives.

Moreover, since he believed that some

subject-matter was more effective than other subjectmatter to develon one or the other objectives, his theory
of teaching had to differentiate between kinds of subject

matter.
In any event, a true adaptive change had to occur

1n the individual if true learning was to take place.
Otherwise, spurious adaptive responses took place.

If

the adaptation 1s true, however, the individual "does not
and cannot react to nature as he did before • • • • The new
attitude 1nevitab1ly modifies h1s whole social behavior;
he conceives new ends and adopts new means ... 16

If actual

learning has occurred, a true adaptation has been made,
an adaptive change has ta.ken place, a learning product
has been acquired, and there has been an accretion to
the personality of the pupil.
A true adaptation had certain character1st1cs
according to Morrison:

16

Ib1d.,

p~.

17-18.
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1. It was a un1tary th1ng - either a pupil attained
a change in attitude of understanding or apnreo1at1on or he d1d not. Skill and ability were variable
and there could be degrees of ·;>rof1c1ency.
2. '!'he adanta.tion was never lost nor ever simply faded

out other "than through its transformation into new
adaptations or through the rise of natholog1cal 1nh1 bi t1ons. nl?

). It must be used in a fUnctional manner in ordinary
act1v1t1es Of life.
4. It oaused a mod1f1cat1on in thinking, acting, or
feeling.

There were, according to Morrison, two eond1t1ons
which, 1f they prevailed, could facilitate change from a

mere adaptive response to a true adaptive change.

These

were:
1. The subject matter must be organized into comprehensive and significant uni ts. 'l\hese uni ts would
contain a ;body of principles to be understood or
a definite power to be gained. 1 8
11

2. This body of principles or definite power must be
mastered. The "technique of pedagogical attack
was nre-test, teach, test the result, adapt procedure, teach and test again to the Point of
actual learn1ng ... 19

Master)" thus signified a change in the basic peraona.11 ty of the individual.

Mastery of a true unit of learning

was not to be equated with pup11 performance on assigned

tasks or with recalling content or with a uass1ng grade.
'rhese latter methods stressed performance values and not
learning values.

They resulted 1n lesson learning and

17Ib1d., DP. 21-22.
18Henry c. Morrison, "Studies in High School ProcedureHalf Learning," The School Review, :xxix (February, 1921),11?.
1 9Morr1son, The Practice Of Teaohing, P. 81.

,
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lesson testing.

And lesson learning was the characteris-

tic pattern of nedagogy in Morrison's day, one which he
decried 1n numerous lectures, journal articles and his
major writings.
Throui:;hout h1s life, Morrison never relented on his

basic attack on sDUrious learning, the notions of t1me-tobe-spent, methods-to-be-followed, ground-to-be-covered.
In one of h1s most cogent critiques of spurious learning,

he traced the evolution of these ideas and assigned blame
to the following false conceptions responsible for lesson
lenrn1ng. 20
l. The f'allaoy of the passing grade.

"There is much
reason to think that the graded system of aohool
administrAtion launched us on this half-learning
career."

2. The abuse of the probability eurve.

3. The fallacy of intelligence rating.

"lt does not
follow that because a child is bright he has therefore achieved. He may achieve more easily than
the dull, but achieve he must.··

4. The fallacy of time to be spent and ground to be

covered. "We began with the pedagogic fallacy of
lesson-learning, crowned with the honors of hoary
tradition, and we have reached the logical and
leg1 t1mate end of the series in this '1 reductio ad
absurdum, • educa~ional aredit for time spent and
ground covered."

Morrison concludces his remarks by criticizing school administration:
20Morr1son, ''Studies in High School Procedure - Half
Learning,• 106-118.

21 Ib1d., pp. 107-117.
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Note that our whole process of administration tends
to be a thing apart from teaching and learning. Our
administrative procedure tends to deal w1th its problems not 1n terms of teaching and learning, but 1n
terms of abstractions entirely apart from these processes for which schools ex1st.22
The two concepts of ' uni t" and "mastery" are essential
1

for an understanding of Morrison's conception of the curriculum and the teaching process.

The unit was the element

out of which Morrison built his

~oncept

of curriculum.

It

was the way in which he divided the curriculum into smaller
parts so that it would be manageable for the pun1ls.

And

mastery was the basic technique by which the units were
learned.

In Basic Princinles in Education, Morrison concentrated
on the makeup and structure of the individual learner.

In

The Practice of Teaching in the secopdary School, the emnhas1s
t'19.s

on the teacher and the subject matter.

In The curriculum

of the common Schools, the focus shifted to society and the
subject-matter which grows out of the needs of society.

In

consequence, The curriculum of the Common Schools was a
natural sequel to Morrison's first two books, and was an
answer to the basic question: Given an individual who is
capable of learning, given a society whose structure is such
that survival demands on adjustment to its demands, what is
the valid curriculum which must be taught in the schools?
Morrison developed his theory of the curriculum in
successive stages.
22

~.,

Education was ''taking on the arts and

p. 118.
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sciences and moral attltudes

Civ111zation." 2 J

wni0ri

make u.o

-i:;na rabric 01

Education was becoming the kind of per-

son who knew what to do.

It was learning how to "get on:•

in the world and it arose

11

in all creatures which exist 1n

a changeable environment in which there must be 1n the

nature of the case solutions of problems of some sort. ·· 24
It was a natural process driven onward by natural laws
[clustering aboutJ self-preservation and self-assertion, n2.5
and centering 1n adjustment.
Education was the end product and was the result of
learning by the individual out of his experience in life.
The experience a person had determined the personality but
the "result of experience in the world [waSJ • • • , in principle as likely to produce the worst of criminals as the
best or citizens.•· 2 6

The

social process by which the com-

munity sought to guarantee that the education of the rising
generation shall be right education was through instruction,
which was carried on in schools, and upbringing, which was
carried on in the family.
The instruction, which was to be carr1ed on in the
schools and which was to guarantee right education, was to
develop from the CUrriculum of the common School.

This

curriculum was to consist of an enumeration and study of
2 3Morrison. The Curriculum of the Common School, p.l.
24Ib1d.

25Ib1d., pp. 2-3.
26

Ib1d., p. '.3.
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son's task as he conceived it, was to enumerate these inst1tut1ons and he did not seem dismayed by its complexity.
He recognized the task as arduous but not impossible.

He

established certain ground rules for himself in determining
these institutions.

There were three:

1. • • • I have tried to impose upon myself the
obl1gat1on of refusing hospitality to any presumptions
whatever, or to be influenced by any sort of tradition.
SO much so that I have gladly gone on as if the final
result might be to prove that an entirely new kind of
CUrr1culum 1s essential or that the General Education
of the masses is an impossibility.

2. • • • I have declined to allow myself to be
governed ~ the 11m1tat1on Of what is at present feasible
• • • [e.gJ , "can teachers be found to conduct these
courses, or principals to administer them?"
J • • • • Nor have I allowed adventitious circumstances to interfere, notably whether under our ool1t1cal
institutions and laws, certain subjects can legally be
taught at all or taught without 1ntert'ering with the
nrejudioes of large classes of citizens.27

And so Morrison began his ambitious task.

The results

may be noted 1n his concluding comment:
Now that the work is done • • • , I have come out at a
result in terms of courses to be taught which reveals
that there is little or nothing contained in the work
bu.t has been taught somewhere, in some fOl"!llAat some
time, short of the junior year in college.20
Morrison identified twelve basic universal institutions
in all, the first three being what he termed symbolic
institutions and nine being content institutions.

Here

Morrison refers to institutions as a body of relationships
27Ibid., p. viii.
2 8Ib1d.
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which have developed between individuals or a set of
p0pular usages which have become organized, refined and
extended.

He applies this definitive test to each of the

institutions wh1oh he included in his list of twelve.
The three basic universal institutions which Morrison

identified as symbolic ones were Language, Mathematics, and
Graphics.

Morrison deals with Language as a primary insti-

tution:
In the beginning was the word. C1v111zat1on as we have
studied it started its evolutionary journey 1n Language
• • • • The word is symbol of reality; and so La~age
oan pro-oerly be called a hsymbol1c inst1tut1on."~9
Morrison goes on to say that if a person says "lam sick,"
he sets up a theory 1n Language and thus explains himself.
He could not do so unless there were also in consciousness
a generalized 1dea associated w1th the word "sick.*'

Through

the word, the symbol of reality, can the sick man make himself 1ntell1g1ble to others.

Intell1gib111ty is 1n thought,

not reflective thinking, but thought, a logic.

0

Thus,"

stated Morrison, "arises social experience out of which
the Intelligence of the race emerges. <30

Morrison asserted:

The prim1t1ve in his imaginings oan find ideas and
words to stand for ideas, but there is no thought
until he can utter a simple declarative sentence.
When he ean do that, he has set out on the road which
leads to modern Science and Ph1losophy.Jl
29Ib1d., n. ~4.
')Olbid.

-

31 Ib1d

-·
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According to Morrison's analysis, the social value
of Language arises as others have been trained in their
language up to the point at which they can share their
language as thought.

''Therein," Mo1·r1son stated, "is the

real justification or language in the curriculum, and the
ve..gue notion that it is very useful to the individual is
no justification at all. 32
Language, as an institution is made possible by speech,
an organic hums.n urocess.
without being
mother.

taw~ht

The normal infant learns to speak

through 1m1tat1on of the speech of the

As the child grows he has to be taught his language,

that means of thoughtful discourse which ls above the level

or

crude dialect or patois.

If it were not for the fact

that he lives in society, he would not learn to speak at all,
much less learn any language.
It can be seen, asserted Morrison, that I.Anguage
evolves, as do all other 1nst1tut1ons, through variation
and survival of appropriate foms of expression.

"It be-

comes organized and refined and 1s expanded, because 1t is
inherently in the nature of society itself as a body of relat1onshi PS between 1nd1vi duals. <33
The second symbolic institution, Mathematics, was
defined by Morrison:
Mathemat1cs,[1iJ the s~cond of the great symbolic
institutions, content 1n pure thought or abstract
thought, the science Of number, the science Of fOl"Dlt
the science of function,J

:3 2!12!i\. '
'.33~.'

34 Ib1d,,

p.

p.

35.
36.

p. 68.
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The development of Mathematics was traced by Morrison.
Number and Measurement originated as did Language in the
inescapable relationships between individuals in society.
There was little likelihood that either would have evolved
unless there was somebody to talk to and the possibility
of speech.

With the savage as with the civilized Person,

communication did not evolve until some common understanding
that touched matters involving quantity and space forms
existed.

Thus, folkways tend to develop in a crude and

imprecise manner.

However, this is still preferable to a

condition in which there is no nossibil1ty of intercourse
in that field at all.

According to Morrison:

The folkway once established, survived because of its
social utility, became institutionalized, the institution
became organized into systems Of number, gave rise to
mathematics and thus to the most indubitably universal
of all institutions, a system of thought which is selfverified. 35
Morrison defends the inclusion of higher mathematics in the
curriculum of the Common School as follows:
The supreme contribution to the Intelligence 1n Civilization, to understandings of how the world 1s put together, and to reflection on such understandings, comes
from Ma.thematics. It does not "teach us how to think,''
but 1t 1s in itself pUre thought within 1ts own sphere
and, by 1ts symbolism, often beyond its own sphere.Jb
Mathematics 1s kindred to Language, both in the sense
that 1t is a medium of communication and in the sense that
it is thought.

Moreover, mathematical thought does pass

over into advanced Language.
J5Ib1d.
J6Ibid., p. ?2.
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greatest value in General Education is achieved when it
ceases to be mathematics confined to number, form, and space
and comes to be

a.

body of terms in common language use.n37

No doubt, Morrison goes on to say, Mathematics as the
science of number, function, and form is practically useful
to the individual, but that utility 1s soon exhausted.

"Its

sunreme utility is in the great principle that the individual
uossessing it 1s to that extent a highly civilized individual,
and

where Mathematical concepts are common in the mores, there

1s a highly civilized community and soc1ety.tt38

Of the three major symbolic institutions, Morrison
said that

11

Graphical Representation of Ideas seems to have

been first in the order of development."39

In Graphical

Representation are the beginnings of written language in
the pictograph.

Developed into Geometry, Graphics was the

larger part of Mathematics down through the Middle Ages.
"Language and Mathematics however, so far outran the parent
form that they became greatly more important as thought
forms, that is to say, as discourse." 40 , Morrison stated in
his usual manner of tracing origins and development.
Nevertheless, Graphics originated in the fundamental
nature of the human organism., in the common sense and exnerience of mankind, and it still occupies its original Place.
37Ibid., p. 115.
)8 Ibid., p. 11 6 •

-

39lbid., p. 117.
4oib1d.
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It too, has steadily evolved, become organized and refined,
and even 1n our own time has expanded into an essential and

peculiar form of concrete and economical thought.

On the

one hand, Morrison stated, "it ha.s developed into the medium

of pictorial representation as the artist employs it; and,
on tho other, through an extension of mathematical ·chought,
as an outcome of Cartesian Geometry into graphical a:n.a.lysis."41
Graphics 1s universal, according to Morrison, not

merely because logical inference leads us to that conclusion
but also because "it is in tact part of the culture of all
Deoples who are at all advanced 1n the scale of C1vil1zat1on."42
It is a major and universal institution and as such a significant part

Of

the CUrriculum Of the Common School.

In

truth, Morrison felt that those of us who lack it are less
educated than we should be if we had it.
When the primitive made a pictograph, he renresented
1n graphic form some ideas wh1eh were in his consciousness.
When he made a picture of his acts or intended actions, he

entered into discourse in a crude way.

It was a matter of

common sense, both because the picture was the obvious thing
and because the picture as a cultural oroduct was a matter
of common, ready apprehension.

For these reasons, Morrison

asserted, "a cultural product was left behind, and social
experience 1n a somewhat advanced form was made P<>ssible.
41!12!sl·

42

Ib1d.
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Wherever soc1al exper1ence becomes more widely possible,
Civilization the more rapidly moves forward." 4 3
The final stage of the 1nst1tut1on, or at least the
present stage, is, first, that of e.n instrument for sharing
thought or sentiment that cannot be shared 1n any other way
and, second, that of an argument which can be set forth only
with difficulty 1n any other form.

Morrison concludes, "The

mental processes involved in Graphical Reoresentat1on apply
to all of us. •44 In concluding his discussion of the three
symbolic institutions, Language, Mathematics, and GraPh1cs,

Morrison summarily comments on them as Thought and nr1mary
instruments 1n thinking.
Throughout our studies of culture, and in the common
experience of life, according to Morrison, "we are constantly
coming upon antithetic Pairs of concepts: form and substance,
theory and practice, the a.bstract and the concrete.

Un-

balanced materialism is forever exalting the second members
and decrying the first; unbalanced idealism 1s constantly
neglecting the second." 4; In truth, the members of the

pairs are bound up together as are waves and water, or life
and bodily existence.

Morrison said, ''The substance is not

more then the form, nor yet the form more than the substa.nce." 46

4;I:QJA..,

P.

118.

4l~Ib1d.,

p. 119.

45 Ib1d., p. 1)2.

46 Ib1d

-·
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Morrison suppcsed that all would admit that the world
of physical existence, that of b1olog1ca.l life, and that of
social rightness are ultimately controlled by the solving

of Problems as they arise 1n any of the fields and bringing
the solutions into application to the facts of life.

solving

nroblems is thinking, and there is no i::iotual thinking without
Thought or Log1o of some kind.

Except as humans are able to

think out the conditions which surround them and bring the
conditions under ideational control, "they are but the sport
of shifting ciroumstance." 4 7
Continuing on with his line of reasoning, Morrison
stated that when we seek a basis for our Thinking, we discover Thought in the external scheme of things in its formal
aspect.

aso

has the race found it in the course of social

evolution, and its findings have been chiefly L9.nguage,
Mathematics, and Graphics."

Morrison eoncludes by saying:

Nevertheless, a sentence, or an equation, or a curve,
may be formally impeccable and still have no meaning
because 1t lacks substance. The words are stereotynes,
the curve 1s but a mathematical artifact, the equation
1s no more than an abstraction. substance is of course
1n the ideas which are derived out of experience, but
it is still more 1n the exuer1ence of the race, and
out or that have come Science, Religion, Morality, Art,
The State, Commerce, Industry, and Health. These are
what are called content subjects, and not inaptly.
However, not a single one of them has ever arisen out
of the pr1m.1t1ve, save in terms of the formal aspects
of Thought.48
W1th1n each of the three basic symbolic institutions
Morrison d.eveloped
47Ib1d

-·

B.
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be included in that phase of the curriculum of the common
School.

These were as follows:

1. Language, including the spoken language, reading;
written expression, including handwriting and comnosi t1on; usage, including punctuation, canitalization,
sentence sense, use of manuals and dictionaries, and
the right use of words; spelling; grammar; logic; and
foreign languages.49
2. Mathematics, including arithmetic which would consist
of the number system, the fundamental processes,
orocesses in denominate numbers, factors, fractions,
decimal fractions, percentage; algebra which would
consist of algebraic notation and numeration, the
fUndamental processes, the equation, factors and
factoring, fractions, theory of exponents, logarithms,
ratio and proportion, permutations and combinations,
probabilities and the doctrine of chance, and variation; geo~etry; trigonometry; Cartesian geometry; and
calculus • .50

3. Graphics, including drawing, manping, and mathematical
graphics.51

Morrison continued the identification of the basic
universal institutions which were to be included in the
CU.rr1culum of the Common School by listing the following
nine additional institutions which he referred to as "content
institutions:"
1. Science
2. Religion

). Morality and Moral Institutions

4. Art

5. The state and Civil Institutions - Civics
6. Civil Government - Politics
49Ib1d
pp. 36-55.

-··
so _.,
Ibid

pp. 74-110.

5ltb1d., pp. 120-132.
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7. commerce
8. Industry

9. Health52
Morrison stated previously that "SUbstance 1s in the ideas
which are derived out of exnerience, primarily in the exoer1ence of the race, and out of that have oome • • • the
content subjects. • • .Not a single one of them has ever
arisen out of the primitive save 1n terms
aspects of Thought."5'3

or

the formal

And Thought was discovered in the

external scheme of things chiefly in the three symbolic
institutions, and extended and developed in the content
institutions.

In his work on Cu.rr1culum, Morrison devoted

an entire chapter to each of the content 1nst1tut1ons.

This

dissertation will discuss each institution in relation to
its institutional status, its evolution, development and
refinement, a justification for its placement in the curriculum of the Comm.on School, and, finally, a listing of
the courses to be included in each content institutional
area of the Morrisonian curriculum.

As Morrison studied the curriculum, he read ethnological
treatises dealing with primitive culture and noted a ehara.cter1st1c which appeared everywhere, except among the most degraded savages.

"The nature peoples, one and all, endeavor

to find some satisfactory way of managing the external world
of nature - to avert the stroke of lightning, to ward off
52tb1d., PP. xi-xii.

53!!2!.!!.., p. 133.
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pestilence, to secure good luck, and, not less, to use the
forces of nature for the betterment of the standard of living. 54
1

Along with this primitive management goes the satisfaction of
curiosity about the make-up of the world and their place in it,
in other words, a quest of a nhilosophy.
Morrison believed that the primitive could form no concent1on of causation, but only of agency.

He saw thini:i;s hapuen

about him daily, done by his neighbors, and, following the
fUndamenta.1 law of all learning which is 1deat1onal in charActer, he inferred that all things happen 1n the same way.
If the wind destroyed his hut, he personalizes the wind as
an active and perhaps malignant spirit.

If the season gave

him a rich run of fish or an abundant yield of corn, again a.
beneficient spirit did 1t.
sought after.
Mythology.

0

No cause was ever dreamed of or

Tha.t is in its various levels of development,

Mythology explains the Pr1m1t1ve•s world and gives

him. common est1mates."55

Little by little, in the course

or

many m1llen1ums,

ideas of causation appeared to provide a more satisfactory
explanation of natural phenomenon.
emerged.

From Mythology, Science

Morrison exnlains:

If a cut in the bone of the skull is made in order to
remove a tumor or a bit or spearhead, it is only because

54ll21S.., n. 1)4.

55 Ib1d., n. 135.

1?9
the surgeon has seen a sequence Of cause and effect,
both in ailment and in remedy. Hence, Magic gives
place to Teohnology. Error gives place to nos1tive
knowledge.So
In summarizing his conclusions, Morrison stated that
bOth primitive and modern man commonly shared: "first, the
perceived necessity of managing the world; and, second, an
overwhelming curiosity to know how the world is put together ... 57
What is peculiar to the mind of the modem man is the "perception
that the world is governed by laws; that, by understanding and
obeying those laws, men can reach freedom and escape not the
malignant but the inexorable purposes ot nature.".5 8
It then follows for Morrison, that Science is a major
and universal Dart of the art of living together 1n cooperation in the management of the external environment.

so

Science is part of Civilization and not the modern conveniences which technology in Industry and Commerce make possible.
Science, therefore, "1s indefeasible in the Curriculum of the
Common School, an essential part of General Education ... .59
Morrison 1dent1f 1ed the courses to be included in the
Science area:

-·

S7Ib1d

58 Ib1d

-·

59 Ib1d

-·
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Science, including geography, history, general science,
physics and chemistry, biology, and sociology.60
For Morrison, uhysics, biology, and sociology covered the
"comprehensive and fundamental aree.s of Science ... 61 Physics
dealt with the world of physical inorganic things; biology
was concerned with the world of 11v1ng organisms; sociology,
examining social existence, included ethics, social studies,
the community, and economics.
Morrison summarized the body of principles developed
in his Chapter on Science which he stated "give us an 1muart1al foundation from which to judge what sciences are
essential contributions to fundamental Science, to basal
Intelligence, and for that reason are in principle indefeasibly parts of the CUrriculum. 1162

Morrison summarized

these principles as follows:
1. That only is justified which 1s in principle essential
and fundamental, com~rehens1ve and s1gn1f1cant.
2. The only scienees which qualify ere those which seem
to have reached the stage at which they are organized
bodies of the substance of thought; and those which
are necessary phenomenological foundations in instruction for the organized sciences.

3. The exception Cto the tes·t] is 1n Geography and
Histoey, which we have shown to be background of

all practical, intellectual apprehensions of the
"2
environment, especially in all that concerns Society. 6J

Finally, Morrison concludes, "the function of the
Common School is not to tee.ch everything but rather to
6oib1d., po. 138-204.
61Ib1d., p. 187.

62 Ibid., p. 20 ;.
63lb1d., PP. 205-206.
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generate that a.daptab111ty which makes the ounil capable
of learning by himself whatever his needs and interests in
mature life determine.n64
The next three content institutions which Morrison
identified were Religion, Morality and moral institutions,
and Art.

In his analysis of these three areas, he changes

his approach as can be noted in his introductory comment:
For these three chapters to come [°Chapter VII on
Religion, Chapter VIII on Morality and Moral Institutions and Chapter IX on Art] we turn sharply away from
the argument of the last four, away from logic, from
the forms of thought, from thought in content, to what
is not thought but sentiment, not understanding but
appreciation, not reason but the reasonable in human
experience; awa~ from Science to what have been called
the Humanities.o5
Morrison develops his new approach to this area by
stating that

~the

persistent fallacy of what was once called

the Age of Reason, and is now worshipoed as the wonders of
Science, is that nothing is learned save by the exercise of
a mythical faculty called the Reason, and that there is no
certainty save in what is logically justifiea.. 66
0

Morrison

disagrees with this and reaffirms his Position that the
adaptive response which we call learning, in all forms of
life, rests on exnerienee, and there is no learning except
out of experience of some sort.
for Morrison.

This then raises a question

''Is there any valid learning product in the

race or in the individual, which arises out of unanalyzed
64 Ibid., P. 206.
6 5Ibid., p. 207.

66 Ib1d

-·
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nroducts sheer fancy and delus1on?•67
In answering his own query, Morrison d1st1ngu1shed
between gross experience as all men find 1t and selected
experience focused deliberately on particular inquiries,
the latter known as the empirical method which is used by
scientists in the search for scientific truth.

The use

of the empirical method always requires the presence of
rational analysis and dialectic, which means determining
the facts in reality.

In accepting the empirical method

and the use of dialectic 1n both empirical and non-empirical investigations, Morrison then identifies and defines
another area of experience.

He said:

we remind ourselves then that there is an abundance
of experience which is in no sense empirical in the
strict sense of the word and cannot be. Aside from
that which is dialectic, there is the common, uncritical experience of life. It is the source of our values
as distinguished fro~ our rational insights, of what we
call the Humanitiea.68
A religious or moral conviction arises in the same
way as an aesthetic conviction.

The exner1ence of any

one individual in the quest of assurance is insignificant
compared with the experience of the race.

In empirical

investigation the experience of an individual can stand
against the experience of the race, and necessarily has
done so, for there is common experience in empirical

68!2!.s!,., p. 208.

r
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matters.

Sc1ent1f1c truth 1s common in contrast to sub-

jective exoer1ence.

Morrison exemplifies this no1nt:

Intelligence is pcs1t1ve, what goes into it can be
logically demonstrated. Conscience and Taste :are not
positive, but they are no less real. Conviction does
not come through demonstration, but directly out of

affective experience. Our mo~l and aesthetic convictions are acquired tastes.69
According to Morrison, the Humanities rest on experience as does Science.

However, this is differently

apprehended and differently managed.

Their products 1n

culture might well be called tithe outcome of the dialectic
of the race •. , 70

What has long pers1 sted in the sentiments

of men has again and again d1sapneared and then reapneared,
has been found in one form or another everywhere, or nearly
everywhere, 1s probably valid, right, and basal in all human
exner1ence.

The reasoned conclusions of 1nd1v1duals on the

other hand, are as likely to be wrong as to be right, ex-

cept that they are canable of demonstration and are 1n fact
demonstrated.

Thus does Henry

c.

Morrison introduce the

three basic content 1nst1tut1ons of Religion, Morality and
moral institutions, and Art as elements 1n the curriculum
of the Common School.
Perhaps the most conspicuous historical social phenomena and 1n point of influence the most dynamic 1s Religion.

Morrison's analysis of Religion begins with a tracing of
the evolutionary development of this institution.
6
9Ib1d., pp. 208-209.
70

Ibid., p. 209.
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"We have all a.long seen that the evolution of an organ or

institution as a functional entity defines that organ or
1nstitution. 71
0

Morrison believed that ethnologists had

occasionally treated the evolutionary process in.correctly
because they had assumed that nr1m1t1ve folkways and modern
religious cults were the same.

some ethnologists argued

that because we find everywhere in the primitive world belief in spirits which animate objects and sorcery intended
to control the activities

or

ghosts, therefore Religion

originated 1n sp1r1t1sm and ghost worship.

In disagreeing

with this argument, Morrison claimed that the animism and
sp1r1t1sm of primitive man was an entirely comprehensible
system which evolved to meet his needs of managing his external world.
~ct1v1ty

In locating all this magical and mystical

in the roots of Science and not in that or Religion,

Morrison stated:

It 1a maintained here that the process by which we
reach experience of God is as natural and nonmystical
as that by which we have experience of material force,
but vastly rlifferent in quality and form.. 72
Morrison asserted, however, that the origins of :reverence and worship were back 1n the ur1m1t1ve world.

They

appeared 1n sun worship and in the pantheism which was more

or less common among the Indians.

It was found in uni-

versally prevalent ancestor worship and the cult of local
71 Ib1d., p. 210.

1 2 !:Q!2.., p. 212.
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divinities common to the Aryan racial line.
found the sense

or

Wherever 1s

reverence and feeling of the sacred and

whenever guidance rather than material intervention is sought,
and whatever tends to liberate man from the curse of his
original egoism and self-love - there is found the common
sentiments of both the nrimitive and the modern.73
There is another aspect to Religion, the one which
gives it its name, for ''religion means a binding, ' and that
1

aspect survives still 1n dynamic Religion.

It 1s this:

'l'hat right and justice, the good which is actual in
the customs which are primitive law, are seen and
accounted for as the will of revered ancestors, a.s
the will of national heroes, as the will of God.
All that is the germ of the idealistic uh1losonhy
by which civilized peoples are governed today, if
they are justly governed a.t all. It 1s to accept
conduct a.s resting on principles and not on expediency
or pragmatic conclusions • •71~
In truth. then, Morrison concludes that there is

scarcely any of our major institutions, except perhaps
language and Number, which shows so clear an institutional
history e.s Rel1g1on.

"It is," stated. Morrison,

indefeas-

ibly -part of Civilization and as such an element in the
curriculum of the common School, having the same sort of
justification which Is.nguage and Mathematics and Science

have."75

Religion, thus established as an element in the

curriculum would include the following in course content:

73~., p. 213.

_.,
_.,

74 Ib1d

p. 214.

?5lb1d

P. 219.
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Rel1g1on, which deals with man's search after God would
have as 1ts two major goals: 1) a sense of the sacred
and the holy as it 1s found in various s1tuat1ons in
life, and 2) a sense of dependence unon, and communion
with, a supreme Being who is the impersonation of the
Ideal and the Right, and whom we call God.76
Morrison knew that instruction 1n Religion could not be
given in the tax-supported schools of the United. States.
To him, this was unfortunate.

He stated that "national

polity does not establish what in principle is right, and
in working out a theoretical curriculum we are under no
restrictions derived from constitutional and statutory
cons1derations.t\77
The next content institution which Morrison discussed
was Morality and moral institutions.

He said that from the

early American national period, at least, the management
of schools has seldom had any clear social purp<>se 1n the
ordering of eurr1culum and methods.

Morality, the basis of

ordered society everywhere, tended to be only incidental to
the maintenance or school room order.

This did not mean,

however, that Morality had been consistently ignored or
that school government and administration was altogether
devoid of ethical foundations.

Morrison distinguished

three stages in instructional theory that related to character building:

76

Ibid., pp. 22)-224.

_.,

??Ibid

p. 222.
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l. In the first place, in one form or another, there
has been approach from the assumptions of ethical
theory, with inferences drawn deductively concerning both curriculum content and general school procedure.

2. A corollary of the preceding • • • has been the development of actual moral laissez-faire, which • • •
means: Leave the pupil 1n the school and the child
in the home to do as he nleases, in the exuectation
that he will learn wisdom from his follies.

3.

A third anproach consists in the collection of
mention of desirable moral traits and statistical
treatment of frequency. A list of objectives can
be built UP arranged in a hierarchy of assumed
relative values.78

Morrison criticized the three approaches, from ethical
theory, training ethical judgment and analysis of moral
traits.

The first based on ethical theory he felt was un-

sound since its logic started from assumntion and inference
rather than from facts.

He

said, •'The moral history of the

race is factual; valid ethical theories are rational inferences and applicat1ons ... 79

The second approach, tra1n-

1ng ethical judgment, Morrison felt rested on a long dis-

carded educational psychology.

It assumed the existence

of a faculty of judgment which could be trained through
exercise to make discriminating and accurate decisions
whenever the individual faced an ethical situation.

Mor-

rison said:
The whole pedagogical theory is a far cry from that
of the 1ntrasigents who a generation ago held vigorously to formal discipline and automatic transfer, but
at bottom the modern liberal and his 93transigent parent
rest on the same erroneous principle,
78Ib1d., pu. 230-236,
79Ib1d., p, 231,
BOibid., p. 232.
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The third apnroaeh, an analysis of moral traits, he said,
had the defects which are characteristic of the job-analysis
approach to curriculum construction.

The difficulty was part-

ly in the principle that a thousand opinions are opinion still,
and partly 1n the principle that the method does no more than
explore the current mores.

While mores can make anything

seem right, they never determine what is right.

Morrison

stated:
In the end, critical analysis will show that most of
the virtuous traits named are only symptoms of something else. Some of the traits which we value most
highly today, and which have been valued for thousands
Of years, have ueve_r Droved to be cauable Of institutionalization, Lang! that 1s the test of the fundamental
and the teachable.
Returning to history in his analysis of Morality and
moral institutions, Morrison said that if man followed the
historical

and

genetic point of view and read the disserta-

tions of the moralists, on one hand, and of the history of
conduct, on the other, there would be found but one common
denominator in all discussions, ancient or modern.

That 1s:

Since a remote antiquity some men have more or less
been doing what they believed to be right because in
their eyes 1t was right, without regard to expediency
to the hope of reward, or to the fear of pun1shment.82
In brief, Morality so conceived seems to be, more than most
things, service to the Ideal, regardless of the ethical
question whether what is believed to be right 1s 1n truth
objectively right.

When an 1nd1v1dual so acts, his act has

moral gual1tz,
1~., p. 233.
82Ib1d., P. 235.
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conceivably, a whole population might be made un of
men and women whose conduct was consistently affected with
moral quality, and yet no Civilization would appear, since
there could be no common expectation.

That is exactly what

happens when the dogma 1s set un which holds that a man's
morals are his private affair.

society, itself, can break

down because there is not enough common moral expectation
in the mores to make the culture manageable.

There is then, according to Morrison, something more
than moral quality in conduct.

That might serve the puruose

if there were no such thing as society as one of the oond1 t1on1nis

factors in existence.

a

socially soeaking, "'

Morrison states, "Morality, moral orders, codes, the moral
law were inevitable.
the acts

or

The tendency toward moral quality in

individuals was bound from the beginning to

generate content and substance, and that is

~hat

we call

Morality. ' 8 ;
1

Thus, the moral order 1s arranged 1n terms of moral
institutions which are valid in that they are the products
of long ages of variation in the mores. folkways, and hence
in customs.

Morrison asserts, "Ea.ch Of the 1nst1tutions

has followed the typical history of major and universal
institutions which we ha.ve so often stud.led.

They must be

the fund.am.enta.ls of the CUrr,.culum in respect to education
in moral c,h:a.racter. " 84

J..90

In his attempt to identify moral

inst1~utions,

Morrison followed the test apr:ilied in all oasea of conform.ity to the def1nit1on of a universal institution.

Re

found that not a great many clear ca.sea emerged, but those
which did appear were "wonderfully comprehensive and sig-

nificant., 8 5 Morr:tson elaborated:
Eqch of them is discernible in its beginnings in very
early times; it has survived as recognized value in
the innumerable vicissitudes of social change because
of its social utility; it shows a history Of exnans1on
and refinement; and it is rationally comprehensible
as an element in the structure of stable and advancing
societies, in the a.rt of living together. Indeed., in
one way or another, all of them in the course of centuries have crept into the Le:w, either civil, canonical,
or martial, or all three.86

But here, as is true of all the products Of social evolution,
Morrison reasserts that

11

a surv1v1ng institution is socially

useful because it is right and not right because 1t is socially useful.H 8 7
Morrison included 1n the content institution

or

Mor-

ality and moral institutions the following courses:
Morality and moral 1nst1tut1ons, which would include
cleanliness, loyalty, obedience, fort1tud_e, pe.triotism,
prudence, veracity, respect for sex, tqu1ty, good faith,
labor, PUnctuality, and cooperat1on.88
The units in the course were thus listed.

'But•" Morrison

said, ''the course cannot be given didactically in a class-

room, for a particular year or term or semester, under a
8 5Ib1d.
86

-·

Ib1d
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88 Ib1S,., PP. 2J7-255.
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narticular teacher or dena.rtment of teachers.

The influence

of a school is a general influence, and the course lasts
until maturity." 89 The units then provide the broad definition

or

the course content, the systematic bases for direct-

ing the influence of the school, a means by which the
administration can evaluate and estimate Progress, and
terms under which ways and means

or

applying new influences

can be studied.
Morrison listed eight significant instructional influences which the school must provide in this area:

1. SOUnd, sympathetic, wise, firm discipline.
2. Example - Good example of a real and vicarious
nature.

). Moral sanitation - the exclusion of vicious influences and literature.

4. Selection of activities, especially in sports, out
of which some or the units can emerge.

5. Individual and collective exhortation applied as
occasion suggests.

6. Pastoral relations with the homes • • • the immediate
oersonal influence

or

the head of the school.

7. Psychiatric counselling.
8. Skill and 1ngenu1ty in discovering the 1mmed1ate

pedagogical objectives which contribute to the
ultimate curriculum objectives.90

Thus Morrison reaffirms his statement, "The influence of
the school 1a a general influence and the course lasts
until matur1t1, 1191

89Ib1d.,

p.

256.

90lb1d,, pp. 256-257.
9llbid., p. 256.
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In t.ne history of' 1nstruct1on, Art is a very old
subject if one is not particular as to def1n1t1ons and
content.

The word "art" 1n itself 1s one of the most

difficult in the language if 1t has to be used exactly.
At bottom, the meaning is
1s an art.

11

a method of doing. '

1

Comm.on parlance also refers to the art of the

As a method

ohysic1an, the teacher, and the craftsman.
of doing, it gives rise to "artif1cial
"natural."

Language

11

as opposed to

Again, 1t means the distinguishing character-

istics of a particular artist or craftsman.

Finally

states Morrison:
It means the accumulated products in culture of the
methods, ideas, principles, and works of artists
during the ages; and that for our purposes 1s the
important meaning.92
Morrison again refers to the history of the race,
to the origins and evolution of Civilization.

He notes

that from a remote period there have been forms of activity
in the Community in which great thoughts have been recorded,
action urged, events memorialized, beautiful scenes and
beautiful persons made perm.anent and transportable, great
men made v1s1ble for succeeding generations, a god or a
government or a family adequately and significantly housed.
Morrison concludes, ' 0ut of all this has sprung up, become
1

organized, refined, and extended, five great arts; Music,
Literature, Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture."93
The five 1n their history show the typical inst1tut1onal development with great clarity.
9 2 Ib1d., p. 259.
93Ibid., p. 261.

Above all others,
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they a.re the media. in which the whole fabric of C1v111zat1on
has been transmitted and ordered societies made noss1ble.
According to Morrison:
If they Cthe five great arts] are not yet in the mores
in terms of appreciation and taste, the society 1s crude
and limited. If they d1sanpear out of the mores or
themselves become corrupted, society becomes sorely
crippled • • • • If they fall 1nto the hands of the degenerates and miscreants, the whole community tends
more or less to become demoralized. In them somewhere is the possibility of the discourses which make
Science, Religion, and Morality effective; and not only
these but the State, commerce and Induatry as well.94

In each of these arts, the kernel of their institutional character lies 1n the principle that each is a particular method of conveying meaning or substance of thought.
Morrison felt that the five great arts of Music, Literature,
Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, "were 1ndefeas1ble
elements in the curriculum of the Common School, for precisely the same reason that has led us to include Language,
Mathematics, and Graphics.

They constitute Art in the

curriculum, just the same as sundry of the important sciences constitute Science. 95
11

In Art is accumulated and sorted out a great body of
feeling and sentiment, digested out of the experience and
association of the human race.

From these Arts, may be

added to the common philosophy a sense of the anpropriate,

or

a sense

94

balance, and perhaps a sense

Ib1d.

95Ib1d

-·

or

humor.

Its
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contrl.oution is a matrix against which both Intelligence
and Conscience may be brought to bear.
Morrison proceeds with his argument in favor of Art
in the Curriculum.

He feels that well bred tastes incline

man toward vicarious experience which is wholesome in char-

so

acter, tending toward the enrichment of personality.
education goes on and on all the way through life.

Man's

tastes have been formed on universal values, and man enjoys
that which keeus ideals alive.

He concludes by stating

that ''where tastes of that sort are 1n the mores, there
can be common estimates, and those estimates are likely
to be right estimates.

Therein is the social value of in-

struction in this whole f1eld ... 96
The content of the Curriculum in Art as a universal
institution was developed and detailed by Morrison:
Art, which would include, music, consisting of singing, the scale and the staff, choral music and participation, and music appreciation of the classics
and the various musical forms; literature, which
consists of oratory, drama, epic poetry, the ballad,
the lyric. the novel, history and biography, the
journal, the essay, and the treatise; painting, which
would include illustration, portrait, life-active and
still, landscape, decoration, genre, symbolic painting, and photography; sculpture, which would consist
of life, genre, decoration in buildings, portrait,
memorials, and symbolical; and Architecture, which
would include elementary structure, the building on
the ground, ornamentation and decoration, and functional buildings of varied types and times.97
Morrison stated that in any of the Arts, the problem of
unit organization 1s to find the most general forms in
96Ib1d., p. 26).
97lbid., PP. 264-307.
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which the content of the Art 1s expressed and transmitted.
In that way the PUP11 learns as the raoe has learned and
what the race has learned; he follows the evolution of

the Art, although not necessarily 1n the historic order
of forms."9 8 Precisely the same principles apnly to the
organization of the courses in each ot the Arts listed by
Morrison in his curriculum..

He

stated, ''We look for the

forms of content which constitute culture in the field • • •
we do not look for the technical organization as the artist
sees it ... 99

Thus Morrison concludes his analysis of the three
content institutions, Religion, Morality and moral institutions, and Art, which he felt were based on the Humanities,
the source of our values and appreciations as distinguished
from our rational insights.

Their [the Humanit1e$] ~roducts

in culture Morrison said, might well be called .. the outcome of the d1aleet1c of the race. 11100

Nothing 1s good be-

cause 1t 1s old; some things are old because they have
always been good.
interpreters

or

They have stood the test as truthfUl

hum.an experience a long t1me and under varied

conditions or 11fe.

The race does not tire of them because

they are forever new.

Morrison said, ·'The significant facts

in the Humanities are the tested survivals. since the very

name

11

humanit7 11 imports human experience which is without

time 11m1tat1ons,"lOl
9~ Ibid •• P. 271.

99Ib1d.,

p.

290.

lOOibid., o. 209.
101 Ibid., p. 2 6 J.
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The State and Civil Institutions are significant units
in human affairs.

About all the nos1t1ve sel'}urity there is

anywhere in a perilous world is ultimately under their shield.
That being true, it would seem that Civics would everywhere
be oentral in nubl1c instruction.

0

Yet, 11 stated Morrison,

so far as I know it has seldom been even marginal.

Cer-

tainly, the great ourr1oulums of the naat have never given
1t any place at a.ll.y;l02

Morrison had expressed serious

concern about the uninformed o1vio and political condition
of the citizenry, who were the products of our educational
system:

Aside from the practical oonsideration, [the analysis
of Civics and Politics 1n his study of The CUrricul~
of the common Schoo!] • • • are founded on the convie~on
that here is one of the most important of the intellectual pursuits of mankind, out of which there has grown
a rich body Of cultural material, that 1n the Common
School as muoh space should be devoted to Civics and
Politics as are given to the whole field of Science,
in the same sP1r1t of serious study which is on the
~
whole characteristic of that subject in our best schools. 10 ~
The word "state" has different connotations and needs to
be clearly defined 1n order to follow Morrison's usage and inclusion as a universal institution in his Curriculum of the
Comm.on School.
described as

11

The State as civil institution is usually
a pcuulation organized for the purpose of gov-

erning and being governed."'

That is the sense in which the

term is used by historians and publicists.
states, commonwealths are called states.

In the United
Finally there is
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"'J:he State'", an abstract term, which was used by Morrison

1n his analysis of the State and Civ11 Institutions as an
element 1n the CU.rr1culum of the Common School.

He developed

a working definition: ''The State 1s coercive power acting
upon a whole population, 11104 and then proceeded to answer
factually some of the questions ra.1sed by the definition.
Morrison looked into h1sto?'1 and noted that even 1n
the proto-soo1et1es which existed among the lower animals,
a leader would always emerge to head the pack, herd, or
flock.

The rise to leadership can also be observed under

normal circumstances in human relat1onshios.

The leader

1s one whom the others will follow, either because he has
superior nrowess, or is thought to have superior wisdom and
skill, or because he can compel others to follow.

so

1t is

in smaller groups, regardless of the justif 1cation of the
group PUrpose.

Wherever you find leadership well estab-

lished, you tend to find some kind of capacity and strength
and safety which supercedes weakness, some kind of order
which succeeds chaos.
social utility.

People nrefer 1t that way; 1t has

Morrison summarized his findings:

Everywhere in organized groups there is some sort of
coercive power in a head, whether the head be a strong
man who rules by dint of physical force, or another
kind of strol}g man who rules by power of personal
influence.10.5

104

Ib1d., p. 309.

lOSib1d., p. 310.

jiP
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two more features which are significant.

~~~

The f1rst 1s the

reign of custom, and historical jurists tell us that oustom
was nrimi t1ve law and. that valid modern la.w still has in 1 t

a large element of custom.

Moreover, the customs seem to

keep apart from the evolution of rule.

The second feature

is the recognition of right in kingship of some sort or

rulersh1p.

Recognition of right 1n the fact of rulership

bestows sovereignty.

These two elements 1n coercive power

had come into existence in prehistoric times.

The story

from then to now 1s a highly complicated one.

It is the

story or the evolution Of custom into law, and of personal
106
rule into Civil Government.
The State, then asserts Morrison, is thus a universal
institution that arose out of the nature, common sense, and
ext>er1ence of mankind.

Its evolution can be traced histor-

ically; it has come to be organized and refined, and is in
the end rationally understandable as a nrineiple factor 1n
an ordered society, an element 1n the fabric of C1v111zat1on.
But the state 1s only one 1nst1tut1on among many.

Morrison

noted its strength and 1ta individual weakness:
Among them all, 1t LTh• state] 1s head dominance in
a social organism, but it can no more exist as sovereign,
apart from Language, Morality, Science, commerce, Industry,
and all the rest or the structure of Civilization, than
the human head can exist and function without heart,
lungs, nervous system, organs of digestion and so on. 107
l0 6Ib1d., PP. 310-311.

107~., n. 311.
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changes which have occurred in La.w and Government.
1. Lawgivers and their codes meant written law in place
of traditional law.
2. Law began to be a body of principles to be used in
thinking out juristic and political s1tuat1ons.108
Government came to be def1n1tely Government 1n accordance
w1th law, oalled. constitutional Government.

The Civil

State is thus a state of citizens rather than subjects.

It

is also called a Jur1st1o state, or one 1n which Government

1s conducted on pr1no1ples of right and justice.
Morrison then returns to his working definition of
The State; "• •• ooerc1ve power acting upon a whole population. 0109

He concludes that what has been evolving all

along is sovereignty, and that sovereignty 1a supreme,
'' ooerc1 ve and restraining power recognized as existing of
r1ght.HllO

The important aspect about sovereignty for

Morrison's purposes was what lawyers call its residence.
Where does it reside?

The residence of sovereignty deter-

mines the form of The State, not the form of its Govern-

ment, but of the State itself.

Thus assured of the universal

1nst1tut1onal status of The state and Civil Institutions,
Morrison compiled the content to be included in this area
of the curriculum:
lOBibid
109

-·

-··
_.,
Ib1d

llOib1d

p.

:309.

Pe )12.
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The State and C1v11 Institutions - C1v1cs, would include such areas as the state as evolving sovereignty;
the c1v11 state resting on law; forms of government;
democra,cy as rule of the folk or neoDle; civil institutions, as public defenst and law; the family; the
corporation; the schoo1.111
Morr1son was greatly concerned that equal school time
be applied to Civics and to Politics.

According to Morrison,

the word '"oolit1cs!' began as one of the noblest in the language.

It meant ''those things that pertain to the polis or

c1ty ~ '' that 1s to say Public Affairs.

It ca.me to mean the

theory and practice of Government in the city-state
tiquity.

or

an-

so it is today, the art of governing a people in

the application nf sovereignty.

The real meaning of the term

"po11t1cs·• has become lost in sinister and irrelevant conno-

tations, such as dishonesty, intrigue, trickery, corruption,
demagoguery, racketeering.

Now a P01it1c1an may be engaged

in any or all of these; but so may a Physician, a merchant,
A.

mechanic, a priest, a teaoher, a professor.

of this loose use

or

''The effeot

words 1s that we have no reaoectalJle

word 1n common use to define the art of government. "· 112
According to Morrison, Civil Government 1s The Sts.te
in action, or perhaps better, being applied.

It is not,

however, like the other asnects of The State which have
been discussed, universal institution.

It 1s not an

institution at all although it is founded on national
1nst1tut1ons.
111

112

Morrison Justified this p01nt:

Ibid., pp. 312-403.
Ibid., p. 404.
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we study Civil Government because 1t 1s essential to
our understanding of The state to do so. It is not
merely nart of ''education for c1t1zensh1n," but rather
instruction leading in oart to the education of a person possessed of Intelligence. 1 13
several s1gn1f1cant Points of clar1f1cat1on are
discussed by Morrison.

He said that C1v11 Government does

not include city or village government.

That 1s an affair

of the Cornorat1on, n business mattert 1n 1fhich there is
no room for p011t1cs, not even in the correct use of that
rlbused

term.

''Mun1o1nal government 1s business and not

noli tics; Civil r:;o,rernrnent is polities and not business • .,ll4
Morrison felt that it Wls cr1t1cally 1mnortant to
draw s, d1st1nct1on which 1s seldom noted, namely, that between Government nrope:r, and Administration of nublic enternrises

wh1~h

are sanctioned by the Government.

According

to Morrison, "The critical difference between the two comes
1n the nr1nc1ple that Government deals with policy, whereas
A<1m1n1strst1on applies objective facts and principles without regard to oolicy. 11 5
1

•

Two services are discussed by Morrison, The Civil
Service, and the Judicial Service.

The Civil Service

org&n1zat1on rests on the d1st1nct1on just discussed.

It

means that all administrative officers will be sorted out
in terms of essential function and be placed on a permanent
ll)Ib1d.,

114
115

PP.

40_5-406.

Ib1d., p. 406.
Ibid.
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list, to receive appointments on grounds of nersonal merit
and efficiency, without regard to the party affiliations
of the officer, or his influence with the appointing power.
Morrison states a corollary to this:
The major pol1t1cal functionaries should also be sorted
out, e..nd these should be the only oositions which appear
on the ballot. All others should be apuoint1ve - the
administrative Officers under civil law.l 6

By far, states Morrison, the most vital service we

have is the jud.1eiary.

Judges are governmental officers,

but they are not Policy-determining officers.

On the

contrary, "they administer justice, and justice 1s rational
and impersonal and impartial; it has nothing whatever to do
with pol1cy.H117

Judges do not pass on the wisdom of acts

of the Legislature; they interpret and apply on legal and
juristic principles.
In organizing the content of the Curriculum in the
area of Politics, Morrison followed this line of reasoning.
There is no Intelligence about Government, if instruction

be limited to memorizing the framework

or

our Government,

and conning the names of the off ices and the duties attached
to them.

•'The basis of Intelligence about anything is an

understanding

or its pr1nc1ples." 118 Thus Morrison included

these topics in the area of Politics in the curriculum:

116~.,

-·

Pe

407.

ll?Ib1d

118 Ib1d., p. 408.
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C1v11 Government - Politics, would include studying
the fonns of our government, the Constitution, the
Constitution as fundamental law, and taxat1on.119
Morr1son's task of 1dent1fy1ng and just1fy1ng the
universal institutions wh1eh were to be 1neluded 1n the
CUrr1culum of the common School continued as he moved into
the area of Commerce.
more

~nd

out~rowth

At this ooint he sa1::1,

·i1e

uass

more into the field of institutions which are the

of the fundamental 1nst1tut1ons in which Intel-

11gence, conscience, and 1raste have their origins - the

symbolic institutions, and Science. Bel1g1on, Morality,
~.nd Art •. ,120

According to

Morrison~

Commerce and Industry, also

included. as an element 1n the CUrr1oulum, in practice a.re
hara to se0arata; there 1s nothing to distribute until
something has been produc.ed, and when Romething has been

nroduced, it commonly ls for sale.

Commerc.e, however, 1n

1 ts ee.rly development far outran Industry, and mod.ern In.du atry 1s a thing of two centuries us.st or less.

Again Morrison felt that one had to go back to earlier
stages in human experience e.nd trace the origins and develop-

merit of institutions.

He found that he had to go back to

stages of humar1 experience found only 1n the lower levels
of savRgery before he e.rrived at A point. at which he could

find no traces of Commerce, es we understand Commerce today.
He said:

ll9Ib1d., up. 408-493.
120
Ib1d., o. 494.
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Indeed, among people so primitive as some of the south
American r1ver tribes, we find illustr~tions of the
working of pr1ne1nles governing price which are at
bottom fundamental to trade today. In the remains
unaovered by areheolog1sts dating 2000 B.c., early
for111s of metallic money are found. Commercial forms
are found in ancient Babylon which served the same
mercantile function as bills of lading, promissory
notes, and agreements in contract with which we are
familiar. Commercial law is nerhaps the earliest
common la..~r of nat1ons.121
·
Moreover, Commorce ia universal today as always,
desr~·ite

the fact that, 1:n oer1ods of dark ages when C1v1-

li:.::e.t!on dtsa.pDe?.red out of the mores, trade regressed to
Commerce or1g1nqted in the co:m:mon sense a-nd

low11r forms.

exnerlence of mankind; it survived because of its social
uttlity~

becavte

organized., ex:nanded, and. refine<'\: and 1.s.

finally s rat1om1lly oom"Jrehans1 ble as a method of en8.bling

neoryJ.e to live together in ordered soc1et1e.s.
·'.·}rime element in the fabric or C1v111vit1on. "

"It 1s a
122

Morrison goes on to say that on our prinoinles, Commel"'ce would be nn element 1n the •;}ontent of General Educ8tlon~

even thougn there were no nraot1cal utility in 1t.

Since 1t is p11rt of C1v111zat1on, it 1s nart of the fOUi.'1.dations

of

Intell1gi:~nce

vironment.

But

1n the presence of the modern cultural enwe oan see

111

it ".>:raatical utility of the

ml'.) st fUndamental sort, for eirer<Jbody who 11 ves 1 s directly
01'."

iYldirectly nffected by Commerce, by far the larger ua.rt

121

-·

122

Ib1d

IbJ.·d... p. i+'95 •
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of us directly.

Every time we make a purchase, or sell

an article, or draw a cheek, or make a savings denosit,
or sign a contract, we are personally engaged in Commerce.
Since Economics is commonly confused with Commerce
and Industry, Morrison distinguished their differences:
[Commerce and Industry] are economic in import, but
they are much else besides. They are ethical as well,
whereas Economics has nothing to do with Ethics, since
it is a d1sc1nl1ne by itself • • • • commerce deals with
the exchange of goods and services; Economics deals
with the goods and services themselves, in their
nature and in their social meaning.123
Morrison developed the material to be included in the
curriculum in the area of Commerce.

He said, nin order

that we may have before us in considerable detail what
ought to enter into the curriculum in Commerce, it is
desirable that the whole field should be sketched out as
a matter of content, much as it might aopear in a text-

book. • • • .,124

And sketch out the whole field of Com-

merce he did in Chapter XII of The curriculum of the
Common School. Br1efly, the units to be included in the
area of COmmerce as selected by Morrison were the following:
commerce, would include the study of barter or exchange,
the price structure, bookkeeping and accountancy, financial 1nst1tut1ons, insurance, the Exchange, and
commercial law.125
Moving into the field of Industry as an element in
the curriculum, Morrison reiterated the problem of dis12 3Ibid

-·

12 4Ib1d.
12 5Ibid., DP. 495-585.
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tinguishing Commerce and Industry in experience.

Indust-

rial enterPr1ses engage in the sale of their nrod.uets, and
in their financial relations they are not essentially different from commercial undertakings.

They compete for the

market, and the tendency is for the large concern to survive until the
by

~roduction

of a whole nation is carried on

a few great cornorat1ons.

Morrison states, "Nevertheless,

in social analysis, Industry 1s concerned with nroduct1on,
and Commerce is concerned with distribut1on." 12 6
Production is of services as well as goods.

Trans-

nortation companies are engaged in the nroduction of services,
but so are nrofess1onal people and household servants.
are managerial workers in manufacturing.

SO

In truth, Morrison

asserted, all of us who denend for our living upcn either
wages or salaries, or the fees which are paid for individual
services are engaged in the production of services and are
therefore in Industry and in Labor.

so far as his salary

measures his place 1n the enterprise, the president of a
great steel company is just as truly an employee as is his
humblest wage-earner.

According to Morrison:

The social contrast is not between the higher-ups and
the lower-downs, but between
a) employees, that is, wage and salary-earners, who
constitute the labOr elem.ent in production;
b) enterprisers who organize and carry on and who are
compensated in orof1ts or fees;
c) capitalists and land-owners who receive interest and
rent rather than wages, salaries, fees, or profits.127
12
~., P. 586.
127 Ibid

-·
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In the United States and in other nations 1n which
there 1s no tradition Of caste or status, the tendency is
for these three economic classes to overlap.

In the early

stages, when the individual enterpriser lay at the foundation of the whole structure, the three were combined in
one.

Today, enterpr1sership becomes diffused among several

million stockholders, and capalist earnings arise to a
large extent out

or

the savings of wage earners.

Morrison goes on to discuss the institutional character of Industry as it relates to its inclusion in the
Curriculum.

He

stated, "If we were to take the whole field

of Industry and assume that we must generate Intelligence
over the whole field, 1n its technologieal as well as its
1nst1tut1onal aspects, we should embark on an 1mposs1ble
t ask •

,,128

Furthermore, Morrison felt 1t would be unnecessary
even 1f 1t were possible to generate Intelligence over the
whole field of Industry.

It contributes very little to

the working 1ntell1gence of the common man to understand
the manufacture of a1rnlanes, or hosiery, or firearms, or
breakfast cereals; and yet the 1nd1v1dual who could form
no conception of the whole matter at all would be little
better than a savage set down 1n a world of machine industry in which he must live.

But the sciences, and es-

uecially an understanding of the nrimary machines and
mechan1oal processes give the individual an outlook on what
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the technologists are about.

He can read 1n the whole

field, all the way from the manufacture of A.utoro.ob1les
and the installation of electrical anparatus to the gross
asnects of surgical processes.

He oannot become qualified

offhand as an engineer or a surgeon, but there is a world
of difference between that informed cultural status and

the attitude in which all these things are accented in a
uurely passive and mystified sense.
On the other hand, Morrison states, "There is an
institutional organization of Industry, which 1s, of course,
social in its nature, one in which are involved relationships between individuals and which must be understood if
one is to become an intelligent citizen as well as a civilized individual - civilized, for assuredly Industry is a
major element in the fabric

or

Civilization.

It is that

institutional organization of Industry with which we are
in the main concerned. • 1 2 9
1

And so

Morrison details the elements to be included

in the curriculum in the field Of Industry:
Industry, would include such areas as the organization
of industry; price and production; production cycles;
distribution of wealth; the conditions of labor, including such tonics as industrial jurisprudence, wages
and salaries, and retirement pay; tools and ma.chines;
vocation9.l instruction, and vocational guidance and
placement.130
129 Ib1d

-·
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The f1ne.l 1nst1tut1on which Morrison identified as
one to be 1nclud.ed in the Curriculum of the Com.."l'.lon School

was Health.

He saidt "Few people would ever think of

Health as 1nst1tut1on."l3l

However, he set about to justify

its status as such.
Morrison's argument began with definitions and usages
of terms.

He said that in the common use or terms, health

is the name for a bodily condition.

More than that, it is

symbolic of normality in sundry directions, wherever in
fact we sense an organic eond1t1on as distinguished from a
mechanical.

Thus we speak of mental health, and about that

concention there have been for ages not only cults but more
or less scientific d1so1pl1ne.

We further soeak of social

health and that quite rightly, for, regardless

or

so~1o

log1cal disciplines, we 1ntu1t1vely feel that there are
abnormal conditions 1n society as well as normal.
truth,

1

"In

Morrison states, ''wherever we have spoken of a

society as a ·"going concern,' I suppose we have had in
mind social normality, a healthy cond1t1Gn of the body
politic and economic and jur1st1c." 1 32 He goes on to say,

'Nevertheless, Health 1s also 1nst1tut1on.

Perhaps we

might better say sanitation, -and we might indeed do so
were it not for the fact that the term has acquired somewhat sr.>ec1al connotations as e. branch of Medicine, ,.lJJ

lJlib1d., P. 639.
l3 2 Ib1d

-·

lJ3Ib1d.
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Morrison goes on to state that one does not go far
1n the study of evolving C1v111zat1on before coming unon
folkways which have had an obviously sanitary imnlicationt
even though the people studied had not the least idea of
logical nr1nc1ple.

More often, one comes upon ridiculous

ritualistic oract1ces which were thought to ward Off disease.
sometimes, individuals were out to death because they were
believed to have an unfavorable effect upon the health of
the tribe.
Throughout all the tangle of absurdities, however,
runs the thread of some sense about sanitation, and everywhere the feeling for public health.

And so it goes all

down the story of advancing Civilization: peoples have
commonly had practices, of which quarantine is the best
example, which in fact had sanitary import, whether the
people knew the how and why or not; and the practices
have survived because they had sanitary utility. 1 34

so 1n 1ts blundering way the race has worked out a
system of ideas and nractices which, originating in the
common sense and need of mankind, has expanded, become
organized and refined, and has eventually become a scientific system.

It 1a so far capable of being recognized as

a fundamental condition of 11v1ng together in Society and
in the presence of a hostile environment that the behavior
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of contagious d1seases 1s the very epitome or social ex1s-

tence.

Morrison concludes:

Certainly, no less than any other of the universal
institutions we have studied, Health is also universal and a. major element in the fabric of Civilization.
It is that which makes it an indefeasible nart of the
curriculum of the Common Schoo1.135
According to Morrison, the current notions of "health
education,

11

so called within the last forty years seem to

be centered about the following act1vit1es; informal talks
on hygiene, medical 1nsnect1ons in schools, free clinics
and free lunches, plays and games for bodily exercise, and
organized athletics.

All these things, Morrison asserts

are illustrations of the working Of a false nr1nc1ple,
namely, ignoring the functional distinctions which are
nart of the framework of the well-ordered community.

11

Clinics

for children as well as adults belong to the hospital organization.

Care for the needs of the necessitous man and

his family belong to organized charity or else to the municinal department of Charities and Corrections.

Public ath-

letic entertainment belongs to the Public Parks and much
better to private enterprise ... 136
With the foregoing historical survey and critique in
mind, Morrison turned to the content of what d.oes belong
to the school, either as legitimate or prooer oart of the
exercises of the school as minor community, or else as

135 Ib1d., n. 640.
136_ . ,
Ib1d

D.

645.
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directly or indirectly related to instruction 1n Health,
including curriculum nroper.

He

listed the following

courses to be included in the curriculum 1n the area of
Health:
Health, would include hygiene, health 1nstruot1on,
athletics, and physiology.137
Thus Morrison finished the identif1eat1on and enumeration or the twelve basic universal institutions of
which the curriculum of the common School would. consist.
The curriculum was the cultural content out of which formal
General Education could emerge.

The curriculum consisted

of these twelve basic universal institutions, and this
curriculum was "in its nature constant and universal."138
Morrison's reasoning may be stated as follows:
1. The world is common to all mankind - a world of
physical and biological conditions, social conditions, moral and aesthetic values.
2. Human nature is at bottom the same the world over,
however varied may be cultural accumulations.
Therefore, the content of education is the same the
world over for Morrison.

Therefore, the curriculum, which

ls the framework on which the content is hung, is the same
in essentials.139
What was constant and universal were the twelve basic
1nst1tut1ons in the abstract or in principle.
137
1)8

tb1d., pp. 645-662.
&bid., p. 4.

139!.e!si.,

pp.

4-5.
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had need for communication through languages, through
quantitative computation, a system of granhic portrayal,
a form of religion, art or health.

Every society had means

of subsistence, labor responsibilities, and a need for

governing.

It was crucial for every society that the

next generation, either through upbringing or instruction,
should become familiar with these areas of learning.

All

of these needs as stated were universal and constant.

What was not constant was the particular way in which
various societies at various times and places had met any
one

or

these universal demands.

Hence, though the curriculum

was universal, teaching and instruction varied with these
particulars.
In analyzing Morrison's notion of the curriculum,
one has to differentiate between his concept of the
curriculum and his notion of the nrogram of studies.

It

was the curriculum that was constant, universal, and
natural.

The program of studies was merely the structural

organization intended primarily to make it possible to
administer a currioulum. 140 The minute a curriculum. is
defined in specifics and the units and. courses in the curriculum arranged for teaching puruoses, it becomes a urogram of studies.

The curriculum. of general education for the Common
School had as its purpose the integration of individual
personality and the adjustment of the 1nd1v1dual person
l40Henry c. Morrison, School and Commonwealth (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1§37), P. 6B.
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to the society in which he lived.

consequently, the

ind.1 vi dual adjusted to the world and not the world to the
individual.

"The common life cannot be adjusted to several
million children." 141 Therefore, according to Morrison, the
'notion of a differentie.ted curriculum or the elective system 1s archaic in ur1nc1ple and antiquated in social evolution. "142

The inclinations of youth were not the measure

of what he should learn.

Thus, $Very child had to master

the major social learnings which have produced o1v111zat1on
and

which were therefore 'best calculated to be good instru-

ments for the development of the c1v111zed 1nd1v1dual, the
citizen. ,l 4 J
The ourr1eulum of general education must, 1n principle,
be

an undifferentiated curriculum.

B•1t this did not mean

that every student had to follow the same subject-matter
courses at the same time and at the same rate.

Constructive

individual pupil programs of adjustment, however, was a
teaching and administrative problem and not a curriculum
problem.

In Morrison's operative technique there was wide

latitude in providing for individual differences through
free reading• 11 brs..ry usa.ge, and exemption from unit study

already mastered.

A series

or

d.1fferent1ated pupil ad.just-

ment programs to meet occasional individual situations,
141 Ib1d., p.
69.

-

142 Ib1d., n.
70.
143
Ibid., p. 76.
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however, was "a very different thing from a program which
was predicated on the principle that all young people should
be permitted to pursue individual choices according to oure
individual caprice, or according to a casual administrative
belief that such and such a selection is best for a particular pupil. 01144

In the final analysis, it was the con-

stant and universal curriculum that Morrison insisted upon.
Morrison based his whole notion of the curriculum on
what he considered to be the structure and function of society.

From an analysis or the basic elements in society

that have enabled civilization to exist and prosper over
the centuries, Morrison developed his idea
changing curriculum.
riculum grew.

or

a basic, un-

Out of the needs of society the cur-

Not that the needs of the learner were

discounted, but these latter needs could be achieved only
if the needs or society were met.
Morrison was interested in the rising science of
sociology in the early 1920'•·

Education was to be thorough-

ly grounded in the social and made Possible by common estimates and expectations which society developed through
communication.

That the curriculum which Morrison proposed

on th• basis of the analysis of society turned out to

be

essentially the same as what was being taught in the secondary schools in his day does not affirm or destroy the

144

Ibid., p. 73.
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validity of his prouosals.

It merely indicates that he

arrived at similar conclusions in regard to the curriculum
by approaching it from a different perspective.

Morrison's argument that an ana.lysis of the basic
institutions of society are valid subjects

or

study for the

general education of students to the no1nt of educational
maturity or the beginning of university work is fundamentally
sound.

His enumeration

or

the institutions into twelve

categories is broad enough to cover practically all subject
matter.

subject matter is included or excluded on the basis

of its contribution to adjustment, and adjustment 1s the
product of education in Morrison• s theory.
conceive of his enumeration to be final.

He did. not

He was never quite

sure that he had listed all the basic 1nst1tut1ons.

He said,

"One can be confident concerning those which he lists, but
he can never be sure that he has listed them all. ,il 4 5

He

goes on to enumerate all the tests that can be applied in
1dent1fy1ng the universal institutions and concludes by
saying, "All this I have tried diligently to do." 146 There

was provision ror change in these basic institutions if a
basic change occurred.
When Morrison moves into the area of specifics of
the curriculum, the program of studies, his analysis moves
to weaker grounds.

He never clearly formulates the criter-

ia for determining what specifics will or will not enter a
Pe

29.

14SMorr1son, The gurr1culum of the Com.mo~ School,
146Ib1d.
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program of studies.

He, himself, expressed serious reser-

vations about going into the units in the curriculum 1n
deta11. 147

One can only assume that the criteria he chose

to determine the soecifics were based on his six tests of
civilization which were discussed previously. 148

But this

lea.ds us no closer to the analysis of the criteria because
the source of these measures is not d.iscussed or analyzed
in a:n.y depth at all.
These reservations, however, do not seriously weaken
his basic argument for the study of universal institutions.

By 1dent1fy1ng these institutions, Morrison could define
the curriculum for all students.

Without this study of

the curriculum, society could not continue to a.dapt and
hence would perish.

so

crucial was the study of these

institutions to society's continued interest and welfare,
that it was the respons1b111ty of society, itself, to
control firmly and to direct the schools which were resnons1 ble for these learninga. 149

If society controlled

the sahoola, 1n justice, society had the respons1b1lity of
financing them. 1 50
According to Morrison, the term ·•curriculum" may be
annlied to the organized oontent of an educational nurnose,

147Ib1d., n. 1x.
148 Ibid., n. 18.

149 Henry c. Morrison, American Schools: A Critical

Study Of Our School system
Chicago Press, 194j).

(Chicago: The Uiiiversfty Of

l50Henry c. Morrison, School Revenue
The University of Chicago Press, 1930).

(Chicago:
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sucb as general education, or medical training, or religious
education.

A term of less fundamental but more practical

1mport 1 s ' program" or ''r.:rogram of studies," -Yhich means
a structural orge,nizat1on 1nten0ed to make it nossible to

administer a curriculum.

Morrison sa1i!, ' Thus the medieval
1

'rr1v1um and Quadrivium was e. curriculum, while our eight

gr9.1es, plus fifteen Carnegie units, nlus one hundred and

twenty semester hours const1 tut es a. orogra.m - a ver:y rioor
lCl
one to be sure, but still a program." .;
Morrison felt that it was useless to discuss 1ndenendently the curriculum of the elementary school, or of the
high school, or of the college.

"None of them has a curric-

ulum exeent it be related to the curriculum of the others.
This system of d1seont1.nuous schools is an an.-':!chron1sm •••• ·1 52
He stated:
The curriculum of general education must 1n principle
be an undifferentiated curriculum and. the administra-

tive program a oommon school urogrrun • • • Further, there
will never be a true American university until this
p:r:-oblem of general education is understood and formulated in concrete adm1n1strat1ve terms.153
Henry c. Morrison tried diligently to identify and
organize a curriculum for the Common School, designed to
provide a general education, adequate for the c1v111zed
man and the good citizen, and sound enough to provide the

l5lMorr1son, School and Commonwealth, n. 68.
1.52

Ibid., P. 69.

153~.,

p.

72.
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iaeational basis

for ttie uur8u1t of University

-..~rk

for

those mature men and women who were so interested and
inclined.

Once Morrison had defined the curriculum of

the Common School, his next problem 'ms to

~onsider

the

way in which this curriculum was to be most effectively
i:-,nd

economically taught.

Morrison's conceptions of edu-

cetional methodology will be discussed 1n the next chanter.

\

jP

CHAPTER V
MORRISON'S CONCEPTION OF EDUCATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Henry

c. Morrison spent his ed.ucat1onal career in

nursuit of answers to several questions which were of significance to education, society and the perpetuation of
civ111zation.

Thus far in our study, we have discussed

Morrison's respanses to the questions regarding the definition of education, the organization and administration of
the educational orocess, and the identification of the
valid content of education.

At this point, our study will

move into an analysis of Morrison's response to the question,
"How is the content of education organized and taught?"
Henry

c.

Morrison nroduced his first major work,
The Practice of_Teaching 1n the secondary Schoo1 1 as his
response to that q'uestion.

In the Preface of this work,

Morrison stated:
In undertaking the Preparation of this volume, I have
been actuated by a conviction, • • • that genuinely effective education, whether 1t be for the service of
the individual or the service of society, must be
founded upon a coherent theory of the whole field of
teaching, capable of being organized into a nracticable system; and further that such a system must be
one which at least makes possible much more thorough
and genuine learning by all than any which we have
usually been able to secure. This book is therefore

1 aenry c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching 1n the
Secondary School (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,

1926).
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not an exhibit of method - although 1t br1ngs together
a great many phases of method which seem to have ade-

quate foundation in fact and in princ1nle - but rather
an analysis of teaching procedure 1n that field of nonspec1al1zed education which begins at the end of the
Primary school and is brought to a close when the youth
is ready to enter the university proper.2
Every enterprise which begins somewhere and turns out
an eventual product is always conducted systematically and
with due attention to method, and method is commonly in
the trained mind and purpose of the worker and not in a
res.dy reference book.

"And so it must be w1 th the effective

teacher, f1 t to be entrusted w1 th pupils,.; '.3 said Morrison.

For Morrison, method consists in a body of Princinles with
which the teacher can think out pedagogical situations as
they arise.

He said:

He [the teacher] knows how to nut together both materials for study and pupil activities so that there is
the best ~ha.nee that learning products in the oupil
will emerge. He knows how to note, interpret, and correct Dunil difficulties. He 1s aware of the right g'neral methods of attack and knows why they are right.4

Education lies behind method.

And according to Mor-

rison, education means substantially that growth in nersonali ty which arises out of learning as distinguished from
that which is a process of physical growth.

The method is

only as effective as the teacher who utilizes it knowledgeably, and efficiently.
2 Ibid., o.v.

3aenry c. Morrison, School and Commonwealth (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1937), n. 109.

4 Ib1d.

-

p
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He states that the beginning of method is in the content of
the curriculum, the fundamental content of which as 1t has

come do1'T?l to us ls essentially sound.

"The fabric of civi-

lization rests up0n certain cultural 1nst1tutions • • • (from
wh1ch emergi) the learnings which are calculated to produce
the c1v111zed man, the citizen,

civ111zation."

just as they

hP._V~

produced

5

'fhe next next 1mPortant element of method 1s the

Drogram of studies, an organized pathway along which the
nunil can proceed and in terms of which his learnings can
be checked on his progress toward educational maturity.
Morrison asserts that ''the effective organ17.a.tion of' the
program must be 1n terms of learnings, and not 1n terms
Of time-to-be-spent or relative performance uoon the con6
tent of the daily recita.tion. 11

The third element of method 1s that of ut111zat1on
in the classroom, which 1s a body of Pr1nc1nles nlus ingenuity and creativity in applying those pr1nc1nles.

This

then includes the teacher's nrocedure and more.

The question,

!))es a given method work? 1s never appronr1ate.

According to

Morrison the real questions are these:
urooedure

fou.~ded

''Is the teacher's

on well-established nr1nc1ple?

Has he a

reasonable interpretation of the learning situation that he

5Ibid.,
6Ib1d.

P. 112.
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is called upon to meet?

In brief, is he working his method?"7

The end result of th1s process is educational maturity

which means that "the pupil has become a c1t1zen, can be
trusted to find his way about in the world, a.no 1s "under
his own power."

8

That 1mpl1es an immense amount of guidance

and discipline which are not set

do~m

1n the curriculum and

which are not described. in books on method.
Morrison•s approach to teaching was based on the nature
of the learner and the nature of the subject matter.

Both,

however, were to be viewed in the light of the needs of
society to perpetuate itself.

rNhen he studied the ways in

which individuals learned, the ways by which adaptive responses became true adaptive changes, the ways by which
accretions to personality developed, Morrison saw that there
were six princinles which were comm.on to all types of learning
whether the learning was a change 1n attitudes of understanding or apprec1at1on, the acqu1s1t1on of abilities, or the
attainment of skills.
Morrison then analyzed the bas1o 1nst1tutions and
concluded that there were tundamental differences in these
institutions.

Some were symb011o institutions, like lang-

uage, mathematics, and graphics.

Others were content 1n-

st1tut1ona like science and religion.

7
8

Jbid.' p. llj.
Ibid., P. 114.

As learning products
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1n science, he argued for attitudes of understanding;
in religion and art he sought attitudes of anorec1at1on.

Not only did the structure and content of the basic 1nst1tutions vary, but within the institutions like language,
there would be times when anpreciation was the dominant
concern, and other times when practice of skills would be
indicated.

Thus, Morrison evolved certain learning types

of subject matter.

Once Morrison had determined the content of the
curriculum of the comm.on School, he analyzed the content
of these basic learnings and found they could be classified into five types: the science tyne, the appreciation

type, the nract1cal arts type, the language arts type, and
the pure practice type.

He said:

we can, however, group all the subjects taught 1n the
field of general education • • • into five different
types, which charaoter1st1cally differ among themselves in the nature of their objectives and 1n the
nature of the learning -prooess.9
Morrison held that teaching was necessary for learning to proceed most efficiently.

By studying the way a

child learned and by analyzing the different types of subject matter, Morrison developed a method of teaching which
would be applicable to each of the five types of subject
matter.

Each of the five types, he argued, must be taught

differently.

He felt that in most eases the basic ca.use

9Morrison, The fJ:act!ce of Teaching, p. 92.
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of non-mastery of learnings by the pupil was due to the
attempt to utilize the wrong technique for a given type

of learning.

some tyues, like science, are more useful

for developing attitudes of understanding in the

~unil.

Other tynes, like art or literature, are suitable for developing attitudes of appreciation.

Practical arts types

are geared to development of abilities to intelligently
manipulate tools and materials.

The pure practice type,

like grammar, develops skills.
In the so1enee type where the learning process
essentially was "reflection UPon experience 1n search of
mean1ng,"lo Morrison developed a unit method of teaching
which came to be known as the "Five stens. ''

These five

steps were: exnlorat1on, presentation, assimilation, organization, and rec1tat1on.11

Many authors and critics

of Morrison have overlooked the point that the f1ve steps
were the method of teaching of only one of the five types
of subject matter, the science type, and did not anply to
the other types; but so popular did the five step notion

become that the other methods of teaching are often neglected.
Morrison also devised a system of teaching which
to be known as the "mastery formula.fl

c~,,me

This system could

be utilized regardless of the subject matter type or the
lOibid., n. 180.
11

Ibid., pn. 225-231.

r
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objectives Of the curriculum the subject matter was to
attain.

In essence, this formula was: "pre-test, teach,

test the results, adapt procedure, teach and test again
to the point of actual learning ... 12

This was the only way,

Morrison felt, that one could be sure that an adaptive response which a pupil made would become an adantive change,
an accretion to personality, a true learning Product. Morrison was interested in understandings and behavior which
exemplified these understandings.
extremely vocal.

On this ooint he was

He was interested in seeing a basic

change in the personality of the individual.

He was not

interested in oassing grades, probability curves, or intelligence ratings.

He continuously snoke out against the

notions of time-to-be-spent, methods-to-be-followed, and
ground-to-be-covered.

He wanted actual learning products,

not a facade.13
Morrison looked at the teaching-learning process in
its entirety as it related to formal education and saw that
it consisted of three broad areas: control technique, operative technique, and administrative technique.

In the

control technique, the teacher established a learning situation which motivated the students and gained their attention so that teaching and learning could proceed economically and effectively in the classroom. 14 Opera.tive
121bid., p. 79.
1 3Henry c. Morrison, "Studies in High School ProcedureD1rect end Indirect Te.i:ich1ng," The School Review, xxix
(January, 1921), 19-30.
14Morrison, The Practice of Teaching, P. 103.
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technique was that "uhase Of the teaching process in which
the units of learning were develooed in the class and in
the individual. t• 1 5 By administrative technique, Morrison
meant the "study of the individual pupil, with h1s guidance,
and with the control of the Progress of his educational
develoument 1n its manifold aspects. 16
Thus, Morrison's methods of teaching evolved from the
nature of the learner and the learning process, the nature
of the subject matter, and the interaction of the teachinglearning process.

They were designed. to attain the true

learnings to the point of mastery in an organized and systematic way.
A detailed analysis of Morrison's concent1on Of educational methodology as he developed it in his major work
on teaching will follow.

The basic concents to be discussed

in the order in which Morrison developed them are the nature
of the secondary school, the scope of the teaching Process,
the objectives of systematic teaching, direct teaching for
mastery, the tynes of teaching, the techniques of teaching
and the principles underlying these techniques, and the

unit method or the teaching cycle as Morrison called 1t.
Morrison states that the differentiation of educational institutions into elementary, secondary, and higher, as
made concrete in buildings, school organization, administration
l)Ibid., n. 15).

16 Ib1d.,

P.

543.
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and the like, :.arises in nart out of a series of historical
accidents, and in oart out of administrative convenience
and tradltion. 1117
Elementary, secondary, and higher schools have developed, not by differentiation from a common institutional
origin for the better service of a common nurpose, but from
three distinct schools, each of them founded to serve a
rather definite purpcse and each of them in the beginning
substantially unrelated to the others.

The eight grade

elementary school was the indigenous common school, modified by administrative efforts in the second quarter of the
nineteenth century to adapt the Prussian theory of state
school organization and institutional purpose to American
needs.

The high school, the most common institution of

American secondary education, 1s directly descended from
the academies which flourished in the northeastern states
throughout the first three quarters of the nineteenth century.

The oldest existing institutions is the college which

early became essentially a pre-professional school and in
which vocational ourposes still largely persist.

Now each

of these schools had its own purpose and its own separate
existence with little or no articulation or matriculation
between them.
The surpassing educational a.wa.ken1ng which began at

17.!J2.!.:i. ,

D•

l •
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the turn of the century changed matters.

Ordinary people

1n increasing numbers began to send. their children to high
school and to college.

"The history of educs.tio11al adm1n-

1strat1on since 1890 is to a large extent the story of endless efforts to make the elementary school, the high school,
and the college null together for a common educational pur18

pose. '

The persistence of these essentially separate insti-

tutions in the performance of an educational task which in
its nature is not discontinuous has generated certain stereotypes in the thinking of both teachers and administrators.
And the stereotype beoame firmly established that "education
1s primarily a matter of time to be spent, and further that

an 8-4-4 distribution of years between the institutions is
the one which 1s sanctioned by nature. ,l9

The rise of the

junior high school, the junior college, graduate schools,
and professional schools are all illustrations of the insertion of a new institution expressed 1n terms of yea.rs.
Seldom has the test of educational attainment independent
of time-to-be-spent been seriously considered.

Morrison nroceeds to indicate that 1n a similar way,
this stereotyoe has generated certain fundamental assumnt1ons
touching on the maturity of the individual and theories of
18

Ib1d., p.4.

l9Ib1d.,

n.5.
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teaching which have little or no basis in orinc1ule.

The

traditional administrative assumption 1s that a uup11 1s
mature enough for high school when he has satisfactorily
coup:ileted e1,:;ht years of pre-high sch•:>ol study ana ma.ture

enough for college when he has comnleted four more years
of high school.

'Education is thus defined in terms of

years of experience and suecessi ve 1nst1 tutional stages.
Theories of teaching then are not unnaturally based
maturity asSUl.1lpt1ons.

1

20
'

u~on

So 1t has come to pass that it is

often taken for granted that the eight year elementary
school calls for one conception of teaching, the four year
high school for another, and the college for a third.

.rhe

1

outcome of the whole development of the fundamental insti tut1ons does affect a valid theory of teaching and that
21
says Morr1 son "1 s t h e h eart of our present probl em.''
The problem resolves itself into a search for that
region in the process of formal education 1n the schools
within which there are no essential and critical differences
in the nature of the process of learning under instruction.
Or to put it another way, "we must seek for the region
throughout which there is some outstanding and controlling
characteristic

or

teaching which is not found and cannot

be applied earlier and which is not found and ought no·t to
be found later."

22

20ib1d., n.6.
21 Ib1d.
22

Ib1~., p.7.

Morrison asserts:
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such a comprehensible test can, we think, be found in
the school nrocedure in which the nunil is canable of
study but 1s incapable or systematic intellectual growth,
except under the constant tutorial presence of the teacher.
This region is the secondary school, at least so far as
teaching is concerned.23
Morrison nroceeds to d1st1ngu1sh a second region on the
basis of this test.
There is an earlier period during which the pupil is
incapable of study because he has not the essential
tools, which are ability to read his vernacular, ability
to use the fundamental concepts of number, and ability
to use the fundamental system of expression which we
commonly call handwriting. The regions within which
he is learning the use or these tools and becoming
socially adapted to group ex1s~!nce under school conditions is the primary school.
And

finally, Morrison distinguishes the third region:
There is a period beyond the secondary school during
which the student has become capable of pursuing selfdependent study and in which he utilizes the instructor
in the same sense in which he utilizes the library, the
laboratory, the occasional l)Ublic leoturer, the office
consultant. This region 1s the university. 2 5

The mere fact of having comuleted a given number of years
of schooling cannot in any rational sense define the peda-

gogical nature of the school in which the student finds
himself.

10

The secondary sohool is thus defined in terms

of fundamental and oharaoterist1c aspeots of the punil's

intellectual growth. 1126

23
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secondary schooling must begin
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when the 1ndiv1dual has attained the four nr1mary

ad.~pta

tions of reading, mathematics, handwriting, and Primary
socialization. 2 7

The terminal point of the secondary school

1s also imnortant.

It is not the twelfth grade or the six-

teenth, but rather the point at which the evidence shows
clearly that "an individual has found the sustaining intellectual interests and has attained the sense of intellectual
responsib111ty and has acquired the fundamental methods of
thinking which make him a self-governing individual and
social un1t.ie

28

The teaching of the secondary school is the

field which Morrison analyzes and his arguments are based on
the nature of the secondary school itself.
Mol'rison presents a brief survey of the scope of the
teaching orocess.

For him, teaching is not concerned nr1-

marily with guiding and controlling the accumulation of
knowledge.

If 1t were, there would be little occasion for

schools beyond the primary level which provide the reading
adaptation, the ability to read and accumulate information
and

knowledge.
The teaching nrocess throughout the secondary period,

according to Morrison, is concerned with adjusting the pupil
with the world 1n which he must live and with generating in
him adaptab111ty to a constantly changing world.

The effect

of the secondary school upon society should be to enable

27
28
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mankind to control 1ts environmental relations rather than
to live with an attitude of nassive acceptance of environmental forces.

In order to a.ch1eve this ult1mate nurnose,

the school makes use of certa.1n teaching processes.

Ac-

cording to Morrison the teaching processes utilized by the
school are:
1. It utilizes the oulture.l oap1tal of society to
generate 1n the pun11 a horizon of intelligent
attitudes tpward his world of just standards of
moral and atsthet1c values, of the special ab111t1es
required 1n his reactions to his physical and social
surroundings.
2. It guides the 1nd1v1dual into the discovery of a
succession of intellectual interests, pursuits
which he will follow, wholly apart from the constraint of the school or the teacher.

3. It develops in the pupil ability to study.

Now
e.b111ty to study ls no abstract, generalized, vaguely
felt oana.city but rather a ser1es of very definite
powers. It implies chiefly:
a) the acquisition Of a hierarchy of skills in
the use of handwriting and 1n the conventions
of the mother tongue;
b) the development of an optimum efficiency in

reading the printed page, at the level of
the reading adaptation;

c) the use Of the vernacular as an instrument of
clear, accurate, and cogent expression;
d) unless the pupil's vernacular 1s the only

language in which c1vil1zat1on expresses itself, the effective use of foreign languages;

e) the methods of thinking found in mathematics.
the Physical, biological, and social sciences,
and in 11gnu1st1os;
f) the capacity to interpret truth as it is re-

vealed 1n literature and the fine arts;
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gJ 'tne attainment of vol1t1on control, as for

instance, sustained apolicat1on in the presence
of material which is not in itself initially
interesting.

4. It generates right attitudes toward conduct and sees
to 1t that they become 1ncoroorated into the personal1ty of the nunil.29
·

Morrison pronoses another question at this point;
"Does the secondary school thus defined, as one in which
we find employed a single characteristic type of teaching

Drocedure, necessarily imply that all uupils who are 1n the
secondary ner1od of edtteation must be housed in the same
building and enrolled within the same school organ1zation?"30
According to Morrison, administrative needs often make
1t convenient to organize schools for different groups of
pupils who have much in common apart from the teaching procedure to which all are subjected.

Thus, it 1s often ad-

'lantageous to br1ng adolescents together 1n one type of
school; 1n another the early adolescents; and in a third
the late adolescents.

'1'hus is found the just1f1cat1on for

elementary, junior high, and senior high schools composed
of what 1s usually the senior high school and the junior

college.

Morrison stated:

There 1s, however, little just1f1cat1on in principle
for division points which correspond to the end of the
traditional first eight grades and the end of the four
year high school. The secondary period begins early
in the elementary school, and the other schools above
named are secondary schools.)1
29Ibid., PP. 14-15.

JOibid., u. 15.
31Ib1d., u. 16.
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!1orr1 son nointed out thst the dan,_Q;er is thAt the
rearrangement of school organ1zat1on, which wa.s well under
way, might simply modify without destroying the mental
stereotypes under which education ls viewed as an affair
of artificial stages completed, and not as a matter of
gro;·rth in the pupil.

In conclusion he snid, ''As long as

we keep distinct in mind not less thnn four aspects of the
maturing urocess - intellectual, mental, social, and phys1caland remember that the institutional divisions which we have
above justified are rightly founded upon social and physical
maturity alone, we shall do no violence to the right anpra1sal of pupil progress. 11 32
At the beginning of the modern period of re-evaluation

of the educative process, the student was confronted with
ti«> traditional conceptions of teaching objectives which

have obstinately resisted change.
based on scholarly prestige.

The first of these was

"From time 1mmemor1R,l, tha.t

man whose mind was fullest stored with the erudition of
the ages had been conceived to be the best educated."33

so education and erudition were mistakenly interchanged.
Curriculum formulation was based on the concent1on thBt
teachers should be expert 1n the subjects which they pro1)osed to te8ch.

While scholarly knowledge is necessary to

good teaching, 1t 1s inadequate without methodological competence.

32 Ib1d

-·
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'The second concepi:;J.on naa. it;s orlgin

human tendency toward propagand1sm."3 4

in

tne very

The rising gen-

eration can nrovide a fertile field for the 1nculcat1on

of propaganda.

Hence, the objectives of teaching often

become simply the indoctrination of young peonle 1n the
habits of thinking peculiar to the ecclesiastical or political organization which happened to dominate the schools.
In the course of time, organized knowledge became so

extensive that selections had to be made.

Knowledge and

education are not synonymous as some may still believe.
Propaganda grew so extensive that the school found it
difficult to settle upon any definite and comprehensive
program at all.

Any sort of actual product of the learn-

ing process was largely lost.

"The school came to be

thought of as education, and the popular notion became
widely orevalent that wherever there is a school there
education, whatever it is, must somehow be taking place. 35

And yet, Morrison said, common sense and a modicum of
knowledge will give anybody an obVious conception of what
actual learning and teaching must be, and enable him to
dist1ngu1sh between what is and what is not learned:
In general, any actual learning 1s always expressed
either as a change in the attitude of the individual
or as the acquisition or a special ability or as the
attainment of some form of sk111 1n maniPUlating instrumentalities or materials.36
34 Ib1d

-·
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35Ib1d., p. 19.
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According to Morrison, the learning nroducts which
const1 tute that

~rocess

of indi v1dual ad,justme11t to the

world which we call "education, ' and which are the objectives of teaching are always either attitudes, or
sneoial abilities, or skills.

Attitudes were either those

of understanding, involving reflection and rationalization,
found typically in the sciences; or of appreciation, involving the values of beauty, goodness, love of truth.

Special

abilities could be found in language usage, in musical performance, in walking, swimming, skating, and many other
activities.

Skill, for Morrison, was nearly synonymous

with facility.

When a pupil had attained a given adaptation,

he had to go on and acquire certain skills in applying his
new attitude or ability to the situations which called for
its use.

In the case of reflective adaptations, skill con-

sisted largely 1n the facility with which the individual
1dent1f1es the situational elements which are subject to
interpretation in terms of his new attitude.

In the case

of special abilities, such as reading, skills refer to the

rate of reading and ass1m1lat1on.

In the reading of a for-

eign language, the associated skills can in general be described as fluency.

In the oraet1cal arts, the skills are

eomnrehended in the term Hfac1lity in execution."37
As soon

as~he

educator recognizes the objectives of

37 Ibid., pp. 19-21.

2)8

teaching in these
ferent e.spect.

the whole process takes on a dif-

terms~

According to Morrj.son:

He [the educator] sees that the subject matter used
1n the school 1s not valuable 1n education for its
o~m sake but only as it ls serviceable in ~enerating
1ntell1gent and useful 1nol1nat1ons, ab111t1es, &nd
skills in nup1ls.
He has a new and more valid criterion of curriculum material and of teaching procedure.
He can distinguish more aeourately between the
region of genezval education 1n which the adjustment
of the pun11 1s the center of effort and the region
~~rt~~s~~e!!i!:;~here knowledge is in truth valuable
According to Morrison, his view of the nature
essential products

or

out the modern period.

leArn1n~

or

the

had been evolving through-

The efforts of the Herbart1ans, the

supervised study movement, project teaching. the direct
teaching of the modern languages, 1mnrovement 1n Primary
methods, the educational measurement program, the contributions of educational psychology, "all had tended in the
d1reot1on of identifying, describing and measuring actuA.l
learning

nrod~ts

as contrasted with routine and formal

nroducts exnressed in terms of

t1me-to-b~-spent,

methods -

to-be-followed, ground-to-be-covered, or 1n terms of erudition or 1nformat1on."39
The term "ad.e:otation" 1s one whioh 1s used consistently
and significantly throughout Morrison's analyses of the
theory of teaching as well as 1n his theories of education
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and curriculum.

He defined the term explicitly 1n his

first major work and it became a recurring nart of the
terminology he employed throughout his writings.

Mor-

rison states:
The biologist makes very large use of the term(adaptatio~,
and by 1t h'e means both the nrocess and the result of
the modification of an organ, or indeed a whole organism,
so that the nlant or the animal concerned is brought into
a state of better adjustment to the environmental conditions which it must meet. Thus, by a long series of
adantat1ons a creature has been evolved who walks erect,
and we call the creature "man.
In brief, organic
evolution is a story of manifold adaptation by which,
on the whole. higher forms of life have been uroduced
and in the process have been brought into better and
more comprehensive adjustment to the environment.
In much the same fashion, the individual human being
goes through a process of adjustment to the world in
which he must live; only this adjustment is largely
1deat1onal rather than uhysieal. In other words, he
learns how to live. The successive steps in the process are adantations in much the same sense as the
innumerable steps in the evolution Of the nhysical
organism were adantat1ons.40
11

•••

Morrison says that, "the essence of the adaptation is
in the urincinle that it renresents a change in the organism
itself. ,, 4l Whetl the individual nupil really understands a
principle, such as that of natural selection for example, he
has taken on a new attitude; he has made an adaptation.

He

no longer looks on the world as he did before; he cannot do
so for he is a changed individual.

"Thus the orocess of

education or adjustment to life conditions is made up of
adaptations and the true learning nroducts are for the most
42
nart true adaptations,"

-

40Ibid.

41

Ib1d.
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".£he adantat1on 1s a un1 tary th1ng and tne pupil nas

either attained it or he has not," 4 3 Morrison said.

Indi-

viduals may differ greatly in the length of time and the
ease with which they take on the change which a given
adaptation implies, but if two nunils have attained a given
adaptation, they cannot differ with respect to their attainment.
The single type of learning product to which this
analysis and the term adaptation did not apply was that
comprehended in the category of skills.

According to

Morrison, skill was essentially a variable.

Any individual

can be at different Points on the curve of skill development
at different times and lt-can be said that at each point he
has some skill.

Two individuals can differ widely in skill

and yet each possess skill.

Morrison felt that it was often

critically important in pedagogical analysis to determine
whether one was dealing with an adaptation or a skill.
Morrison asserted:
The ultimate test of a product of learning which has
involved a genuine adantat1on 1s that it 1s never lost,
otherwise than through its transformation into new
adaotat1on~ or through the vise of natholog1cal inhibitions. 4
There is another set of ability adaptations which
Morrison identifies, those which are acquired apart from
any thought process whatever.

44 Ib1d

-·
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spelling is the best illustration.

Better illustrations

are found in the extensive 11st of oure neuro-muscular
adaptations such as walking, swimming, and skating.

Here

the adantat1on 1s anoarently in the form of a set 1n the
coordination of a system of neuro-muscular adjustments.
According to Morrison, "The adaptation 1s attained through
a period of nract1oe during which for a long t1me it is in

doubt.

In the end, it is evidenced by reliable use apart

from guidance or constraint." 45
The test Of a real product of learning is then: first,
its permanency; and, second, its habitual use in the ordinary
··~

activities of life.

Morrison said that the second aspect is

so fUndamental that any truly educated oerson can anora1se
the whole education of his fellow in its terms.

However

one tests the Products of learning and however the tests may
differ, ultimate reliance may be found in two forms; "the
ass1m1lat1on teat, which seeks to determine whether or not
a given adantat1on has taken nlace; and the behavior or
functional test, which seeks to verify the assimilation test
through observation of the unconstrained behavior of the
pupil.''

46

Thus far, learning products which are associated with
specific adaptations has been discussed.

Morrison's analysis

moves a step further to survey the more generalized

45

Ibid., P. 28.

46!!?!£.., P. 29.
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tions which are essential, not only as final products in
the education of the individual, but also as meA.lls in the

development of the specific adaptations.
obvious of

these,~·

Morrison said,

"Perhaps the most

is that which is 1mpl1ed

in the exnress1on "learning to think • .)+7

Thinking, for some psychologists, is simply a period
of mediation in the higher nerve centers between the reception of an incoming impulse and its discharge in some
form of re-establishment of neural equilibrium; or viewed
in mental terms, it 1s a period of reflection intervening
between stimulus and reaction.

It is human nature to think,

contradictory as this may seem to the facts of common exoer1ence.

People no doubt differ greatly in their innate

thinking capacity.

Those 1ncanable of thinking are identi-

fied as mental def 1cients.
slowly.

Some think rapidly and others

On the whole, however, all normal oeople th1nk, or

at least can think.

Morrison says that the failure of child-

ren and adults to exhibit any concrete sign of the thOU/Sht
process is due rather to the absence of the conditions under
which thinking occurs rather than to lack of training 1n
some abstract sense.

He asserts:

we can say with a great deal of confidence that, given;
a) material to think a.bout; b) a method of thinking; and,
c) a motive for th1nk1ng, any normal individual will
think within the limitations which his native mental
structure, or his mental age determines. These ~Se
~he conditions under which thinking takes nlaoe.

_.,

48Ib1d

31-32.

He goes on to say that the verdict of science does not differ
from that of common experience.

Modern

psycholo~7

finds

little or no evidence for supposing that education or any
form of training imnroves the native inherent cauacity to
think.
'T..'hat

then,'' asks Morrison,

'is accountable for the

suner1ority Of the highly educated in thinking ca.pac1ty?n49
Morrison responds:
1. In the first place, they [the highly educated] have
enjoyed a vastly greater range of exuer1enee, both
direct and vicarious, than have the untutored
2. They have more to think about, and by consequence a
greatly extended range of interests

3. Their range of 1mpell1ng motives is as greatly extended as the range of interests

4. 'l'hey have come into the possession of a variety of
methods of thinking which are sealed books to the
uneducated

5. The educated man, armed w1th varied methods of thinking, nossesses a trained mind in the sense that he
has the intellectual instruments needed for the
1nterpretat1on of a wide variety of sneo1al1zed
s1tuations.50

'l'he process of training pupils to think, Morrison

concludes, is that of furnishing them w1th an. abundance of
the vicarious exner1ertce made noss1ble by the establishing

of the reactt:ng adaptation, and establishing the adaptations
which are implied in the study of the sciences.

'

1~e

student

who has actually a.cqu1red the true products in the le~rninE~
49

~.,
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of Physics has by the very fact learned to think as the
physicist thinks.

He who has really learned his history

has acquired historical-mind.edness, and so on." 5l
Finally, Morrison states the two major products of
the secondary school: a) a wide range of interest and the
discovery of some dominating interest and b) the capacity
for self-denendent intellectual life.

He defines these

major products:
An intell~ctual interest may be defined as an intellectual pursuit which the individual follows independently of the constraint of the school; and educational
self-dependence as that stage at which the student has
realized the meaning and purpose of study, has acquired
the self-control which self-dependence implies, and has
further acquired the range of methods of thinking and
of study which J:'8lDOve him from constant dependence on
the teacher.52
For Morrison the generalized adaptations, the ability
to use the innate capacity to think armed with material to
think about, methods of thinking, and motives for thinking;
the pcssession of a wide range of interests and one dominating interest; and the capacity for self-dependent intellectual life were essential as final oroducts in the education
of the individual.

He

stated further that educational self-

dependence, one of the learning nroducts, was probably "the
essential product in a democratic society."53
51

Ibid., P. JJ.
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In 1921, Morrison wrote a series of three articles
which a:opeared in The School Review entitled "studies 1n
High School Procedure."

'rhe first dealt with "Direct and

Indirect Teaching; .. 54 the second with "Half-Learning; ,,5 5
and the third w1 th 'Mastery. ;•5 6 The first article in the
series Morrison referred to as "a p1eee of destructive
criticism."

The following two articles presented useful

suggestions to solve the difficulties he identified.

In

the final article on t•Mastery" Morrison reviewed his criticisms and recommendations:
In the two ureceeding articles of this series, I have
discussed certain types of fallacies involved 1n high
school 'Procedure, and have attempted to show how they
result in a kind of half-learning or no-learning which
1s cumulative in effect and which probably has disastrous
influence upon the character of society 1n an age of
universal education.57
Morrison continues:
In the January number of The School Review I discussed
the fallacy of lesson learning and exhibited some evidence tending to show that there is little or no
necessary relation between the learning Of a lesson
and the achievements for wh1oh that lesson or series
of lessons ls supposed to stand. I characterized
lesson-giving as indirect teaching. I shall set forth
in this ar~icle in substance what I mean by direct
teaching.'

54Morrison, ' D1rect and Indirect Teaching,"
1

19-')0 •

.55Henry c. Morrison, "Studies in H1~h School ProcedureHalf Learnings, The School Review, XXIX (February, 1921),
106-118.
0

56Henry c. Morrison, "Studies 1n High School ProcedureMastery," The School Review, XXIX (March, 1921), 182-197.
57!!2!.Q,_., P. 182.
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1_.;ontinulnR on, Morrison d1scusses an area of great anc't

eons1stent concern to h1m:
In the February number I pointed out the fallacies
involved in current marking, grading, and promotion;
in the misuse of the normal distribution surface in
school administration; in the abuse of intelligence
or mentality ratings; and 1n ground-to-be-covered and
time-td~be-spent and. methods-to-be-used.
I attemnted
to show how the whole congeries of fe.llA.cies, the
legitimate outcome of the graded system or school
government and administration, hAs caught us un in
such a net that we cannot teach thoroughly if we
•nould. 59
Having thue enumerated his criticisms and concerns,
Morrison asserted the need to return to some solid ground
from which educators could make a fresh start 1.n their
thinking, if not 1n actual Practice:
we can find that solid ground in the concept of
mastery - in the old notion that what is worth
doing at all is worth doing we11.oO
According to Morrison, educators then would get away from
percentages and passing marks and know only one objective,
that of getting the task done.

He went on to say that

you either understand a nr1nc1Ple or you do not.
no such thing e.s seventy percent understanding.

There 1s
You can

either do a thing or you cannot, there is no half doing
it nor three quarters doing it.

0

You may understand more

of a subject than another, you may do a thing better than
another, but understand and d.o you must. ·161

-

59Ib1d.
60 1bid
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enumerates the 1mpl1cat1ons of ut111z1ng the eoncent of
mastery:
Nor does mastery in school work involve any serious
d1ff1cult1es. It does involve a new conception of
teaching and a new orientation 1n administration.
It involves ceasing to measure a pupil by his average
mark and measuring him by the excess quality of his
achievement. It involves ceasing to evaluate our
success by averages or medians of class achievement
and beginning to measure ourselves, as other sc1ent1fic
workers do, by the percentage of our fa1lures.o2
Hence for Morrison, the essence of direct teaching of
the learning unit, as distinguished from teaching for lesson
learning was the anpl1cat1on of the mastery formula.

He had

been advocating this approach for many years prior to the
publication of the volume The Practice of Teaehip.g 1n the
secondary School in 1926.

He refined and elaborated on the

concept of direct teaching and the aoo11cat1on of the mestery formula 1n his first major book.
According to Morrison, a student has fully acquired
a piece of learning when he has mastered it.

or learning rather well, or being on the
not mastery.

t<rey

Half-learning,
to learning are

"Mastery implies completeness; the thing is

done; the student has arrived
learning is concerned. " 6 3

9S

far as that narticular

There 1s no question of ho·w well

the student has mastered 1t; he has either mastered it or
62

Ib1d
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he has not.

The student may continue to other masteries,

and there will be all sorts of degrees 1n the number of
masteries he attains.

He may acquire skill in the anol1-

cat1on of his learrdng, and there may be infinite degrees
in his skill as he improves from no skill at Etll to expertise.

But in the unit learning itself there are no degrees.
either has it or he hfls not.

He

Morrison then e,pp11ed the

term mastery in substance to the true learning products
which were discussed Previously:
1,,'henever the adaptation in the individual which cor-

responds to a given Product in learning has taken

place, the individual has arrh·ved at the mastery level

for that particular

product.o~

Thus, the child who has reached the primary reading adaptation and can actually read may be said to have reached a
mastery level.

The pupil who has actually acquired that

v1ew of the material world which 1s implied in the atomic
theory has attained a mastery level.

He who has caught a

vision of truth or beauty from the reading of a classic has
attained a mastery.

Similarly, the student who has reached

the level of intellectual resr:><>nsibility is a master at a
vitally important stage 1n hie intellectual and volitional
development.
Now the whole process

or

education, of adjustment to

the c>bject1ve conditions of life, is made up of unit learnings, each of which must be mastered or else no adaptation

64
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comprehensive and s1gn1ficant aspect of the environment, of

an organized science, of an art, or of conduct, which being
learned results in an adaptation in personality ... 65

This

method of organization gradually came to be known as the
Morrison Method.

The term "Morrison Method" was applied

not only to the method of subject matter organization but
also to the method Of teaching units.

Morrison's "Five

steps," which he referred to as the ''teaching cycle,

11

also

came to be known as the Morrison Method. 66
Morrison nroceeds to say that these un1t learnings
cannot be measured, but they can be evidenced by signs revealed in the learner's behavior.

some

symptoms are plainly

manifest 1f one observes carefully and thoughtfully; others
can be detected only by tests designed to bring them out;
others still can be observed only by the methods, and often
with the help of the instruments, of the skilled psycholog1st.

Morrison says that whatever the test, its purnose

1s to throw light on the question, "Has the oup11 learned
or has he not?" 67

According to Morrison's analysis, it

follows then that the course material to be found in the
curriculum 1s valuable in ed.ucation only as 1 t 1s analyzed
1nto significant units of learning which generate adapta1

'tions in the pupil and in that way contribute to his adjustment.

65Ibid

-·

66~., nn. 225-231.

67~., n. 36.
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For Morrison getting back to solid ground in educational thinking and practice meant the elimination of
the lesson-learning and lesson-hearing theory of teaching
and the adontion of direct teaching for mastery of true
learning oroducts.

He summarizes his nosition:

we may conclude that the normal product of practice

in lesson-learning is imorovement 1n ability to get
lessons, and that lesson nerform.ance transfers to
learning in the real u~its only casually and 1n a
minority of 1nstances.o8
Morrison asked, nWhat is to be done about it?"

He gener-

alized his answer in the directive:
Abandon the lesson-learning and lesson-hearing theory
of teaching, with its implications of ground-to-becovered and passing grades, and substitute there for
the direct teaching of the real learning products,
with tests apnl1ed to the identification of specific
adaptations in the pupil and used primarily as bases
Of correction in nedagogioal treatment rather than as
bases of crediting the uup11 with performance accomplished. 69
The Primary consideration in any teaching activity
is the identification
ing objectives.

or

the learning units and the teach-

Morrison said:

In any case an objective will certainly not be a bit
of ground-to-be-covered more or less well. In every
case, it will be either a principle or a bod.y of
nrinclples to be understood or a oower to be gained.70
The learning units are likely to be hidden in the

ma.ss of assimilative material or school exercises out of
68.ill.S,., p. 61.
69Ib1d
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whl.ch they a.re sunposed to emerge.

stated,

, '!'he unl t, '' Morr1son

'is both the objective principle or art or value

and the corresponding subjective transformation in the
pu~il

which results in a new attitude or special ability

or skill."
Having defined mastery and the learning un1t Morrison
approached the next problem which he 1dentif ied as the technique of pedagogical attack.

Here he applied what he called

the "mastery formula: Pre-test, teach, test the result, tea.ch
and test again to the point of actual learning."

71

It can

be noted that this is P!'ecisely the procedure adopted by

other practitioners who work 1n the field of organic adantation.
The nre-test phase of the mastery formula serves two
important purposes: ''first, it orients the teacher and gives
him ground for intelligent approach to the oart1eular problem before him; and, second, it tends to establish in the
minds of the pupils a connection between prospective learning

and nresent atta1nments."7 2

It may, in rare instances, dis-

close th• f'act that one or more uupils may be excused from

Presence in class during the study of the unit on the ground
that they have already acquired the

ada~tation

for which

'that unit stands.

71Morr1son, The Practice of Teaching, n. 79.
72 !bid., p. 8o.
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In Practice, the orientation of the teacher is the
matter of most importance.

Teachers are prone to take

suecif1c nreparation for a given unit or course for granted.
It often happens. that while the class is in general ready
for the un1 t, there are details which, if left 1mtaught,
will create wasteful and perha:'..'s fatal 1nh1b1t1ons.
re~1lt

111$

The

of the pre-test ls no oart of the system of anprais-

pU7')11 progress.

' Its function is 1'.)Urely to throw light
1

on the teaoh11i.g nrocess, a.nd to 1nolude 1ts results in any

qverage of marks, if such still exist, is pedagogically
absurd. "73

'rhe teaching member of the mastery formula will

be dealt with fully later in this chapter when the techniques
of teaching, control, operative, and administrative are uresented and analyzed.
In the mastery formula, Morrison emphasized the principle that the results of the testing member are Purely for
the Purp0se of deciding: first, whether or not the teaching
has actually registered and the teacher can go on to the
next sten or to the next unit; or, second, what modification
1n procedure 1s needed, assuming that the test discloses that
the teaching has not fully registered.
Rs in the nre-tast, no oart of the final
pupil's progress.

The results are again,
a~pra1sal

of the

'The test results may be way-marks as

well as guides on the road to mastery, but they are not them-

p
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selves any uart of mastery. "'

....

t-0.len the result of the teaching discloses non-learn-

ing in the class as a whole or in any significant number
of nupils, there is indicated the need for study Rnd 1n-

ternretat1on of the test results.

Every set of test re-

sults 1s a body of ...,henomena which arose in sl')me
of r:auee and effect and ns such they have
t~1a

sequenc.~

me~n1ni;s.

Futting

test results and the teacher• s recollection of the teach-

1ng· Drocedure

togeth'9r, there should emerge a hy11othesis

touching the character and location of the fault in teach-

ing.

The teaching is then -redirected and the element is

retaught.

Reteaching r:J.ay nt certain stages take the fOr'11.

of redirection of study.

It is 1mnortant that the teacher give the results of
the teaching tests serious study before reteaching or redirecting study.

Before reteaching at all, every effort

shou~

lo("~ete

be made to

the trouble.

Morrison recounts

several illustrations showing the kinri of d1ff1cu.lty which
the test may d.1sclose:

1. The commonest cause of non-learning 1s

~oor

attention.

2. Poor eo:i'ltrol is another Drobable '.t'e11son for poor

results on testing.

3. The use of material wh1eh is not suited to the recept1v1 ty a.nd response "'.>f the clAss me,y result in
half of the class getting the exnlanat1on and the
other half not doing so.

74 ib1d. t

u. 81.
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4. In subjects like languages, in which learning arises
out of nractice, the teaching test will frequently
disclose as non-learners, individuals who are either
slow reactors or require unusually long periods of
practice at a given level before the nrogress in
learning sets in.

5. In subjects like grammar, mathematics, and the sci-

ences, the teacher ultimately finds that he is trying
to teach an uneconomical or even an impossible unit.
The unit ls not extensive enough, or it may be a unit
which corresnonds to no nossible adantation, in other
words there is nothing to understand.

6. It may transpire from the evidence of

th~

the course itself is an impossible one.7'

tests that

Morrison concludes, that such is direct teaching of
the learning unit, or on his princioles. teaching as distinguished from lesson learning in any of its forms.

The

essence of the matter is the a.pnlication of the mastery
formula, and the root of the latter is the teaching test
and reteaching.

The whole theory of systematic teaching

rests upon the mastery formula and its application.

It

does not guarantee success to a.11 teachers nor to any teacher for all pupils; but it does furnish a. method by which
such progress as is ma.de can be real nrogress, and it
furnishes a method by which the individual pupil can be
given that consideration to which he is entitled.

It pro-

vides a theory of teaching, from which may be developed
actual 1ndiv1dual self-dependence. in brief, citizens who
are capable of thinking for themselves rather than citizens
who merely assert the right to think for themselves.

75 !Q!..g_., PP. 82-8).
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Morrison turned his attention to the tynes of teaching found in the school.

He felt that most theories of

teaching have been rounded on the assumption that all
teaching is one, that a theory of technique can be found
which is equally anolicable to all subjects found in the
school.

In a sense, this is true for there are certain

laws which aonly in one form or another to all forms of
learning.

Among these are the principle of appercentive

approach, the principle of motivation, the law of initial
diffuse movements, and the canon of the concrete before
the abstract.

Morrison stated, "In the theory which we

here advocate, we make large use of the Principle that
all real learning, except the learning of skills, is in
the form of adantat1ona in the individua1.u76
Nevertheless, in Morrison's view, a workable theory
of teaching must take into account that the psychology of
learning, the nature of the essential objectives sought,
and consequently, the teaching process 1tself, all differ

in 1mnortant d.etails as one moves from one subject to
another in the secondary school.

Morrison asserted:

we can, however, group all the subjects taught in the
field of general education • • • into five different
types, which charaoter1st1cally differ among themselves
in the nature of their objectives and in the usychology
of the learning process.77
Morrison identified five teaching types; the science, the
appreciation, the oraotical arts, the language arts, and
76Ib1d., P. 89.

-·

77Ib1d
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the nure nra.ctice tyl')e.

He sa1d.,

11

of teaching has 1ts oi:m underlying

ing Process, 1ts own

E.!!:1ch of the several tyoes
psycholoi~

of the learn-

procedure, and its o~m appropriate technique of teaoh1ng." 78 Morrison stated that there
method1~

was no single factor so commonly resnonsible for non-mastery
as persistent attempts to achieve a given lesrning product
und.er the wrong type of technique.

He discussed each of the

learning types in great detail 1n The Practice of Teaching
in the seconde.27 School.

We shall discuss briefly the s1g-

n1fioant aspects of ea.ch type as Morrison viewed them.
In the science type, the learning Process is essentially "reflection upon experience in the search for meaning.u79
This experience may be direct experience dealing with the
nresent world or it may be vicarious experience.

If vi-

carious exnerience, it could be a horizontal exna.nsion of
experience as in geography where one studied the world or
1t could be vertical experience as in history where one

studied the past.

In any event, rationalization and re-

flection are the two basic processes involved and the heart
80
of reflective thinking is problem solving.
The form the adaptation would take in this a.rea would
be an attitude of understanding of Principles or processes
in relation to cause and effect.

It would consist of prin-

78
nenry c. Morrison, "SUperv1sed Study," The School
Review, XXXI (October, 1923), 588.

?9Morr1son, The ~ract1ce of Teaching, P. 180.
80 1.!2!A·, n. 92.
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ciples to be applied to everyday living and an understanding
and interpretation of the environment, nast and uresent, in
order that one may exercise intelligent control of the future.
The more important subjects included in th1s type were
courses and units 1n physical and social science, history

and geography, and mathematics and grammar.

These seemingly

unrelated subjects were common in that the basic learnings
derived from them would be attitudes of understanding and
principles.

History

'l)t'E'tS

not nure narrative but units 1n

history so organized that Pr1nc1ules would sta.nd. out.

Geog-

raphy was not a study of exports and 1mnorts but rather an
understanding of the nr1nc1 ple of how climate affected. the
livelihood of inhabitants.

Mathematics and grammar were not

valid 1n and of themselves for general education but had value
only as "means of access to learnings which are otherwise inaocess1 ble. ,,Bl
These diverse subjects were all closely allied also
be ea.use they were most effect! vely and eoonom1cally taught
by

the same method, a method which came to be known as

Morrison's five steps; exnloration, presentation, assimilation, organization, and recitation.

These five stens in

the teaoh1ng cyele were closely allied to the learning cycle:
exnlorat1on and Presentation were the stimulus; assimilation
wes the process of gathering the exnerience or information

needed to cone with the uroblem, organization n,nd recitation

258
·4ne

n. ve step proceaure or opera-ci ve

technique applied solely to the science tyue subjects.
In the science type subjects, the teacher deals with

reasoned convictions, reflective thinking, understanding.
In the appreciation tyne the teacher deals with values, worth,
and the quest for the good, the beautiful, and the true.

deals with values which have survived

11

He

untold centuries of

social experimentation" and have become standard because
"they are the values which have been capable of constituting
civ111zat1on." 8 3

These values are commonly present in the

mores of society.
subjects belonging to this type are conduct, religion,
literature, music, and

th~

pictorial and plastic arts.

But

there are anpree1ations inherent in other courses: in civics,
apnrec1at1on of citizenship; in science, anprec1ation of
scientific and 1ntelligent attitudes.

Without these values,

without ideals, society would disintegrate.

Hence, the

development of appreciations are nerha~s our most fundamental
84
educational objective.
The crux of the problem 1s that
schools must teach preferences and att1tudes toward conduct
and this ca.nnot be done in a specific course, as a oharecter

education course.
82

.!!?!S..,

The entire area of auprec1at1on must be

pp. 225-2)1.

83!E!..Q.., P. 341.
84

Ib!d., pp. 345-34-6.
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taught throughout the whole period of general education.
The fundamental nroblem of the schools is to develon in
nuoils from their earliest days in school a rich and varied
experiential background of values.
This background may be in the form of abundant literary
materials, good music, and good nainting within the schools.
But most of all it comes from the emulation by the students
of cultured teachers and administrators and by natient
guidance on the part of sympathetic teachers.

Morrison

said, !'Teachers are natterns of value for the child • .,B5
There is no question in the appreciation type or
comolete mastery as desired in conduct or literature.

There

is continued growth which may be inferred. from rapnort testing by the teacher or checking the improvement in the character of the puuils' free reading.

86

The nrincinle onerative techniques in annreciation
are not the basic five science type steps.

They would

follow this nattern:
1.

The Principle of exploratory testing and the selection of material best calculated to come into
appercentive sequence with the pupil's existing level
of appreciation.

2.

The nrinc1ple of illumination of the field at the
hand.s of the competent teacher.

J.

The principle or class discussion calculated to
bring out the attitudes of the several nuPils and to
contribute to the grouo attitude the reactions of
individuals.

4.

The principle of individual reuorts on music heard
or examples of art seen.

B5!lli,.,

P.

J52.

8 6Ibid., p. 358.
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5.

The nrincinle of notation of results by observation
of unsupervised nreferences of nunils.
The principle of voluntary urojects. 87

6.

The third of the learning types out of which arise

the fundamental adjustments to the environment Morrison
called the practical-arts type.

Modern man lives in an age

of industrialization dominated by the machine.

If man is to

control his environment, the first sten is to understand the
technology that dominates that environment.

The practical

arts type would involve processes of "manipulation of physical
material or the intelligent operation of appliances."

88

Learning in this area is both a process of reflection and
learning by doing.

The

operative technique centers around

projects which are "comnrehensive and significant pieces of
construction or manipulation • • • ,"

89 with all teaching di-

rected toward general education.
The teaching may be concerned with agriculture; with
cooking or dressmaking; with accounting or office practice;
with drawing, design, or modeling.

The common characteristics

of these courses are:

Organization in comprehensive and s1gn1ficant units
which can be mastered as intelligent attitudes; the
selection of sign1f1cant and comprehensive projects
which focus upon the several units; insistence upon
creditable uerformanoe in working the projects; effective testing and follow-un; and finally testing

-··
88Ib1d.,
87Ib1d
89

_.,
Ib1d

P.

398.
433.

p.

449.

p.
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for the lea?Tling products 1mplied.90
The teaching-learning types which have been enumerated
and characterized thus far are fundamental in the sense that

out of them arise the adaptations which make un the educative
orocess.

The form of teaching which is of Primary

Morrison identified as the language arts type.

im~ortance,

He stated;

"The language arts type is of primary 1mPortance because out
of it arise the adaptations through which access is had to
most of the materials of learning.

It 1s the type through

which the use of spoken and written discourse is learned, but
it is far from being limited to the learning of language ... 91
In the language arts type, the P\lp11 practices with
the nrecept1on and expression of meanings through symbolic
discourse until he reaches adaptations in terms of which he
receives or expresses meanings in discourse without inhibition ... 92

Discourse and communication through the use of

symbols are involved.

The symbols may be 1n reading, writing,

or speaking a language vernacular or foreign language; or
may be in music or dramatic expression.

Unlike the three

previous types which deal with attitude, the language arts
type deals with skills or abilities involving discourse; the
ability to "read or hear or feel a message expressed in some
form of language, or else an ability to use some form of
language to express thought or feeling, without in either
case focal consciousness of the discourse 1tselr ... 93
90Ibid., p. 466.
9llb1d., P. 92.
9 2 ~., p. 539.

93!2!.Q,..,

PP.

467-468.
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pupil is able to convey thought easily and readily without
conscious attention being paid to which specific words to
use or the tone and modulation of voice and gestures.

Again,

the student is able to listen for meaning and significance
rather than having to translate the l>f'Ords spoken.
The ouerative technique of written exnress1on may be
summarized in the statement, "We learn to write by writing.''
The best training for writing is in the science type subjects where the pupil summarizes, organizes, and communicates meaningful material.

Grammar, punctuation, and

capitalization are introduced when the pupil's papers show
the need for using these tools for a more preo1se meaning.
Grammar and usage are not organized as separate courses but
are valuable as they contribute, as tools, to the facility
of written expression.

Here again, children vary in skill

and facility; consequently, each should have a vimov1ng goal"
to motivate them to more accurate and precise usage.

The

test of competency 1s in the everyday written materials
which students produce and not 1n tests of isolated grammar
1tems.9 4
l'here remains one field of learning 1n which the ob-

1

jectives are 1n the form of automatic fac111ty, and the
learning process is pure repetition until the adantat1on
sought becomes established.

To this field Morrison applied

the term, the pure practice type.

94Ib1d., p. 507.

In this area, learning
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arises through "sheer repetition with little o:r- no thought
element involved.• "9 ; It involves practice uuo:n the bas1s of
a.daptat1ons a.oqu1red in other tynes of learning...

Instances

of this type of learning are spelling, number tables,

narad1gms in g:rA.mrnar 1 f:rfl!'quently used constants in the

sciences. and dates in history.
Within the pure nractiee areat Morrison distinguishes

three sub-types.

In the first of these, a new special ability

1s ga.1ned by nure practice.

Tynical of th1s sub-type is the

learning of the primitive neuro-muscular adjustments, such as
we.lk1ng, swimming, ska ting and th• like.
school, the best

1llustr~t1on

In the secondary

might b9 the training of the

vocal organs for the mirnoses of foreign lanp;uage or vocal
music.

Finger exercises in musical 1nstrumentat1on also

conform to this sub-type.
The objeotive or the second of the 8Ub-types is the
f

1x1ne 1n the m1nd of elements wh1ch are constant 1n char-

acter and which require no adjustment to the content in which
they are found.

The outstanding illustrations of this sub-

type are the tables 1n arithmetic and spelling.
'rhe third sub-type has

ror 1ts objective the fixation

of convenient formal elements which have been developed
through another type, usually the so1ence or the nraotical
nrts.

In this area when certain adaptations of the science

or Practical arts type have once been mastered, it 1s con venient 1n subsequent learning to have verbal statements so
95Ib1d., n. 539.
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automatized that the previous learning 1s made rau1dly
available.

According to Morrison, the characteristic and

most searching test of the pure practice adaptation is
"ab111ty to use the 1.)0wer to which 1t corresponds while
something else is in focal consciousness. ,,9 6
SUmm.arizing the essential nature of the five learning types, Morrison said that it would be of little consequence to enumerate the different types

or

learning merely

to set up a convenient form of olass1f1cat1on but that was
not the case.

He asserted:

Each type stands for a form. or learning and consequently
for a form of teaching technique which is appropriate tQ
the specific objectives within the type and no others.97
Therefore a language arts objective cannot be learned
under the principles appropriate to the science type.

Nor

can a science type objective be acquired under the principles

of nure practice.

Morrison reaffirmed his convictions thus:

There is perhaps no single factor so commonly responsible for non-mastery as persistent attempts to achieve
a g1ven learn1ng product under the wrong type of techn1que. 9 8
As Morrison examined the entire teaching-learning process
in its relationship to formal education, he saw that 1t consisted of the three broad technique areas of the control, the
operative, and the administrative.

The teaching-learning pro-

cess was a continuous and unitary process but, "1f one wanted
to think more clearly and more precisely about the Process of

96 Ibid,., n. 9S.

-·

97Ib1d
9 8 Ibid

-·
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teaching itself one could distinguish three broad areas of
technique; control, operative, and adm1n1strat1ve. ,,99
Underlying the control, operative, and adm1n1strat1ve
techniques but especially applicable to operative technique
was a series of learning pr1nc1nles common to all types of
teaching.

Morrison's discussion of these learning pr1nc1nles

follows:
1.

The learning cycle is composed of stimulus,
assimilation, and reaction. stimulus may take the
form of curiosity, desire, constraint, or any other
immediate incentive originating either within the
µupil but more often stimulated by the teacher. The
'PUPil faces a new or challenging situation; a problem
1s posed which causes a state of dis-equilibrium to
exist. Ass1m1lat1on 1s the gathering of experience
or information to solve th1s problem. When the
explanation or solution "dawns upcn" the pupil, the
assimilation culminates and the pupil reacts with
an appropriate adjustment. Fqu1librium 1s restored
and the pupil can react 1ntell1gently the next time
when the same or s1m1lar situation develops.

2.

In any learning there are initial diffuse movements until a principle is seen. ''The law of 1n1t1al
diffuse movements snells patience, abundant assimilative practice or experience for the pupil, and a
realization that early blunders are signs of learning
health rather than evidences of failure. 11 100

3.

The starting point for the operative technique
is the 1dentif1cat1on of specific learning and teaching objectives which the curriculum implies.

4.

Direct teaching, attacking the adaptation desired rather than teaching about the adaptation, is
the only effective method or teaching pupils to
learn "by doing.
For exam:ole, in English one would
develop the Power to use the language as a form of
discourse by practice in such use rather than to
approach it through the study of language structure.

5.

A pupil learns economically by study, learning
by one's own efforts through the use of books or

99Ib1d., p. 161.
100
ib1Ji., p. 167.
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other material which give access to enlightenment
or to an art. The function of the s~hool 1s to
•·tra1n pupils how to study, [develop] 1n there the
1nc11net1on to attack their world through study, and
finally [make] them ea:oable of formulating their own
Problems and studying at the level of self-denend.
ence • • • • 101

6.

An inescapable condition of effective operative
technique is the establishment of adequate 1deational
background. This means that "all learning 1s clearly
the piecing or new learning to the old • • • • we learn
the new in terms of the old." Since pupils learn
most readily and effectively when they have a r1oh
and varied experimental background, it behooves the
school to provide this background to nun1ls whose
experiences are restricted or perverted, by the home.102
The three expressions of learning, which are attitudes,

ab111t1es, and skills are all grounded in these six basic
principles, but each expression 1s learned in a different
wa7 by pupils and hence, must be taught differently.

Each

of the three expressions has its own peculiar means for
developing mastery and each is developed through its own

t1pe of subject matter.

E'Aoh stands for a "form of learning,

and consequently for a teaching procedure which is appropriate to the specific objectives within the type and to
no othera.Hl0'.3

For Morrison, control technique was the establishing
Of a learning situation by the teacher.

It was getting the

students in the classroom under control so that learning
could proceed economically and effectively.

He stated:

The foundation of any systematic technique of teaching
must obviously be the establishment of a condition in
the class group, and 1n the attitudes or the individual

l01Jb1d., p. 171.
10 2 Ib1d., pp. 172-173.
l03lb1d., P. 99.

pupils who make up the group, 1n which the adaptations
implied by the teaching become possible. ve shall call
such a condition the learning situation.10""
'!'he major elements of the learnit1g si tua.t1on, according

to Morrison, are motivation and attention.

seem to be mutually related.

The two elements

There is not likely to arise

a sustained attention, apart from the establishment of' moti-

vation, and conversely no real motivation is possible without
the development of capacity for voluntary attention to the
subject matter of teaching and study.

Students of the edu-

cative process recognized a long time ago the principle that
no real learning takes Dlace apart from that sense Of
which is comm.only called "interest."

~alue

Interest, in the mean-

ing which educators have given to the term, implies an emo-

tional condition w1th which pleasure may or may not be
associated.

It frequently arouses in the 1nd1v1dual a sense

of devotion to toil and hardship and sometimes to experiences
whioh are not always pleasurable.
As applied to the mastery of the objectives of any
given course in the seoondary school, the doctrine of
interest requires the establishment of what 1s called in
current nedagogieal terminology "motivation, a that 1s a
desire to learn.

It further requires that such motivation

shall not only be sustained but sha.11 increase in 1ntens1 ty

as the learning nrocess goes on.
l0 4_
Ib1d
. , p. 103 •

A puuil studying under

r
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the influence of powerful motivation exhibits a characteristic type of attention which Morrison identifies as
''absorption, that is attention sustained over long periods

~·ri th only oecasional or momentary intermissions. "lO 5 This
evident absorption is characteristic of study under strong

motivation.
Now, if all learning had its own 1n1t1a.1 apneal,
mot1ve.tion would take care of itself.

Much of the learning

or the school 1s indeed for many pupils what may be called
1
'

self-motivated," and 1t 1s no less learning for that reason.

But many of the essential elements of learning are not
1n1t1ally appealing to all pupils, and some elements may
leek this quality entirely.

According to Morrison, one

of the major obligations of the school is to train the
uupils to voluntarily apply themselves to lea1·ning which

may not be initially interesting.

A pupil so trained be-

comes capable of developing interest and oonsequently sus-

taining mot1vat1on, in most of the learning which a wellordered school system sets before h1m.

After a Period, the

:remote 1n1t1al motivation founded only on a sense of duty
an1i

volw~ta.ry

appl1cat1on, in many cases becomes transformed

into real, immediate, and sustaining motivation as the subject matter h!i.s O:,>portunity to yield its inherent interest.
111orrison stated:

Susta1n1ng motivation arising out of genuine interest
105

Ibid., p. 104.
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is a very 1nt1mate relat1onsh1n between subject
matter and learner, and 1t 1s obviously the only
form which can be depended uoon as an element of
the ultimate learning products, namely, abiding
and general 1ntell,ctual interest and educational
self-dependence.lOb
The development 1n the pupil of the capacity for willing
sustained attention founded only on the expectation that
the subject matter will ultimately yield a sustaining
interest 1s the foundation of any systematic technique
of teaching and learning.

0

It is the starting point of

control techn1que."l07
Morrison develops his reasoning one step further.
He says that continuous attention or sustained attention
is the condition precedent to effective group teaching.
He identifies a second term, "sustained application" to
refer to the similar attitude 1n the pupil during periods
of study.

Now, while sustained application is in the main

the pupil's own affair, sustained attention requires the
mental part1c1pat1on of both pupil and teacher.

The pupil

learns to apply himself to the study at hand, with such
help as he can get from the teacher or fails so to learn.
sustained attention, on the other hand, '·requires not only
a willing and attentive pupil but an 1ntell1g1ble and forceful teacher conscious of the necessity of keeping every

106

Ib1d., p. 105.

lO?Ib1d., p. 106.
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member of the class group within the reach of a compelling
personality." 108 Forceful and. intelligible teaohing is
only one of two factors at work.

The

other is volitional

training of the pupil into the capacity of assimilative
listening to the spoken word just as in study he is trained
into assimilative reading of the printed word.

Morrison

concludes:
The development of capacity for sustained attention and
sustained application is obviously the practical fpy.n.dation of training pupils in effective study habits.J.09
Good control technique with its ultimate effect upon the
volitional powers of the individual is clearly the foundation upon which all good study habits must be built.
While control technique is primarily concerned with
securing and building up attention, 1t should be thought
of as applied to the learning situation as a whole.

Among

other elements which are related to control of the learning
situation the following are enumerated by Morrison:
1. The reduct1on of the mechanical detail of class
conduct to a minimum..
2. control technique implies control of the phys1oa.1
conditions under which learning goes on.

J.

llle respect for the teacher, for the class, and
for study is an essential element in the establishment of the learning situation and a major
problem of control technique.

The effective utilization of control technique, according
to Morr1son 1 is essential to the teaching-learn.1pjj process.
108 Ibid., p. 107.
109tb1d., p. 108.
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The second broad area of the teaching-learning
process which Morrison identified was operative technique
which he defined:

By operative technique we mean that phase of the teaching process in which the units Of learning are developed
in the olass and 1n the individuals thereof. 10
This area includes presentation, supervision of study, test-

ing of the pupils for the adaptations which the learning
units contemplate, identification of nup11 Problems, and
corrective teaching.
Morrison asks, i•Why distinguish different nhases of
the teaching process, such as control technique and operative
teohnique?"lll

If this distinction results in the habit or

looking upon the two phases as essentially d1snarate and successive, the effect would be unfortunate.

"Good control tech-

nique 1s the foundation of good operative technique, but poor
operative technique may make good control difficult or 1m-

ooss1 ble. "112

The two phases of teaching are closely inter-

related as is indeed administrative technique.

Morrison

felt 1t was useful, 1n spite of the dangers of misinterpretation, to distinguish several aspects of teaching for a
variety of reasons among which he mentioned the following:

1. To do so Ld.1st1ngu1sh the different aspects of
teaeh1ng1 enables us to think more elea.rly about
the prooe1s of teaching 1tself,l 3
llOibid., p. 153.
111

Ib1d.
112 Ib1d

-·

113

-Ib1d.
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It is a great help in orderly and clear thinking about
matters which are at best complicated, to be able to analyze the subject of our thoughts in significant ways, to
deal with each part by itself, and then to see the 1nterrelat1onsh1ps of the several parts.
2. It is useful to distinguish the d1fterent aspects
of teaching because it makes it easier to locate
and correct teaching troubles.114
It has been shown that the first step in dealing with a

nroblem case, or with a noor class, is to investigate the
control technique.
that uoint.

The difficulty ean often be corrected at

If the control technique is good that region

can be eliminated and the source of the problem may be
sought in the fields of onerat1ve and administrative technique, both of which s.re capable of analysis.
The five

ty~es

cussed previously.
Part III in

Th~

of teaching and learning were disThese form. the subject matter of

Practice of Teaching in. tpe fleoondary School.

According to Morrison, the differences in operative technique from type to type are a great deal more 1moortant
than the features common to all types as noted in the
previous discussion of the five teaeh1ng-learn1ng tynes.
A brief review of each type and the oorreanond1ng operative
technique will illustrate Morrison's comment regarding the
s1gn1f1cant differences which exist in operative technique
ft9m type to type,
114

Ibid.,

p,

154.

jiP
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Te~h1ng-Learp1ng

Type

1. Science Type

Operative Teohn1gue
Morr1son•s Five Steps
1. Exploration
2. Presentation
3 •• Assimilation
4 Organization
5. Recitation

2. Appreciation Type

Six Basic Pr1nci·::-les

1. Exploratory Testing
2. Illumination of the Field
3. Class Discussion
4. Individual Reports
S. Notation of results by
observation of unsuuerv1 sed pupil preferences
6. Voluntary Projects

3. Practical Arts Tyue

construction and Manipulation
1. Centers around nrojects
which are com~rehens1ve
and significant pieces
of construction or maninulation
2. Directed To~.mrd General
Education

4. Language Arts Type

Learning by

~1ng

1. Actual ~ractice with the
reception and expression
of mean1nss through symbolic discourse
2. Listening, speaking,
reading, writing
J. continued to noint of no
inhibition in.symbolic
discourse

5. Pure Practice Type

Five Steps
l. Pre-test
2. Presentation of correct
information
'.3. Drill
4. Re-Test
;. Test of fUnct1onal use

pt
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Thus operative technique, that phase of the teaching
orocess in which the units of learning are developed in the
class and in the individuals, will differ according to the
nature of the subject matter, the nature of the objectives,
and the nature of the learning type.
As Morrison developed his study of the teaching process, first as control technique, and then as operative
technique, he also dealt with another phase of teaching
activity which had to do with the study of the individual
pupil, with his guidance, and with the control of the progress of his educational development.

This was the third

broad area of teaching which Morrison identified as administrative technique. 11 5
According to Morrison's interoretation, the school is
a unit in its influence uuon the nupil.

Every experience

which he has in school tends to modify his attitude toward
life.

Such experiences may be organized and focused upon

common objectives or they may be left to inhibit or counteract one another.

Morrison stated:

Unless the needful administrative procedure is properly
conceived and adequately carried out, the educational
product is purely 1n the hands Of chance - it may be
brilliant success and a normally adjusted personality
or it may be wretched faitgre and a perverted, unhappy,
and vicious personality.
This area of admin1strat1ve technique demonstrated
Morrison's deep concern for the individual oerson.
llSib1d., p. 579.

116 Ib1d., P. 543.

The
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nhysically handicanned, the slow learner, the gifted one
were all fit subjects of the common school.

Only the ir-

remediable organically defective child was outside the
scope of the common school, and even in this case, the
educator was resnons1ble in seeing that other social agencies
assumed their role and resPOns1b1lity in the custodial care
of such a child.
Morrison started from the assumution that all children
were educable and shifted the burden of nroof to those who
maintained differently.

He especially opposed the wanton

misuses of intelligence tests and the I.Q. as determinants
of innate or organic cauacity.

A child may have a low I.Q.

because he was defective; he was not defective because of
the low I.Q. he argued.

"The best of them [I.Q. tests]

give us a very inadequate measure of personality at any one
time, for they necessarily ignore conduct and apnrec1ation
elements in genera.1. "ll?
Morrison saw differences in the pupil's learning
ability and learning rate.

There were slow punils, made

slower by virtue of our lesson-learning ideology and inadequate teaching.

There were dependent, delinquent, and

defective classes of oupils but these groups were largely
"made un of unadjusted, maladjusted, and perverted individuals11118 whose education had gone awry at some point •
.Excevt for defectives, the other two groups were either
ll?Ib1d., p. 603.

118~., o. 638.

,.,
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corrective case subjects or remedial case subjects.

Cor-

rective cases were those which were susceptible of treatment
within the nedagogical resources of the regular course in

which the nupil is enrolled.

Remedial case work, on the

other hand, necessitated utilizing the resources of medical
doctors, psychiatrists, and social workers.
To be able to know and understand each child, Mor-

rison created a staff of supervisory assistants to deal
with pupil personnel and developed a system of records

and recording pupil data.

rhere was a personnel function

1

to be performed regardless of whether the principal did
1t in a small school or whether the principal had an

assistant.

119

The staff would consist of medical snecial-

ists who would be concerned with Physical and Psychophysical defects.

A

v1s1t1ng teacher would work with

social service agencies for home reconstruction and general out-of-school correction; a remedial teacher would
work with pupils to correct defeot1ve experiential background; specially adanted members of the staff would work
with pupils with emotional and volitional 1nab111ties.
There would be custodial care in special rooms or institutions for mental defectives.

In essence, this was in

the area which Morrison referred to as the pastoral function
of the school 120

ll9 Ibid.,
I

120Henry c.

p.

SBS.

Morrison, American Schools: A Critical
Study of Our School System (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1943), P. 143.

p
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The topics discussed by Morrison as essential aspects
in administrative technique included the integrity of the
school, nup11 ad.m1n1strat1on, control of pupil urogress,
the Problem pupil and case work, and the organization of

the school.

Morrison summarized:

The foundation of administrative technique we conceive
to be 1n the clear apprehension of the terms ability,
adjustment, nerformance, behavior and in a just evaluation of their relative signifies.nee 1n the educative
nrocess.121
Thus Morrison concluded his analysis of the teach1nglearning process 1n its three broad areas which he designated
and defined as control technique, the establishing of a
learning situation by the teacher; operative technique, that
phase of the teaching-learning process in which the units
of learning were develoned in the olass and in the individuals; and administrative technique, the study of the individual pupil, with his guidance, and with the oontrol of
the progress of his educational
aspects.

develo~ment

1n its manifold

All three Phases of the teaching-learning process

are closely interrelated and Morrison's 1d.ent1f1cat1on and
analysis of the different phases enables one to think more
clearly and more nrecisely about the process of teaching
itself.

Now the whole process of education, of adjustment
to the objective conditions of life for Morrison was made
un of unit learnings, each Of which must be mastered or
else no adaptation is.made,
121 Ib1d., p.

552.

The oourse material found in
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the curriculum would be valuable in education only as 1t
was analyzed into significant units of

learn1Uf~

which gen-

erate a.daptat1ons 1n the individual and in that way contribute to his adjustment.

A serviceable learning unit

for Morrison was ·a comprehensive and significant aspect
of the environment, of an organized science, of an art, or
of conduct, which being learned, results in an ada.ptation

to personality. 11122

This method of organization came to

be known as the Morrison Method, the Morrison Plan, and
the Unit Method.

The terms ' Morrison Method" and/or "Unit
1

Method· were a.pvlied not only to the method Of organization
but also to the method of teaching units.

The five steps

in teaching a unit which Morrison referred to as the
'teaching cycle"

12"l

..J elso came to be known as the Morrison

Method.
Once Morrison felt that the unit objectives were
clearly in the mind, he sa1d that there was a need to seek
and to analyze the teaching and study -orocedure by which
the successive understandings could be established.
said,

Be

'An effective procedure involves much more than a

teaching method as that term is commonly used. ·· 124

For

Morrison a method consists 1n a body of pr1nc1nles with
which the teacher can think out nedagogical situations

122~., n. 36.

123Ib1d., pp. 225-231.
124Ib1d., p. 220.
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as they ar1se. 1 ~5
In Morrison's view, there was gradually being developed a body of verified principles touching the application
and results of teaching methods to which one could properly
apply the designation, iimethodology, ·' or science of education.

But he felt that it did not follow that a method,

no matter how well established 1n principle, can be applied
to any situation and the teacher rest content that he had
done his pa.rt.

On the contrary, there is much more involved

in teaching than a method.

Morrison elaborated:

In the end, success depends upon the teacher and upon
his skill in applying an elaborate fund of special
knowledge to the solution of teaching problems. No
method has ever yet been evolved and no book written,
nor in the nature of the case is it likely that such
ever will be produced, wh1eh will enable anybody to
follow a routine cours' in the assurance that certain
results must follow.126
This general attitude toward the problem of teaching to
Morrison was evidence of another mental stereotype like
the ground-to-be-covered and time-to-be-suent stereotynes.
This one he called the "method-to-be-followed stereotype,:•
and he consistently disputed its validity.
Thus Morrison set about to develop a systematic teaching technique which would apply to the science type learnings.
He said, "As soon as we turn to our task of analyzing the
problem of establishing the appropriate understandings under

12

SMorr1son, School and commonwealth, n. 109.

1 2 6Morrison, The Practice of Teaching, n. 222.
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the sc1ence type, we encounter a diversity of factors.
It at once becomes plain that no mere routine can be set
which will operate itself. ·12 7 The systematic technique,
at best, only provides a olan for reducing to an apnropriate system what would otherwise be confusion.

Morrison re-

neated his conviction, "SUccessful teaching again deoends

upon the personality, intelligence, professional insight
and skill, learning, and diligence of the teacher. ·• 12 8

A

technique-to-be-followed would be no better than any other
stereotype.
Morrison felt compelled to set up a systematic technique which was calculated to keep before educators• minds
all of the significant elements of the teaching nroeess.
He enumerated five aspects of the teaching-learning process
to be considered in developing a systematic teaching technique:

1. In the teaching of any unit there is first of all
to be considered the preliminary appraisal of the
present experiential background of the pupil with
resnect to the unit itself.
2. At the beginning of a course, and of each unit in
the course • • • there must be awakened in the pupil's
mind normal learning curiosity, which 1s the chief
constraint upon which the teacher has to rely for
pedagogical purposes.

J.

The essential understanding must be established in
broad terms by expository teaching at the outset.

4. Under the process of supervised and guided assimi-

lat1ve study 1s the possibility of developing a student who is started on his way to self-dependence. • • •
12 7Ib1d

-·
Ib1d.,

128

P.

223.

p
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S. Finally, a systematic technique must provide for

every unit of learning a period 1n which the pupil
is led to react as effectively as may be to the
content of the learning. It is this reaction which
seems to acoo~plish the final establishment of the
new attitude.129

Based on his analysis of the elements of the teachinglearning process and the s1gnif icant asnects of a systematic technique, Morrison enumerated and defined his five
steps.

He said, "We may then proceed to the setting up of

the outlines of systematic technique applicable to each
unit in a science type subject.

For this purpose, the

steps we have enumerated and developed have been found conven1ent. ,, l .J"20

Morrison identified five steps in his teaching

method; exploration, presentation, assimilation, organization,
and

recitation.

These five steps were closely allied to the

learning cycle: exploration and presentation were the stimulus; assimilation was the gathering of data needed to resolve the problem; organization and recitation were the
reaction.

He analyzed the five steps 1n the following manner.

Exploration seeks to d"eterm1ne the intellectual content and 1deat1onal background which the oupils bring to the
unit.

This may be done by a written pre-test or an oral

quiz and class discussion.

Those pupils t>Tho already possessed

an adequate background and exhibited sufficient social maturity to use free time might engage in independent study during
this unit.
129

Exploration is the attempt to assess existing

~., pn. 22)-225.

l)Oibid., P. 225.

p
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experience so new learnings may be pieced on.131

Further-

more, it gives, or should give, the teacher a "sense or
the P<>1nt of view from which the new unit should be attacked
with this particular class or sect1on.lj 1 '.3 2
In uresentat1on, the teacher relies on "straight
expository explanation of a definite body of related coneepts. "133

The teacher exnla1ns, Presents a sketch of the

unit, and reduces detail to a minimum until the students
have a valid notion of the unit and nossess an intelligent
attitude to that aspect of the environment wh1eh they are
studying.
Assimilation, essentially, is the
study.

on~ortunity

for

If exploration and presentation have been effective,

the student will Possess the necessary motivation for
studying and be conso1ous of what he is about to learn.
Assimilation is a period of supervised study 1n which the
'OUPil studies at his own rate.

The teacher makes exolan-

ations when needed, assembles the materials of study, and
puts the pupil in °effective contact with his material." 1 34
The teacher determines the mastery of the elements in the
unit oy the pupil and each pupil is permitted to advance
as

re:o1d.ly as he 1s able.

_.,

1)1Ib1d
132

'P.

259.

Ib1d., P. 261.

133Ib1d.,

P. 2?4.

134Ib1d.,
P. 285.

If the teacher 1s successful, an

p
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adantive change takes "!)lace in the nu-oil's personality.
He takes on new attitudes toward the world and he becomes a. "modified and more capable individual :tn that he
better interprets the comnlex affa1Ts in which his life
is passed."

135

In organization, the class assembles as a group and
gathers up the argument of the unit in outline form with
the essential supporting facts.

Organization is focused

on the central understandings of the unit and not on the
assimilative material.

Each individual will organize the

argument a little differently because "individual pupils
will see the argument 1n somewhat different lines, and
this individuality is to be encouraged rather than sunnressed. ,,l3 6
Recitation is the reverse of nresentat1on and it is
the pupil who recites to the class and teacher 1n an audience
situation.
~ainder

Only a few students recite on each unit; the re-

prepare a written rec1tat1on.

such is the process

of teaching mastery in the so1ence-type subjects through
the use of Morrison's method, his five steps.
Morrison devoted a great deal of soaoe to the science
type in his work The Practice of Teaching, more than to any
of the other types.

And that fact had a certain significance

which Morrison explained:

135 Ib1a., u. 282.

136!!2!Q..,

p.

327.
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In the first place, many of the principles set forth
will find a place in succeeding tyoes. But more than
that, the subject matter which falls under this type
constitutes the content of the greater part of that
adjustment in the individual to environment which is
education.
If we include the practical arts type as an Offshoot and corollary of the science type, there is found
in the broad field thus covered all the adaptations
which constitute the stock of the individual's intelligent and reasoned attitudes toward his physical,
biological, and social world. He has still to acquire
those attitudes which are not reasoned but felt and to
this field we turn to the appreciation type.137
Morrison, as he himself nointed out, was first and
foremost a teacher regardless of the many administrative
posts which he held.

His first major work was directed

towards teaching and he constantly stressed the point that
the main administrative concern should be to facilitate
teaching.

In the Preface of his major work on teaching

he said:
• • • the message 1s addressed first of all to students
of the general educative process and especially to the
executive and staff officers of schools who realize
that teaching 1s by far the mo~t important activity
wh1ch they have to adm.1n1ster.138
Because he devoted so much time and effort to effective
teaching, 1t is not surprising that he developed some of his
most fruitful ideas in this area.

One significant insight

into the nature of teaching and learning was the concept
of direct teaching for mastery.

Morrison was interested

in changes in attitudes that would be reflected in changes
in behavior and he vigorously spoke out against the notion
lj?Ibid., pp. 315-316.
lJSibid., p. v.

p
28.5

of lesson-learning, grade-getting, time-to-be-spent in
school, and the notion of the accumulation of credits earned
as being synonymous with a true learning Product.

It was

understanding of pr1nc1olea that Morrison wanted; he wanted
neople to behave as law abiding and virtuous citizens should.
Morrison also advanced the concept that method was inherent in content and by the analysis of the structure of any
discipline one could evolve an effective method by which the
academic discipline could be taught to oupils.

He believed

that each subject had a structural organization and one could
evolve basic orinc1ples from that organization.

Principles

had to be understood to be learned and then these nrincinles
had to be mastered.
Morrison also contributed significantly to the organization of knowledge through his great stress on the unit
of work as being a comprehensive and significant asnect of
each subject matter field.
Another notion in the area of teaching which Morrison
advocated was the notion characterized in a popular vein
as the "Morrison Method,

11

a series of five steps in a

systematic teaching nrocedure.

The "Five Steps" offered a

method of teaching which, if conscientiously used, could be
of benefit in enabling students to learn more effectively.
Finally, Morrison made a significant contribution to
the individualizing of instruction.

For a man who was

supnosed to be teacher-oriented and subject matter oriented,
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he was ingenious 1n h1s day for nrov1d1ng for indivirlualized
instruction.

Free reading periods, sunnlementary renorts,

and even the release of some students from work based on
evidence of learning show his interest in providing for
the individualizing of the pupil's progress through school.
As one reads the major writings, and the many articles

that Morrison directed to the 1mnrovement of teaching, one
faot stands out clearly, probably no man 1n educational

history had a deeper commitment to the educability of children than did Morrison.
of Henry

c.

An evaluation of the contributions

Morrison to educational theory and practice

'TfT111 be presented in the next chanter ..

CHAPTER VI

l!.'VAWA'rION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS
OF HENRY C. MORRISON TO EDUCATIONAL
THEORY AND PRACTICE
The educational career of Henry

c.

Morrison enanned

half a century (1895-194.5), encomnassed varied tea.oh1ng
nnd

adm1n1strAtive activities, and yielded numerous

worlts which covered a broad

rani~e

of tonics.

~rr1tten

In attem'l'.)t1ng

to evRluate the contributions of Morrison to the broad
::::nectrwn of education in

qnd

~raot1ee

used.

1~eneral,

and to educational theory

1n particular, the following approach will be

Morrison's work will be discussed in four categories

which parallel the develo"OD.'lent within this study; his
anDroaeh to theory and his theory of education, his con-

ception of the organizational etrueture of the school
system, his eoneept1on of the nature and content of the
curriculum, and hia theory of teaching.

Eltoh category

w111 be briefly summarized and an attem:ot w111 be made to

Assess the eontr1but1ons which are suggested by h1s ideas
And by the reactions of the educational nublic to his ideas
during and after h1s lifetime.
The reactions of the educational public were varied
a.s can be observed from the following comments.

Accord1ne

to Moehlman:
[Morrison was) perfectly certain of his country's m1ss1on
and of his own plaoe in the general plan, he stood firmly
against all d1vert1ng pressures or persons. H1s influence
on PUbl1e education was deen and will be felt for many
287
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years to come. 1
Earry A. Brown asserts positively:
The idea by which Morrison is best known is probably
his principle of unit-learning. His institutional
conception of the school aud the curriculum of general
education, together with his learning unit. are ideas
that are capable of making a significant transformation
in the theory and practice of teaching when properly
understood in terms of his own conceution. His idea
of the nature of personality and its integration as the
objective of education has far greater poss1b111t1es
than have yet been realized in educational praetice.2
Ernest E. Bayles states the need for a critical evaluation
of Morrison's work:

Within the past half-dozen years, we have witnessed
the phenomenal growth and w1d.esuread popularity of the
theory and plan of teaching in the secondary school
formulated and sponsored by Henry Clinton Morrison.
The surprising feature of this whole develonment is
the almost total absence of any systematic attempt at
a critical evaluation of the Morrison theory.3
~yles

wrote three articles whioh provided the critical

evaluation he felt was needed.

These articles analyzed

and criticized Morrison's def1n1t1on of learning and the
lack of training for independence 1n the progressive reconstruction of hab1ts;4

Morrison's theory which nre-

sunPosed the acceptance of a static social order in which
there was no prospect for changes of sufficient s1gn1filArthur B. Moehlman, Henry Clinton Morrison: Master
Teacher," The Nation's Schools, XX!V (June, 1945) 19.
2 Harry A. Brown, "Henry c. Morrison and h1s
Contributions to American Education,;• School and Society,
LXI (June, 1945) 382.
11

3Ernest E. Bayles, "The Objectives of Teaching with
special Reference to the Morrison Theory," Educational
Administration and SUnerv1sion, XX (November, 1934) 561.
4Ibid., PP. 561-568.
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canoe to be recognized in the educational nrogram;5 and
the limitations of the Morrison unit in the science type
learnings which were to result in the understanding of nrinciples that Bayles felt were subject to aDnl1cat1ons to differing situations and interpretations based on various levels
of education and experience.6
Woelfel in his work, Molders of the American Mind,
appraised and critically interpreted Morrison's work.

He

stated:
Morrison has proceeded boldly to exoeriment and to
theorize about the method of education. He asks no
fundamental questions beyond those strictly allied
to method or technique. But he nevertheless answers
some very fundamental questions in an incidental way.?
Essentially, there are four basic questions which
must be answered as one attemnts to objectively evaluate
the contributions of Henry

c. Morrison.

1. What changes d1d Morrison actually produce in the
educational thinking and practice of his time and
subsequent times?
2. What potential changes could his ideas produce in
our times if we were to follow his ideas?

J. were the changes that Morrison did produce of a
beneficial sort?

4. would the changes we would make be beneficial if
we were to follow Morrison's ideas today?
5Ernest E. Bayles, "The social Significance of Teaching
with Soecial Reference to the Morrison Theory,u F.ducat1onal
Administration and sunervis1on,XX (December,19J4) 630-658.
6 Ernest E. Bayles, "Limitations of the Morrison Unit,
Science Education, XVIII (December, 1934) 203-207.

-

11

?Norman Woelfel, Molders of the .American Mind: A
Critical Review of Seventeen Leaders in American Education
(New York: Colum~ia University Press, 193j), P. 161.
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A

benef1c1al act or thought may be def1ned as any

act or thought which will enable the professional educator
to imorove the quality of student learning which in turn
depends in great part upon the quality of instruction.
Professional educators, especially educational administrators
have the resnons1b1lity of contributing directly to the
improvement of the instructional program.

The proper organ-

ization, administration, and financing of the schools are
subordinated to this main task of improving learning and
instruction although they make a significant contribution
to it.

Morrison was throughout his life primarily a teacher,

interested in the improvement of teaching and learning.

His

work focused on those aspects which in any way aided in this
improvement.
The study of education, Morrison believed, was still
in a stage of empiric observation and he thought that it
was his task to move the analysis of the educational process
from empiricism to valid principle or theory.

His analysis

of theory as a heuristic tool is as valid now as when he
first published his theory 1n 1934.

The phraseology which

he used is similar to that which is in current usage today.
M~thematical

formulations, interdisciplinary auuroaches,

ouerational definitions were all nart of Morrison's thinking.
He was impatient with nlans for action, inner mysticism of
people's thinking, and the curious collection of value laden
judgments as to what education ought to be.

He was inter-

ested in description, exnlanat1on, and prediction of events
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in education.

He sought to find a coherent and systematic

structure underlying the educational Process.
Morrison looked UPon theory as a guide to action in

the nract1cal world.

If it could be demonstrated that man

had to adJust and adapt to the society 1n which he lived,
~nd

if 1t could be shown that there were different quali-

tative levels at which man adapted, then the schools should
be so organized that the nupil learned the basic adautations

1n a different type of school.

And so he develoned the

notion of a primary school and a secondary school in which
a different set of adaptations took nlace.

Morrison looked unon theory as a guide to the collection of facts which would have relevance for the documentation of his theory.

He turned to the fields of

sociology, nsychology, "OB.thology, zoology, medicine, biolo-

gy, physiology, and anthropclogy to bring insights from these

disciplines to the explanation of the educative process.
For examnle, in discussing the nature of the adantive organism of man, he turned to three ba.s1c sources:
1.) ''the classics in the field of nhys1ology"

8

as Sherrington's Integrative Action of the Nervous
system, and Child's Phzsiological Foundations of
Behavior;

2.) "specific laboratory stud1es" 9 of s.I. Franz and

K.s. Lashley;

8Henry c. Morrison, Basic Princ141es in F.ducation
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 193 ), p. iji.

9 Ibid.,

P.

137.
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J.) clinical studies as reported 1n journals like
The Archives of Neurology and Pslchiatry,10

Once he had finished studying these sources, he compiled
the evidence, conceding that his interpretation was admittedly at the stage of hypothesis and then he tried to determine what relevance these disclosures had for understanding
the adaptive organism of man.
Thus, Morrison's approach to theory was relatively
modern,

Much of the terminology which he used is still in

use today.

And yet, the influence which Morrison exerted

1n the area of theory building was almost negligible.

His

interest in theory was not the major interest of his day.
Educators 1n his day, snurred on by men like J,M. Rice and
Charles Judd and organizations like the National society for
the Scientific study of Education, were trying to construct
a scientific basis for the study of education but their
interests were empirically oriented.

Little attention was

paid to theoretical formulations which would require experimental studies.

In our time, Morrison 1s an obscure figure

1n the area of theory building and exists in men's minds
only as an example of a practitioner.
There are several reasons for the lack of impact which
Morrison had in educational theory.

In the first place,

the theoretical foundation for Morrison's position was
uublished after his reputation as a leading educator was
established by the tremendous popularity and acclaim of a
most practical book, The Practice of TeachiD§ 1n the Seconda12
lOibid., P. 146.
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often overlooked for the solution at hand.

second, the

cornerstone of Morrison's theory of education was based on
adjustment to the society and world as it existed.

In 1934,

with the country still in the midst of a world-wide depression,
;~djustment

to the existing society held little anrieal.

Educators were calling for basic and rauid changes in society.
Morrison's theory, grounded as it was on evolutionary principles,
had provision for change in society but when change did occur,

it was the result of a long and tedious nrocess.

Change, for

Morrison, was reckoned in terms of decades and centuries and
not 1n terms of a new social order to be constructed at once.
'rhe content of Morrison's theory was not divorced from his
approach to theory, but the latter was ignored and the former
questioned.

Fina.lly, Morrison was at the University of Chicago

and, during the thirties, theoreticians and intellectuals
were lookinr; to Teachers College at Columbia Un! vers1 ty for
leadership in the field of education.

George Counts was

"daring the schools to build a new social order.

11

Ih!,

SOe1al Frontier became required reading in liberal educational
circles.

The Lincoln School of Teachers college sunplanted

John Dewey's Laboratory School as being the radical experiment in classroom teaching.

The University of Chicago 1-ras
the uract1t1oner and little on
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approach to theory in education has been largely neglected
due to the times, his location, and current events.
If attention would be directed to Morrison's approach
to theory today, would his aporoach make any significant
contributions?

To a certain extent, his apnroach to theory

might be disregarded because the modern approach in theory
is oriented in a different direction than was Morrison's.
On the other hand, his approach to theory, if needed, might

exert a significant influence on current thinking about
theory.
Much contemporary theory building is directed toward
administrative and suoervisory theory as separate entities.
Administrative theory, moreover, tends to look upon educational administration as being just one aspect of general adm1n1strative theory and contends that there is essentially
administration, and administration in general.

Nor do modern

theorists relate the relevance of administrative theory to
the instructional program, the organization of the schools,
or the purpases of the schools as an institution.
Morrison would have disagreed with these notions of
the modern theorists.

It is true that he did not apuly his

theory of education specifically, narrowly, and directly to
the administrative process.

But he did include the role of

the administrator, the instructional urogram of the school,
the nature of the learner, the nature of society, and the
nurposes of education within his broad theory.

He insisted

that educational administration was a unique area of study

r
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and that there had been, even in his day, too many efforts
to apply the concepts of business administration to the
administration Of the schools.

Schools, he insisted, were

basically different from businesses.

He maintained that the

superintendent and principal first had to demonstrate competence as teachers and had to understand the whole educational
process before attempting to be an administrator.

He argued

that one theory had to account for the many variables within
education.
Morrison was not a theorist in the sense that he wrote
about the nature of theory.

He was first and foremost a

teacher and directed his theory of education to accomplish
better the tasks for which formal schooling had evolved.

He

was interested in develoning a theory which would have direct
relevance for the improvement of the learning situation.
One criterion of a good theory in education is comprehensiveness.

The theory must be able to explain and

account for a number and variety of variables if it is to be
a useful theory.

On this criterion alone, Morrison's theory

of education is extremely useful because it encompassed a
wide variety of important variables in education.
Once Morrison had determined that the main task of the
individual in life was to adjust to society and the environment in which the individual lived, he had to make certain
that the individual understood that environment.

The role

of the formal school wa.s essential in this understanding.
The clue was to be found in the process by which both the
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individual and society had evolved through the evolutionary
nrocess.

In studying the evolutionary develonment of the

individual Morrison marked the no1nt at which education could
develon.

That occurred when vocal organs evolved to the point

where man could communicate his knowledge.

The pupil was

capa.ble of learning what the formal school could teach.
what was the nun11 to learn?

But

One had to analyze the basic

institutions that had evolved which had enabled man to adjust
in society and those institutions would form the curriculum
of this school, Morrison asserted.

A study of the institu-

tions was the subject matter of the school.

By analyzing the

subject matter of the school, one could isolate the structure
of each subject.

By studying the way the nup11 learned, one

could determine the best method for enabling the nupil to
learn.

By nutting the structure of the subject matter and

the nature of the learning process together, one developed a
theory of teaching.

By

analyzing the social control which

society demanded, one could see the need for ·•right" education
for the peroetuation of society.

Hence, followed the need of

society to operate and finance these schools.

Finally, some

institutions of society such as reading, handwriting, mathematics, comuutation, and socialization were more basic than
others.

Here was the organization of the Primary school.

The fUrther development and analysis of these basic institutions
plus the learning of the other institutions that make up the
fabric of civilization were delegated to the secondary school.
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The union of the urimary and the secondary school formed
the

11

Common School" which was the school that the state

ooerated, controlled, and financed for its own self-perretuation and survival.

Thus, in his theory of education,

Morrison gave attention to the learner, the student, the
milieu in which both operate, the nurpose of education,
mqterials and methods of teaching, and organization.,

Mor-

rison's theory of education was indeed macrosoopic.
All of these variables emanated, in Morrison's thinking,
from the theory of evolution which he considered to be the
11

most important generalization of modern times, probably the

most revealing of all times. 1112

Evolution explained the na-

ture of all organic life, the nature of the human individual,
a,nd the nature of society in which the human individual lived.
The laws governing the evolutionary process were few.
ation occurred in living creatures.

Vari-

some variations devel-

oped which enabled living creatures to continue to exist;
other variations occurred which caused misery or extinction.
Creatures who survived did so because they adapted to the
environment; those who did not adapt, perished.

The pro-

cess was adaptation; the goal was adjustment.
Education, for Morrison, was adjustment.
adants and becomes adjusted.

The individual

He summarized education as

follows:
It seems to follow that education is a process of adjustment
by adaptat1on--that 1s to say, adjustment by inner personal
12

Morrison, Basic Princiules, u. 60.

r
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changes each or them in the direction of adjustment;
that right education is a process of becoming civilized;
that civilization or the art of living together in the
presence of natural law is inherent in the institutional
products of social evolution; that right uersonal adaptations must be the elements of civi11zat1on.13
Education was not erudition, information, knowledge, the
unfoldment of individual potentiality, mental discipline,
or habit formation.

To be educated one had to become the

kind of man who would know what to do.
The purpose of education, then, was adjustment and
to this adjustment the curriculum, the instructional program, and the organization, administration, and financing
of the school must contribute.
rison• a thesis.

In essence, this was Mor-

He had looked to l)lrwin and the theory of

evolution to explain the physical nature of man.

He had

looked to Spencer to extend the evolutionary theory to include societies.

On these two generalizations, Morrison

built his theory of education.

The strength and validity

of Morrison's theory rests, 1n the final analysis, on the
strength and validity of the theories of IS.rw1n and Spencer.
Not all evolutionists accept Spencer's analogy of biological
evolution to social evolution but it was a basic point for
Morrison and the validity of his theory rises or falls with
the acceptance of this analogy.
Criticism of Morrison's adjustment theory of education
is often made on the grounds that a theory of adjustment
leaves little or no room for change in society or progress
lJibid., p. 366.
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to talte place.

Boardman, 1n reviewing Basic Pr1nc1J1les in

&iuoat1on, summarized his reaot1on to Morrison's work 1n
the title of his review. ''Adjustment to the Society of

Yesterday." 14

Boardman stated:

Professor Morrison apparently 1s well satisfied
with the status quo and would have education serve 1ts
interests by attempting to adjust 1nd1v1duals to 1t and
make them satisfied with the nresent state of affairs.
To be adjusted to c1v111zat1on is to be c1v111zed regardless of how unc1v111zed contemnorary civilization may
be • • • •

so well satisfied 1s the author with the present state
of the world that he has a tendency to scoff at any attempt
to change 1t . . . . . True enough, changes do occur, but they
are the result of impersonal evolutionary forces and
apnarently intelligence has nothing to say about the
direction that these forces may take.15
Bayles in a series of three articles which analyzed

Morrison's theory arrived at a similar er1t1c1sm:
There 1s praetioally no question that we 8re entirely
justified in saying that Morrison's theory uresupp0ses
the aceentanee of a static social order; one 1n which
there 1• no nrospeot for changes of suff1o1ent significance to be recogn1~ed 1n the educAtional progrem.
It 1• the "Faith of Our Fathers" which 1s to be inculcated into the minds and the aotions of our school
children if Morrison 1s to have his way. Moreover, the
character of his later nub11cat1ons indicates that he
has not changed his attitude since the book under discussion (The Pf!c~&ce ot Teach1P:iJwas written or rev1sed.16
S1noe the chief or1t1c1sm of the adjustment theory of
education is that the theory left little room for either
chan~e

or progress. it would be well to review Morrison•s

reaot1on to these charges and note his ideas on change and
l4Norman Boardman, "AdJustment to the society Of
Yesterday,'· ~al fr?nt1er, I (March, 1915) 31.

1s~.

l6Bayl~s, ·· SOo1~1 S1gn1f1c~.nce of Te~ch1ng, ' 6.52r
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progress.

Morrison recognized these criticisms as being

the major challenge of his theory:
The oh1ef criticism of the adjustment theory rests on
the indubitable fact that the fabric of society is
and always has been constantly changing, and on the
further faot that in many respects peace and well-being
do not exist for multitudes of individuals in what is
sometimes called the present day social order • • • • But
all this is to misconceive the nature of adjustment in
its evolutionary meaning. Progress has meant not only
the adjustment to a static environment which we find in
the lowest forms of life, but, more and more, adjustment
to an 1ncreas1ng range of environmental variations. • • •
so it is with the primates including man • • • • So it
is with personality • • • • so it is that the tastes, and
moral attitudes, the arts and sciences which constitute
the fabric of civilization likewise constitute the fabric
Of adjustment in one age as well as in another.17
As has been discussed, education for Morrison was a
process of adjustment by inner personal changes.
the adaptive ohange, not the adantive response.
was not the goal; adaptability was.

He stressed
Adaptation

One can adjust to con-

ditions that are changing; one can adjust to conditions that
remain unchanged.

The concept of adjustment does not exercise

control over the changing or static nature of that to which
adjustment is made.

In 1934, Morrison summarized his attitude

toward social change:
The fUndamentals of civilization change but slowly.
The fabric of society, on the other ha.nd, changes
frequently, as cultural products accumulate; it always
has done so and probably always will do so. Social
problems arise, but most of them are the consequence
Of the ignorance, sloth, and vice of the individuals
who make up the community. Just now they are largely
the outcome, 1n nart of annalling ignorance of history,
1n part of sheer self-indulgence, 1n part of w1desnread
1 7Morr1son, Basic Pr1nc1Eles, PP.

368-369.
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infantile negativism rationalized as Pursuit of liberty.
Be that as it may, as Professor Bagley has so often told
us, the more kaleidoscopic society becomes, the more
reason there is why the school and university should
hold firmly to the external verities and inculcate them.
Society changes, mostly in cycles of longer or shorter
duration. so does the climate. A period of severe winters is followed by one of mild weather, but we do not
for that reason revise meteorological principles. New
maladies appear or old ones are revived, but we do not
for that reason find a different physiology to teach.
l\fe do not write a new solar physics for every shift in
the sun-spot cycle or a new mechanics because men have
learned to navigate the air.18
Speaking of progress, he made this observation:
The only kind of progress in which we as humans are
interested is human progress under the conditions of
human living. we seek to understand Nature, in order
to escape what she would do to us if we did not understand. Evolution is not progressive because we judge it
to be; we judge it to be progress because it is evolution.19
Thus, it would seem from Morrison's. comments that he
did place a significant emphasis on both change and progress.
Change, to be sure, was not a rapid process nor did the basic
structure of society change but slowly.

There was no way to

stou biological and social evolution, but biological evolution
was a slow process.

social evolution was faster, but the

difficulty was, as Morrison pointed out, that many people
mistook slight shifts for basic evolutionary changes.

The

fabric of society changes frequently; the structure changes
slowly.
Civilization, itself, was not an absolute.

That too

changed, "The best hoRe the world has consists in the increase
18 Henry c. Morrison, School and Commonwealth (Chica.go:
The University of Chica.go Press,"193?), PP. 233-234.
l9Morr1son, Basic Principles, p. ?4.
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in the number of individuals who are as highly civilized
as are the most civilized today." 20

It was to be the

function Of the school to increase the number of civilized
persons.
Morrison was rather philosophical about the notion
of change.

He argued that just as the fabric of society

may change in cycles, so do reformers come and go in cycles.
Each new generation refers to the earlier reformers as
''Victorians.

1121

The only way out of this circular motion,

he suggested, was f.or men to discover valid scientific
principles.

For Morrison, the basic scientific Principle

was adjustment.
Adjustment is the fundamental fact and point of
departure. Starting from that point we gather evidence,
reason backward and endeavor to find out how adjustment
came about. we are then in a position to reason forward
and see what is in fact within our powers. The principle
is as good in studying education as it is in the study of
evolution. The scientific study of education begins at
that point.22
The scientific principles are based on a set of inexorable laws of Nature at work which perpetuate the evolutionary process.

Better and better adjustment of the

individual takes place as man discovers these laws and adapts
his behavior to them.

Within this process, progress toward a

more highly developed civilization takes nlace, Morrison
asserted.

-

As society, in general, and the schools, in particular,
20Ibid., p. 320.
21Morr1son, School and Commonwealth, p. lJ.
22
Morrison, Basic Principles, p. 75.

developed more civilized individuals, progress toward the
higher civilization occurred.

The tests of a higher e1v1-

lization had a direct relation to the degree of attainment
of the following six measures of civilization which Morrison
proposed:
1. Justice is most evenly, promptly, and effectively
administered.
2. The national defense against the external enemy
and the internal criminal 1s most adequately pro-

vided for.

J.

The nerils of the geograuhical and biological environments are most effectively warded off.

4. Mental and bodily health in the population is at
the maximum.

5. The national resources are most effectively conserved.

6. The distribution of wealth is at the maximum consistent with maximum total production.23

The attainment of these six measures 1s the goal of
adjustment.

It is unfortunate that Morrison d1d not develop

these basic goals.

He merely states them but does not in-

dicate how he arrived at them.

Most would agree that these

are valid goals of any society but his lack of indication of
how he developed these ideas is a weak link in an otherwise
logical development of a theory of education based on adjustment.

This weakness does not validate the argument that

Morrison left little room in his theory for change and progress to occur, however.

2
JHenry C. Morrison, The CUrr1culum of the Common School:
From the Bef1nning of the Primary School to the End of Junior
college (Ch cago: The University of Chicago Press, 1940), p.iB.
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It is d1ff 1cult in this area of theory of education
to evaluate the contr1but1ons of any one man.

Outside of

the fact that Morrison demonstrated that it was possible
to deal critically with the most important variables of
education and relate them to one basic theory of education,
there are no major contributions which can be ascribed to
Morrison and to Morrison alone.
ment or "school,

1
'

As part of a larger move-

he does share in the contribution that

the larger movements have made.

Morrison did not claim to be a philosopher.
have considered himself a scientist.
~hilosophy.

He would

In works on educational

he is generally classified as an Essentialist;

one who derives the curriculum from the basic core of knowledge that has stood the test of time and which all students
must attain, as contrasted with the Progress1v1st; one who
derives the curriculum from the needs, interest, and abilities
of individual students. 24 In another classification, Morrison
would be considered a Social conservationist; one who stresses
the perpetuation of existing society, as contrasted with a
Social Reconstructionist; one who would remake and redirect
the social order. 25 If the world must be divided into two
camps, both these designations would be essentially correct
in their application to Henry

c.

Morrison and to his theory

of education
24Theodore Brameld, Philosonhies of Education in
cultural Persfect1ve (New York: The Dryden Press, 1955),
p.,

240 t

p.

25 •

25I.B. Berkson, Education Faces the Future (New York;
Harper and Brothers, 1943), pn. 281-282.
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Morrison was first and foremost a teacher, even
though he held a variety of administrative posts.

Because

he was so vitally interested in the teaching process, it
1s not surprising that his greatest 1mnact on the education-

al thinking and practice of his time and ours has been in
this area.

However, Morrison's contribution to future

educational progress may occur in the area of the organizational structure of the schools and the school systems.

According to Harry A. Brown:
His (Morrison's) nroposal touching the structure of
.American education, with school and University as
major 1nst1tutions and supnlemented by the Technological Institute, is something to which to give
serious consideration in the postwar educational and
cultural reconstruction in America and in the world.2 6

Arthur Moehlman stated:
His [Morrison's1 last work, American Schools: A Cr1t1cal
Stuai of Our fchool system, appeared 1n t97.i3. A number of educat on1sts consider this book to be h1 s most
important contr1bution.27
It is 1n th1s area of the organizational structure
of the school system that Morrison suggested some penetrating
insights which are current and timely today.

Two broad areas

will be considered: the internal organization of the schools,
and the external organization and relations of the school.
Morrison conceived of two types of schools: the Common
School and the University,

26

The Common School was the school

Brown, "Morrison; Contributions to American Education,"

382.
2
7Moehlman, "Morrison: Master Teacher," 19.
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for the common man, ''not common man 1n the demagogic sense
but all of us 1n. our non-snec1al1zed, nersonal character,
the citizen ns d1st1ngu1shed from the urofessional man, the
craftsman~ the business man, the learned man. ·· 2 8 It t•ras the
school evolved by society to develop intelligent citizens; a
school which could guarantee the nerpetuation of society ..
'J:lhe Common School ·wRs the school
i\•hen the pupil could direct his

for university work.

or general educa t1on
O"IAm

e.m~.

learning, ha was ready

The common School itself was divided

into two schools: the primary school and the secondary school.
&qch of these two schools was based on both psychological and
uedagog1cal princinles, on the nature of the learner, and the

learning process.
Education, for Morrison, was adjustment to society.
society itself was organized around. folkways, mores, customs,
and 1nst1tut1ons.

If one analyzed the basic 1nst1tut1ons

which enabled society to exist, one had determined the content
of the curriculum of the Common School.

The pupil, in stuoy-

1ng this curriculum, had to have the necessary tools of study
in order to adapt or adjust to these learnings.
In the primary school, the pupil was inca.nable of
study because he did not possess the necessary tools of study.
His learnings were ordered by the teacher and he had to
acquire four basic adaptations: reading, handwriting, numerical, and social adaptation.

Once the pupil had developed the

28Henry c. Morrison, American Schools: A Critical
study of Our School System (Chicago: The University of
bhicago Press, 19Q'.3), n.9.
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ability to

11

see through the symbolic content of the printed

nage to the thought or scene of action which is the subject
of discourse without constant focal consciousness of the
discourse itselr, 112 9 once the pupil could do quantitative
thinking, once the oupil could commit ·•his thoughts to paper
without focal consciousness of the elements of discourse
which he writes, .• 3o and "habitually to go on with his
classmates and to cooperate 1n the learnings which the school
has to adm.inister,"3l the -pupil was ready to leave the Primary
school and enter the secondary school.

He was ready to study.

In the secondary school, the pupil was "caoable Of
learning through study and the use of books but was incapable
of systematic personal growth excent under the constant
tutorial presence and constraint of the teacher ... 32 In this
school, the student developed in maturity, built and enriched
the content of the basic institutions of society, and learned
how to attack problems in an economical and effective manner.
When the student reached the stage

~here

he could carry on

independent study, he was ready for university work and he
had completed the Common School.

It is assumed by Morrison

at this point that the student had moved forward and reached
2 9aenry

c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching in the
secondary School (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1926), n. 8.
30

~.,

pp. 10-11.

31~., p. 11.

32 lli.Q.. '

P.

7•

)08

the str,i.ge of educational maturity, which signifies that
the individual has reached a stage at which he is capable
of directing widely his own further learning.

Morrison

asserted:
For him the period of general ed.ucation is at an end
and the period of true snec1alized or scholarly or
professional study has begun. He 1s out of the secondary period and in the university.JJ
Allowing for two separate stages of educational
development in the child,

~upil

to student, Morrison also

allowed for two school periods to Parallel this growth, the
Primary school and the secondary school.

However, he en-

visioned them as two steps along the educational continuum
leading to educational maturity and independent learning
which was the province Of the scholars, not as separate and
unrelated entities.
societal pressures of new demands for education in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries resulted
in the development of separate educational institutions;
elementary schools, secondary schools, Junior High Schools,
and Junior Colleges.

These separate entities emerged to

meet the needs of increased enrollments and newly identified
social and educational needs.

The end product was discon-

tinuity in the educational system.

Morrison spoke out

against this d.istortion of the system.

33Henry c. Morrison, "The secondary Period and the
University," The School Rev1ew, XX.XVII (January, 1929) 22.

jiii>
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Discontinuity 1s a state of affairs in the structure
of a school system in which there has come to exist
several schools in a hierarchy of nrogress, each of
these schools being more or less like a thing in itself, rather than a functional nart of a system.34
'rhe essential organization of the common School, as

Morrison envisioned it, would consist of the primary school
and the secondary school designed to provide the four basic
adaptations and extended ouportun1t1es to use those learn1ng tools through study under direction up to the no1nt of
educational maturity.

Pupils could enter in kindergarten

and by the end of what is typically the sophomore year in
college, they would complete their general education.

The

schools could be under one roof or in separate buildings.
What was important was that pupil progress from orimary
school to secondary school to university be made on the
basis of actual learning and adaptations, and not on years
spent, credits amassed, or ground covered.

Morrison asserted:

Time is not of the essence. Learning acquired is the
substance of the school. The time required is merely
a circumstance. Maturity is of the essence. The age
of emergence is not of the essenoe.35
Morrison's conception of internal school organization
has much to commend it.

It forces the school administrator

to examine critically the multiplicity of overlapping organizational devices in current use.

It suggests to educators

and administrators that they define precisely what an elementary

34Morrison, American Schools, p. 100.
35rug_. t p. 187.
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school, a junior high school, a high school, a junior
college, a college, and a university is or should be.
It provides a stimulus to evaluate the graded structure,
the credits, and the requirements for graduation of each
Of the senarate institutions maintained today.

Morrison's

criticism of the discontinuous school system Of the 1940's
might indeed be orovocat1ve:
The disastrous final result has been the universal

establishment of an inverted ideology 1n which the
securing of credits, graduation from school, and the
attainment of a degree are nut 1n the place of education, until only a pitifully small proportion of the
graduates of schools and colleges is composed of even
l)e,rt1ally educated people. 36
It is a relatively simple organizational pattern
which Morrison suggests but one which would be difficult
to nut into practice if for no other reason than the multiplicity of boards of education and board members it would
eliminate.

It would further necessitate a complete revision

of evaluating grades, of promotions, and retentions.
would strike at the very heart
and the credit system.

or

the ncarneg1e unit,

It
11

It would shatter the administrative

efficiency and economy inherent 1n the graded school concept and the time-to-be-spent, ground-to-be-covered stereo-

types which are firmly implanted in traditional educational
thinking and practice.
Unless properly understood, Morrison's conception
of internal school organization could become an organizational roadblock to educational progress,

36 Ibid.,

P, 112.

Herein lies the
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weakness of Morrison• s presenta.tion of his internal organizational t)attern.

He

did not apparently realize that any

organizational pattern is not an automatic guarantee of
educational progress.
never guarantee it.

It may facilitate learning but can

If Morrison had presented the plan of

organization as a logical and psychological method of org.an-

1z1ng schools instead of as a natural pattern that was an
inevitable outgrowth of evolutionary development, it might
have had more anneal.

As it was, Morrison's organization

has had little direct influence.

No system of schools, as

far as the author has ascertained, is organized specifically
on the basis of primary schools, secondary schools, colleges,

and universities as Morrison conceived them.

The trend to-

ward. the "non-graded school" which appears, disappears, and

reappears periodically, is one approach that resembles Mor-

rison's plan.

The "open classroom·' and the variety of

"Alternative Schoolst which have sprung up in recent years
reflect an awareness of Morrison's emphasis on the identification and evaluation of nupil progress in terms of actual
lea.ming, and actual adaptations rather than on the current
stereotypes of years-to-be-spent, ground-to-be-covered, and
credits-to-be-earned.

current discontent with the products

of the schools indicates the need for a reassessment of our
school structure, its purpose, design, and operational efficiency and effectiveness.
These criticisms, however, do not negate the possibility of Morrison's ideas on internal organization having an
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ultimate effect.

It 1s suggested that his discussion of

internal organization would be a worthwhile one for any
administrator to undertake, especially an administrator
who would like to be able to define nrecisely what he
means when he speaks of the elementary school, and the
high school.

For Morrison, the external organization of the school
included the aspects of organization, finance, control and

administration.

The Common School was to be the school

which the state would organize, control, direct, and finance.
The

only justifiable reason for state concern for education

was the necessity of providing an intelligent citizenry
so that the state would be perpetuated.

State constitutions

and judicial decisions have consistently reaffirmed this

concept.

If the State were to control the school, then

the State had the responsibility to finance the cost of
this sehool, Morrison asserted.
According to Morrison, the state-sunported school
did not exist primarily for the development of the potential1 ty of the individual or for the vocational training of

fUture lawyers, artists, plumbers, doctors, or machinists.
These were excellent goals to be furthered, but not at state

expense.
If, Morrison argued, the uuroose of the state school
could be limited to the development of citizens, then it was
not a question of the state aiding a local d1str1ct; it was

a question of the state financing education completely.

The
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moment a state thought of "aid" for the schools, as long
as schools were organized on a local district basis, there
would be no equalization regardless of the complicated
mathematical formulas any state could devise.

Inequality

of effort, inequality of educational onnortunity, and inequality of financial burden were bound to grow.
The only method of equalization that ever worked, as
far as Morrison was concerned, was consolidation.

The

economic unit of supnort had to be coterminous with the
administrative unit.

Once you had made the state the basic

economic unit of support as well as the administrative unit,
there was still the question of a sound system of taxation.
Here again, Morrison advocated a basically simple annroach:
all taxation, regardless of what it is called or how it is
collected, is naid out of the income which a person receives,
whether this 1s in actual cash or in goods or property which
could be converted into cash.

Consequently, Morrison ad-

vocated a nrogressive state income tax as the basic measure
Of support for schools.

The nroperty tax he would reserve

for actual imnrovement of nroperty value, somewhat like what
we now refer to as "assessments 0 on property.
The schools, instead of being an economic drain on
tax funds, would in the long run contribute to the gross
national product by educating economically literate citizens.
They, in turn, would curtail their leisure and recreational
spending to contribute to the sup-port of education and would
regulate their purchasing power 1n relation to supply and demand.
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Morrison stressed the need for cultivating the economic
intelligence of citizens.

He believed that if the schools

did a creditable job in economic education that the economic literacy of citizens would provide adequate tax revenue
to suuport basic state functions.
Finally, Morrison saw with keen insight the need for
civilian, lay, and nublic control of broad policy affecting
the schools, especially in financial matters.

The super-

intendent was the executive; he was not the "expert, 37
11

who told the governing board what to do and how to do it.
As an adviser, he had to operate on moral persuasion to
convince the board of education of the wisdom of his recommendations.

In the final analysis, however, the decision

belonged rightfully to the board.
Morrison's idea that the state should be both the
administrative and fiscal unit in the system of nublic
education spelled the demise of the local system of school
organization.

In Morrison's view, the local system was an

archaic remnant of a nast condition in society which no
longer existed.

In the days when transportation and com-

munication were difficult and almost imooss1ble, the local
control of schools was the only possible way to extend the
benefits of education to isolated communities.

But to

retain this method of control in the modern era when transportat1on and communication are thought of in terms of
:nHenry c. Morrison, \ilanted: Superintendents Who are
Executives not Exnerta," The Nation's Schools, XXXIII (May,
11

1944) 42.
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minutes and hours ann not 1n days or weeks was unwise and
unsound.
Morrison based his argument on the differentiation
between government locally a.dm1n1stered and local selfgovernment.

constitutionally, there were only two forms

of sovereignty: state and national.

It was possible to

administer state and federal functions locally as in the
case of the post Office and health cl1n1cs.

But th1s did

not imply that the local citizenry had either the r1ght or
the resnonsibility to establish basic nolicy in these areas.
Local self-government arose only in those areas in which
the action of the local citizenry nroved beneficial or
hnrmfUl to themselves alone.

If a local unit did not want

street lights or a public park, that affected that local
unit adversely and no one else.

Education, however, was

not in that category for two reasons:

it was so crucial to

the uernetuation of society that society dare not

~erm1t

it

to be controlled by local whims and onin1ons; and, second,
the ran1d mobility of citizens within and among the states
magnified the baneful effects of inequality in educational
ouportunity existing within the state.
Morrison saw instances of the looe.l instrumentalities
of government gradually disappearing and being replaced by
a centralized state system of administration and fiscal
control.

Nor did this disturb him.

Morrison did not see

this centralization as inevitably leading into bureaucracy,
destruction of civil liberties, or desp0tism.

For him, it
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s easier to find a. few

state -positions than
for local nosit1ons.

A

hone~t

and

1ntell1.<~ent

men for

host of honest and intelligent men
Morrison seemed to imply that the

schools could nroduce a few men for state governmental
nosts but not enough to go around.
One the one hand, Morrison suggested the schools could
"breed into the mores" 1n one or two generations a high
degree of civilized behavior if they would become really
effective in their basic task of educating citizens.

But

he seems to doubt that this will ever come to pass, at least
for the great majority of persons.

Consequently, the solution

was to dissolve the local instrumentalities and utilize state
resources and control in the hopes of getting a few intelligent leaders.
Morrison's contribution to the field of external
organization of the schools and school system is more in
the nature of a potential contribution th.qn an actual one.
Many of the present

~>1?'1 tings

in school finance skip lightly

over the contributions of Morrison.

However, there have

been several significant court decisions within the last
few years which have drawn attention to the inequities of
school finance and the need for a more equitable distribution of fUnds with the state assuming more
sibility and the burden.

or

the respon-

In the Mcinnis case which was

heard in the state of Illinois in 1969, the court ruled
that differences in the quality of education due to inequitable
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funding should not be allowed to exist.Ju

In the Serrano

case in California in 1971, a legal principle regarding
school finance was established, that of "fiscal neutral1ty,·i
which held that if property wealth is a factor in orov1d1ng
education that it should be ba.sed on the "wealth of the state."
The way in which money is raised has to be neutral or nondiscriminatory. 39
The Rodriquez case was originally heard under federal
court jurisdiction in Texas in 1971.

It was reviewed the

following year by the Supreme Court.

This case raised

essentially the same question as the Serrano Case; do present
state systems for supporting wbl1c schools conflict with
40
the equal protection clause of the fourteenth Amendment?
The decisions in both cases have had the effect of severely
challenging the constitutionality of the state systems'
method of financing public education.
The court oases cited focused the attention of the
states on the method of school finance and a searoh for
viable alternative methods began.

The Office of the super-

intendent of Public Instruction of the State of Illinois
appointed a committee to develop a revised system of school
finance to meet the possible criteria of the courts.

Four

alternative methods were identified and studied as possible
solutions:
J8Mclnnis v. Ogilvie, 384 US 322, sun. Ct. (1969}c
39serrano v. Priest, 487 P 2nd 1241 (californ1a, 1971).
40Hodr1quez v. Texas, C1v. Act. No. 68-175 SA (1971).
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1. State-wide Prouerty Tax

2. Power EquPlization

3. Full State Funding
a. Prooerty Tax
b. Income Tax
c. Other Taxes
4. School District Reorganizat1on41
The thinking of Henry

c.

Morrison 1s indeed reflected in

the alternatives currently pronosed.

Morrison was ahead

of hie times in his thinking in the area of school organization and finance, but behind the times in the publication
of his thoughts in the field of finance which did not appear
42
until 1930.
The lack of recognition of Morrison in this field is
curious

be~.,ause

he, as far back as 1905, had a clear and

penetrating outlook on the problems of finance.
Henry makes the point succinctly.

Nelson

He suggests that most

authors in the field agree that the present body of school
finance developed largely during the twentieth century with
the work of CUbberly, Strayer, and Elliot in 1905, and Updegraff's work in 1912.

But 1n 1905, Morrison was deenly

concerned with problems of finance.

In his first report

as state superintendent of New Hamnshire, Henry points out,

42 Henry c. Morrison, Sohool Revenue

University of Chicago Press,

19JOJ.

(Chicago: The
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Morrison discussed each of the following nhases or school
finance: sources of school revenue; state and local taxation
for school purPoses; permanent state school funds; private
contributions to the support of public education; insuring
the receipt of revenues to which the schools are entitled;
territorial units of school support; inequalities in ability
and effort; the peculiar nroblem of school support in rural
areas; methods ot equalization of educational privileges;
state control of local exnend1tures; economy in financial
administration of local seheol systems; distribution of expenditures for services and materials; salaries, tenure,
and retirement allowances for teachers; professional control
of financial management; accounting procedure; cooperative
purchasing; free textbooks; transportation of pupils; and
tuition of non-residents.

In addition to th1s quantitative

listing, Morrison also developed some qualitative concepts
in finance which have relevance to current economics of
educat1on. 4 3 Although Morrison's insights did not directly
affect the total field of education, they had a significant
im~act

on New Hampshire as can be observed by the forward

position of that state in school organization and state
control.

Of the three states Morrison cited in 1943 as

having reached the final evolutionary development in that
the state itself was the "basic unit, comprehensive of all
4 3Nelson B. Henry, "Mr. Morrison's contr1 but ions to
the Study of School Finanoe,n Zeta News of Phi Delta Kappa,
XXII (April, 1937), 6-12.
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schools in respect to both control and financial support," 44
the state of New Hampshire was a leader among them.
·J:he one strong recommendation that Morrison made
which is almost comnletely rejected today is the suggestion
that the state become the basic unit of financial, administrative, executive, legislative, and judicial organization.
some thought is being given to making the state the financial
unit of support as was pointed out, but the idea of complete
oentral1zat1on of the school system in the hands of the state
has never been seriously entertained.

In faot, current think-

ing tends toward the concept of a greater degree of decentral-

ization as evidenced in the State of New York and in the city
of Chicago.

That the present system of local control has ser-

ious drawbacks, that it is inefficient and ineffective, that
it puts the school at the mercy of every locally elected school
board, that it com.Pounds inequality of opportunity of children
can be demonstrated.

That the only method of el1m1nat1ng

these disadvantages is to have the state as the basic unit
of school organization and adm1n1stra.t1on can be questioned.
Morrison's great contribution to thought in this area,
however, 1s his distinction between local government and
local self-government.

Education, for Morrison, because of

its essential impact on society, the rapid migration of
students from one district and state to another, and the
deleterious effect that an ineffective district could have
44Morr1son, American Schools, p. 276.
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on 1 t1: neighbors, 1'm.s not 1n the category of local selfgovernment.

Education could be, however, a runct1on of

local government..

For Morrison, educat1on was 1n the realm

of local government and he would have 1t in the realm of
state government.

Morrison went so far in his concept of state organ1z::i.t1on that he would have placed the education, eontrol,

nss1gnments to jobs and nay of all the teachers or the

common School under complete state control.

He would have

forbidden other institutions to train teachers who would
teach 1n the common School supoorted by the state.

Other

1nst1tut1ons could still train supervisors, administrators,
special sel"T1ee personnel such as teachers
en~~ed

or

the hand1-

children, but the teacher would be educated at state

expense, reld a stipend while in training, and then be
assigned wherever he or she was needed.
be

This system would.

a cross between the e1v11 service and status oomparable

to the military forces.

To those who might argue that Morrison's line or
th1nk1ng could be applied to the removal of education to
the national level, Morrison's res"OOnse would be that education was const1tut1onally a state ooncern and not federal.
In this area 1t is 1nterest1ng to note h1s ambivalent
att1tude on federal a1d for education.

In 1919 he argued

in this manner:
The only noasibl~way out (Or the flnanolal crises
schools faced 1n 1919J , both for adequate supp0rt and
equa.11ty of educational OPPortun1ty, ls for the state

J22

to bear the whole current cost of operating schools •••
and further for the federal government to devote a
larger proportion of its own revenue from incomes to
the equalization of it4 revenues for school nurposes
as between the states. 5
Yet one war later in 194J, Morrison's position on
federal intervention in education was reversed and his
argument ran as follows:
• • • If equalization of school revenue is all there
is in the picture, then the only equalization that has
ever worked, namely, consolidation, is good argument
for the consolidation of the whole function of public
instruction in the federal government. But that is to
bring the whole argument into reductio ad absurdum.
Step by step, as the administrative powers and aut1es
belonging to municipalities or to the 48 states have
been filched away, by equal pace we have lost the art
of self-government • • • • It is rooted in our schools
that this field the federal government shall not enter.
When the federal government enters, 1t abandons democracy and cultivates totalitarianism.46
Thus, Morrison wanted centralization and consolidation only
up to a certain level.

That level was th• state level.

Be-

yond that, he feared, democracy was abandoned, powers were
taken away, and the art of self-government was lost.
Complete state control of the educational system in
this country has never been an acceptable procedure to most
Americans.

Within the space of a century, we have seen how

Bismarck and Hitler controlled the education of Germany and
how Stalin and Khrushchev controlled the schools of the

u.s.s.a.,

4
5Henry c. Morrison, ttTaxat1on, Teachers' Salaries and
Cost of Education," The Ele}llentary school Journal, XX
(September, 1919) 56.
46 aenry c. Morrison, "Thumbs Down on Federal
F.qualization," The Nation's Schools, XX.XII (October, 194J) 21.
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deoriving citizens of basic freedoms instead of using the
educational systems to enhance and promote freedom.

There

is a fine line between a state controlling education for
democratic means and a state controlling education for
totalitarian nurp0ses.

Morrison would have abhorred the

perverted use of the schools 1n both Germany and Russia.
His own thinking was so conditioned by the necessity of an
intelligent citizenry for the perpetuation of society that
he failed to provide adequately for sufficient safeguards
to guarantee that the schools would not be oerverted in
their purnose into non-democratic ways of behavior.

H1s

failure to Provide safeguards rested ultimately on his faith
in the power of education to produce an educated man, a
true citizen who was capable of sublimating his egoistic
desires into altruistic goals and responses.
Morrison's stress on state domination probably accounts
for some of the reasons why his contributions to the external
organization and administration of the schools and the school
system are more potential than actual.

Par too often people

look at the final conclusions which a man draws without
making the effort of proceeding with the author in the
develo"P111ent of his argument.

Educators and administrators

will find much of value 1n Morrison's basic argument, even
though they may disagree with his conclusions.
Morrison sought to answer the question, "What 1s the
content of education?"

He set this as one of his major

tasks and in 1940 this task was completed with the publication

)24

of his third major work, The curriculum of the Common
School:

~m

the Beginning of the Primarz School to the

&ltd of Junior College. In the Preface of this work, Morrison
stated:
This volume [The curriculum

er the common School is

a development of an argument in 1nstruc

on and eduwhich first appeared some fifteen years ago in
my Practice of Teachinlain the seconda*f School. It is
in method a sequel to
sic Princitles n Education ••••
That work adheres to the doctrlnehat the scientific
approach to all educational and instructional problems
is to be found in a factually defensible theory of what
education is. • • •
Following a similar method in the present work, and
passing on from the chapters dealing with Personality
in Basic PrinciRles, it 1s here sought to find a defensible answer to the question, "What then must the
content or General Education be?", or, in other words,
"What must be the valid curriculum of the Common School?"47
oa tion

Education, for Morrison, was the end product and the
result of learning by the individual out of his experience
in life.

The experience a person had determined the person-

ality, but the "result of experience in the world£was1 • • •
in Principle as likely to Produce the worst of criminals as
the best of citizens. ·• 48

The social process by which

the community sought to guarantee that the education of the
rising generation shall be right education was through instruction, which was oarried on in the schools, and upbringing,
which was carried en in the family.

The

instruction, which

was to be carried on in the schools and which was to guarantee
right education, was to develop from the CU.triculum Of the
4 ?Morr1son, curriculum, p. vii.
48Ibid., P. ).
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common School.

This curriculum was to consist of an

enumeration and study of the basic universal institutions
of society.

Thus, Morrison's task as he conceived it, was

to identify, validate, and enumerate these basic universal
institutions.

Be recognized the task as arduous but net

impossible.
The curriculum, for Morrison, was "necessarily determinate. 1149

And on the completion of his major task of

identifying the content of general education in 1940,
Morrison had determined what he considered to be the valid
and universal curriculum which contained the basic learnings
of the common Schoel.

The curriculum was "determined'* on

the basis of the universal institutions which had evolved
in society.

Morrison did not believe that this listing

would last forever since society was still in the process
of evolving but these were the basic institutions which had
evolved up to date.
Morrison proposed twelve basic institutions which would
form the content of the curriculum: language, mathematics,
graphics, science, religion, morality and moral 1nst1tut1ons,
art, the state and o1v11 1nst1tut1ons, civil government,
commerce, industry, and health.

These institutions oons1sted

of popular usages and beliefs that had become organized,
refined, and expanded in the course Of social evolution.

If

one had a basic understanding of these twelve institutions,
one was well •gu1PPed to adant to the modern world and to
49Morrison, Ba.sic Pr1nc1nles, p. 49.
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pass on this heritage of civilized behavior to the next
generation.
The content of the curriculum. as Morrison conceived
of it, has had little effect on the eduoat1onal world in
his time or in ours.

In his listing of curricular content

he had come up with nothing new.

He pointed this eut him-

self before those who might review his book could.

He

stated in the Preface:
Now that the work 1s done, so far from proving anything
of the sort [that an entirely new kind of curriculum 1s
essential or that the general education of the masses 1s
an 1mpcss1b111tyJ I have come out as a result in terms
of courses to be taught which reveals that there is
little or nothing contained 1n the work but has been
taught somewhere, in some form, at some time, short of
the junior year in oollege.50
There is a silence 1n the current literature on curriculum in regard to Morrison's conception of the curriculum.
This is probably due to the faot that some or the current
writers 1n curriculum theory shy away from his notion of a
universal and perennial curriculum, mainly because they do
not aecept his defin1 t1on of the term "curriculum. '

1

Mor-

rison• s definition of curriculum is as follows:
curriculum is 1n its nature constant and universal.
It 1s in substance an outline of the fabric of
civilization, as the latter subsists in its un1veraal and major 1nst1tut1ons.51
As Morrison developed h1s curriculum, which he referred to
as a study of the system of ponular usages and bel1ef s that
SOMorr1son, Curriculum, p. v111.
51Ib1d., P. 187.

--have become organized in the course

or

social evolution

into 1nst1tut1ens, 1t 1s difficult to argue the Morrison's
twelve bas1e 1nat1tut1ons are not universal.

It was the

nrogramm.1ng of the curriculum that was contingent.

Each

society developed its own individual content of the basic
institutions.

F.ach society determined the snecifie way in

which each institution achieved its goal in that society.
Moehlman suggested. another reason for the abaence of
comment on Morrison in the current literature in this field.
He asserted:
Since 1t 1a the psychology of the teaching profession,
oarticularly 1n administration, to center its praise
and adulation on the activist rather than on the
retired specialist, his (l4orrison•aJ recent works, 1n
terms or c1rculat1on, did not receive the same attention
as did his earlier books.52
Morrison, as few others have done in the field of
curriculum, grounded his study of th• curriculum 1n the
very bas1s of aoc1ety.

That which was essential for the

perpetuation of soo1ety had to be studied 1n the schools.
Not that the needs

or

the 1nd1v1dual could or would be

ignored but, for Morrison, the 1nd1v1dual nrospered only
insofar as society prospered.
The s1gnif 1cant errect on society through the study
of the basic 1nst1tutiona can be observed 1n Morrison's
stress on the social studies.

Morrison was deeply concerned

.52 Moehlman, "Morrison: Master Teacher' 19.
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by the lack of competence shown by the average graduate 1n
the field of social studies.

A large nortion of his book on

Curriculum is devoted to an analysis of the state and civil
1nst1tut1ons, politics, commerce, and industry.

He con-

sidered these sections to be "the most important part of
the book and the most imperatively needed in the instruction
of our young people."5:3

Morrison's complaints that the

average citizen is economically, politically, and geographically illiterate, that our voting record 1n local, state,
and national elections 1s poor, and that the average citizen
is still very ignorant of the responsibilities of citizenship
is echoed today in our newspapers, magazines and on radio and
television reports.
Today many educators, city officials, and law enforcement agencies merely bemoan the lack of oivio responsibility
and civic virtue in the graduates of the public school system.
Morrison, over thirty years ago, devoted half of his book
on curriculum to an analysis of the basic content of the
social studies.

He recommended units of study on the state

as a civil institution, the nature of law, taxation, supply
and demand, the exchange system in economics, pricing policies
and production, banking, insurance, stocks, and labor relations.

All these areas still form the basic knowledge

required of good citizens, but they are areas sadly neglected
in the curriculum of the schools today.

Three decades ago

Morrison saw £he need for increased emphasis in the social
53Morr1son, Curriculum, p. ix.
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studies.

His analysis

or

the basic content 1n the area 1s

still valid and would furnish a broad field of study which
might shed light on the current concerns of eduoators and
officials regarding the causes of existing def1c1enc1es 1n
civic r•soons1b111ty and o1v1c virtue 1n our current social
situation.
Unlike the 11m1ted impact Morrison had on the content of the curriculum, h1a analyala of the organization

or

the curriculum had a s1gn1f1cant impact.

The curriculum,

as developed by Morrison, was '*a bOdy or learnings wtlioh
are "Presumed to constitute the content of r1ght education.' 54
And further defined by Morrison, . . . . . It [the curriculuii] is
1n substance an outline

or

the fabric of civilization as the

latter subsists in 1ts universal and major inst1tut1ona ... SS
A ·'un1veraal 1nstitut1on" was too broad a concent to
be

adequately developed within the curriculum.

of th• 1natitut1on had to

be

The content

broken down into manageable

and significant parts within the grasp of the 1nd1v1dual
student.

so Morrison utilized the term .. unit" to signify

this manageable portion.

A unit, then, would be "a comp-

rehensive and significant asnect of th• enviromnentC-cultural
or natural] , of an organized science, of an art, or of
conduct, which being learned results 1n an adaptation in
56
D.•rsqnal1tx."

S4t4orr1son, B@.a1c !)=1nc1plee, o. 48.
55Morr1son, cu.rr1eulum, o. 187.
6
5 Morr1son, J>ract1ce of Tea~hlng, no. 24-25.
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In Morrison's analysis of the curriculum, he differentiated between the curriculum and the program of
studies.

The curriculum was constant, universal and

natural.

The program of studies was "the structural

organization intended primarily to make 1t possible to
administer a curriculum ... 57

Morrison expanded on this

definition later when he said that a Program of studies
is "a list of courses properly organized in learning units,
intended to be pursued by pupils, and presumed to be the
best method Of attaining the objectives set up by the

curriculum. " 58
In the program of studies, the most imoortant element

was the unit.

A serviceable learning unit for Morrison was,

as previously stated, a comprehensive and s1gnif1eant aspect

of the environment,

or

science, of art, or of conduct, the

learning of which results in an adaptation to personality.
This method of organization by units, or unit learnings came

to be known as the Morrison Method.
'

1

Gradually, the term

Morrison Method" was applied not only to the method of

organization by units but also to the method of teaching
units.

Morrison's "Five Steps" in the teaching cycle which

he developed for the science-type learning also came to be
known as the "Morrison Method."

57Morr1sen. School and commonwealth, p. 68.

58Morr1son, Ba.sic Princinles, p. 49.
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so great was Morrison's influence in the organization of the unit, that one author took pains to Point out
that Morrison did not create the notion of unit learning.59
That he popularized it there can be no doubt.
Wronski state:

Wesley and

"He [Morrison) started the unit on its road

to popularity in the elementary as well as the high school. r• 60
Gwynn suggests that adur1ng the last half-century probably
the greatest single effect on the method and technique of
teaoh1ng was produced by
of Teaching

H.c.

Morrison's book, The Practice

1;n the secondary School. The

11

Morrison

11

or .runit"

method of teaching is generally known and widely used - at
least in name." 61

Quillen and Hanna state:

"Although unit

organization is based upon the ideas of Herbart, Charles A.
McMurry, Dewey, and their followers, the impetus to the
current interest in units undoubtedly came from Morrison."

62

Burton credits Morrison with contributing the first ·•stream
of thought" concerning the unit which accounts for its
cutrent high statys a§ a method Of OfR!;niZ1l\ei SJ!b.lect matter, 06 3
.59Roy o. Billet, ' Plans Characterized by Un1t
Assignment," The School Review, XL (November, 1932) 6S6.
1

60 Edgar B. Wesley and Stanley P. Wronski, Teaoh1ng

Social Studies 1n the High School

1958)'

p.

51.

(Boston:

D.c. Heath,

61 J.M. Gwynn,
rriculum Princ1 les and social Trends,
jrd ed. (New York: The ao
an ompany, 1 O , p. 7 •
62 James Quillen and Levone Hanna, Education for
Social Competence (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company,

1§62),

p.

111.

63 will1am H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities
(New York: Appleton-Century-CS:ofts Inc., 1962), P. 326.
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The unit method was especially ponular in the fields
of science and social studies.

Reavis, who was Principal

of the Laboratory School at the University of Chicago when
Morrison was Superintendent observed:
One of the most striking bits of evidence on his
influence is found in the organization of textbooks
in science. Prior to 1918 there was not a single book
in secondary-school science organized on the basis of
comprehensive teaching units. Since 1926, the date
of the publication Of his book setting forth the unit
conception of curriculum materials, 90 per cent of the
texts have adopted this plan Of organization, mal).y
acknowledging their debts to Professor Morr1son.o4
Bayles made the following comment:
If one should assume that the trend of recent articles
on the organization of subject matter is indicative of
the trend •f progressive thought, one is likely to conclude that the lesson which Morrison has attemnted to
teach with regard to leaniing units has been fairly
well rece1ved.65
Thus it can be concluded that Morrison's unit method of
organization had an immediate and far reaching effect on
education 1n h1s day and for years to come.
Morrison's argument that an analysis of the bas1o
institutions or society are valid subjects of study for
the general education of students to the point of educational maturity or the beginning of university work apnears to
be fundamentally sound.

His enumeration of the institutions

into twelve categories is broad enough to cover practically
all subject matter.

subject matter is included or excluded

on the basis of_its contribution to adjustment to society,
64william Reavis, ~The Contributions of Professor
Morrison to the Improvement Of Instruction," Zeta News of
Phi Delta Kanpa, XXII (April, 1937) 7.
65Ba.yles, ''Limitations of the Morrison Unit," 203.
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That the curriculum which Morrison proposed on the basis
of the analysis of society turned out to be essentially
the same as what was being taught in the secondary schools
of h1s day does not affirm or destroy the validity of his

proposals.

It merely indicates that he arrived at similar

conclusions 1n regard to the curriculum by approaching it
from a different perspective.

Morrison said:

The medieval Trivium and Quadrivium was a curriculum,
while our eight grades, Plus fifteen Carnegie units,
plus one hundred and twenty semester heurs constitutes
a orogra~ - a very PoGr one to be sure, but still a
program. 6
Morrison went on to assert:
The curriculum of general education must in principle
be an undifferentiated curriculum and the admin1strat1ve
program a common schoel program• • • • Further, there will
never be a true American university until this problem
or general education is understood and formulated in
concrete administrative terms.67
In these days of discontent and unrest in ed.ueational
circles as well as in society as a whole, the sound, sane
and substantial writings or Henry

c.

Morrison might provide

a new perspective for educators, curriculum builders, and
curriculum implementers in their search for answers to the
vexing educational problems of the day, even though they
might arrive at different conclusions.
Harry A. Brown made a predictive statement in 1945
which present day educators might consider:

66 Morrison, School and Commonwealth, p. 68.
67 Ib1d

1 ,

p. ?2.

The idea by which Morrison 1s best known 1s nrobably
his Principle of unit learning. His institutional
conception of the school and the curriculum of general
education, together with his learning unit, are ideas
that are capable of making a significant transformation
in the theory and practice of teaching when ~roperly
understood in terms of his own conceptions. 6 ~
The process of teaching was one aspeot of the field

of education which was of primary and lasting interest to
Morrison throughout his life.

It is in this area that he

made his most significant contributions.
11

For Morrison,

Education is the development in the individual by the pro-

cess of learning as distinguished from physical growth.

It

1s the means by which civilization is transmitted from one

generation to another ... 69

All the things an individual learns

can contribute to the development of personality.

"Learning

is becoming, and • • • the product [°that which has been learned]
is a new birth in the individual, a changed point ot view,
a new taste or set of values, a new inward ab111ty, 070 an
accretion to personality.

Every step in the development

process is a learning uroduot.

When the learning products

are acquired from the parents or immediate family, Morrison
referred to the family's action as upbringing.

However,

the Hprooess through which education 1s brought under
positive and systematic control and guidance [by the formal
schooiJ is 1nst;ru<{t1on." 71 The formal school furthers the
68Brown, "Morrison: contributions to American Education,"
382.
69Morrison, Basic Principles, p. 30.
70ib1d., p. J8.
71

~., n. 39.
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1nstruct1onal process by teaching.

And Morrison defines

teaching as "that intimate contact between a more mature
personality and a less mature which is designed to further
the education of the latter in a situation where the more
mature nerson feels a respcnsib111ty for seeing that the
less mature learns.•• 7

2

The body of principles which de-

scribe and explain the teaching process 1s known as
dact1cs. "73

11

di-

The object of teaching is the pupil who is a

member of the school under formal discipline.

The pupil

becomes involved and submits willingly to constraint by
the teacher "in the interest not only of the group but of
the self-respect and happiness of 1nd.1v1duals within the
groun as well." 74 The body of learnings "which are nresumed

to constitute the content of right education*'?S and

which, 1f learned, will produce the educated man .. who will
know what to do instead

or

having to be told what to do"76

is called the curriculum.
These basic definitions constitute the core of Morrison' a thinking about the educational process.

On these

definitions and their implioat1ons, he built his theory of
curriculum and his theory of teaching which together oonsti tute his theory of instruction, the rationale for the
72Ib1d., pp. 41-42.

?;~bid.
74Ib1d.,

p.

4.5.

7.5Ib1d.,

'P.

48.

76 Ib1d., -o. 33.
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nrocess by which education is brought under positive and
systematic control and guidance by the formal school.
'l'he

main contributions which Morrison has made to a

theory of instruction would include the development of an
effective teaching nlan, the mastery concept, and his organ.
1zation of the unit of subject matter.

At a time in our

history when high school enrollments were doubling every
decade and thousands of unqualified teachers were "holding
school'', Morrison presented them with a workable teaching

plan which, if followed, had great potential for improving
the quality of teaching.
Morrison's concent of mastery of the learning product
emphasized the point that not mere understanding was important, but also behavior which exhibited that understanding.
Unless a person could exh1b1t behavior which indicated that
he had acquired the basic understandings, skills, and abilities, he had not mastered the learning product.

He was not

educated.
Morrison's organization of the unit of subject matter
with the characteristics of comprehensiveness and significance will survive as long as subject matter is organized.
Morrison did not create the un1t idea but he did popularize
it to a s1gn1f1ca.nt extent.
In the area of teaching and method Morrison also had
a s1gn1f1oant impact.

Once Morrison had determined the

content of the Curriculum of the common School, he analyzed
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the content of these basic learnings and discovered they
could be classified into five types; the science, the appreciation, the practical arts, the language arts, and the
pure practice type.

In regard to this classification Mor-

rison said:
we oan, however, group all the subjects taught in
the field of general education • • • into five different
tyoes, which chara.cter1stioally differ among themselves
1n the nature of the1~ objectives and 1n the nature of
the learning proeess.77
Ea.ch of the five types, he argued, must be taught
differently.

Morrison felt that the basic cause of non-

mastery was due to the attempt te utilize the wrong technique for a given type of learning.

some learning types

like science, are more useful in developing attitudes of
understanding in the pupil.

other types, like art or

literature are suitable tor developing attitudes of appreciation.

Practical arts types are geared to the develop-

ment of abilities to intelligently manioulate tools and
materials.

The pure practice type, like grammar, develops

skills.
In the science type where the learning nroeess was
essentially

0

reflect1on upon experience in search of mean-

ing, .. ?B Morrison developed a unit method of teaching which
came to be known as the "Morrison Method" or the "Unit
Method."

The unit method of teaching whioh Morrison developed

consisted of five steps.

These five steps were: exploration,

??Morrison, Practice of Teaching, n. 92.

78

!J2!g,. ' p. 180.

))8

nresentatlon, ass1m1lat1on, organ1zat1on, and rec1tat1on.
Many authors and critics of Morrison have overlooked the
fact that th• five steps were the method of teaching of
only one of the five types of subjeot matter, the science
type, and did not apply to the other types.

But so pop-

ular did the five step unit method of teaching become that
the other methods of teaching are otten neglected.

In

justice to the critics position, two faota should be stated.
The science type subjects, according to Morrison, comprised
the greater part of the content Of the curriculum.

And

fUrther, Morrison does not clearly spell out and discuss
the methods to be employed in the other subject matter
types.

He said:

we have devoted a great deal of space to the science
type, more than will fall to the lot of any other,
and the fact has a certain significance. In the first
place, many of the principles set forth will find a
plaoe in the succeeding types. But more than that the
subject matter which falls under this [the sc1encej type
constitutes the greater part of that adjustment of the
individual to environment which is eduoat1on.79
Morrison also devised a system of teaching which could
be utilized regardless of the subject matter type or the
objectives of the curriculum the subject matter was to
attain.

This system of teaching came to be known as the

"mastery formula."

In essence, this formula was:

0

pre-test,

teach, test the results, adapt procedure, teach and test
again to the t>21nt of actual learn1!1§."SO

79 Ie.!s1,., PP. 315-316.
BOib1d., p. 81.
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view, this was the only way one could be sure that an
adautive resnonse which a nupil made would become an
adaptive change, an accretion to Personality, a true
learning product.

Morrison was vitally interested in

understandings and subsequent behavior which exemplified
these understandings.

He was not interested in passing

grades, probability curves, or intelligence ratings.

He

wanted actual learning products not a facade.
In the area of teaching Morrison made a number of
significant contributions.

One of these contributions is

the notion that method is inherent in content.

By an

analysis of the organization of the d1soioline and the
purposes for which the resulting knowledge is to be used,
one can develop a method by which that particular subject
can best be taught to pupils.

Morrison was aware that one

also had to analyze the nature of the learning process and
the demands of the society in which the child lived in the
development of method.

However, his approach through the

organization of a discipline was one source of methodology
which had long been overlooked.
Morrison did not believe there was such a thing as
a generalized method of teaching all subjects.

He did

identify certain basic learning principles common to all
types of learning, whether the learning be a change 1n
attitudes of appreciation or understanding, the acquisition
of abilities, or the attainment of a skill.

However, for
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Morrison, these slm1lar1t1es were far less important than
the learning principles that

d1fferent1~ted

the type of

learning.
It is of interest to note that recently attention
is being redirected to the notion of the characteristics
of spec1f1c subject matter, how knowledge is constantly
being reorganized and reconstituted, and what implications
this reorganization has for the method of learning the
subject matter and the method of teaching it.

Bruner

discusses the need for the recognition of the basic nrinciples inherent in a d1sc1Pl1ne. 81

The long range objective

of the course content improvement programs of the National
Science Foundation is geared to bring about a major reconstruction and modernization of the course content and
methodology in the fields of mathematics and science. 82
There has been a renewed interest 1n the nature of the
organization of subject matter.

To link Morrison to this

renewed interest would be extremely tenuous.

It 1s ma1n-

ta1ned, however, that Morrison's work in this area might
help us to understand the differentiating characteristics
of subject matter today and thus aid in utilizing the most
effective means of teaching a specific subject.
When any method _pf teaching becomes as pony_,lar as
81 Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Preea, 1960).
82

National Science Foundation, "The Role of the
National Science Foundation 1n course Content Improvement
in secondary Schools," The Schoel Review, LXX (Spring,

1962) 2.
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Morr1son•s method, 1t 1s natural that cr1t1c1sms by his
fellow educators would be forthcoming.

The major criti-

cism of Morrison's unit method of teaching can be summarized in four broad categories:
1. The unit method of teaching was non-reflective,
complicated, formal, and rigid.

2. The unit method of teaching nlaced an inordinate
amount of emphasis on the teacher and the subject
matter and insufficient stress on the needs and
interests of the children.

J. The unit method of teaching did not take into

sufficient consideration the whole nroblem of
motivation.

4. The unit method of teaching

t"18S

based on the old

stimulus-response psychology.

In regard to the criticisms directed at Morrison's
theory of teaching, the only criticism that is valid is
that which identifies the lack of depth in Morrison's analysis of student motivation.

Morrison speaks of the inevitable

clash between the innate trait of curiosity and organic adaptive inertia.

He refers to the volitional development of

the child being so well achieved that "motivatien is provided for by superior pedagogical organizat1on" 8 3 without
the pun11 being aware of the process.

But nowhere does he

describe the process in detail nor does he describe the basic
sources from which he derives his ideas.

Morrison makes

reference to motivation on three pages in The Practice of
84
Teaching , and in Basic Pr1nc1nles he does not discuss the
83Morrison, Practice of Teaching, p. 108.
84 Ibid., pp. 103-105.
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speo1f1c area of mot:ivat1on at all.

Thus, the area

01·

mot1vat1en is one which is subject to the erit1c1sms which
were directed to 1t.
Other criticisms of Morrison's method can be explained,
1f not comnletely defended.

If the unit method of teaching

was non-reflective, complicated, rigid, and formal, it was
so because of the incomnetency of the teacher utilizing the
method in Morrison's view.
The criticism directed toward the non-reflective aspect

of the method, and the absence of the development of problem
solving abilities does not stand up under analysis.

Morrison

dealt with the objeotives of problem solving in The Practice
of Teaching. The solving of problems, he says, "should be
devised for the purpose of developing the unit of understanding intended and not for the purPose of training nup1ls in
problem-solving. 118 .5

Morrison objected to the development

of an abstract nower such as imnlied by the Phrase "nroblem
solving ability."

He states further: "Problem solving is

essentially and fundamentally reflective thinking, and, conversely, reflective thinking 1s nroblem solving. 086 In
Morr1sen' s view, once we have add.ed the adaptation of refleot1 ve thinking to the child's repertoire, we have given

85
86

Ibid., o. 248.
Ibid., p. 251.

h1m "an add1t1onal tool ror use in his retlective process.
'lhus, problem solving and reflective thinking, synonymous
terms for Morrison, were definitively included in his unit
method of teaching although differently conceived than by
his critics, especially Ba.yles. 88
That the unit method of teaching placed a great stress
on the role of the teacher and the role of the subject matter
may be admitted but 1t does not follow that the needs and
interests of the learner were neglected.

Morrison conceived

of the teacher as being a more mature, enlightened, intelligent individual.

He suggested that a teacher was a more

mature person 1n contact with less mature individuals for
the purPose of seeing that the less mature learns. 89 Nor
did he want the students grappling with problems that were
beyond them in terms or experience and previous learnings.
Therefore, it was the teacher who knew, or at least was
expected to know, what basic principles and understandings
the punils must acquire if they were to adjust in society.
An

immature person could not be expected to know this.

Education at the level of the basic curriculum and even
the program of studies, ror Morrison, was not a matter
87Ib1d.
88Ernest E, Bayles, Democratic Educational Theor;r
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), PP. 33-36.

89

Morrison, Basic Principles, P. 42.
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choice but of necessity.

The learnings which a child had

to master to adjust to society was not a matter to be decided upon by either pupil or teacher.

The curriculum of

the Common School as Morrison conceived 1t was "necessarily
determinate. 090
One additional point needs to be discussed in regard
to the role of the teacher.

In the primary school, the

teachers organized, directed, and controlled the pupil's
learning.

In the university, the student was expected to

be able to organize his own learning, utilizing the teacher
in the same manner as the students would use the library,
as a resource.

It was the task of the secondary school to

develop in the student the abilities required to make the
transition from dependence 1n learning to self-dependence
in the pursuit of further learning.

Thus, while Morrison

placed great stress on the role of the teacher, he reduced
the significance or this role as the pupil went through
school and into the university, as he moved from educational
immaturity to the desired goal of educational maturity.

The

needs and interests of the child were not ignored, because
Morrison never allowed the teacher to forget that the child
was the object of his teaching effort and the teacher was a
successful teacher only if the child could eventually direct
and control his own learning.
adjusted in society.
90 Ibid., p. 49.

Only then could

he

be well
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The criticism that Morrison's unit method of teaching
was based

solely on stimulus-resPonse nsychology is probably

the result of Morrison's designation of the learning cycle
consisting of stimulus, assimilation, and reaction.9 1

In

Basic Princ12les of Education, Morrison rejected the notion
that learning could be explained on the basis of tronism,
chain reflex, conditioned response, association or bonding,
or trial and error alone.

In regard to conditioned responses

he said:
So far from education being a matter of organized
conditioned responses, it is exactly the opnos1te. If
any such thing were possible--and we may thank Heaven
it is not--the result would be Personal nullity, an
individual controlled by inescapable preorganized
behavior. Just the contrary, one of the objectives
of sound upbringing and instruction 11 to forestall
and prevent the conditioning process.92

Morrison's whole conception of th• development ofpersona.lity
is in conflict with pure stimulus-response.

stimulus-response,

for Morrison, was just one of many ways learning could take
place.
Within the field of instruction and teaching, two
further elements in the realm of Morrison's oontr1bUt1ons
should be assessed: the educability of 'PUP1ls and the
individualization Of instruction.
Perhaps no man 1n educational history had a deeper
comm.1tment to the educability of children than Henry
Morrison.

He

c.

recognized that some children had organic

9llbid., p. 162.

92 Ib1d., p. 101.
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deficiencies that Precluded any learning but this group
was very small.

He also recognized that a significant

number of children did not learn as effectively or
efficiently as they could.

This, he felt, was not due to

their non-educability bUt was due to either poor teaching
or an arid environmental background, both of which could
be remedied.

His insistence that extensive records be kept

on each child and that numerous teachers be employed to
assist in the corrective and remedial cases bear testimony
to the fact that Morrison had this deep feeling that the
great majority of all children were educable, at least up
through general education.

For him, the bUrden of proof

lay on those who held that only a few children were educable.
Until these people came up with better evidence, Morrison
was committed to the educability of all children.
Morrison demonstrated his concern for the individual
in a variety of ways.

The unit method itself and the manner

in which 1t was taught was considered to be a method of
individualizing instruction.

All children were not limited

to working on the same unit at the same time.

If any child

demonstrated mastery of the principles described 1n the
presentation, he was either excused from that unit or could
work on that unit in greater depth.

It was not unusual

for the great majority of students within one class to be
working on different projects.

During the period of assimi-

lation, nupils all worked. at their own speed.

J47
At the Laboratory Schools, Morrison inaugurated
free library reading for the pupils and employed a host
Of specialized personnel to assist in studying the individual pupils so that there would be a minimum of corrective
and remedial cases of non-learning.

He added librarians,

visiting teachers, remedial teachers in subjects other
than reading, doctors, clinicians, and social workers.

Any

child with a learning difficulty was carefully studied and
detailed case studies were developed to help the individual.
Finally, his position on the educability of children reveals
his concern for each and every child.
The contributions which Morrison actually made in
the area of the educability of children and its corrollary
of individualizing instruction are few indeed as determined
by

references to his work in the literature in this area.

It is surprising that people in educational guidance have
not paid more attention to the way in which he organized the
Laboratory School at the University of Chicago for guidance
purposes, which he referred to as administrative techn1que.9J
His classification

or

Problem cases into corrective eases,

when the difficulty is not such as to make necessary segregation from the group, 9 4 and remedial cases, "when the
11

11

difficulty does not respond to corrective measures within
the class groupn95 is still widely used in the diagnosis of
9JMorr1son, Practice of Teaching, pp. 636-666.
94Ib1d., p. 88.

-·

95Ib1d
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read1ng hanct1caps.

On i;ne who.Le, iwiorrison•s classl.tica.t.i.on

of problem cases had limited impact, at least insofar as
one can tell from references in guidance literature.
In the area of individualized instruction, the
"Morrison Plan" 1s discussed in the Bncxcloped1a of
Educational Research 1n the 1950 edition 1n some detail,
being listed under the heading of individual differences.
The same pattern is followed in the 1960 edition where the
nMorr1son Pl.an" is discussed as the "best known" plan Of
individualizing instruction.

And yet this aspect of his

work is not included 1n other educational literature beyond
the year 1940.

As Moehlman said, the field of education

tends to lose sight of the retired specialist.
In the event that attention were redirected to Mor-

rison• s basic approach to instruction, what contributions
might his principles and recommended practices make to the
field of education today?

There are four main areas in

which Morrison's ideas might have current relevance 1n the
field of education.
Morrison stressed the fact that the nature or organization of a d1so1pl1ne might have relevance for the method
of teaching.

He did not ignore the contributions which

the nature of the learning process or the demands of society
would have for method.

He did suggest that an analysis of

the subject matter content and an analysis of the purp0se
for which that subject matter is taught might fUrn1sh
valuable clues for evolving methods of teaching which might
enable the teaching of the subject matter to be done more
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effectively and economically.

Redirection of current

educational thought to Morrison's analysis 1n this way
might yield insights which would be applicable to current
practices of teaching, which are yielding questionable
results as evidenced by public Protest and concern.
Morrison's stress on the educability of the overwhelming majority of children has relevance today when
there is an emphasis on utilizing the intellectual manpower of all Americans and on providing education for all
children in light of and in spite of so-called disadvantagement; cultural, social, economic, and experiential.

A

positive approach to the problem might result in a more
objective assessment of needs and more constructive recommendations in the area of program planning and remediation.
Morrison's insistence on, and demonstration of, the
fact that the individualization of instruction could be
effectively carried out in the classroom bears closer analysis
for possible adaptation or adoption by schools.

This fact

is timely in light of the current trend. and innovative

practices designed to 1nd1v1dual1ze instruction which are
emerging on the educational scene such as the Open Classroom,
Individually Guided Instruction and the continuous Progress
Program.
Morrison's approach to the way 1n which children with
learning difficulties can be helped has implications for
assisting schools 1n reaching all children especially those
who learn with great difficulty.

The field of learning
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disabilities is in its developmental period in both theory
and uractice 1n education 1n the seventies.

An analysis of

Morrison's established and scientific practice in this field
might be a source of valuable insights for future planning
and implementation in meeting the sPeoial needs of these
children.
The attempt of this study to assess the contributions

of Henry

c.

Morrison to the broad spectrum of the field of

education with which he was intimately involved for half a
century clearly demonstrates two facts.

First, that Henry

Clinton Morrison made significant contributions to the field
of education as a practitioner rather than as a theorist

during his long and productive career.

And, second, the

works of the man in education do not live on too long after

he retires from active participation in the educational
arena.

llle to the continuing changes in society and the

pressing demands for education to meet emerging needs, educational 1nnovat1ons appear and tend to replace the tried
and true methods of the past in the rush to meet the needs
of the moment.

A review and recons1derat1on of the edu-

cational ideas and insights of men such as Henry Clinton
Morrison reveals that what we, who are currently involved
in the field of education, think of as innovative and modern,
generally has its counterpart firmly rooted in educational
history.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Each era in our history has been confronted by
problems which have been neculiar to that era in some
respects and yet have had aspects which were timeless.
Questions and challenges facing educators in Morrison's
day are still facing educators today.

several of these

unresolved questions are:
1. What 1s education?
2. What ls the nature of the learning process?

J.

What contribution can learning theory, administrative organization and structure, curriculum theory,
and methods make in providing equal educational
opportunity for all children?

4. Are all children educable to the same degree?

S.

Is there a difference between education and schooling?

6. Are there valid distinctions between primary, secondary, and higher education?

7. How can the educational system be organized and articulated as a continuous one from nursery school
through the university?

8. What is the role of state supported education in a
democratic society?

9. How does one reconcile state responsibility for
education with local control?

10. Finally, is there a scientific basis on which we
can build our solutions to educational Problems so
that these problems will not keep reourr1ng from
generation to generation in almost the same form?
Morrison's professional life was spent in seeking
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answers to these burning questions which he felt affected
education and society; past, present, and future.

His

search for answers to these socio-educational nroblems
Prompted his continuous research and exoerimentation which
culminated in the oubl1oat1on of his four major works and
numerous other writings.

These

works contained Morrison's

responses to the major socio-educational questions of his
day on which he placed his hopes for the future; the future
of education, society, and civilization.
Morrison's responses in his major writings were developed in reverse order, moving from the practical to the
theoretical.

His first book, The Practice of Teachins in

the Secondary School was a practical exposition of methods
of teaching in the secondary school.

This work was a

resounding success and received both national and international acclaim.

According to Moehlman:

IA1r1ng his nine years as head of the laboratory schools,
Mr. Morrison developed and published The Practice of
Teachity) 1n the Secondary School. This bOok, revised
and republished in 1931, was probably the most widely
read of his numerous publicitions. It also had considerable vogue in England.
In fact, according to Morrison,

Th~

Practice of

Te~ch1ng

in

the Secondary School had been developing 1n his mind for a
much longer period of time than nine years as Moehlman stated.
Morrison said:
The vo~e [The Practice or Teaching in the Secondary
SchoolJ 1s the product of a study Of teao~1ng as it is

1Arthur B. Moehlman, "Henry c. Morrison: Master Teacher,"
The Nation's Schools, XXV (June, 1945) 19.
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found in schools and in undergraduate colleges, and
of the literature bearing upon the subjee~, extending
over a period of about twenty-five years.
According to Harry Brown, "Dr. Morrison's most Popular
book has been his Practice of Teach1pg." 3
Morrison's initial impact on the educational public
was as that of a praot1t1oner and not a theoretician.

Con-

sequently, his succeeding works which presented the theoretical bases of education, of curriculum, and of the
organizational structure of the school system as he conceived them, did not receive the same degree of critical
acclaim and response as his initial publication.
At the University of Chicago, Morrison taught, wrote,
and lectured extensively for eighteen years until in 1937
he reached retirement age and became professor emeritus.
During those years he wrote several books subsequent to
Tpe Practice of Teaeh1pg 1n the secondarz School. These
were: School Revenue in 1930; The Management of School
Money in 1932; The Evolving Common School in 19JJ; Basic
Principles in Education in 1934; The curriculum of the
Common School in 194o; and American Schools: A Critical
Study of Our Sphool system in 1943.

According to Moehlman:

His[Morrison's)la.st work, American Schools: A Critical
Studl of Our School §ystem appeared in 194). A number
2 Henry

c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching in the
Secondary School (Chicago: *The University of Chicago Press,

1926),

p.

v.

3Harry A. Brown, ~·Henry c. Morrison and His Contributions to American Education, 0 School and society, LXI
(June, 1945) 382.
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or educat1on1sts consider this book to be his most
imoortant contribution.4
However, due to social, economic, political, and philosophical problems which were pressing in the 1930's and 1940's,
Morrison's later works were of lesser impact on the educational public than his first.
Morrison, himself, recognized the lack of a logical
exp0sition of his theories which resulted from the chronological appearance of his publications.

In the Preface to

his final work Morrison concluded:
Three volumes have preceeded the present nublication.
The four are, in logical order although not in order
of appearance, Basic Pr1nc1plet 1n Education, The
curriculum of the common Schoo , Tfie Pi='actioe ~Teach
in in the Se on ar School, and American Schools: A
C 1t1ca
tu
o
r School
stem.5
=Morrison's responses to the questions which served as stimuli in his professional life were the result of his varied
educational activities and respens1b1lities at that time.
His primary concern was to meet the existing needs in the
most efficient and effective way, always w1th the intention
of improving the instructional program.

He decried the

dreadful waste of the educational potential of children who
were exposed to 1neff1oient and ineffective teaching-learning
situations.
first.

Being a practical man he dealt with first things

However, 1n their totality and their logical devel-

opment, Morrison's major writings did provide, for him, the
4Moehlman, "Morrison: Master Teacher," 19.

Saenry c. Morrison, American Schools: A cr1t1eal Study
of Oqr School $ystem {Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 194j), p. vi.
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answers to those questions posed previously:
education?

What is

What is the content of education?

content organized and taught?

How is this

How is this whole Process

organized?
Morrison concluded that "every sten in the development process for which we use the term education is a niece
of learning, or a learning product, and the learning process
~

is the change in personality which constitutes a new insight, or sense of value, or ability. 06

Every learning

product was an accretion to personality, made Possible by
virtue of the fact that man had both a physical and a
psychical aspect.
of

0

All learning had to be in the direction

right ' learning, learning which eontr1 buted to the
1

better adjustment of the individual to society.

our schools

had to be so organized and the curriculum so taught that
all, or practically all, children would be given equal
opportunity for adjustment.

All children had to adjust

because they lived in a common world with common problems
of adjustment.

There were distinctions between primary,

secondary, and university training.

The primary and the

secondary phase constituted the Common School which was a
continuous school that must lead to educational maturity,
at which point the individual was ready for university
work or his 11re•s work.

The Common curriculum based on the

basic universal institutions was to be taught in the Common

6Henry c. Morrison, Basie Pr1nc1Hles in Education
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin COmuany, 193 ), p. 3S.
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School.

Knowledge of the basic universal institutions was

essential to the perpetuation of society.

Since the common

curriculum was so crucial to the common School and to society,
the state should organize, control, and completely finance
the Common School to guarantee effective citizenship.

Local

control was an archaic method of organizing schools and the
sooner the state fulfilled its constitutional responsibilities
and organized the state on the basis of one school district
the better.

If the schools did an effective job of developing

citizenship, there would be sufficient money in the state to
fully finance all the educational costs of the common School.
And finally, Morrison believed that there was a scientific
basis on which to build solutions to recurring problems in
education based upon the result

or

his continuous research

and evidenced by the development and exPoaition of his theories.
These were Morrison's answers to some of the basic
problems in education.

we

would do well today to reflect on

some of Morrison's ideas and insights because these problems
are with us yet.

The oroblems, still present today in a

new social setting are magnified by current social, economic,
and political forces.

They might be summarized by consider-

ing several pertinent questions.
The questions to be pOsed for current consideration
would deal with the purPose of education, curriculum, methods
of teaching, and the organization, control, and financing of
the schools.

With regard to education, one might ask what

0
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1s it, why is it necessary, and when shall 1t begin and
end.

In the area of curriculum the questions might focus

on the concept of relevance, relevant to what and to whom.
consideration of methods of teaching raises the question
whether methods should be systematic, spontaneous, or
laissez-faire.

An analysis of the patterns of school system

organization leads to questions relating to the need and
value of structure and articulation.

The area of school

control is replete with unanswered concerns regarding centralization, decentralization, and comm.unity involvement or
community control.

The final question of school finance is

one which is in the minds of educators, politicians, and
the general public.

Realistic answers to the who, how, why,

and when questions of school finance are currently being
sought at all levels of government and society.
Insights can come from a variety of sources.
many ways of knowing.

There are

One way is to take advantage of the

contemplation given those oroblems by men of pa.st eras and to
use their ideas, if promising, as material for developing
current solutions.

•By

presenting the theories and ideas of

Henry Clinton Morrison it is hoped that this study has made
a contri but1on to our understand.1ng of' the similarity of
problems facing education 1n different eras, and of the value
of looking into the nast to review the origins of our current
educational "innovations," in our search for solutions to our
present

problems.~
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It has been pointed out earlier that a man's activities
1n his life are the result of the kind of man he has become,
the social setting in which he has lived, and the task in
life he has set out to do.

These three oomPOnents formed

the fabric and basic pattern of the professional life of
Henry Clinton Morrison.

Here was a rugged New &ngland man

w1th a religious background, brought UP in the rough lumber
town of Oldtown, Maine, seeing there the breakdown or a
society in which there were not enough virtuous, law abiding
citizens.

His conceot of the role the school could and

should Play in alleviating this condition began to develop.
While at college, he was impressed by James Fairbanks Colby
1n whose classroom he came to see the '*a good Amer1can[was]
not a Product of racial inheritance but a moral and intellectual development. 117 As city superintendent of schools,
he developed an idea that was to serve as the basis of his
philosophy and practice throughout his life.

According to

Morrison, "That [idea] was and always has been the notion
that character and intelligence broadly diffused amongst
the population 1s the only possible basis for the welfare of
people in society, and that the only instrument useful for
that end is universal education of the rising generation."

8

That notion was the very basis of the American commonwealth.
several years of study and analysis brought him to a further
idea,

wrote:
_
7Henry c. Morrison, School and C!!pDlonwealth (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Presa, 1937), p.v.
He

8 aenry c. Morrison, "What I Have Been Driving At,u
Zeta News Of Phi Delta Kappa, XXII (April, 1937) ;.
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And so in the great matter or the 1nstruct1on of eaeh
new generation, we can give our minds to the organization of the school system, to management and administration, to the shaping of the curriculum, to teaching •••
and we shall have learned little unless and until we
have mastered a valid theory of education itself founded
on demonstrated scientific principle.9

It was to the attainment of these ideas that Morrison dedicated
his life.
As one reviews the ideas of Henry

c.

Morrison, it is

apparent that he was not just a man of his own times.

He

was behind his times, of his time and ahead ef his time as
he developed and proposed his educational ideas and recommendations.

He was behind his times when he called for

adjustment to a sooiety in the 1930's to which few people
had any desire to adjust.

The United States was in the

throes of a severe economic depression with far reaching
social and political ramifications at all levels of society.
Roosevelt's characterization of our country as one 1n which
one-third of the nation was ill-fed, ill-clothed, and 111housed was accepted as fact.

Reform and revolt were in the

air 1n all areas of life, pol1t1cal, economic, social, and
educational.

Change and reconstruction was the dominant

theme of these dismal days.

Adjustment to the society of

the 1930's was neither appealing, popular nor desired by the
American public.

Morrison was a product of his times when

he was attempting to improve and enhance the status and
responsibility of the educational administrator at a time
when that position was in its infancy and was held in low
9Morr1son, Basie Principles, p.6.
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esteem.

He was timely when he Presented a theory of teach-

ing which, if followed, would be of significant benefit to

thousands of teachers who had been Dressed into service,
not adequately prepared, to meet the needs of the expanding
high school enrollments after the turn of the century.
Morrison was ahead of his time in calling for the control,
direction, and complete financing of education by the individual states.

That the schools do need a greater amount

of finances and a broader source of revenue to accomplish
their educational goals 1a a well accepted fact in our society
today; it was not in Morrison's day.

That this additional

revenue will come totally from the state is questionable.
However, recent trends do 1nd1cate that some of the states
are gradually exercising more control and direction over
the schools, but whether this trend will evolve into complete
state organization with the complete abolition of local
school districts, as recommended by Morrison, is doubtful.
The current intervention of the federal government in the
field of education, especially through the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 and its periodic extensions,

has added another level of control which Morrison reared.
H1s article ''Thumbs Down on Federal F.qual1zat1on, ,.lo pub-

lished 1n 1943, enunciated his concerns in this area
educational finance and control.

or

Morrison's differentiation

between local self-government and local government mar help
10 aenry c. Morrison, "Thumbs Down on Federal F.qual1zat1on," The Nation's Schools, XXXII (October, 1943) 20-21.
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to refine thinking in this area, but his arguments against
local control are not likely to bring about the disappearance of the "little republics at every crossroad," as he
referred to local d1str1cts, 11 or limit the increase of
federal intervention into the field of education.
The roots of contemporary American education are
imbedded in the historical development of the United States.
From the eighteenth century onward into modern times, political statesmen have recognized the relationship of an
intelligent citizenry to an effective form of democratic
government.

The philosonhic thrust for education has been

enmeshed in our political structure but it has been the
educational statesmen who have had to translate into actuality the hopes and ideals of the American public school
system.

Henry Clinton Morrison was one of these men.

.

'

Throughout this study, the basic assumption has been that

Henry c. Morrison had a definite conception of society and
of the eduoat1on required to prepare one to function effect1 vely in that society.

This analysis Of Morrison's

conceptions of society, of education, of curriculum, of
instructional method and of the organization and control
of the school system has demonstrated his concern with
translating education from a mere philosophic thrust in
the minds of the Pol1t1oal statesmen into an actuality 1n
the work of practicing educators in providing an intelligent
11Morr1son, American Schools, p.

149.
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o1t1zenry so v1tal to a democratic form of government and
to the perpetuation of society.
Morrison's bas1o approach to theory was one of comprehensiveness.

He was impressed by the implications of

the theory of evolution for the educational process.
this theory, he
ceived.

develo~ed

On

a theory of education broadly con-

From this theory of education, his conceptions of

curriculum., teaching, and organization evolved.
is related to the other.

One aspect

The interrelationships of each

aspect in the attainment of the final product, the educated
man, the good citizen, are essential features of Morrison's
educational theorizing.

An attempt to analyze one aspect

necessitates the analysis of the others.

Morrison attempted

to weave them all into one embracing pattern.
Morrison's approach is an invitation to modern educators to evolve a theory Of education sufficiently macroscopic to include the basic variables in education.

A

theory pertaining to organization, administration, curriculum, or teaching alone will not provide the scope needed
to attack the educational problems of today.

Further frag-

mentation would be the result of such an endeavor.

A theory

in administration, for example, has relevance as 1t helps to
explain the relation of the administrator to the wide scope
of learning, curriculum, and purposes of education.

The

educational administrator does not operate in a vacuum.

He

1s an integral factor in the interrelationships which exist
between the individual, the society in which he lives, and

the education which will prepare him to participate effectively 1n the social order.

Henry

c.

Morrison demonstrated

the fact that a man could be a successful teacher, a practicing administrator, a theorist, a prolific author, and a
profound thinker.

For him there was no unbridgeable gap

between educational oraetioe and educational theory.
It is hoped that this study
of Henry

or

the educational ideas

c. Morrison may serve as a basis for further

analysis of his ideas.

Future studies might be directed

toward a more detailed analysis of one of Morrison's theories,
or some asnect of his educational thinking which has current
relevance to the needs of the day in the field of education,
or an analysis of Morrison's ideas in a few selected areas
in which he exhibited discerning and penetrating thought.
some of these areas which might be considered worthy

or

future study and analysis are:
1. The fundamental purp0ses of the school are in need of
clarification.

Since Morrison's day, the emphasis on edu-

cation has shifted from the civic purpose of schools to an
emphasis on the development of the potentiality of the individual; from the social resoons1b111t1es of citizens to
1nd1vidual benefits.

Morrison's analysis raises th• question

whether the shift to individual gain can be justified 1n a
state financed system and whether soma thought should be
given to redirecting the schools to a greater emphasis on
civic competence and the respons1b111t1es of citizenship.
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2. The relationship of local control to state resDons1b111ty
1n education must be resolved to preserve publie partie1pat1on 1n the formulation of noliey while keening the schools
from be1ng controlled by the whims and opinions of a variety
of well intentioned but sometimes misinformed lay boards of

education and spee1al interest groups.

3.

A proper method of organizing and articulating the edu-

cational system from kindergarten through junior college
must be found.

At present, credit, units, entrance exam-

inations, accreditation policies, and a host of external
influences are determining the organizational structure of
our schools.

Morrison's analysis of the role of the primary

and secondary school in comprising the common School may

furnish us with some logical principles, psychological and
pedagogical, around which to more effectively organize our
sehools.

4. There is some indication that current thought 1n the field
of educational f1nance is close to Morrison's recommendations:
the notion that schools, by creating value in use, are not a
drain on the national wealth but rather contribute to it;
the notion of the obsolescence of the property tax as the
chief source of school revenue; and the idea that state
equalization formulas are generally inadequate and inequitable
and a new method of state financing must be found.
These are but a few of the areas in which further
studies and in depth analyses of the ideas of Morrison might
be both profitable and productive.

In addition, the current

trend in education toward the 1dent1f1ca.t1on of behavioral
objectives, the ut111zat1on of a systematic method of teaching by whioh to attain the stated objectives, and evaluation
of the products of learning in terms of mastery is but a

faint echo of Morrison's ideas of direct teaching for mastery
as developed 1n his first major publication, The Practice of
Teaching. Here, too, is a fertile field for current investigation.

Morrison's theory of teaching was based on twenty-

five years of practical experience at various levels 1n
education in differing times and places, and his exposition
is clear, concise and so1ent1fically grounded on valid educational principles.

A study of Morrison's ideas in this

area might yield an untapped reservoir of significant insights applicable to current uroblems in teaching and learning.
In conclusion, a man's contribution must be determined

1n light of h1s purposes.

Three years before his death,

Morrison reflected on the many years he had spent 1n education
and commented:
For about twenty years past, I have been attempting
to bring some sort of intellectual order into our act1 v1 t1es 1n Public Instruction, utilizing as well as
I could the methods which are common to all the sciences
and especially to the social sciences. In so doing, I
have thought to cover the disciplines which seem to be
fUndamental to our whole valid conception of the American
public school and its operat1ons.12
Given these purp0ses, he succeeded in life, at least

to the extent of formulating a theory and practice which
e~uld,

if implemented, bring about some o,..aer into the

12

Ibid., p. vi,
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activities of public instruction.

He covered the disciplines

which seemed to be fundamental to a valid conception of public education.

He developed a theory of education which ac-

counted for the _way 1n which children learned, a theory directed toward a specific purp0se: the adjustment of the child
to society.

He developed a curriculum, based on the funda-

mental 1nst1tut1ons of society, which was best suited, in his
opinion, to aooompl1sh the goal of the educated man, the man
adjusted to society, the law abiding, wise, and virtuous
citizen.

He described how the curriculum should be organized

and taught.

He discussed how the schools should be organized

to attain the objectives of this curriculum.

Re argued for

a system of complete state control and financing which would
guarantee that the essential task of educating citizens would
be equitably and competently accomplished.

He believed that

the state, through the Common School, had a respons1b111ty
to provide this education to all of its citizens.

Morrison's

efforts were cont1nuously directed toward the attainment Of
his stated purpose 1n life, to bring some sort of intellectual
order into the activities 1n the field of public instruction.
Henry Clinton Morrison lived a long and full life,

1871-1945.

His educational career spanned half a century,

1895-1945.

His career included positions at all levels of

educational activity and involvement.

His writing& ranged

across the entire spectrum of the f 1eld of education posing
answers to why, what, how, when, and where questions which
were plaguing educators during the difficult developmental

period of American public education.

A careful and critical

study of the major works of Henry Clinton Morrison should
offer the educator invaluable insights and assistance in
enabling our schools to become the free, compulsory, and

universal system of education which our political forefathers
envisioned.

The notion of Henry Clinton Morrison as a counter-

cr1 t1c in the 1970's is not unrealistic.

A return to the sane,

solid, substantial and scientific studies of Morrison might
provide an intellectual awakening among educators who appear

to be grasping at straws 1n the wind.

Morrison's contri-

butions to the ruture will be limited only by the vision of
those who read and study his works.
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